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MTBF – The Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) represents the average time 
elapsed in between two consecutive failures on a system. For repairable systems, this 
average time does not include the time that the system needs for repair. It is computed as 
the time difference between the time at which the system goes up and the time at which 
the system has an unplanned down time event (Weibull.com, 2016). For repairable 
systems, the MTBF is used to make an estimate of the reliability of the system.  
MTTF – MTTF is defined as the amount of time that a component or system is 
expected to last in operation. MTTF is often used to estimate the reliability of systems 
(Weibull.com, 2016). In this research, MTTF and MTBF are used interchangeably. 
Reliability – Reliability is defined in terms of the probability that an item will 
consistently operate for a certain amount of time the way it is supposed to, without 
failure. Reliability is a measure of the “capability of parts, components, equipment, 
products and systems to perform their required functions for desired periods of time 
without failure, in specified environments and with a desired confidence” (Weibull.com, 
2016). 
System Reliability – System reliability is a term used to refer to the reliability of an 
entire system, rather than the reliability of individual components in the system. The 
x 
system reliability depends on the reliability of its individual components and 
arrangement of the individual components (Weibull.com, 2016). 
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ABSTRACT 
Marathe, Monica M.S., Purdue University, August 2016. Implementation of Reliability 




High performance computing clusters provide an efficient and cost effective 
solution to tackle large and complex problems.  These clusters make use of the 
computing power available from widely available and relatively inexpensive commodity 
hardware. However, commodity hardware is liable to frequent failures, which can cause 
processes that are executing on these components to fail. Hence, high performance 
clusters often suffer from poor reliability. Whenever failures occur, additional costs are 
generated which lead to an increase in the cost of running the cluster. To prevent 
processes from failing, proactive fault tolerance strategies may be used in these cluster 
systems. The scheduler in these systems is an appropriate venue for applying proactive 
strategies to help prevent failures from occurring.   
In this thesis we have implemented an approach that incorporates reliability 
awareness in the scheduler. Based on historic system logs, estimates are made about the 
reliability of resources in the cluster. The scheduler makes decisions on where to 
schedule jobs depending on the reliability need of the job and the expected predicted 
reliability of computing nodes. This reliability need is calculated based on the 
characteristics of the job. Typically, jobs which are large and complex have a high 
xii 
reliability need. The scheduler assigns jobs which have a high reliability need to 
resources that can provide an adequate level of reliability, and avoids resources which 
have a low reliability. The lower reliability resources are allocated to jobs which have a 
low reliability need. Thus, by assigning jobs to resources based on reliability 
characteristics, failures of large and complex jobs can be statistically avoided compared 
to a typical node assignment strategy. Hence, by using this approach, the costs associated 





CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 This chapter provides the introduction to the research study by describing the 
problem statement and the significance of the problem. It also defines the boundaries for 
this study. 
1.1 Statement of Problem 
 The lack of reliability awareness in schedulers may cause jobs with a high 
reliability need to be scheduled for execution on nodes that are liable to fail. To help 
these jobs avoid failures, a reliability aware scheduling scheme is needed that can be used 
with an existing open source scheduling system to assign nodes to jobs based on the 
expected reliability of the nodes and the relative reliability need of the jobs offered to the 
system. To address this problem, this thesis describes a system that adds functionality for 
calculating the reliability need of a job and the predicted reliability of a node, and 
schedules jobs based on the reliability need of the job to the appropriate nodes in terms of 
expected node reliability. The reliability aware scheduler is tested using a High 
Performance Computing simulator for resource and job scheduling in a parallel 
computing environment. 
 
1.2 Research Question 
Will the implementation of a reliability aware scheduler in an open source 
scheduling system for a large scale high performance computing system improve the
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reliability of large jobs that can suffer from failure arising from the assignment of low 
reliability nodes to those jobs? 
 
1.3 Scope 
This research focuses on the implementation of a reliability aware scheduler in an 
open source scheduling system. This study also examines the impact of this 
implementation in terms of the improved reliability of large jobs.  
The scope of this research involves implementing reliability aware scheduling on 
top of an open source scheduler, the Maui Cluster Scheduler (Cluster Resources, 2016). 
Maui Cluster Scheduler is an open-source job scheduler, which is used in many clusters 
and supercomputers. Many leading government, commercial and academic sites currently 
use Maui as the job scheduler in their clusters. It supports multiple scheduling policies 
and configurations (Bode et al., 2000). Maui is available to modify for non-commercial 
use. The Maui Cluster Scheduler also has a built-in, advanced HPC simulator. This 
simulator may be used to analyze scheduling policies, workload and resource changes 
(Jackson, Jackson & Snell, 2001). 
Our implementation of a reliability aware scheduling system on the Maui Cluster 
Scheduler is tested using the in-built simulator in Maui. The simulator allows an arbitrary 
workload to be submitted to a simulated system, and can be used to test our new, 






Scheduling systems such as the Maui Cluster Scheduler (Cluster Resources, 2016), 
Terascale Open-source Resource and QUEue Manager (TORQUE) (Adaptive 
Computing, 2016), LoadLeveler (Kannan et al., 2001), SLURM (SLURM, 2016) and 
PBS (Henderson, 1995) do not take into account the inherent system reliability 
characteristics of HPC clusters. These scheduling systems do not differentiate between 
system resources based on their reliability. They do not assign jobs to be processed on 
reliable resources based on the reliability characteristics and needs of those jobs. Due to 
the lack of reliability awareness in these schedulers, jobs that require high reliability 
resources may be scheduled to execute on resources with poor expected reliability. Thus, 
jobs that require high reliability, i.e., jobs that are large and long running, may not be 
executed efficiently, even though there may be idle resources with high reliability 
available in the cluster. These reliable resources remain unutilized for large, complex and 
long-running jobs, leading to low system efficiency and reliability. 
With an increased interest and use of systems shifting to a cluster computing 
approach, the findings from this research can contribute to an improvement in the 
efficiency of these cluster-based systems. For large-scale systems, prior work by Hacker 
and Mahadik found that reactive strategies for reliability, such as checkpointing, do not 
scale well and are ineffective (Hacker & Mahadik, 2011). Hence, for such systems, using 
proactive strategies can help to avoid failures from occurring.  
The reliability aware scheduling approach implemented in this study can improve 
the reliability of large jobs in a high performance computing system. This approach 
computes the reliability need of a job and based on that, assigns the job to resources in 
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the cluster. This leads to an increased efficiency and overall reliability of the system and 
of large jobs. 
 
1.5 Assumptions 
The assumptions for this study included:  
• The virtual cluster used for simulation is representative of an actual open 
source job scheduling system. 
• A Weibull distribution can be used to define the reliability pattern of the 
system. 
• The Maui Cluster Scheduler emulates all the functions of a real scheduler.  
• Changes made to the Maui Cluster Scheduler to implement reliability 
awareness can be replicated in other open source scheduling systems as 
well. 
• The Maui Cluster Scheduler simulator is representative of the true behavior 
of the Maui Cluster Scheduler. 
• Node reboot system logs from the Carter Cluster at Purdue can be used to 
calculate node MTTF. 
• Every node in the Carter cluster consists of one processor per node. 







The limitations for this study included:  
• The study is conducted on a virtual cluster system and a scheduling 
simulator.  
• The reliability aware scheduling is implemented only on the Maui Cluster 
Scheduler. 
• The reliability aware scheduler is tested using workloads from a 512-node 
IBM cluster at the Cornell Theory Center. 
• Node MTTF information for the system is calculated from system node 
reboot events gathered from the Carter Cluster at Purdue University. 
 
1.7 Delimitations 
The delimitations for this study included:  
• The study is conducted on a simulated system size only. It is not tested on 
large-scale systems. 
• The simulation results are based on only the Maui Cluster Simulator. 
• The simulation is developed only for a Type IV scheduling policy, which is 








This chapter provides an overview of the research study by discussing the problem 
statement, scope, significance and the boundaries of this study. The next chapter outlines 
the motivation for this research through a review of literature. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 This chapter outlines the motivation for this study by describing recent findings in 
high performance computing and areas for further study.  
 
2.1 Introduction 
High performance computing clusters provide an efficient and cost effective 
solution to tackle large and complex problems for which the use of computational 
simulation and analysis can help to provide solutions. With a growing need for 
computational power greater than a desktop scale computer can provide, various 
applications are increasingly exploiting the capabilities of large-scale parallel computing 
systems. High performance clusters are typically built using commodity hardware to 
provide a cost effective solution to compute large and complex problems by combining 
and leveraging the computing power of available resources. These high performance 
computing clusters can provide computing performance in the range of petaFLOPS (Xue 
et al., 2014).  
High performance clusters are quickly being adopted for use by research 
applications, e-commerce applications, military applications, simulations and modeling, 
etc. Cluster computing is also widely used for Grand Challenge Applications (GCA) 
(Yeo et al., 2006). GCAs are defined as “fundamental problems in science and 
engineering with broad economic and scientific impact whose solution 
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can be advanced by applying High Performance Computing and Communications 
(HPCC) technologies” (Yeo et al., 2006, p. 540). GCAs are highly complex applications 
that are computationally intensive. They require a tremendous amount of processing 
power, storage and bandwidth as most of these applications involve computationally 
intensive simulations. Some examples of GCAs are Earthquake Simulations and 
Petroleum Reservoir Simulation (Yeo et al., 2006). Various other categories for GCAs 
include environmental modeling and weather forecasting for severe weather events, 
biomedical imaging, particle physics simulations, semiconductor modeling, genome 
modeling, image rendering and applied fluid dynamics (Yeo et al., 2006). Cluster 
computing is also used in other applications that require resources that are highly 
available, scalable and give a good performance (Yeo et al., 2006).  
As the importance of high performance clusters grows, there is a need to study these 
systems, leading to the development of more efficient systems with improved scalability, 
performance and reliability. 
 
2.2 Failures on large supercomputing systems 
Large supercomputers are made up of a diverse set of commodity hardware and 
components interconnected with a specialized or a commodity network. These systems 
have become very popular for processing high performance applications. Such systems 
can be cost efficient when commodity hardware is used within the system. However, 
commodity components are liable to fail frequently due to reasons like manufacturing 
defects, aging, or degradation due to environmental conditions. Failures are most 
commonly caused due to processor, memory or storage errors (Wang, Mueller, 
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Engelmann, & Scott, 2012). System reliability has a direct dependence on the reliability 
of the individual components that the system consists of. Thus, these large 
supercomputing systems can often suffer from poor reliability. When a component fails, 
the entire application that was being executed on that component also fails. The reliability 
of individual components greatly affects the overall reliability of a large system (Hacker 
& Meglicki, 2007). To deal with the failure of a storage device or computational node, all 
the work already executed by the application up to the point of failure, or from the last 
checkpoint, has to be redone. The cost due to the failure of individual components 
includes lost computation and restart time as well as additional expenditure for power, 
cooling and human resources (Hacker, Romero, & Carothers, 2009).  
Research conducted by Hacker, Romero and Carothers (2009) presents an analysis 
of the failure characteristics of large systems. Their study found that the characteristics of 
large-scale systems differed from small-scale supercomputers. Small-scale systems are 
much more reliable than large-scale systems as they are built from a small number of 
components, and thus have fewer elements that may fail. Large (petascale and exascale) 
systems are built using tens of thousands of commodity hardware components, and can 
provide computing power of thousands of teraflops to applications that can be scaled to 
use them. These systems are thus massively affected by component failures. One of the 
main differences between large and small-scale systems is that within a large-scale 
system, system events such as failures can demonstrate spatial and temporal dependence. 
This characteristic of large-scale systems needs to be considered when optimizing the 
system for increased reliability. Their research determined that the time between failures 
in the system follows a Weibull distribution. 
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The work by Hacker et al. (2009) describes the use of discrete Semi-Markov 
models to estimate the reliability of nodes in a large system. It presents a method for 
improving the reliability of systems by maintaining queues of nodes depending on the 
predicted reliability of these nodes. Their approach aimed to improve system reliability 
and reducing the use of checkpointing mechanisms. By scheduling jobs to nodes based on 
the predicted reliability of nodes, the probability of the job failing may be reduced, thus 
leading to improved job reliability for large-scale systems.  
 
2.3 Failure handling strategies in large supercomputing systems 
Applications running on large-scale high performance clusters are vulnerable to 
failures due to failure of individual components. Various techniques have been used to 
react to failures and avoid failures from occurring. These strategies aim to reduce the cost 
of failures, reduce time of recovery from failures, and reduce failures from occurring.  
One of the approaches used to handle failures in large supercomputing systems is a 
hardware-based approach. This involves adding new hardware to the cluster or replacing 
old components in the cluster, and provisioning additional spare hardware or duplicating 
hardware components by running the code and data on duplicate nodes in a system, in 
case a node fails. This strategy can be very expensive depending on the size of the cluster 
and the number of components being replaced or added. For very large systems where 
failures occur frequently, this approach is infeasible and cannot be used as an effective 
failure handling strategy. 
Software approaches to handling failures may be reactive or proactive. Reactive 
strategies try to reduce the impact of failures on an application, when a component failure 
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has occurred. A common reactive strategy is checkpointing. This involves periodically 
storing the state of computation. If a failure occurs and the job has to be restarted, the last 
checkpointed state is retrieved and work can proceed from there. However, checkpointing 
places an immense overhead on the system. This operation is time consuming and 
memory intensive, causing an overall decrease in system efficiency (Wang et al., 2012). 
The added overhead on the system induces additional failures and reduces the amount of 
time performing useful computations instead of checkpointing (Umamaheshwaran & 
Hacker, 2014). Thus, this strategy does not scale well and is ineffective for large-scale 
systems. 
Proactive strategies, on the other hand, employ techniques and approaches to avoid 
failures. By avoiding failures, the efficiency of the system can be significantly increased, 
as fewer defensive approaches are required. The research conducted by Shatz, Wang, & 
Goto (1992, p.1156) defines – “system reliability is the probability that the system can 
run an entire task successfully”. Hence, the software design of the system can 
significantly influence the reliability of the system. Being an essential phase in the design 
of a distributed system, their study presented an approach to task allocation, which seeks 
to improve overall job reliability. It was observed from their study that for different task 
allocation techniques, the system reliability differs significantly.  
Within large-scale supercomputing systems, scheduling systems provide a suitable 
venue for applying these proactive strategies to avoid failures. The scheduler is a control 
system that manages the allocation of tasks to nodes, and thus has the potential to 
improve the reliability of a system as it can manage resource allocation by allocating jobs 
to resources based on their reliability need (Umamaheshwaran & Hacker, 2014).  
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The Maui Cluster Scheduler (Cluster Resources, 2016), TORQUE (Adaptive 
Computing, 2016), Load Leveler (Kannan et al., 2001), SLURM (SLURM, 2016) and 
PBS (Henderson, 1995) are some examples of scheduling systems in use today. These 
systems treat all computational resources as homogeneous elements in terms of 
reliability. Thus, they do not take into consideration the different reliability 
characteristics of the systems and their elements.  By implementing reliability awareness 
in the scheduling algorithm, system reliability can be improved. 
 
2.4 Approaches to reliability aware scheduling 
There have been various approaches to incorporate the factor of reliability in the 
scheduling system of a large-scale high performance computing system. These 
approaches use a variety of methods like task duplication, checkpointing, task path 
computations, task completion optimization, etc. Some of these approaches are described 
below. 
The research conducted by Tang, Li, Li, and Veeravalli (2010) describes a 
reliability-driven scheduling system that measures system reliability and task priorities. 
Their proposed reliability-aware scheduling algorithm is inspired by the optimal 
reliability communication path search algorithm. This algorithm assumes that the failure 
of a processor and network follows a Poisson process, and that every resource is related 
with a constant failure rate.  Every task is assigned a reliability priority rank to estimate 
the priority of the task. This is calculated as the sum of reliability overhead of tasks, 
average computation costs, and average communication cost of edges between 
processors. A reliability-aware scheduling algorithm based on directed acyclic graphs 
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(DAG) is proposed. This algorithm uses duplication for tasks which are constrained by 
precedence, thereby leading to improved reliability of applications (Tang et al., 2010).  
The observed limitation of this approach is the assumption that the failure of 
processors and network of the system follows a Poisson process (Tang et al., 2010). 
While this assumption is made in various studies about reliability of HPC systems, recent 
studies by Hacker et al. (2009) suggests that driving mechanisms and failures follow a 
Weibull distribution time-varying event rate, which invalidates the use of a simple 
Poisson process modeling approach. Therefore, any mechanism developed for systems 
that are modeled by a Poisson distribution or exponential distribution do not take into 
account the complexities due to time-varying failure events. Thus, to accurately model 
system behavior, it is necessary to use an approach that takes into account the true 
complexities of a real HPC system. Another limitation observed is that the suggested 
approach involves the use of duplication for certain tasks. As duplication places an added 
burden on the system’s resources, a non-duplication approach is preferred to further 
improve the overall system reliability.  
A study conducted by Qin et al. (2005) proposes a scheme for scheduling jobs in a 
heterogeneous cluster that takes reliability measures into account. Their proposed 
scheduling algorithm incorporates scheduling times and dispatching times as well. 
Similar to the research by Tang et at. (2010), this research also assumes a Poisson 
probability distribution for failures in the system. Tasks are scheduled to processors on 
the basis of the reliability cost of the task, which is calculated as the product of the failure 
rate of the processor and execution time of the task. Their algorithm focuses on 
significantly reducing scheduling times and dispatch times for schedulers. 
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The research conducted by Kartik and Murthy (1997) describes an optimal task 
allocation algorithm that uses a branch and bound method. This model is based on the 
cost function minimization approach described in the work by Shatz et al. (1992). The 
cost function represents the loss of reliability due to the execution of tasks on nodes of 
varying reliability, and the unreliability due to inter-processor communication. The model 
proposed by Kartik and Murthy (1997) reorders the list of available nodes such that the 
nodes, which do not communicate with other, are to be assigned to tasks last, so as to 
maximize reliability. The number of computations in finding an optimal solution is 
reduced by the use of the branch and bound approach. This study focuses on unreliability 
in the inter-process communication, not the inherent reliability of the nodes themselves.  
The study conducted by Dogan and Ösgünger (2002) presents a matching and 
scheduling algorithm that both minimizes execution time and improves the reliability of 
the application. An incremental cost function is proposed, which may be used to reduce 
the probability of failure of task assignments. Thus, by minimizing the execution time, 
the effect of failures is reduced. The cost function is defined by the loss of time for inter-
processor communication due to network failures. By incorporating the results of this 
cost function into a scheduling algorithm, the effects of reliability are considered while 
making scheduling decisions. Their approach mainly focuses on the unreliability due to 
network failures and lack of inter-processor communication due to the failure.  
In this thesis, reliability aware scheduling is implemented in an open-source 
scheduling system by using and implementing the approach proposed in the study by 
Umamaheshwaran and Hacker (2014). Their approach is described below. 
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Previous research by Umamaheshwaran and Hacker (2014) proposes a theoretical 
approach in which improvement in the reliability of the system can be made by 
improving the reliability of large, complex and long-running jobs at the expense of 
increased failures for smaller jobs.  Task scheduling is based on the expected operational 
reliability of nodes and the predicted reliability needs of jobs. This approach utilizes 
information from historic system logs available, such as system resource use patterns, 
desired reliability and queuing characteristics of the system, and predicted node reliability 
and information about tasks queued to be scheduled to resources. For an optimized 
allocation of jobs to resources, an appropriate resource allocation policy is suggested. 
Based on a comparative study of various resource allocation policies – complete 
partitioning (CP), complete sharing (CS), upper limit policy (UL) and guaranteed 
minimum (GM) (Beard & Frost, 2001), a combination of complete partitioning  and 
complete sharing policy is used. Every class of resource requests is allotted one resource 
partition, with every partition having sufficient nodes, so that for high reliability 
demanding resource classes, the probability of blocking resource requests is bounded. 
The probability of blocking a request for resources is computed based on a previous study 
by Hacker (2010). For jobs in every resource class, the reliability need is calculated based 
on the sum of requested service time and resource class size. The resource classes are 
then sorted in descending order based on their reliability need. The number of nodes 
needed per resource class is determined. The expected reliability for nodes is calculated 
based on historic system logs. Nodes are sorted in descending order of the expected 
reliability, in terms of MTBF. Finally, every physical node is mapped to a resource class. 
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Thus, large, complex and long-running jobs, which have a high reliability need, are 
allocated to more reliable resources on priority (Umamaheshwaran & Hacker, 2014).  
The approach used by Umamaheshwaran and Hacker (Umamaheshwaran & 
Hacker, 2014) helps to ensure that resource requests, which require high reliability, are 
allocated to resources which can provide the required reliability needed by the resource 
request. Thus, jobs in a resource class are only allocated nodes from its resource class 
partition, or a resource class partition with reliability need higher than that resource class. 
Using their approach, resource requests are allocated resources that can provide the 
required level of reliability for that request. Their theoretical approach showed a 
significant level of improvement in the reliability of complex jobs and overall system 
reliability.  
The work carried out in this thesis presents a practical implementation of reliability 
aware scheduling in an open-source scheduling system using the theoretical approach 
mentioned above.  
 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter provides a basis of understanding of failures in large supercomputing 
systems, failure handling strategies and approaches to reliability aware scheduling, and 




CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
 This chapter discusses the research framework, design and methodology used in 
our study. The analysis framework, hypotheses, measures of success, nature of research, 
statistical analysis and threats to validity for our study are also discussed. 
 
3.1 Research Framework and Design 
This section describes the system used for implementing our study. The aim of this 
research is to implement reliability awareness in an open source scheduler. This will 
enable the scheduler to assign large, complex and long-running jobs to execute on 
reliable nodes. This research focuses on improving job reliability and overall system 
reliability by implementing reliability awareness in the scheduler.  
This reliability awareness feature is implemented on top of the Maui Cluster 
Scheduler. Maui Cluster Scheduler is an open-source job scheduler which is a commonly 
used task scheduler in clusters and supercomputers.  For modifying the Maui scheduler, 
we downloaded and installed the latest version of the Maui Cluster Scheduler and the 
TORQUE resource manager on a virtual machine. For this project, the setup used is 
representative of a real cluster, with a scheduler and job queue. The TORQUE resource 
manager is used to manage users’ job requests and system resources. As the resource 
manager, TORQUE is responsible for accepting and starting jobs, cancelling jobs, 
monitoring the state of jobs, providing statistics about 
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jobs which have been executed. The Maui Cluster Scheduler is used to decide when and 
where jobs in the queue are to be executed. For every job in the queue, Maui tries to 
locate adequate and suitable resources for the job. It then conveys this scheduling 
decision to TORQUE. Maui and TORQUE integrate with each other seamlessly, and 
work as one cluster system. The Maui Cluster Scheduler communicates with the 
TORQUE resource manager to receive job and system information, and to give 
scheduling decisions. To implement reliability aware scheduling on this system, we have 
modified the Maui scheduler source code. For the purpose of this research, we have set 
up our system with Maui version 3.3.1 and TORQUE version 6.0.0.1. 
Figure 3.1 represents the scheduler and resource manager setup used in this study. It 
also describes the relationship among jobs, job queues, Maui Cluster Scheduler and the 
TORQUE resource manager.  
 
Figure 3.1: Setup used for implementing the reliability aware scheduler 
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As described in later sections of this chapter, this setup of the Maui scheduler is 
modified to make scheduling decisions depending upon the reliability of resources in the 
system, and the reliability need of jobs.  
To test this implementation of reliability aware scheduling, we used the simulator 
which is part of the Maui Cluster Scheduler. The Maui simulator was built as a means of 
accurately determining and reproducing the impact of a scheduling policy on high 
performance cluster systems (Jackson, Jackson & Snell, 2001). We modified the Maui 
simulator to accurately replicate the failures exhibited by nodes in a real system, based on 
identifying node reboots in a system log tree from a large scale system. Using this setup, 
and using historic workload and node failure data, the performance of the modified Maui 
simulator was analyzed. The same workload and node failure data was also used with the 
native non-modified Maui scheduler, and its performance was compared with the 
modified version. These simulations help in understanding the impact of the 
methodology, and the results of these simulations are used to make conclusions about the 
research hypothesis.  
 
3.2 Research Methodology 
In this section, we have described the theoretical steps and a few assumptions used 
in this research to implement reliability awareness in the Maui Cluster Scheduler.  
Based on the study by Umamaheshwaran and Hacker (2014), the main premise 
being implemented in this study is that to improve system and job reliability, jobs which 
are large, complex and require a long execution time must be assigned to resources which 
have a high expected reliability. The total size of the system is assumed to be N. The jobs 
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being submitted to this system are assigned resources for execution from the pool of N 
system resources. Jobs submitted to the system are assigned to one of R resource classes, 
based on the job requirements. Thus, jobs with similar requirements are assigned to the 
same resource class. To assign jobs to resources based on their requirements, the 
reliability need of each resource class is computed. Resource classes with large and long-
running jobs have a higher computed value of computed reliability need. Every resource 
class is assigned a number Cr of resources to service the incoming load of jobs. This 
number of nodes depends on the rate of arrival of jobs λi to the resource class and the 
average service time of the resource class. The N system resources are partitioned into S 
partitions with Cs nodes in each partition. The R resource classes are assigned to S 
partitions, depending on the reliability need of the resource class. 
Thus, using this method, jobs which are large and complex can be assigned to more 
reliable resources, leading to improved job and system reliability.  
 
3.3 Analysis Methodology 
This section describes the implementation details of the methodology mentioned in 
the previous section. 
The input to the Maui Cluster Scheduler’s in-built simulator is a list of jobs, called 
the workload trace, to be executed on the system (Maui High Performance Computing 
Center, 2016). The Maui Cluster Scheduler’s simulator requires this workload trace to 
perform a simulation. In the workload trace, every job is a single line consisting of forty-
four whitespace delimited fields. Among others, these fields convey information about 
the job name, number of processors requested, details about the user submitting the job, 
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and the job submission time, start time and completion time. The Maui Cluster 
Scheduler’s simulator requires a list of nodes as an input, called the resource trace, to 
describe the system. The resource trace fully describes the attributes of the cluster 
resources which are relevant to the scheduler. Every line in the resource trace file consists 
of twenty-one whitespace delimited fields which describe a single resource. These fields 
include the resource name, type of resource, configured processors, memory and disk on 
the resource, etc. We have added an additional field to this trace, which gives information 
about the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) of the resource. Based on previous research by 
Umamaheshwaran and Hacker (2014), this MTTF value for a resource, i.e., the reliability 
of the resource, has an effect on the MTTF of the job being processed on that resource. 
This resource MTTF value is thus later used while scheduling the jobs. The total nodes in 
the system described in the resource trace file is assumed to be N.  
The first step in this methodology was to sort the system resources in descending 
order according to their expected reliability. The expected reliability of resources was 
calculated in terms of MTTF (Weibull.com, 2016). We calculated the MTTF of resources 
using system reboot logs gathered from the Carter cluster at Purdue. Every entry in these 
logs describes the epoch at which a particular node was rebooted. MTTF was estimated 
based on the observed running time of a node from the beginning of the system loop until 
a system reboot, or the average elapsed time between system reboots, since a reboot is a 
definitive loss of service event for a node. Thus, we obtained an estimated MTTF value 
of each resource from the resource trace file.  All the resources were sorted in descending 
order of MTTF. This sorted list of resources was used by the scheduling logic to assign 
the most appropriate resources to jobs based on the job reliability need.  
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All the jobs submitted to the system over a period of time were provided to the 
scheduling simulator in the workload trace file. The next step in the implementation of 
reliability aware scheduling, was to assign the jobs read in the workload trace to a 
resource class. As described in the work by Hacker and Mahadik (2011), we assumed that 
each job requests a certain number of processors, which follows a powers-of-two pattern. 
Thus, on the request side, these jobs were partitioned into resource classes based on the 
number of processors requested by the job. A job J requesting p number of processors 
was assigned to resource class ri where i was obtained from the following equation 
(Hacker & Mahadik, 2011) 
i = log2(p) + 1     (3.1) 
This equation partitions the workload into resource classes, distinguished by the number 
of processors in each resource class. The size of the resource class is denoted by n. 
The next step in this study was to modify the simulator code, so that jobs are 
submitted to the scheduling queue based on the job submission time mentioned in the 
workload trace. This ws done to ensure that the simulated system exactly emulates the 
behavior of a real-time system. Thus, the simulator analyzed the workload as a real-time 
system would, such that the simulated jobs were submitted to the system based on each 
job’s submit time from the workload trace. This ensured that the new scheduling scheme 
implemented in this research is simulated as similar to a real cluster environment as 
possible.  
The fourth step in this analysis was to compute the reliability need of every 
resource class. Jobs were assigned to resource classes depending on the number of 
processors requested by the job. When a job was submitted to the scheduler queue, the 
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number of processors requested by the job, and the job service time JT were recorded in 
the job’s resource class. The job service time JT was computed as the difference between 
job the completion time and the job start time, both of which are available in the 
workload trace. For a resource class, assuming that the number of queued or active jobs 
in a resource class is k, the average service time for jobs is computed as ti. This 
information was used to compute the reliability need of each resource class. The 
reliability need for a resource class ri  was computed as (Umamaheshwaran & Hacker, 
2014) 
      Reliability Need = ni * ti   (3.2) 
where ni is the resource class size, and ti is the average service time of the resource class. 
Next, the resources classes were sorted in descending order of the resource class 
reliability need, calculated from Equation 3.2. Thus, resources classes which have a 
higher reliability need value are ranked higher than resources classes with a lower 
reliability need value. These ranked resources classes were then assigned to appropriate 
nodes in the further steps.  
The next step in this study was to analyze the workload being submitted to the 
system and determine the number of resources required by a resource class to process the 
incoming load of jobs during the busy period of system use. The busy period of system 
use is the peak demand period, when maximum resources are requested on the system. If 
the system can meet requests during this period, the blocking probability will be the 
blocking behavior in the worst case scenario of the system (Hacker & Mahadik, 2011). 
According to Umamaheshwaran and Hacker (2014), Beard’s derivation of the  Erlang 
loss function approximation is used to find the number of nodes for every resource class 
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Cr. Beard’s derivation (Beard, 2001) of the blocking probability of each resource class ri 
in the system is represented as (Beard, 2001) 
Bpr = 1 – 
!"
#"$"
                  (3.3) 
where Cr is the number of resources needed per resource class r, and λrbr denotes 
the busy period workload for the resource class r. λr is the rate of arrival of jobs to the 
resource class. br is computed as the product of the resource class size ni and average 
service time of jobs assigned to the resource class ti. The value of the blocking 
probability Bpr is a range of values from 0 to 1. A blocking probability of 0 means that no 
job requests are blocked. Any other value of Bpr implies that (Bpr * 100)% of requests 
over a long period of time are blocked. The ideal condition is to allocate sufficient 
resources Cr to resource classes, so as to minimize the probability of blocking resources. 
Thus, Bpr = 0 (no blocking) corresponds to an ideal situation in which the number of 
nodes, where Cr = Crmax is the number of nodes for a resource class. At this system size, 
there will be sufficient resources to satisfy all job requests at peak load. Thus, to compute 
Crmax for each resource class r, we used the following equation (Beard, 2001) 
Crmax = λrbr    (3.4) 
According to the study by Hacker and Mahadik (2011), to determine λr, we 
consider a time window of four hours duration.  For each four hour window, the rate of 
arrival of jobs λr is calculated as the number of jobs per hour. We have modified the Maui 
scheduler code to calculate the value of λr in sequence for each resource class r after 
every four hours of simulated time. This value was then used in Equation 3.4 to compute 
Crmax for every resource class, every four hours.  
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As derived from the study by Umamaheshwaran and Hacker (2014), the resource 
allocation policy which was selected for this research is a combination of the complete 
sharing and complete partitioning policy. This allowed us to take advantage of the 
provided benefits of both these resource allocation policies. Using the complete 
partitioning policy, we allocated one partition per resource class, starting with the highest 
reliability need resource classes. The number of nodes to be assigned to each partition is 
denoted by Cs, and was given by the maximum value between Crmax and the resource 
class size ni, so as to minimize the probability of blocking job requests. Based on the 
results from the work by Umamaheshwaran and Hacker (2014), resource classes which 
require nodes more than 80% of the system size were not assigned to a separate partition. 
This was done to ensure that the entire system was not divided into just one large 
partition. The large resource classes can be allocated resources from the entire system. 
Until there are insufficient resources in the system remaining to satisfy a resource class 
partition requirement, resources are assigned to partitions. The remaining resource 
classes, which do not have a dedicated partition allocated to them, were assigned the last 
partition of lower reliability nodes. These resource classes shared the last partition.  
The following algorithm has been formulated to assign a partition to all resource 
classes, and to assign resources to a partition. These modifications are used in the 
function MSysUpdateTime (shown in Appendix A) in the source file MSys.c of the Maui 
Cluster Scheduler. This function is used to update the time of the simulator by 30 seconds 
in every iteration. Using our code to determine four hour intervals, we used the following 
algorithm to assign a partition to all resource classes, and to assign resources to a 
partition. 
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 This algorithm takes as an input an array NODES of N system resources, an array 
RESOURCECLASSES of MAX resource classes which have been sorted in descending 
order of reliability need. The array also stores the associated Cs for each resource class, 
which is the number of nodes it requires in the partition assigned to it. This array also 
stores the Size of each resource class. The variable NODECOUNT stores the total 
number of resources in the system. The variable NODESLEFT is used to represent the 
number of nodes which are yet to be assigned to a partition. The variable S is used to 
represent the number of partitions generated in the system. Temporary variables used are 
i and j (iteration variables). The output of this algorithm is that every resource class in 
RESOURCECLASSES is assigned a PartitionID, ranging from 1 to S. Nodes from 
NODES are also assigned a PartitionID.  
1. begin pseudocode1 
2. // traverse array of structures RESOURCECLASSES sorted in descending  
aaorder of reliability need 
3. for i = 0 to MAX do 
4.   // check if Cs for resource class is less than 80% of system size 
5.   if RESOURCECLASSES[i].Cs < (0.8 * NODECOUNT) then 
6.    // check if Cs for resource class is less than the number of 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaanodes left to be partitioned 
7.    if RESOURCECLASSES[i].Cs < NODESLEFT then 
8.    S = S + 1 
9.     for j = (NODECOUNT – NODESLEFT) to 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa(NODECOUNT – NODESLEFT + 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaRESOURCECLASSES[i].Cs) do 
10.      // assign Partition ID to nodes 
11.      NODES[j].PartitonID = S 
12.      NODESLEFT = NODESLEFT - 1 
13.     end for 
14.     RESOURCECLASSES[i].PartitionID = S 
15.    end if 
16.    else 
17.    // last partition nodes 
18.     for j = (NODECOUNT – NODESLEFT) to 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaNODECOUNT do 
19.      // assign Partition ID to nodes 
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20.      NODES[j].PartitonID = S 
21.      NODESLEFT = NODESLEFT - 1 
22.     end for 
23.     RESOURCECLASSES[i].PartitionID = S 
24.    end else 
25.   end if 
26.   else 
27.    // Cs for resource class is less than 80% of system size 
28.    // check if Size of resource class is greater than 80% of system 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaasize 
29.    if RESOURCECLASSES[i].Size < (0.8 * NODECOUNT) 
30.     // check if Size of resource class is less than the number 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaof nodes left to be partitioned 
31.    if RESOURCECLASSES[i].Size < NODESLEFT then 
32.      S = S + 1 
33.      for j = (NODECOUNT – NODESLEFT) to 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa(NODECOUNT – NODESLEFT + 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaRESOURCECLASSES[i].Size) do 
34.       // assign Partition ID to nodes 
35.       NODES[j].PartitonID = S 
36.       NODESLEFT = NODESLEFT - 1 
37.      end for 
38.      RESOURCECLASSES[i].PartitionID = S 
39.     end if 
40.    else 
41.     // resource class too large to have a partition assigned 
42.     RESOURCECLASSES[i].PartitionID = -1 
43.    end else 
44. end for 
45. end pseudocode1 
 
The final step in this analysis was to modify the scheduling logic, so that jobs 
belonging to a resource class were assigned nodes only from the partition that the 
resource class is assigned to, or a partition assigned to a resource class with a higher 
reliability need (Umamaheshwaran & Hacker, 2014). This approach ensured that a 
resource request will be assigned resources with equal or greater reliability, ignoring 
resources that are of a lower reliability. This means that jobs are assigned available 
resources only from the partition that its resource class is assigned, or a higher partition. 
If sufficient available resources are not present, the job is queued, even though there may 
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be lower reliability resources available in the system. This will ensure that complex, large 
and long-running jobs are given high reliability nodes to prevent them from failing.  
The following algorithm has been formulated to modify the scheduling logic in the 
Maui Cluster Scheduler as mentioned above. These modifications are used in the function 
MReqGetFNL (shown in Appendix A) in the source file MJob.c of the Maui Cluster 
Scheduler. This function is used to provide a list of “feasible nodes” for a job requesting 
resources in the queue. We used the following algorithm to provide a list of “feasible 
nodes” for the job only from the partition assigned to the job’s resource class, or a higher 
resource class.  
This algorithm takes as an input a job J. The job structure provides information 
about the job such as the CLASSID, which is the resource class identifier of the job. It 
also takes as an input an array NODES of N system resources, an array 
RESOURCECLASSES of MAX resource classes. Every resource class in the array 
RESOURCECLASSES has a PartitionID assigned to it, which is the identifier of the 
node partition that the resource class is assigned to.  As per the algorithm previously 
discussed, which is used to assign a partition to all resource classes, and to assign 
resources to a partition, if the PartitionID of a resource class is -1, it means that resource 
class does not have a partition assigned to it. The variable NODECOUNT stores the total 
number of resources in the system. The variable NODE is used to represent a single node 
in array NODES. Every NODE also has a PartitionID assigned to it, which is the partition 
identifier of the partition that the node belongs to. Temporary variable i is used (iteration 
variable). The output of this algorithm is an array FEASIBLENODELIST, which is an 
array of all the nodes that are feasible for the job J to execute.  
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1. begin pseudocode2 
2. // check if job’s resource class has a partition assigned to it 
3. if RESOURCECLASSES[CLASSID].PartitionID = = -1 then 
4.   // resource class does not have partition assigned to it 
5.   // scan all system nodes to find feasible nodes 
6.   for i = 0 to NODECOUNT do 
7.    NODE = NODES[i] 
8.    // perform checks to determine if NODE is a feasible node 
9.    if NODE is feasible then 
10.     // add node to FEASIBLENODELIST 
11.    end if 
12.    else 
13.      // go to next node 
14.     continue 
15.    end else 
16.   end for 
17. end if 
18. else 
19.   // resource class has a partition assigned to it 
20.   PARTITION = RESOURCECLASSES[i].PartitionID 
21.   // scan nodes from PARTITION and higher partitions 
22.   for i = PARTITON to 1 do 
23.    NODE = first node in partition i 
24.    // check to ensure node is from partition i 
25.     while NODE.PartitionID = = i do 
26.      // perform checks to determine if NODE is a 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaafeasible node 
27.      if NODE is feasible then 
28.       // add NODE to feasible node list 
29.      end if 
30.      else 
31.       // go to next node 
32.      end else 
33.     end while 
34.   end for 
35. end else 
36. end pseudocode2 
 
Using the steps mentioned above, reliability aware scheduling was implemented in 




3.4 Research Nature 
This research focuses on the implementation of a reliability aware scheduler in an 
open source scheduling system. The study is quantitative in nature, and follows a 
systematic investigation of the methodology by means of mathematical, statistical or 
computational techniques. (Given, 2008) 
 
3.5 Hypotheses 
The null and alternate hypotheses for this research are as follows: 
H1o: The implementation of a reliability aware scheduler causes no decrease in the 
number of failed jobs in an open source scheduling system. 
H1a: The implementation of a reliability aware scheduler causes a decrease in the 
number of failed jobs in an open source scheduling system. 
 
H2o: The implementation of a reliability aware scheduler causes no decrease in the 
average reliability need of failed jobs in an open source scheduling system. 
H2a: The implementation of a reliability aware scheduler causes a decrease in the 
average reliability need of failed jobs in an open source scheduling system. 
 
3.6 Measure of Success 
For the first alternate hypothesis to be accepted, there would need to be an observed 
decrease in the average reliability need of jobs which fail in the system in which 
reliability aware scheduling is implemented. If there is decrease in the average reliability 
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need of failed jobs, the null hypothesis can be rejected and the alternate hypothesis is 
accepted. 
For the second alternate hypothesis to be accepted, there would need to be an 
observed decrease in the number of jobs which fail in the system in which reliability 
aware scheduling is implemented. If there is decrease in the number of failed jobs, the 
null hypothesis can be rejected and the alternate hypothesis is accepted. 
 
3.7 Analysis Framework 
The reliability aware scheduler implemented in this study was analyzed by 
conducting a series of simulations. To test the performance of the reliability aware 
scheduler in a repeatable and controlled manner, simulations are the most efficient way to 
test complex job scenarios (Caminero et al., 2007).  
The Maui Cluster Scheduler’s built-in simulator was used to analyze the 
implemented scheduling policy. This simulator was given a list of jobs as an input. It was 
also given a list of nodes to describe the system. The simulator was modified to accept 
information about the expected MTTF of nodes. This information was used by the 
scheduling policy to make scheduling decisions. The simulator was modified to emulate 
the behavior of a real-time system. Additional modifications were made to the simulator, 
which allowed it to simulate node failures as they occur during the simulation period. The 
performance of the reliability aware scheduler implemented in this study was analyzed by 
comparing it with the non-modified Maui Cluster Scheduler. Tests were conducted to 
observe the execution of large jobs and compare them to the non-modified scheduler. 
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3.8 Statistical Analysis 
To measure the effectiveness of this implementation, a test of significance was 
conducted. Jobs were submitted to the reliability aware scheduler via the simulated 
cluster. The same jobs were submitted via the same cluster setup to the scheduler without 
reliability awareness. For both cases, the number of job failures and the average 
reliability need of failed jobs was recorded. The p-values for these hypotheses were 
computed using the simulation results. Based on these tests of significance, we made 
conclusions on the hypotheses. We discuss details about the simulation results and 
statistical analysis in Chapter 5. 
 
3.9 Threats to validity 
This study does not consider factors like such as bandwidth, switching delays, 
memory factors etc. while evaluating the reliability. This research also considers only the 
Type IV scheduling policy, which is a queue based scheduling policy that is used in high 
performance computing systems, for implementing the reliability aware scheduler, 
described in detail in Hacker and Mahadik (2011).  
 
3.10 Summary 




CHAPTER 4: EVALUATION OF METHODOLOGY 
 This chapter discusses the framework we used to evaluate and analyze our 
implementation of our scheduling scheme described in Chapter 3. In this chapter, we 
discuss the workload and simulated system we used for analysis, the Maui simulator,  and 
the tests conducted on the system. 
 
4.1 Description of system and workload 
This section describes the simulated system and the workload we used to test our 
methodology described in Chapter 3. We evaluated this methodology using simulations. 
The Maui Cluster Scheduler has a built-in simulator which takes a resource trace and 
workload trace as inputs. It uses the resource trace to simulate the system. In order to 
keep the analysis as real as possible, we inferred the node reliability information using 
data from the Carter cluster at Purdue university in the resource trace. Assuming that the 
time between reboots of a node is representative of the MTTF for a node, we analyzed 
node reboot information from the Carter cluster logs, and developed a script to compute 
the inferred MTTF for every node. The Carter logs we used provided reboot information 
for 634 nodes over a period of four months, from April 1, 2014 to July 29, 2014. All the 
Carter system logs are scanned for a specific starting string “Linux version”, which 
identifies a reboot log. An example of a reboot log in the system logs is as follows:
2014-04-01T16:33:15-04:00 carter-b079 kernel: Linux version 
2.6.32-358.23.2.el6.x86_64 (mockbuild@x86-
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022.build.eng.bos.redhat.com) (gcc version 4.4.7 20120313 (Red 
Hat 4.4.7-3) (GCC) ) #1 SMP Sat Sep 14 05:32:37 EDT 2013 
 
The following algorithm was used to compute the node MTTF from the reboot 
information. The algorithm takes as an input the logs from the Carter cluster, and gives a 
list of twenty-two whitespace delimited fields for every node in the cluster, as is required 
for the Maui simulator resource trace. Every line in the resource trace represents a single 
node in the cluster. The first of the fields describing the node is the node MTTF, 
calculated using the following algorithm. 
The following algorithm has been formulated to compute the MTTF for every node, 
based on node reboot information. This code in shown in Appendix B. This algorithm 
takes a list of LOGS from the Carter cluster at Purdue as an input. Every entry (LOG) in 
the LOGS conveys reboot information for a particular NODE in the cluster. The fields of 
interest for this study in each entry in the log file are the date and time (EPOCH) at which 
the node was rebooted, and the name of the node (NAME) that was rebooted.  The 
variable OCCURRENCES records the number of occurrences of every node in the reboot 
logs file. The output of this algorithm is a resource trace file, RESOURCETRACE, in 
which every entry corresponds to a node in the cluster. The fields of interest in every 
enter are the node NAME and MTTF, generated by the algorithm. The log file is sorted 
by EPOCH. The first log entry node is denoted by FIRST, and the last entry node is 
denoted by LAST. The MTTF is calculated as the difference between the EPOCH of the 
first and last LOG in the sorted LOGS for a particular node. The output of this algorithm 
is the list RESOURCETRACE, which is the resource trace file containing an entry for 
every node in the cluster, along with the computed node MTTF value.  
1. begin pseudocode3 
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2. // sort LOGS file in ascending order of reboot entries 
3. // scan the sorted log file  
4. for every LOG in LOGS do 
5.         // record the first and last LOG occurrence for every NODE 
6.         // check for number of occurrences 
7.         if  OCCURRENCES > 1 
8.                 NODE.MTTF = (last occurrence NODE.EPOCH – first 
aaaaaaaaaoccurrence NODE.EPOCH) / OCCURRENCES 
9.         end if 
10.         else 
11.                 NODE.MTTF = minimum of (NODE.EPOCH – FIRST.EPOCH) 
aaaaaaaaaand (LAST.EPOCH – NODE.EPOCH)    
12.        end else 
13.  // add NODE to RESOURCETRACE 
14.  end for 
15. end pseudocode3 
 
An example of a line in the generated resource trace file is as follows: 
999075 COMPUTENODE AVAILABLE 0 carter-b029 PBS1 423132 256 7140 1 
1 1 1 LINUX [NONE] [NONE] [batch:1] [ethernet][atm] 1.0 [NONE] 
[NODE] [NONE] 
 
The fields of interest from this trace are: 
• Mean Time To Failure of node = 999075 seconds 
• Name of node = carter-b029 
• Number of processors configured on node = 1 
To analyze the implemented reliability aware scheduling scheme, we used the 
workload logs from the Cornell Theory Center (CTC). This log contains 11 months of job 
traces for a 512-node IBM cluster at CTC (Hotovy, 1996). This trace is commonly used 
to represent a sample workload while evaluating job scheduling policies (Kettimuthu et 
al., 2001). The logs are dated from 26 June, 1996 to 31 May, 1997. Every line in the log 
represents a job submitted to the cluster. We wrote a script to convert these logs into a 
format accepted by the Maui simulator workload trace. An example of a single line in the 
workload trace is as follows: 
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1 0 306 307 307 35100 Completed [batch:1] 835823160 836411690 
836411690 836412627 [NONE] [NONE] [NONE] >= 128 >= 0 [NONE] 
835823160 306 -1 [NONE] [NONE] [NONE] [NONE] [NONE] -1 142.00 
[DEFAULT] 1 0 0 0 0 0 [NONE] [NONE] [NONE] [NONE] [NONE] [NONE] 
[NONE] 
 
The fields of interest from this trace are: 
• Job ID = 1 
• Number of tasks requested = 306 
• Job submission time = 835823160 
• Job start time = 836411690 
• Job completion time = 836412627 
 
4.2 Generation of node failures 
This section describes the mechanism we developed to generate node failures while 
the Maui simulator is running. To test our implementation of a reliability aware 
scheduling scheme in a real-system environment, it was necessary to add a mechanism to 
the simulator to allow us to simulate node failures in a real system. We used the system 
logs from the Carter cluster at Purdue to estimate the MTTF for nodes in our system. All 
the reboot logs were collected and analyzed to compute the node MTTF. These node 
MTTF values were submitted to the Maui simulator as part of the resource trace file.  
In order to simulate node failures in the system, we added a parameter to each node 
structure, called the Time-To-Death (TTD) of node. This parameter will be used to 
determine when a node fails. It represents the amount of time (in seconds) until the node 
fails. For simulating a node failing and then being rebooted, we modified the state of the 
node in the Maui scheduler code. These node states have been defined in the Maui 
scheduler code. The node states of interest for this study are “Idle”, “Active”, and 
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“Down”. A node in the “Idle” state means that it is up and available to be allocated to a 
job. A node in the “Active” state means that it has been allocated to a job and is being 
used to process the job. A node in the “Down” state means that the node has failed, and is 
no longer up. A node that is “Down” cannot be allocated to any job.  
The TTD parameter is initialized to the MTTF value of the node. With every 
simulated iteration, the TTD value for each node is decreased by the iteration duration (30 
seconds). When the TTD for a node reaches 0, we turn the state of the node to “Down”. 
When a node fails in a real system, the job being executed on that node fails. To emulate 
the same behavior in the Maui simulator, we modified the simulator so that when a node 
state goes from “Active” to “Down”, i.e., if there was a job being executed on that node, 
the job fails and is removed from the active jobs list.  
We assumed that once a node fails, it is rebooted and brought back up in the very 
next iteration. Thus, we have added code for turning the state of a “Down” node to “Idle” 
in the very next iteration that it was turned “Down” in.  
The following algorithm has been formulated to simulate node failures in our 
system, as described above. This algorithm is used to make modifications in the functions 
MRMNodePreUpdate, MRMNodePostUpdate and MRMJobPreUpdate in file MRM.c 
(shown in Appendix A) of the Maui Cluster Scheduler. The MRMNodePreUpdate 
function is called every iteration of the simulation to update the state of all the nodes in 
the system. In this function, we added code to emulate the change of state of a node to 
represent the reboot of a node which failed in the previous iteration.  The 
MRMNodePostUpdate function is called in every iteration, and we have added code in 
this function to emulate the failure of a node when its TTD value becomes 0. The  
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MRMJobPreUpdate function is called for every job in each iteration, and we have added 
code to this function to simulate the failure of a job if any node that the job was being 
executed on, fails.  
This algorithm takes as an input an array NODES of N system resources. Every 
node in NODES has an associated MTTF value and TTD value. The parameter State for 
every node represents the state for the node, namely “Idle”, “Active” or “Down”. It also 
takes as an input an active job J. The job structure provides information about the job 
such as the list of nodes it is being processed on, EXEC_NODES. The variable 
ITERATION_DURATION stores the simulated duration of each scheduler iteration (30 
seconds in the case of the Maui scheduler). The variable NODECOUNT stores the total 
number of resources in the system. The variable NODE is used to represent a single node 
in array NODES. Temporary variable i is used (iteration variable). The output of this 
algorithm is the implementation of node and associated job failure simulation. 
1. begin pseudocode4 
2. // decrease TTD for every node by ITERATION_DURATION and check for 0 
in MRMNodePostUpdate 
3.  for i = 1 to NODECOUNT do 
4.   NODE = NODES[i] 
5.   NODE.TTD = NODE.TTD – ITERATION_DURATION 
6.   // check if TTD <= 0 
7.   if NODE.TTD <= 0 then 
8.    // “fail” node 
9.    NODE.State = “Down” 
10.   end if 
11.  end for 
12. // check for failed nodes for job J 
13.  for every NODE in EXEC_NODE 
14.   // check for failed node 
15.   if NODE.State = = “Down” 
16.    // fail job J 
17.   end if 
18. end for 
19. // next iteration: reboot failed node 
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20. for i = 1 to NODECOUNT do 
21.   NODE = NODES[i] 
22.   if NODE.State = = “Down” then 
23.    // “reboot” node 
24.    NODE.State = “Idle” 
25.    // reset NODE.TTD 
26.    NODE.TTD = NODE.MTTF 
27.   end if 
28.  end for 
29. end pseudocode4 
 
4.3 Experimental Design 
This section describes the experiments we designed to test our implementation of 
our reliability aware scheduling system. To keep our analysis as real as possible, we used 
data from real systems to simulate our workload and system. We tested the 
implementation of our reliability aware scheduler by performing a series of simulations 
using eleven different workloads and two different system sizes. These simulations were 
performed twice, once using our implemented scheduler, and once using the original, 
unmodified Maui Cluster Scheduler with its default configurations. The results obtained 
from our implemented scheduler were then compared with the results from the 
unmodified scheduler. 
The workload we have used for our experiments was obtained from the Cornell 
Theory Center (CTC). This workload contains 11 months of job traces from 26 June, 
1996 to 31 May, 1997, for a 512-node IBM cluster at CTC (Hotovy, 1996). The total 
number of jobs in this workload trace is 77,222. We obtained this workload from the 
Parallel Workloads Archive repository (Parallel Workloads Archive, 2016). To reduce 
the time required for simulation, we split this workload into smaller sets of jobs. This 
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splitting was done on a monthly basis. Thus, we have eleven workload sets for 
conducting simulations on a monthly basis.  
For simulating the execution of the workload sets on a realistic cluster system, we 
used logs from the Carter cluster at Purdue to generate the resource trace which is used 
by the Maui simulator to describe the cluster and its resources. The logs were used to 
generate a resource trace with 634 uni-processor nodes. This is the simulated system we 
used for processing our monthly workloads for both scheduling scenarios. 
Since the size of the Carter cluster resource trace is considerably larger by 23.8% 
(634 nodes) than the size of the workload cluster (512 nodes), we ran all the simulations 
again, on a system size that is sized more closely to the system size on which the 
workload was obtained from (512 nodes). Thus, we reduced our 634 nodes to a system of 
538 nodes (5% larger than the workload cluster). To randomly reduce 96 nodes from the 
resource trace, we used a random sort UNIX function (sort -R) on the resource trace 96 
times, and removed the first node after every sort. We then ran all the simulations again, 






CHAPTER 5: SIMULATION RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION 
 This chapter discusses the results, statistical analysis performed and the 
conclusion from this study.  
  
5.1 Simulation Approach 
This section describes the tests we conducted on the system and the results we 
obtained. For analyzing our implementation of a reliability aware scheduler, we 
conducted a series of simulations on the Maui Cluster Scheduler’s built in simulator. We 
conducted tests using the workload and resource traces described in previous chapters. 
The workload trace, which contains 11 months of job traces obtained from a 512-node 
IBM cluster at CTC (Hotovy, 1996), was broken down into monthly job traces, to reduce 
the time required for simulation. Table 5.1 describes the duration of each monthly 
workload trace, and the number of jobs in each monthly workload trace. We generated 
the monthly workload traces by dividing the jobs in the workload trace based on the 
submit date and time of the job.  
We ran simulations using these monthly workload traces on our reliability aware 
scheduler and the non-modified Maui scheduler. To simulate a system for our tests, we 
have used estimated node reliability information from the Carter cluster at Purdue. These 
simulations were run twice on each system, once on the 634 node 
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simulated system, and once on the 538 node simulated system. We have compared and 
analyzed results from both the scheduler from all these simulations.   
To keep our analysis unbiased in terms of node failures, the same code for 
generating node failures was used in both scheduling systems. Hence, the simulated node 
failures in both the systems follow the exact same pattern.  
 
Table 5.1: Number of jobs and time period for each monthly workload 
 
Month Time Period Number of Jobs 
   
Month 01 26 June, 1996 to 25 July, 1996 6355 
Month 02 26 July, 1996 to 25 August, 1996 7445 
Month 03 26 August, 1996 to 25 September, 1996 6643 
Month 04 26 September, 1996 to 25 October, 1996 6843 
Month 05 26 October, 1996 to 25 November, 1996 8551 
Month 06 26 November, 1996 to 25 December, 1996 7039 
Month 07 26 December, 1996 to 25 January, 1997 6032 
Month 08 26 January, 1997 to 25 February, 1997 8464 
Month 09 26 February, 1997 to 25 March, 1997 6425 
Month 10 26 March, 1997 to 25 April, 1997 6227 




5.2 Simulation Results 
In this section, we have described the results obtained from our simulations. The 
graphs in this section represent a comparison of the results obtained from our reliability 
aware scheduler and the non-modified Maui scheduler.  
We have provided graphs for various comparison parameters, such as the number 
of failed jobs, the average size of failed jobs, the average reliability need of failed jobs, 
the average processor seconds wasted due to failed jobs, and the average queue time of 
jobs. Every graph is a comparative bar graph used to compare results from our reliability 
aware scheduler and the non-modified scheduler. We generated two graphs for each 
parameter, one with a system size of 634 nodes and the other with a system size of 538 
nodes.  
 




Figure 5.2: Graph of Number of Failed Jobs per Month on System Size = 538 nodes 
 
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show a comparison of the number of jobs that failed due 
to a node failure in our reliability aware scheduler and the non-modified Maui scheduler. 
As we observe from the graphs, the number of failures on both system sizes was 
consistently lower in all tests in our reliability aware scheduler. We can observe that our 
methodology was effective in reducing the number of failed jobs in the system by a large 
degree. By reducing the number of job failures in the system, we thereby improve the 















Figure 5.4: Graph of Average Size of Failed Jobs per Month on System Size = 538 
nodes 
 
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show a comparison of the average size of jobs which 
failed due to a node failure in our reliability aware scheduler and the non-modified Maui 
scheduler. This average size of jobs is in terms of the number of processors needed by the 
job. As we observe from the graphs, the jobs which have failed on the system which uses 
our reliability aware scheduler are lower in approximately 85% of the tests than the jobs 
which failed on the system using the non-modified Maui scheduler. Thus, using our 
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methodology reduces the amount of failing jobs that are large in size, thereby improving 
the reliability of large, complex jobs.  
 
 
Figure 5.5: Graph of Average Reliability Need of Failed Jobs per Month on System 















Figure 5.6: Graph of Average Reliability Need of Failed Jobs per Month on System 
Size = 538 nodes 
 
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show a comparison of the average reliability need of jobs 
which failed due to a node failure in our reliability aware scheduler and the non-modified 
Maui scheduler. This reliability need of jobs is calculated in terms of the product of 
number of processors needed by the job and the service time of the job. As we observe 
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from the graphs, in in approximately 90% of the tests, the reliability need of jobs which 
have failed on the system which uses our reliability aware scheduler is less than the 
reliability need of jobs which failed on the system using the non-modified Maui 
scheduler. Thus, we can observe that using our methodology has fewer number of failing 
jobs that are large in size and are and time consuming, thereby improving the reliability 
of large, complex jobs in the system.  
 
 
Figure 5.7: Graph of Average Processor Seconds Wasted due to Failed Jobs per 







Figure 5.8: Graph of Average Processor Seconds Wasted due to Failed Jobs per 
Month on System Size = 538 nodes 
 
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 show a comparison of the average processor seconds 
wasted due to jobs which failed from a node failure in our reliability aware scheduler and 
the non-modified Maui scheduler. This value of wasted processor seconds is computed as 
the product of size of job (number of processors) and the time (in seconds) that the job 
executed for before failing. As we observe from the graphs, in approximately 80% of the 
tests, the average processor seconds wasted due to jobs which have failed on the system 
which uses our reliability aware scheduler is less than the average processor seconds 
wasted due to jobs which failed on the system using the non-modified Maui scheduler. 
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Thus, we can observe that by using our methodology, we can reduce the amount of work 
done by the system that is wasted due to job failures, thereby improving overall 
efficiency of the system system.  
 
 







Figure 5.10: Graph of Average Queue Time of all Jobs per Month on System Size = 
538 nodes 
 
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show a comparison of the average queue time for all 
jobs in our reliability aware scheduler and the non-modified Maui scheduler. This value 
of queue time is the amount of time (in seconds) after the job was submitted to the system 
and before it began execution. This queue time is the time the job is waiting in the queue 
for the scheduler to assign the job to appropriate resources for execution. As we observe 
from the graphs, in approximately 85% of the tests, the average queue time for all jobs on 
the system which uses our reliability aware scheduler is larger than the average queue 
time for all jobs on the system using the non-modified Maui scheduler. This additional 
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queue time is because of our methodology, which only allocates resources to jobs of 
comparable reliability, even though there may be idle, less reliable resources available in 
the system. Thus, this methodology leads to an additional queue time for all jobs in the 
system.  
 
5.3 Statistical Analysis 
We performed a test of significance to test our hypotheses. Using the results from 
our simulation tests, we conducted a two sample paired t-test of significance.  We used 
the number of job failures data (data from Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3) and the average 
reliability need data (data from Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7) obtained from our simulations 
conducted on both the simulated system sizes. This data is listed in Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 
and 5.5. We conducted tests of significance for each simulated system size. The two 
sample paired t-test is robust in terms of distribution of the sample data (Moore et al., 
2014). For avoiding the possibility of Type I errors, it is recommended that a significance 
level (α) of 0.01 should be used (Moore et al., 2014).  Hence, for conducting the tests of 
significance, we compared the obtained p-values to an α value of 0.01. 
Table 5.2 lists the number of failed jobs on the system that uses our reliability 
aware scheduler and the number of failed jobs on the system that uses the non-modified 
Maui scheduler, using a simulated system of 634 nodes. 
The p-value from this data is less than 0.0001. We compared this p-value with α. 
Thus, these results were statistically significant as p < 0.01.  
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Table 5.3 lists the number of failed jobs on the system that uses our reliability 
aware scheduler and the number of failed jobs on the system that uses the non-modified 
Maui scheduler, using a simulated system of 538 nodes.  
The p-value from this data is less than 0.0001. We compared this p-value with α. 
Thus, these results were statistically significant as p < 0.01.  
As the p-values for both tests were less than α, we rejected the first null hypothesis 
and accepted the alternate hypothesis.  Thus, our data provided enough evidence that the 
implementation of a reliability aware scheduler causes a decrease in the number of failed 
jobs in an open source scheduling system. 
Table 5.4 lists the average reliability need of failed jobs on the system that uses our 
reliability aware scheduler and the average reliability need of failed jobs on the system 
that uses the non-modified Maui scheduler, using a simulated system of 634 nodes.  
The p-value from this data is equal to 0.004. We compared this p-value with α. 
Thus, these results were statistically significant as p < 0.01.  
Table 5.5 lists the average reliability need of failed jobs on the system that uses our 
reliability aware scheduler and the average reliability need of failed jobs on the system 
that uses the non-modified Maui scheduler, using a simulated system of 538 nodes.  
The p-value from this data is is less than 0.0001. We compared this p-value with α. 
Thus, these results were statistically significant at as p < 0.01.  
As the p-values for both tests were less than α, we rejected the second null 
hypothesis and accepted the alternate hypothesis. Thus, our data provided enough 
evidence that the implementation of a reliability aware scheduler causes a decrease in the 
average reliability need of failed failed jobs in an open source scheduling system. 
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Table 5.2: Number of job failures from reliability aware and non-modified schedulers on 
System Size = 634 nodes 
Month 
Number of Job Failures 
on reliability aware 
scheduler 
Number of Job Failures 
on non-modified 
scheduler 
Month 01 132 388 
Month 02 107 371 
Month 03 113 487 
Month 04 64 327 
Month 05 90 357 
Month 06 63 344 
Month 07 161 435 
Month 08 128 454 
Month 09 189 494 
Month 10 95 359 
Month 11 40 340 
 
Mean:                     107.45         396 
Standard deviation:              44.10        60.79  
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Table 5.3: Number of job failures from reliability aware and non-modified schedulers on 
System Size = 538 nodes 
Month 
Number of Job Failures 
on reliability aware 
scheduler 
Number of Job Failures 
on non-modified 
scheduler 
Month 01 166 381 
Month 02 151 385 
Month 03 132 491 
Month 04 85 350 
Month 05 106 361 
Month 06 119 327 
Month 07 238 450 
Month 08 259 447 
Month 09 204 502 
Month 10 145 367 
Month 11 122 352 
 
Mean:                       157         401.18 
Standard deviation:              55.24          60.59  
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Table 5.4: Average reliability need of failed jobs from reliability aware and non-modified 
schedulers on System Size = 634 nodes 
Month 
Average Reliability Need 




Average Reliability Need 
of Failed Jobs on non-
modified scheduler 
(processor seconds) 
Month 01 514765.916667 810238.206186 
Month 02 918356.700935 1136451.81132 
Month 03 553604.707965 858882.62423 
Month 04 1198379.73438 1313505.54128 
Month 05 695551.911111 1016466.27731 
Month 06 840894.301587 1131495.12791 
Month 07 633746.608696 888021.324138 
Month 08 583365.710938 807119.019824 
Month 09 467260.846561 836448.05668 
Month 10 1601869.11579 1473708.23955 
Month 11 1379570.175 1249702.77941 
 
Mean:             853396.88451182         1047458.09162164 
Standard deviation:    382123.50188813           229969.15315707 
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Table 5.5: Average reliability need of failed jobs from reliability aware and non-modified 
schedulers on System Size = 538 nodes 
Month 
Average Reliability Need 




Average Reliability Need 
of Failed Jobs on non-
modified scheduler 
(processor seconds) 
Month 01 280320.174699 888562.632546 
Month 02 782957.251656 1131209.30909 
Month 03 543426.621212 875696.767821 
Month 04 1248871.17647 1276253.14571 
Month 05 666409.273585 1020737.33795 
Month 06 558475.092437 1212296.0581 
Month 07 519931.478992 909325.864444 
Month 08 383606.3861 876039.194631 
Month 09 487981.509804 798251.858566 
Month 10 957291.289655 1451271.43052 
Month 11 782442.819672 1242956.08807 
 
Mean:           655610.27948018       1062054.51704073 
Standard deviation:  275453.73957796        212486.81857178  
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5.4 Future Work 
The results from our statistical analysis showed that our implemented reliability 
aware scheduler was effective in reducing the number of failed jobs in the system to a 
great degree. Thus, this implies that by implementing reliability aware scheduling in open 
source scheduling systems, additional costs that are associated with job failures can be 
reduced to a large extent. This leads to an increased efficiency of the cluster, and more 
jobs can be successfully processed on the system. 
By introducing a checkpointing mechanism in our reliability aware scheduling in 
the future, we can develop an efficient system that will use checkpoints to recover the 




The aim of this research was to implement an approach to reliability aware 
scheduling that would assign jobs to resources based on the reliability characteristics of 
the jobs and the system. This study presented an implementation of a proactive strategy 
to prevent job failures from occurring due to failures of system components. We tested 
our implementation of a reliability aware scheduler by performing a series of simulations 
with a simulated system and workload. We also performed the same tests using the same 
simulated system and workload on a non-reliability aware scheduler. We measured the 
effectiveness of our implemented reliability aware scheduling approach by comparing the 
results from our reliability aware scheduler with the non-modified scheduler. 
Specifically, we compared the number of jobs which failed due to component failures in 
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each system. We also compared the reliability chcrecteristics of these failed jobs on each 
system. To analyse our results, we conducted a test of significance on the data obtained 
from our simulations. 
Based on the results of our statistical analysis, we can conclude that the 
implementation of a reliability aware scheduling system leads to an overall improvement 
in the system efficiency, and improves the reliability of large and complex jobs in an 
open source scheduling system. 
Our implementation of the reliability aware scheduler led to a significant reduction 
in the number of job failures in the system. Thus, our approach is effective in preventing 
job failures from occurring by scheduling large and complex jobs on more reliable 
resources. By reducing the number of job failures occurring in the system by a large 
degree, we reduce the amount of work done by a system that is wasted when job failures 
occur.  
The methodology implemented in this study can be implemented in high 
performance clusters for a variety of applications. This approach is an effective proactive 
strategy in combating node failures in such systems, and can be used to improve the 
reliability of large jobs in the system, and improve the overall efficiency and reliability of 
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APPENDIX A:  MODIFICATIONS TO MAUI CLUSTER SCHEDULER 
All the modifications made to the Maui Cluster Scheduler to implement reliability 
awareness are provided here.  
New data structures created in file msched.h: 
Data structure for Resource Classes - ResourceClass_m  
typedef struct ResourceClass_m{ 
  int     ClassID; 
  int      ClassRank; 
  int     NodePartitionID; 
  int     ClassSize; 
  float   Lambda; 
  int     Cs;         
  long    NumJobs; 
  long    ReliabilityNeed; 
  long    SumSvcTime; 
  long    NumJobsFourHours; 
}ResourceClass_m; 
Data structure for Node Partitions - NodePartition_m  
typedef struct NodePartition_m{ 
  int     NPID; 
  int     NumNodes; 
  int     FirstNodeIndex; 
  }NodePartition_m; 
Data structure for Failed Jobs - JobsFailed_m  
typedef struct JobsFailed_m{ 
 char JobName[MAX_MNAME + 1]; 
 int JobSize; 
 long ServiceTime; 
 long QueueTime; 
 long ExecTime; 
}JobsFailed_m; 
Functions modified/written:  
Function to sort nodes in descending order of MTTF in MSim.c  
 
int NodeSortHelper( 
  mnode_t **A,   
  mnode_t **B)   
  {
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if ((**A).node_mttf < (**B).node_mttf) 
    { 
    return(1); 
    } 
  else if ((**A).node_mttf > (**B).node_mttf) 
    { 
    return(-1); 
    } 
  return(0); 
  } 
 
Function to add job information to Resource Class in MSim.c  
 
void AddInfoResClass(ResourceClass_m RC_array[],int id, long TraceSvcTime) 
{ 
        RC_array[id].NumJobs++; 
        RC_array[id].SumSvcTime += TraceSvcTime; 
        if(RC_array[id].NumJobs != 0) 
        { 
                RC_array[id].ReliabilityNeed = 
(long)(RC_array[id].ClassSize*((RC_array[id].SumSvcTime)/RC_array[id].NumJobs)); 
  } 
} 
 
Function to rank Resource Classes according to reliability need in MSim.c 
 
void RankResourceClasses(ResourceClass_m RC_array[]) 
{ 
        int i, j, max, current_max; 
        int ranked[MAX_RC] = {0};  // 0 = unranked ;  
        for(i=0;i<MAX_RC;i++) 
        { 
          max = -1; 
          for(j=0;j<MAX_RC;j++) { 
               if ((ranked[j] == 0) && (RC_array[j].ReliabilityNeed > max)){ 
                   max = RC_array[j].ReliabilityNeed; 
                   current_max = j; 
                   } 
             } 
        RC_array[current_max].ClassRank = i; 
        ranked[current_max] = 1; 
        } 
        for (i=0;i<MAX_RC;i++) 




Function to calculate Cs and in λ in MSim.c  
 
void Calculate_Cs(ResourceClass_m RC_array[]) 
{ 
  int i, Cr; 
  float SvcTimeHours; 
  for(i=0;i<MAX_RC;i++){ 
      Cr = 0; 
      SvcTimeHours = RC_array[i].SumSvcTime/3600; 
      if (RC_array[i].NumJobs != 0){ 
               Cr = (int)(RC_array[i].Lambda * RC_array[i].ClassSize * (SvcTimeHours / 
RC_array[i].NumJobs)); 
       } 
      RC_array[i].Cs = (RC_array[i].ClassSize > Cr)? RC_array[i].ClassSize : Cr;   




Code to stop scheduling when queues are empty and trace file is empty in function 
MSimProcessEvents in MSim.c  
 
   if((MSim.AutoShutdown == FALSE) && (IQ[0] == -1) && (MAQ[0] == -1) && (EndCheckFlag == 
1)){ 
 
    DBG(0,fSCHED) DPrint("INFO: Monica scheduling complete (queues are empty, trace 
buffer empty) on iteration %d\n", 
      MSched.Iteration); 
    MSimSummarize(); 
    } 
 
Code to assign priority to nodes for scheduling in MNode.c  
 
*Val = N->node_mttf;  /* Node priority = Node MTTF */  //New Code 
 
Code to check if node has to be turned down in MRMNodePostUpdate in MRM.c  
  if(N->TimeToDeath <= 0 && N->MTTFDownFlag == 0 && N->State != mnsDown) 
{ 
        if(N->State == mnsBusy) 
                N->WasBusyFlag = 1; 
        N->State = mnsDown; 
        N->MTTFDownFlag = 1; 
} 
 
Code to turn node which went down in the previous iteration back up again in 
MRMNodePreUpdate in MRM.c 
 
    if(N->State == mnsDown && N->MTTFDownFlag == 1) 
    { 
        N->State = mnsIdle;  
        N->MTTFDownFlag = 0; 
        N->TimeToDeath = N->node_mttf; 
        NodeUpFlag = 1; 
        N->WasBusyFlag = 0; 
    } 
  /* update Node TimeToDeath */ 
        N->TimeToDeath -= (MSched.Interval/100); 
 
Code to check if job fails due to node going “Down” in MRM.c  
 
for(jnindex=0;J->NodeList[jnindex].N != NULL;jnindex++) 
        { 
                N = J->NodeList[jnindex].N; 
      if(N->State == mnsDown && N->MTTFDownFlag == 1 && N->WasBusyFlag == 1) 
                { 
                        printf("\n Job %s Failed. Due to Node %s", J->Name, N->Name); 
        strcpy(JobFail[NumJobsFailed].JobName,J->Name); 
                        JobFail[NumJobsFailed].JobSize = J->Request.TC; 
                        JobFail[NumJobsFailed].ServiceTime = J->TraceSvcTime; 
                        JobFail[NumJobsFailed].QueueTime = J->StartTime - J->SubmitTime; 
                        JobFail[NumJobsFailed].ExecTime = MSched.Time - J->StartTime; 
 
                        MSimJobTerminate(J,mjsCompleted); 
                        NumJobsFailed++; 
                        return(SUCCESS); 
                } 
        } 
  return(SUCCESS); 




Function to initialize Resource Class structure in MSys.c 
 
void  MSysResourceClassInitialize(ResourceClass_m RC_array[]) 
{ 
 int i; 
  for (i=0;i<MAX_RC;i++) 
 { 
  RC_array[i].ClassID = i; 
     RC_array[i].ClassSize = (int)pow(2,i); 
     RC_array[i].Lambda = 0; 
     RC_array[i].NumJobs = 0; 
     RC_array[i].NumJobsFourHours = 0; 




Function to initialize Jobs Failed structure in MSys.c 
void MSysJobFailInitialize(JobsFailed_m JobFail[]) 
{ 
        int i; 
        for(i=0;i<MAX_FAIL;i++) 
        { 
                strcpy(JobFail[i].JobName,"\0"); 
                JobFail[i].JobSize = 0; 
                JobFail[i].ServiceTime = 0; 
                JobFail[i].QueueTime = 0; 
                JobFail[i].ExecTime = 0; 
        } 
} 
Function to initialize Node Partition structure in MSys.c 
void MSysNodePartitionInitialize(NodePartition_m NodePartitions[]) 
{ 
        int i; 
        for(i=0;i<MAX_RC;i++) 
        { 
                NodePartitions[i].NPID = 1;   //partitions assigned from 1 
                NodePartitions[i].NumNodes = 0; 
                NodePartitions[i].FirstNodeIndex = 0; 
        } 
} 
Function to assign a Partition to nodes and assign a Partition to Resource Classes in 
MSys.c 
 
int PartitionAssignment(ResourceClass_m RC_array[],NodePartition_m NodePartitions[]) 
{ 
  int i, j; 
  int s;  // number of partitions 
  int NodesLeft;     // Nodes remaining to be partitioned 
  int nodeindex;    // used in loop to assign partition ID to node 
  mnode_t *N;   
  int temp; 
  int partitionfullflag;   // used to fix value of s when nodesleft are insufficient 
int partitionindex;  // used to tracerse NodePartition array 
        s = 0;  // initializing number of partitions 
        partitionfullflag = 0;  // initialize 
        partitionindex = 0; 
        NodesLeft = NodeCount; 
        // assigning partition ID to resource class 
        for(i=0;i<MAX_RC;i++) 
        { 
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                for(j=0;j<MAX_RC;j++) 
                { 
                        if(RC_array[j].ClassRank == i) 
                        { 
                                break; 
                        } 
                } 
                // Check if Nodes needed by class is feasible 
                if(RC_array[j].Cs < (0.8 * NodeCount)) 
                { 
                // Check if there are sufficient nodes left to be assigned a partition 
                        if(RC_array[j].Cs < NodesLeft && partitionfullflag == 0) 
                        { 
                                s++; 
                                temp = NodeCount - NodesLeft; 
                                NodePartitions[partitionindex].NPID = s; 
                                NodePartitions[partitionindex].FirstNodeIndex = temp;                                
for(nodeindex=temp;nodeindex<(RC_array[j].Cs+temp);nodeindex++) 
                                { 
                                        N = MNode[nodeindex]; 
                                        N->NodeParID = s; 
                                        NodesLeft--; 
                                        NodePartitions[partitionindex].NumNodes++; 
                                } 
        RC_array[j].NodePartitionID = s; 
                                partitionindex++; 
                        } 
                        else 
                        { 
                                if(partitionfullflag == 0) 
                                { 
                                        s++; 
                                        temp = NodeCount - NodesLeft;                                       
NodePartitions[partitionindex].NPID = s;                                     
NodePartitions[partitionindex].FirstNodeIndex = temp; 
                                        
for(nodeindex=temp;nodeindex<NodeCount;nodeindex++) 
                                        { 
                                                N = MNode[nodeindex]; 
                                                N->NodeParID = s; 
                                                NodesLeft--; 
                                                NodePartitions[partitionindex].NumNodes++; 
 
                                        } 
                                        partitionfullflag = 1; 
RC_array[j].NodePartitionID = s; 
                                        // not incrementing partitionindex                                       
                                } 
                                else 
                                                                        
RC_array[j].NodePartitionID = s; 
                                } 
      } 
 
                } 
                else 
                { 
 
                        // Check if RC can be assigned a partition of Class Size 
                        if(RC_array[j].ClassSize < (0.8 * NodeCount)) 
                        { 
                                if(RC_array[j].ClassSize <= NodesLeft) 
                                { 
                                        s++; 
                                        temp = NodeCount - NodesLeft;                                       
NodePartitions[partitionindex].NPID = s;                                        
NodePartitions[partitionindex].FirstNodeIndex = temp;                                       
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for(nodeindex=temp;nodeindex<(RC_array[j].ClassSize+temp);nodeindex++) 
                                        { 
                                                N = MNode[nodeindex]; 
                                                N->NodeParID = s; 
                                                NodesLeft--; 
                                        }                                        
RC_array[j].NodePartitionID = s; 
                                } 
                                else 
                                { 
                                        RC_array[j].NodePartitionID = -1;  // Partition -
1 assigned to Largest Size Resource Classes 
 
                                } 
                        } 
                        else 
                        { 
                                RC_array[j].NodePartitionID = -1;  // Partition -1 
assigned to Largest Size Resource Classes 
                        } 
    } 
        } 
} 
 
Code for checking for four hour intervals and calculating Resource Class λ accordingly, 
calculate Cs, rank Resource Classes, assign partition ID to nodes, assign partition ID to 
Resource Classes in MSysUpdateTime in MSys.c  
 
  if(MSched.Time == (LambdaBaseTime + 14400)) 
  { 
        LambdaBaseTime = MSched.Time; 
        for (i=0;i<MAX_RC;i++){ 
            RC_array[i].Lambda = (float)RC_array[i].NumJobsFourHours/4; 
            RC_array[i].NumJobsFourHours = 0; 
        } 
        Calculate_Cs(&RC_array); 
        RankResourceClasses(&RC_array); 
        MSysNodePartitionInitialize(&NodePartitions); 
        MSysNodeParIDInitialize(); 





Function to remove information from Resource Class after a job is removed in MJob.c 
 
void RemoveInfoResClass(ResourceClass_m RC_array[], int id, long TraceSvcTime) 
{ 
        RC_array[id].NumJobs--; 
        RC_array[id].SumSvcTime -= TraceSvcTime; 
        if(RC_array[id].NumJobs != 0) 
        RC_array[id].ReliabilityNeed = 
(long)(RC_array[id].ClassSize*((RC_array[id].SumSvcTime)/RC_array[id].NumJobs)); 
        else 
        RC_array[id].ReliabilityNeed = 0; 
} 
 
Code to get list of feasible nodes for job according to Resource Class partition in MJob.c 
 
  int RCID;     // Recource Class ID of job 
  int PID;   // Partition ID of Resource Class 
  int nodeindex;  
  int i; 
  RCID = J->ResClassID; 
  if(RC_array[RCID].NodePartitionID == -1)     // check if all nodes need to be examined 
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{ 
/* step through all nodes */ 
/* use original code to check if nodes are valid */ 
else 
{ 
        rindex = 0; 
        tc = 0; 
        PID = RC_array[RCID].NodePartitionID; 
        for(i=PID;i>=1;i--) 
        { 
                nodeindex = NodePartitions[i-1].FirstNodeIndex; 
                N = MNode[nodeindex]; 
                while(N->NodeParID == i) 
                { 
                        N = MNode[nodeindex]; 
                        if(N->NodeParID==i) 
                        { 
                         /* use original code to check if nodes are valid */ 
      /* if node is not valid, goto loop increment */ 
 
                        loopincrement: 
                        if(nodeindex==(NodeCount-1)) 
                                break; 
                        nodeindex++; 
                } 
                else 
                        break; 
                }// end for each partition 
        }//end for 
}//end else 
 
Function to print information about jobs that failed at the end of each simulation in 
MSim.c 
 
void PrintFailStats(JobsFailed_m JobFail[]) 
{ 
        int i; 
        float avgsize = 0; 
        float avgsvctime = 0; 
        for(i=0;i<NumJobsFailed;i++) 
        { 
                printf("\n PrintFailStats:: Job %s Size %d ServiceTime %u QueueTime %u 
ExecTime %u", JobFail[i].JobName, JobFail[i].JobSize, 
JobFail[i].ServiceTime,JobFail[i].QueueTime,JobFail[i].ExecTime); 
                avgsize += JobFail[i].JobSize; 
                avgsvctime += JobFail[i].ServiceTime; 
        } 
        if(NumJobsFailed != 0) 
        { 
                avgsize = (avgsize/NumJobsFailed); 
                avgsvctime = (avgsvctime/NumJobsFailed); 
        } 






APPENDIX B:  SCRIPTS FOR GENERATING TRACE FILES 
The scripts used to generate resource and workload trace files as required by the 
Maui Cluster Scheduler’s simulator are provided here.  





# timestamp, node 
node_data = [] 
nodes = [] 
with open("bootinfo") as f_in: 
        data=f_in.readlines() 
        for line in data: 
                times = line.split(" ")[0] 
                node = line.split(" ")[1] 
                nodes.append(node) 
                YYYYMMDD = (times.split("T")[0]).split("-") 
                TIME = (str((times.split("T")[1]).split("-")[0])).split(":") 
                time_tuple_utc = (int(YYYYMMDD[0]), int(YYYYMMDD[1]), 
                                  int(YYYYMMDD[2]), int(TIME[0]), 
                                  int(TIME[1]), int(TIME[2]), 0, 0, 1) 
                timestamp_utc = time.mktime(time_tuple_utc) 
                node_entry = [timestamp_utc, node] 
                node_data.append(node_entry) 
 
min_timestamp = node_data[0][0] 
max_timestamp = node_data[-1][0] 
single_entries = [] 
for node in list(set(nodes)): 
        #print node,''' 
        first, last , count, flag = 0,0,0,0 
        for entry in node_data: 
                #print entry[1] 
                if (node == entry[1]): 
                        #print "match" + " " +  node + " " + entry[1] 
                        if (flag == 0): 
                                first = entry[0] 
                                count +=1 
                                flag = 1 
                        else : 
                                last = entry[0] 
                                count +=1 
 
        if (last == 0): 
                #do min function 
                MTTF_node = min(first - min_timestamp, max_timestamp - first)  
                single_entries.append(node) 
                #pass 
        else:
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                MTTF_node = (last-first)/count 
 
        print int(MTTF_node), 
        print "COMPUTENODE AVAILABLE 0", 
        print node,     # Column 5 end 
        print "PBS1 423132 256 7140 1 1 1 1 LINUX [NONE] [NONE]", 
        print "[batch:1] [ethernet][atm] 1.0 [NONE] [NODE] [NONE]" 
 
Python script to generate workload trace file from CTC workload trace Parse.py 
 
from sys import argv 
import re 
 
script, filename = argv 
f = open(filename) 
lines = f.read().splitlines() 
f.close() 
for line in lines: 
    w = line.split(",") 
    print w[0] + " 0 " + w[4], 
    print w[13] + " " + w[13], 
    print w[8], 
    if (line[10] == 0): 
        print "Removed", 
    else : 
        print "Completed", 
    print "[batch:1]", 
    temp_1 = (int(w[1]) + 835823160) 
    print temp_1, 
    print temp_1 + int(w[2]),   # line 10 
    print temp_1 + int(w[2]), 
    print temp_1 + int(w[2]) + int(w[3]), 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print ">= 128 >= 0 [NONE]",   # line 20 done 
    print temp_1,  
    print w[4], 
    print "-1",  
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "-1",  
    print w[5],   # line 30 done 
    print "[DEFAULT]", 
    print "1 0 0 0 0 0",  
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]", 
    print "[NONE]" 
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APPENDIX C:  SIMULATION RESULTS 
The results obtained from all the simulations on both, the reliability aware 
scheduler and the non-modified scheduler are provided in this section. These resulta 
provide information about failed jobs in each simulation. 
Simulation 1: Month 01 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 132 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 236 Size 4 ServiceTime 13227 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 238 Size 1 ServiceTime 7711 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 237 Size 16 ServiceTime 33778 QueueTime 146 ExecTime 27630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1121 Size 1 ServiceTime 17999 QueueTime 5062 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1122 Size 1 ServiceTime 44362 QueueTime 5052 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1119 Size 1 ServiceTime 7852 QueueTime 5212 ExecTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1123 Size 1 ServiceTime 24130 QueueTime 4969 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1143 Size 4 ServiceTime 10841 QueueTime 1836 ExecTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1198 Size 1 ServiceTime 21347 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1124 Size 16 ServiceTime 13544 QueueTime 5793 ExecTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1202 Size 1 ServiceTime 25268 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1120 Size 1 ServiceTime 9942 QueueTime 5131 ExecTime 7890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1201 Size 1 ServiceTime 16272 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1142 Size 1 ServiceTime 10882 QueueTime 1936 ExecTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1187 Size 10 ServiceTime 10780 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1192 Size 1 ServiceTime 10982 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1111 Size 1 ServiceTime 33088 QueueTime 5880 ExecTime 13170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1113 Size 1 ServiceTime 29493 QueueTime 5688 ExecTime 13920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1144 Size 4 ServiceTime 17932 QueueTime 1872 ExecTime 16950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1213 Size 1 ServiceTime 15617 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 8100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1160 Size 1 ServiceTime 60891 QueueTime 303 ExecTime 25740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1138 Size 1 ServiceTime 43480 QueueTime 2329 ExecTime 30030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1137 Size 1 ServiceTime 43499 QueueTime 2337 ExecTime 32130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1157 Size 1 ServiceTime 36186 QueueTime 1109 ExecTime 32970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1156 Size 1 ServiceTime 36247 QueueTime 1121 ExecTime 36150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1155 Size 1 ServiceTime 38430 QueueTime 1141 ExecTime 36360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1132 Size 4 ServiceTime 50972 QueueTime 3756 ExecTime 43230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1584 Size 16 ServiceTime 21650 QueueTime 14394 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1649 Size 6 ServiceTime 43295 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1648 Size 16 ServiceTime 7251 QueueTime 1592 ExecTime 5250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1569 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 50280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1496 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 63120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2036 Size 32 ServiceTime 5826 QueueTime 4414 ExecTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2157 Size 25 ServiceTime 12892 QueueTime 483 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2477 Size 32 ServiceTime 58902 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 48210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2742 Size 6 ServiceTime 3643 QueueTime 174 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2703 Size 25 ServiceTime 29009 QueueTime 6015 ExecTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2785 Size 1 ServiceTime 18039 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2800 Size 1 ServiceTime 1366 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2711 Size 300 ServiceTime 1959 QueueTime 11937 ExecTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2733 Size 32 ServiceTime 10849 QueueTime 1478 ExecTime 8340
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 2794 Size 1 ServiceTime 6286 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2803 Size 1 ServiceTime 53022 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2847 Size 128 ServiceTime 39699 QueueTime 3972 ExecTime 27300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2756 Size 64 ServiceTime 45128 QueueTime 21666 ExecTime 34020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3250 Size 4 ServiceTime 57274 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 37170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3746 Size 16 ServiceTime 13546 QueueTime 585 ExecTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4391 Size 8 ServiceTime 1723 QueueTime 9348 ExecTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4450 Size 1 ServiceTime 15464 QueueTime 4522 ExecTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4440 Size 8 ServiceTime 25113 QueueTime 5550 ExecTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4385 Size 4 ServiceTime 40888 QueueTime 9743 ExecTime 5580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4486 Size 4 ServiceTime 8904 QueueTime 1662 ExecTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4499 Size 16 ServiceTime 5717 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4458 Size 1 ServiceTime 24282 QueueTime 4086 ExecTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4449 Size 1 ServiceTime 15419 QueueTime 4580 ExecTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4475 Size 1 ServiceTime 22282 QueueTime 1611 ExecTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4389 Size 4 ServiceTime 21005 QueueTime 9433 ExecTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4435 Size 64 ServiceTime 7251 QueueTime 10349 ExecTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4513 Size 64 ServiceTime 18182 QueueTime 4942 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4510 Size 1 ServiceTime 49167 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 9600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4469 Size 1 ServiceTime 45733 QueueTime 3140 ExecTime 30900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4697 Size 306 ServiceTime 220 QueueTime 738 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4694 Size 1 ServiceTime 59821 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 19170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4695 Size 1 ServiceTime 59878 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 19170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4696 Size 1 ServiceTime 57552 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 19170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4668 Size 1 ServiceTime 37304 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 22710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4676 Size 1 ServiceTime 26478 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 21030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4677 Size 1 ServiceTime 26464 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 20970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4678 Size 1 ServiceTime 26507 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 20880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4687 Size 1 ServiceTime 46120 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 20040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4688 Size 1 ServiceTime 43237 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 20040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4689 Size 1 ServiceTime 47284 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 20010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4692 Size 1 ServiceTime 59790 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 19230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4693 Size 1 ServiceTime 59850 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 19230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4675 Size 1 ServiceTime 26473 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 21090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4860 Size 306 ServiceTime 25752 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 12930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5023 Size 2 ServiceTime 26943 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5022 Size 2 ServiceTime 26963 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5021 Size 2 ServiceTime 27067 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5019 Size 2 ServiceTime 26972 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5020 Size 2 ServiceTime 26963 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5006 Size 1 ServiceTime 28120 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5007 Size 1 ServiceTime 13064 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 8520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5004 Size 1 ServiceTime 28253 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5005 Size 1 ServiceTime 10735 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4999 Size 4 ServiceTime 13590 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 12330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5000 Size 1 ServiceTime 42852 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5002 Size 2 ServiceTime 15785 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 10770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4997 Size 8 ServiceTime 49533 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 16260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4998 Size 1 ServiceTime 59915 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 16170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4995 Size 8 ServiceTime 25623 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 16920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4994 Size 8 ServiceTime 23838 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 17070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4993 Size 8 ServiceTime 24994 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 17400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5028 Size 4 ServiceTime 126 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5018 Size 2 ServiceTime 26846 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5025 Size 1 ServiceTime 7357 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4991 Size 1 ServiceTime 61548 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 22260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5017 Size 2 ServiceTime 26904 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4989 Size 1 ServiceTime 41312 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 22500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4990 Size 1 ServiceTime 50005 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 22410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4988 Size 1 ServiceTime 24234 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 22590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5016 Size 2 ServiceTime 27614 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5012 Size 1 ServiceTime 58701 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5013 Size 1 ServiceTime 51150 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5014 Size 1 ServiceTime 40094 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5015 Size 1 ServiceTime 4527 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4961 Size 20 ServiceTime 52151 QueueTime 26262 ExecTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5010 Size 1 ServiceTime 58811 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 2460 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 5011 Size 1 ServiceTime 32026 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4984 Size 4 ServiceTime 44054 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 25020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4985 Size 1 ServiceTime 62772 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 24510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5001 Size 1 ServiceTime 22176 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 12150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5008 Size 15 ServiceTime 32208 QueueTime 5164 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5091 Size 8 ServiceTime 21191 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5035 Size 32 ServiceTime 10758 QueueTime 59166 ExecTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5068 Size 64 ServiceTime 57688 QueueTime 13690 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5027 Size 32 ServiceTime 5855 QueueTime 66961 ExecTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5070 Size 64 ServiceTime 58530 QueueTime 12990 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5081 Size 41 ServiceTime 16047 QueueTime 12089 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5115 Size 8 ServiceTime 32752 QueueTime 5155 ExecTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5188 Size 16 ServiceTime 16244 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5225 Size 128 ServiceTime 62149 QueueTime 1866 ExecTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5226 Size 128 ServiceTime 61387 QueueTime 2612 ExecTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5312 Size 16 ServiceTime 31388 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5315 Size 8 ServiceTime 25285 QueueTime 306 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5308 Size 4 ServiceTime 48569 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5135 Size 15 ServiceTime 35552 QueueTime 723 ExecTime 22200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5313 Size 4 ServiceTime 17494 QueueTime 480 ExecTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5228 Size 128 ServiceTime 62646 QueueTime 5069 ExecTime 19800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5213 Size 64 ServiceTime 46856 QueueTime 15574 ExecTime 19830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5306 Size 4 ServiceTime 54853 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 39420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5550 Size 1 ServiceTime 62025 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 58050 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 18.712122 Avg Service Time: 30841.037109 
 
Simulation 2: Month 02 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 107 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7459 Size 4 ServiceTime 31275 QueueTime 2037 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7471 Size 1 ServiceTime 3710 QueueTime 1564 ExecTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7443 Size 1 ServiceTime 27115 QueueTime 4084 ExecTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7524 Size 1 ServiceTime 17132 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7525 Size 1 ServiceTime 52277 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7472 Size 306 ServiceTime 54348 QueueTime 16411 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7522 Size 1 ServiceTime 44579 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7521 Size 1 ServiceTime 60811 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8526 Size 64 ServiceTime 410 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8532 Size 64 ServiceTime 17139 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8758 Size 16 ServiceTime 29910 QueueTime 426 ExecTime 27690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9436 Size 8 ServiceTime 21091 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 9900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9386 Size 1 ServiceTime 44787 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 26970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9387 Size 1 ServiceTime 53097 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 26970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9388 Size 1 ServiceTime 49975 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 26970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9389 Size 1 ServiceTime 49404 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 26970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9390 Size 1 ServiceTime 49526 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 26970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9391 Size 1 ServiceTime 49470 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 26940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9392 Size 1 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 26940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9393 Size 1 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 26940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9434 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 25290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9485 Size 4 ServiceTime 43241 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 20070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9486 Size 10 ServiceTime 23873 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 19500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9535 Size 1 ServiceTime 42349 QueueTime 490 ExecTime 36000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9541 Size 1 ServiceTime 36654 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 34410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9369 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 64290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9619 Size 32 ServiceTime 13399 QueueTime 9759 ExecTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9743 Size 128 ServiceTime 64867 QueueTime 10875 ExecTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10022 Size 16 ServiceTime 50858 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10221 Size 33 ServiceTime 18878 QueueTime 4278 ExecTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10591 Size 306 ServiceTime 497 QueueTime 2785 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10599 Size 306 ServiceTime 65092 QueueTime 1437 ExecTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10600 Size 1 ServiceTime 51216 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 9870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10604 Size 1 ServiceTime 60459 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 10860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10529 Size 64 ServiceTime 54902 QueueTime 580 ExecTime 30780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10605 Size 1 ServiceTime 57922 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 18930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11125 Size 64 ServiceTime 5393 QueueTime 254 ExecTime 1530 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 11152 Size 8 ServiceTime 1463 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11123 Size 64 ServiceTime 13502 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11151 Size 4 ServiceTime 2015 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11153 Size 16 ServiceTime 1129 QueueTime 58 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11036 Size 1 ServiceTime 15407 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 9840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11149 Size 1 ServiceTime 4017 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11040 Size 16 ServiceTime 39730 QueueTime 59 ExecTime 17670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11252 Size 306 ServiceTime 209 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11253 Size 306 ServiceTime 42606 QueueTime 143 ExecTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12044 Size 64 ServiceTime 64093 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 28140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12152 Size 64 ServiceTime 6420 QueueTime 8786 ExecTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12228 Size 64 ServiceTime 65001 QueueTime 6570 ExecTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12175 Size 16 ServiceTime 43245 QueueTime 1517 ExecTime 34380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12292 Size 64 ServiceTime 16962 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 10830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12280 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 13470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12148 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 46530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12256 Size 1 ServiceTime 56768 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 19560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12274 Size 1 ServiceTime 27409 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 15900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12253 Size 1 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 19620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12254 Size 1 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 19620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12255 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 19590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12301 Size 48 ServiceTime 21661 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12315 Size 1 ServiceTime 39681 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 6600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12260 Size 1 ServiceTime 39047 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 18630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12261 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 18120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12248 Size 2 ServiceTime 56189 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 20280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12259 Size 1 ServiceTime 38539 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 18960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12244 Size 16 ServiceTime 51188 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 21600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12226 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 25080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12229 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 24270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12222 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 25890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12223 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 25560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12314 Size 1 ServiceTime 39626 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12308 Size 1 ServiceTime 41772 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 8340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12309 Size 1 ServiceTime 10836 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12282 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 14310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12304 Size 1 ServiceTime 24855 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12305 Size 1 ServiceTime 28085 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12306 Size 1 ServiceTime 29509 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12307 Size 1 ServiceTime 30869 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12238 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 23430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12235 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 23790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12467 Size 33 ServiceTime 7529 QueueTime 812 ExecTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12394 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 45810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12395 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 45780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12396 Size 2 ServiceTime 60014 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 45780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12512 Size 4 ServiceTime 54818 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12516 Size 4 ServiceTime 58830 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12518 Size 4 ServiceTime 58509 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12528 Size 4 ServiceTime 635 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12529 Size 1 ServiceTime 381 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12393 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 45840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12509 Size 4 ServiceTime 60234 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12510 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12513 Size 1 ServiceTime 25565 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12499 Size 1 ServiceTime 54856 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12505 Size 1 ServiceTime 14363 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12506 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12497 Size 16 ServiceTime 48280 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12898 Size 32 ServiceTime 47328 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 35760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13077 Size 16 ServiceTime 55105 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13040 Size 2 ServiceTime 56360 QueueTime 56 ExecTime 29490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13037 Size 2 ServiceTime 56353 QueueTime 303 ExecTime 35790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13029 Size 25 ServiceTime 54045 QueueTime 1122 ExecTime 44610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13076 Size 16 ServiceTime 55306 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 49110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13487 Size 64 ServiceTime 59604 QueueTime 6783 ExecTime 18390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13659 Size 16 ServiceTime 44340 QueueTime 9893 ExecTime 60 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 13657 Size 32 ServiceTime 53969 QueueTime 10748 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13688 Size 16 ServiceTime 28007 QueueTime 4920 ExecTime 6840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13587 Size 64 ServiceTime 20643 QueueTime 21185 ExecTime 14130 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 27.140186 Avg Service Time: 42047.300781 
 
Simulation 3: Month 03 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 113 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13960 Size 96 ServiceTime 402 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13961 Size 1 ServiceTime 13448 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15043 Size 26 ServiceTime 12944 QueueTime 1880 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15059 Size 16 ServiceTime 46595 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15061 Size 8 ServiceTime 18083 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15080 Size 2 ServiceTime 63495 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15085 Size 2 ServiceTime 49283 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 7560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15036 Size 16 ServiceTime 51481 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 23610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15086 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 72 ExecTime 58500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16147 Size 4 ServiceTime 29176 QueueTime 10086 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16176 Size 1 ServiceTime 43968 QueueTime 1876 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16151 Size 26 ServiceTime 14002 QueueTime 9603 ExecTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16140 Size 16 ServiceTime 21644 QueueTime 12045 ExecTime 7080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16152 Size 4 ServiceTime 43505 QueueTime 9351 ExecTime 11100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16228 Size 8 ServiceTime 4642 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16190 Size 1 ServiceTime 20489 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 10470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16234 Size 1 ServiceTime 2629 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16180 Size 1 ServiceTime 52017 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 26370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16069 Size 64 ServiceTime 65069 QueueTime 22514 ExecTime 28080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16275 Size 129 ServiceTime 11695 QueueTime 4964 ExecTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16107 Size 51 ServiceTime 56378 QueueTime 60592 ExecTime 19530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16284 Size 64 ServiceTime 28025 QueueTime 8141 ExecTime 16110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16314 Size 32 ServiceTime 15140 QueueTime 14223 ExecTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16501 Size 306 ServiceTime 24055 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 21480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16867 Size 64 ServiceTime 18893 QueueTime 3433 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16881 Size 2 ServiceTime 60374 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 36420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17440 Size 32 ServiceTime 43243 QueueTime 6967 ExecTime 35580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18935 Size 16 ServiceTime 6184 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18877 Size 1 ServiceTime 33607 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 21180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18901 Size 4 ServiceTime 32113 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 15630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18902 Size 4 ServiceTime 32534 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 15630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18874 Size 5 ServiceTime 53443 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 21810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18873 Size 4 ServiceTime 28840 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 21990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18872 Size 5 ServiceTime 54044 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 22260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18900 Size 4 ServiceTime 43631 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 15900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18899 Size 4 ServiceTime 29122 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 16080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18869 Size 4 ServiceTime 36043 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 22470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18857 Size 17 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 1453 ExecTime 36240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19072 Size 8 ServiceTime 21747 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19069 Size 16 ServiceTime 54048 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19061 Size 64 ServiceTime 6153 QueueTime 4452 ExecTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19063 Size 16 ServiceTime 36073 QueueTime 1134 ExecTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19071 Size 16 ServiceTime 26284 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19066 Size 10 ServiceTime 64876 QueueTime 280 ExecTime 12030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19062 Size 16 ServiceTime 49588 QueueTime 1136 ExecTime 15810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19039 Size 2 ServiceTime 63031 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 33450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19029 Size 6 ServiceTime 54116 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 45960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19038 Size 4 ServiceTime 56637 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 47100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19401 Size 8 ServiceTime 21643 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19402 Size 1 ServiceTime 12566 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19389 Size 8 ServiceTime 49237 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 11370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19313 Size 4 ServiceTime 32525 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 30030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19441 Size 10 ServiceTime 22122 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19312 Size 4 ServiceTime 32411 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 30120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19438 Size 11 ServiceTime 19084 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19409 Size 8 ServiceTime 49419 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19428 Size 1 ServiceTime 10120 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19429 Size 1 ServiceTime 9184 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 6120 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 19430 Size 1 ServiceTime 10480 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19292 Size 4 ServiceTime 43595 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 33240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19387 Size 16 ServiceTime 31949 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 11700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19431 Size 32 ServiceTime 1102 QueueTime 6114 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19417 Size 4 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19288 Size 1 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 33690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19315 Size 1 ServiceTime 62147 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 29760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19413 Size 8 ServiceTime 49584 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 9210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19329 Size 1 ServiceTime 61526 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 25110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19386 Size 8 ServiceTime 49749 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 11880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19281 Size 4 ServiceTime 48617 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 34710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19279 Size 4 ServiceTime 62673 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 34860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19385 Size 8 ServiceTime 49219 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 12120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19432 Size 64 ServiceTime 735 QueueTime 6337 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19301 Size 1 ServiceTime 61013 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 31950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19266 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 36450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19328 Size 1 ServiceTime 62888 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 25710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19384 Size 8 ServiceTime 48897 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19246 Size 4 ServiceTime 48602 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 42630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19258 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 38340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19245 Size 2 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 42780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19243 Size 4 ServiceTime 56583 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 43140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19244 Size 2 ServiceTime 64854 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 42990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19242 Size 4 ServiceTime 57443 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 43320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19257 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 38580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19406 Size 8 ServiceTime 49463 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 10830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19256 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 38700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19445 Size 1 ServiceTime 15461 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19378 Size 6 ServiceTime 48456 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 13620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19427 Size 1 ServiceTime 9469 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19332 Size 1 ServiceTime 33815 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 24030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19444 Size 1 ServiceTime 17078 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19372 Size 16 ServiceTime 46844 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 15060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19440 Size 1 ServiceTime 2131 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19442 Size 1 ServiceTime 5098 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19443 Size 1 ServiceTime 17054 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19333 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 24030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19377 Size 2 ServiceTime 60027 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 14100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19234 Size 96 ServiceTime 34269 QueueTime 55832 ExecTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19321 Size 101 ServiceTime 750 QueueTime 29334 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19544 Size 4 ServiceTime 21173 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19494 Size 32 ServiceTime 24547 QueueTime 11530 ExecTime 6750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19616 Size 4 ServiceTime 45127 QueueTime 895 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19490 Size 32 ServiceTime 61278 QueueTime 73 ExecTime 27420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19492 Size 32 ServiceTime 38223 QueueTime 8441 ExecTime 19080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19543 Size 32 ServiceTime 169 QueueTime 21307 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19566 Size 32 ServiceTime 133 QueueTime 13721 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19496 Size 32 ServiceTime 51902 QueueTime 25928 ExecTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19576 Size 32 ServiceTime 151 QueueTime 12238 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19495 Size 32 ServiceTime 47663 QueueTime 18279 ExecTime 11100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19746 Size 24 ServiceTime 21926 QueueTime 363 ExecTime 12150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20262 Size 17 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 1241 ExecTime 22590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20345 Size 64 ServiceTime 22642 QueueTime 12262 ExecTime 17580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20369 Size 64 ServiceTime 12137 QueueTime 24092 ExecTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20133 Size 128 ServiceTime 64879 QueueTime 165739 ExecTime 38130 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 19.831858 Avg Service Time: 37060.929688 
 
Simulation 4: Month 04 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 64 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20936 Size 10 ServiceTime 7808 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20939 Size 1 ServiceTime 12593 QueueTime 913 ExecTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20934 Size 10 ServiceTime 42698 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 24810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21106 Size 24 ServiceTime 23943 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22734 Size 10 ServiceTime 12887 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22758 Size 17 ServiceTime 31603 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 6870 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 22882 Size 64 ServiceTime 20979 QueueTime 432 ExecTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22935 Size 306 ServiceTime 17878 QueueTime 10455 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23122 Size 64 ServiceTime 26630 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 22050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23208 Size 32 ServiceTime 61281 QueueTime 55 ExecTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23212 Size 32 ServiceTime 61286 QueueTime 3621 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23207 Size 32 ServiceTime 47580 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23213 Size 32 ServiceTime 38387 QueueTime 3740 ExecTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23209 Size 32 ServiceTime 47094 QueueTime 534 ExecTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23211 Size 32 ServiceTime 47804 QueueTime 3232 ExecTime 7680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23413 Size 16 ServiceTime 46705 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 22320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23700 Size 128 ServiceTime 63856 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 36420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24359 Size 306 ServiceTime 32652 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 14550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24488 Size 32 ServiceTime 30591 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24522 Size 1 ServiceTime 32443 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 29400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24521 Size 16 ServiceTime 35981 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 30660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25344 Size 32 ServiceTime 29038 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25381 Size 1 ServiceTime 31654 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 12300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25853 Size 5 ServiceTime 40092 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25851 Size 1 ServiceTime 30793 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25852 Size 1 ServiceTime 7001 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25836 Size 16 ServiceTime 15810 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25848 Size 1 ServiceTime 30848 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25849 Size 1 ServiceTime 30465 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25850 Size 1 ServiceTime 30431 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25809 Size 34 ServiceTime 54049 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25820 Size 1 ServiceTime 5439 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25792 Size 34 ServiceTime 25479 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 18960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26042 Size 32 ServiceTime 34719 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 23400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26112 Size 16 ServiceTime 50573 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25888 Size 128 ServiceTime 63981 QueueTime 22100 ExecTime 39240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26123 Size 128 ServiceTime 64879 QueueTime 15189 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26128 Size 66 ServiceTime 51731 QueueTime 14008 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26156 Size 4 ServiceTime 45726 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 9990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26216 Size 64 ServiceTime 28772 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 18720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26742 Size 31 ServiceTime 29855 QueueTime 3569 ExecTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26761 Size 8 ServiceTime 2809 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26692 Size 16 ServiceTime 58076 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 33480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26749 Size 31 ServiceTime 64882 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 9750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26750 Size 31 ServiceTime 64878 QueueTime 1178 ExecTime 10290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26838 Size 1 ServiceTime 21601 QueueTime 5082 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26797 Size 1 ServiceTime 12165 QueueTime 137 ExecTime 9840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26842 Size 1 ServiceTime 57643 QueueTime 3953 ExecTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26829 Size 8 ServiceTime 2815 QueueTime 6079 ExecTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26886 Size 10 ServiceTime 19538 QueueTime 2519 ExecTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26813 Size 1 ServiceTime 14004 QueueTime 6309 ExecTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26843 Size 1 ServiceTime 60050 QueueTime 3750 ExecTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26844 Size 1 ServiceTime 38928 QueueTime 3740 ExecTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26869 Size 1 ServiceTime 15053 QueueTime 2388 ExecTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26854 Size 16 ServiceTime 44749 QueueTime 7337 ExecTime 8340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26902 Size 34 ServiceTime 1165 QueueTime 17023 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26979 Size 10 ServiceTime 7343 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26950 Size 1 ServiceTime 28029 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26966 Size 1 ServiceTime 10835 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 8940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26866 Size 1 ServiceTime 48428 QueueTime 2148 ExecTime 22680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26984 Size 1 ServiceTime 42205 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 13590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27045 Size 10 ServiceTime 11900 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27041 Size 1 ServiceTime 29455 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 15420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27284 Size 16 ServiceTime 41307 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 6660 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 31.187500 Avg Service Time: 33466.750000 
 
Simulation 5: Month 05 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27876 Size 1 ServiceTime 37826 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27875 Size 1 ServiceTime 32988 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 27030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27911 Size 1 ServiceTime 28032 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 24420 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 28114 Size 6 ServiceTime 46357 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28220 Size 8 ServiceTime 394 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28219 Size 128 ServiceTime 21689 QueueTime 316 ExecTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30456 Size 16 ServiceTime 46843 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 42720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30775 Size 16 ServiceTime 44189 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30877 Size 32 ServiceTime 58341 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 15630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31214 Size 6 ServiceTime 10978 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31265 Size 1 ServiceTime 4628 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31215 Size 16 ServiceTime 46845 QueueTime 736 ExecTime 13860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32163 Size 128 ServiceTime 64870 QueueTime 12976 ExecTime 50250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32810 Size 1 ServiceTime 2934 QueueTime 536 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32784 Size 8 ServiceTime 1795 QueueTime 1867 ExecTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32797 Size 1 ServiceTime 53692 QueueTime 1811 ExecTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32778 Size 16 ServiceTime 41602 QueueTime 2656 ExecTime 10530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32960 Size 32 ServiceTime 1097 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32777 Size 8 ServiceTime 64608 QueueTime 2909 ExecTime 35430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33322 Size 8 ServiceTime 604 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33211 Size 306 ServiceTime 18672 QueueTime 24636 ExecTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33925 Size 1 ServiceTime 42990 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34061 Size 1 ServiceTime 58586 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 26100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34170 Size 32 ServiceTime 41866 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34060 Size 1 ServiceTime 50247 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 39840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34281 Size 1 ServiceTime 18405 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34429 Size 1 ServiceTime 12212 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34388 Size 16 ServiceTime 18232 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 11250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34448 Size 5 ServiceTime 7238 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34266 Size 2 ServiceTime 55777 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 41670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34276 Size 32 ServiceTime 64610 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 39030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34268 Size 2 ServiceTime 56005 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 41640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34458 Size 2 ServiceTime 56712 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34462 Size 5 ServiceTime 3788 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34264 Size 2 ServiceTime 56200 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 42090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34267 Size 2 ServiceTime 60591 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 41760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34263 Size 2 ServiceTime 56207 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 42210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34257 Size 2 ServiceTime 57047 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 42810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34260 Size 2 ServiceTime 61999 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 42420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34261 Size 2 ServiceTime 61755 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 42300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34262 Size 2 ServiceTime 61284 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 42240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34255 Size 2 ServiceTime 61619 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 42990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34256 Size 2 ServiceTime 57188 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 42900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34446 Size 16 ServiceTime 12721 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34447 Size 1 ServiceTime 11339 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34415 Size 1 ServiceTime 25831 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 13140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34396 Size 3 ServiceTime 20343 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 15930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34457 Size 2 ServiceTime 56591 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34253 Size 2 ServiceTime 56991 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 43410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34254 Size 2 ServiceTime 57094 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 43260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34373 Size 5 ServiceTime 64866 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 22920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34242 Size 2 ServiceTime 57177 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 45330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34252 Size 2 ServiceTime 57308 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 43830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34363 Size 16 ServiceTime 43253 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 26940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34364 Size 16 ServiceTime 43092 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 26940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34398 Size 5 ServiceTime 18373 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 16200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34349 Size 1 ServiceTime 51436 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 28920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34251 Size 2 ServiceTime 57008 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 44280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34248 Size 2 ServiceTime 56649 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 44910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34246 Size 2 ServiceTime 56836 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 45030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34247 Size 2 ServiceTime 53982 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 44970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34244 Size 2 ServiceTime 61240 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 45360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34245 Size 2 ServiceTime 57283 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 45270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34238 Size 2 ServiceTime 61504 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 46080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34243 Size 2 ServiceTime 60998 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 45510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34282 Size 1 ServiceTime 62086 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 39660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34236 Size 2 ServiceTime 60788 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 46290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34237 Size 2 ServiceTime 57245 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 46170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34234 Size 2 ServiceTime 57302 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 46500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34233 Size 2 ServiceTime 57562 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 46650 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 34174 Size 128 ServiceTime 64876 QueueTime 31653 ExecTime 53610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34259 Size 64 ServiceTime 173 QueueTime 43611 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34292 Size 64 ServiceTime 92 QueueTime 38245 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34293 Size 64 ServiceTime 57993 QueueTime 38180 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34538 Size 64 ServiceTime 24698 QueueTime 2234 ExecTime 19380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34555 Size 64 ServiceTime 127 QueueTime 16925 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34537 Size 20 ServiceTime 45020 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 21870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34557 Size 64 ServiceTime 126 QueueTime 16944 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34597 Size 64 ServiceTime 188 QueueTime 10963 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34631 Size 2 ServiceTime 21898 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34701 Size 128 ServiceTime 64950 QueueTime 12171 ExecTime 13260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34798 Size 24 ServiceTime 52833 QueueTime 1443 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34824 Size 16 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 44 ExecTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34823 Size 16 ServiceTime 42409 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34779 Size 33 ServiceTime 9036 QueueTime 3290 ExecTime 6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34822 Size 16 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 30870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34899 Size 12 ServiceTime 24434 QueueTime 2536 ExecTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34796 Size 24 ServiceTime 54887 QueueTime 1503 ExecTime 47370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34971 Size 16 ServiceTime 43129 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 30300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35692 Size 16 ServiceTime 59268 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 26760 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 20.633333 Avg Service Time: 40914.199219 
 
Simulation 6: Month 06 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 63 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36707 Size 257 ServiceTime 13040 QueueTime 4291 ExecTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36708 Size 257 ServiceTime 12846 QueueTime 6419 ExecTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37526 Size 16 ServiceTime 58299 QueueTime 190 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37549 Size 16 ServiceTime 59790 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37550 Size 16 ServiceTime 2147 QueueTime 766 ExecTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37525 Size 16 ServiceTime 37104 QueueTime 1088 ExecTime 10230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37556 Size 8 ServiceTime 54053 QueueTime 30 ExecTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37552 Size 16 ServiceTime 4101 QueueTime 2508 ExecTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37568 Size 1 ServiceTime 25921 QueueTime 41 ExecTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37548 Size 16 ServiceTime 59480 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 19380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37519 Size 4 ServiceTime 54043 QueueTime 2384 ExecTime 41700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38015 Size 8 ServiceTime 83 QueueTime 94 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38019 Size 8 ServiceTime 61 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38017 Size 1 ServiceTime 21608 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38068 Size 16 ServiceTime 39430 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 8430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38043 Size 1 ServiceTime 62543 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 26880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38052 Size 1 ServiceTime 60016 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 51930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38049 Size 1 ServiceTime 58361 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 54960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37892 Size 34 ServiceTime 64860 QueueTime 10752 ExecTime 62550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38072 Size 16 ServiceTime 60602 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 57330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38165 Size 128 ServiceTime 34878 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 20580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38430 Size 16 ServiceTime 4366 QueueTime 2460 ExecTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38440 Size 1 ServiceTime 31740 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38436 Size 16 ServiceTime 4571 QueueTime 1453 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38439 Size 8 ServiceTime 4902 QueueTime 173 ExecTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38447 Size 8 ServiceTime 61254 QueueTime 36 ExecTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38421 Size 32 ServiceTime 55735 QueueTime 10997 ExecTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38461 Size 306 ServiceTime 23656 QueueTime 33056 ExecTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38594 Size 2 ServiceTime 54018 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 52560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38709 Size 65 ServiceTime 29092 QueueTime 10170 ExecTime 16380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40395 Size 25 ServiceTime 575 QueueTime 10245 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40440 Size 32 ServiceTime 950 QueueTime 4270 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40456 Size 32 ServiceTime 952 QueueTime 887 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40428 Size 8 ServiceTime 16870 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 12360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40476 Size 4 ServiceTime 5797 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40770 Size 17 ServiceTime 13474 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40758 Size 51 ServiceTime 6554 QueueTime 560 ExecTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41108 Size 16 ServiceTime 54706 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 6630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41090 Size 16 ServiceTime 48409 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 22680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41089 Size 32 ServiceTime 31563 QueueTime 11714 ExecTime 13620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41455 Size 16 ServiceTime 48003 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 11400 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 41459 Size 32 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 7730 ExecTime 12120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41477 Size 16 ServiceTime 30202 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 17400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41542 Size 1 ServiceTime 56431 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41546 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 6000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41545 Size 1 ServiceTime 59009 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41555 Size 1 ServiceTime 41253 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41539 Size 34 ServiceTime 64859 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41259 Size 4 ServiceTime 58662 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 53970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41300 Size 1 ServiceTime 51273 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 36180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41399 Size 11 ServiceTime 40724 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 27510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41554 Size 1 ServiceTime 28441 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 3990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41534 Size 1 ServiceTime 34407 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41537 Size 1 ServiceTime 26718 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41278 Size 128 ServiceTime 63981 QueueTime 12985 ExecTime 26820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41536 Size 1 ServiceTime 30942 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41660 Size 1 ServiceTime 10892 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41959 Size 4 ServiceTime 6337 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41960 Size 4 ServiceTime 7268 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41615 Size 32 ServiceTime 60717 QueueTime 9847 ExecTime 12390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41613 Size 32 ServiceTime 48954 QueueTime 15984 ExecTime 12450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41937 Size 1 ServiceTime 10707 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42062 Size 128 ServiceTime 595 QueueTime 13342 ExecTime 210 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 31.365080 Avg Service Time: 34008.078125 
 
Simulation 7: Month 07 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 161 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44440 Size 25 ServiceTime 2800 QueueTime 1996 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44457 Size 4 ServiceTime 3803 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44412 Size 32 ServiceTime 6943 QueueTime 5923 ExecTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44456 Size 1 ServiceTime 8065 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44455 Size 16 ServiceTime 59229 QueueTime 4983 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44453 Size 16 ServiceTime 57646 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44454 Size 16 ServiceTime 57164 QueueTime 4947 ExecTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44499 Size 32 ServiceTime 6853 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44498 Size 32 ServiceTime 13848 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44468 Size 1 ServiceTime 63041 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 28560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45115 Size 32 ServiceTime 7538 QueueTime 360 ExecTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45387 Size 1 ServiceTime 45050 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 34230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45444 Size 128 ServiceTime 2502 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45441 Size 32 ServiceTime 10020 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45466 Size 16 ServiceTime 61232 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 17100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45625 Size 8 ServiceTime 21171 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 16800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45827 Size 1 ServiceTime 35551 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45824 Size 1 ServiceTime 57790 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45826 Size 1 ServiceTime 57636 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45795 Size 128 ServiceTime 15878 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45819 Size 32 ServiceTime 8904 QueueTime 1423 ExecTime 6240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45845 Size 8 ServiceTime 7256 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45825 Size 1 ServiceTime 57838 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45849 Size 8 ServiceTime 4311 QueueTime 529 ExecTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45991 Size 64 ServiceTime 26135 QueueTime 6893 ExecTime 17280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46093 Size 25 ServiceTime 54046 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 32910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46624 Size 32 ServiceTime 59315 QueueTime 3641 ExecTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46645 Size 32 ServiceTime 8567 QueueTime 104 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46650 Size 16 ServiceTime 32593 QueueTime 948 ExecTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46681 Size 16 ServiceTime 60039 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46610 Size 32 ServiceTime 32655 QueueTime 8074 ExecTime 10530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46713 Size 8 ServiceTime 3580 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46727 Size 1 ServiceTime 15758 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46719 Size 16 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 1842 ExecTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46726 Size 16 ServiceTime 2409 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46715 Size 16 ServiceTime 58014 QueueTime 893 ExecTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46728 Size 1 ServiceTime 15760 QueueTime 207 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46687 Size 1 ServiceTime 45796 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 37500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46921 Size 10 ServiceTime 52589 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 2790 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 46920 Size 4 ServiceTime 55018 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46935 Size 16 ServiceTime 42435 QueueTime 1963 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46936 Size 16 ServiceTime 29613 QueueTime 1271 ExecTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46905 Size 61 ServiceTime 41215 QueueTime 1919 ExecTime 14370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46939 Size 1 ServiceTime 54038 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 18720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46918 Size 1 ServiceTime 66765 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 35850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46937 Size 1 ServiceTime 63952 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 30480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47145 Size 8 ServiceTime 14588 QueueTime 6488 ExecTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47119 Size 1 ServiceTime 17546 QueueTime 11650 ExecTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47190 Size 16 ServiceTime 62406 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47187 Size 16 ServiceTime 4876 QueueTime 117 ExecTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47115 Size 1 ServiceTime 19027 QueueTime 12263 ExecTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47117 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 11838 ExecTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47198 Size 4 ServiceTime 15659 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47165 Size 1 ServiceTime 13989 QueueTime 1005 ExecTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47211 Size 4 ServiceTime 2519 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47207 Size 1 ServiceTime 27216 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47194 Size 16 ServiceTime 56824 QueueTime 560 ExecTime 6510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47191 Size 16 ServiceTime 62646 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47086 Size 128 ServiceTime 63571 QueueTime 16294 ExecTime 19890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47189 Size 1 ServiceTime 63839 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 20610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47132 Size 1 ServiceTime 41375 QueueTime 9813 ExecTime 34440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47196 Size 16 ServiceTime 61328 QueueTime 5856 ExecTime 20670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47342 Size 16 ServiceTime 1657 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47353 Size 8 ServiceTime 16526 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47354 Size 16 ServiceTime 57673 QueueTime 2567 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47379 Size 1 ServiceTime 44383 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47373 Size 20 ServiceTime 17475 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47380 Size 16 ServiceTime 59318 QueueTime 2015 ExecTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47374 Size 1 ServiceTime 39730 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47329 Size 32 ServiceTime 13881 QueueTime 7488 ExecTime 13530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47321 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 802 ExecTime 21330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47317 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 933 ExecTime 22290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47365 Size 32 ServiceTime 30759 QueueTime 1352 ExecTime 17040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47320 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 911 ExecTime 25740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47408 Size 1 ServiceTime 21635 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 10710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47314 Size 1 ServiceTime 42445 QueueTime 1214 ExecTime 33810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47318 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 929 ExecTime 35850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47319 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 917 ExecTime 35850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47312 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 1247 ExecTime 39570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49660 Size 32 ServiceTime 56710 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49547 Size 1 ServiceTime 63959 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 26790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49550 Size 4 ServiceTime 33884 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 25890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49584 Size 1 ServiceTime 48806 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 17820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49659 Size 32 ServiceTime 32700 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49538 Size 16 ServiceTime 58504 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 27900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49542 Size 4 ServiceTime 55883 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 27480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49544 Size 4 ServiceTime 38775 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 27330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49519 Size 32 ServiceTime 59476 QueueTime 256 ExecTime 33180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49520 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 33210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49657 Size 32 ServiceTime 22214 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49656 Size 64 ServiceTime 36057 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49818 Size 25 ServiceTime 39299 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 18330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49817 Size 32 ServiceTime 34423 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 29610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49872 Size 60 ServiceTime 1202 QueueTime 492 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49816 Size 32 ServiceTime 32381 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 30210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49869 Size 30 ServiceTime 30832 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49867 Size 64 ServiceTime 29178 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49812 Size 1 ServiceTime 46850 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 32520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49813 Size 1 ServiceTime 42782 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 32310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49866 Size 4 ServiceTime 3334 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49847 Size 30 ServiceTime 13962 QueueTime 1300 ExecTime 13140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49853 Size 1 ServiceTime 33904 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 12150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49949 Size 4 ServiceTime 58094 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50023 Size 32 ServiceTime 39585 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49948 Size 4 ServiceTime 57672 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 17850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49905 Size 16 ServiceTime 57705 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 34350 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 50024 Size 25 ServiceTime 122 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49904 Size 16 ServiceTime 56679 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 34410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50001 Size 1 ServiceTime 35673 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50068 Size 32 ServiceTime 32677 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50052 Size 128 ServiceTime 5974 QueueTime 23106 ExecTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50183 Size 10 ServiceTime 13468 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50483 Size 1 ServiceTime 21635 QueueTime 6194 ExecTime 15090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50493 Size 1 ServiceTime 29714 QueueTime 991 ExecTime 16710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50511 Size 9 ServiceTime 37332 QueueTime 8913 ExecTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50481 Size 1 ServiceTime 21635 QueueTime 6196 ExecTime 21390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50484 Size 1 ServiceTime 21638 QueueTime 6193 ExecTime 21510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50521 Size 1 ServiceTime 9129 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50496 Size 16 ServiceTime 35846 QueueTime 14009 ExecTime 16230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50486 Size 10 ServiceTime 47641 QueueTime 6035 ExecTime 33540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50513 Size 16 ServiceTime 57549 QueueTime 13504 ExecTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50383 Size 25 ServiceTime 54051 QueueTime 13609 ExecTime 39480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50382 Size 61 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 32311 ExecTime 21600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50585 Size 10 ServiceTime 9854 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50554 Size 32 ServiceTime 23056 QueueTime 8059 ExecTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50601 Size 1 ServiceTime 53426 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 16440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50631 Size 32 ServiceTime 21756 QueueTime 9421 ExecTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50684 Size 4 ServiceTime 53684 QueueTime 7258 ExecTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50683 Size 8 ServiceTime 8432 QueueTime 8932 ExecTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50634 Size 4 ServiceTime 57404 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 18960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50717 Size 8 ServiceTime 4650 QueueTime 1019 ExecTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50725 Size 9 ServiceTime 2980 QueueTime 189 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50636 Size 4 ServiceTime 57894 QueueTime 1333 ExecTime 26880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50723 Size 16 ServiceTime 5506 QueueTime 10356 ExecTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50728 Size 16 ServiceTime 2488 QueueTime 8538 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50692 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 6475 ExecTime 20670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50729 Size 16 ServiceTime 2336 QueueTime 8686 ExecTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50426 Size 128 ServiceTime 63658 QueueTime 99569 ExecTime 27270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50709 Size 17 ServiceTime 27621 QueueTime 9628 ExecTime 19260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50751 Size 8 ServiceTime 39563 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50488 Size 64 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 124441 ExecTime 7320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50742 Size 64 ServiceTime 27096 QueueTime 18460 ExecTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50828 Size 16 ServiceTime 2168 QueueTime 2587 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50848 Size 4 ServiceTime 41825 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 7560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50427 Size 128 ServiceTime 23418 QueueTime 180746 ExecTime 18390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50833 Size 1 ServiceTime 34350 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 33750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50936 Size 32 ServiceTime 16308 QueueTime 5259 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50939 Size 32 ServiceTime 21773 QueueTime 5010 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50962 Size 4 ServiceTime 58179 QueueTime 1400 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50971 Size 4 ServiceTime 57734 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50950 Size 16 ServiceTime 57769 QueueTime 2947 ExecTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50958 Size 4 ServiceTime 57454 QueueTime 1218 ExecTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50972 Size 4 ServiceTime 57510 QueueTime 96 ExecTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50981 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 1388 ExecTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50946 Size 1 ServiceTime 52636 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 13740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50497 Size 128 ServiceTime 63959 QueueTime 222656 ExecTime 47970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50610 Size 128 ServiceTime 380 QueueTime 197441 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50976 Size 4 ServiceTime 53630 QueueTime 5560 ExecTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50957 Size 4 ServiceTime 55893 QueueTime 1222 ExecTime 33870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50975 Size 4 ServiceTime 53795 QueueTime 3715 ExecTime 30120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50964 Size 4 ServiceTime 57725 QueueTime 950 ExecTime 35460 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 19.956522 Avg Service Time: 36925.609375 
 
 
Simulation 8: Month 08 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 128 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51376 Size 1 ServiceTime 34931 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51378 Size 1 ServiceTime 39529 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51375 Size 330 ServiceTime 1619 QueueTime 5721 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51380 Size 1 ServiceTime 39357 QueueTime 2981 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51379 Size 1 ServiceTime 33858 QueueTime 2468 ExecTime 9060 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 52619 Size 9 ServiceTime 4496 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53390 Size 4 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 27150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53388 Size 4 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 27180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53397 Size 1 ServiceTime 44658 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 25680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53574 Size 300 ServiceTime 1410 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53499 Size 1 ServiceTime 58725 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 40350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53500 Size 1 ServiceTime 52046 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 40320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53504 Size 1 ServiceTime 52001 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 40170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53652 Size 8 ServiceTime 4512 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54000 Size 32 ServiceTime 23465 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 12600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54178 Size 64 ServiceTime 38656 QueueTime 7328 ExecTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54176 Size 64 ServiceTime 30312 QueueTime 9136 ExecTime 12690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54266 Size 4 ServiceTime 56012 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 18480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54408 Size 32 ServiceTime 21950 QueueTime 15260 ExecTime 18930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54265 Size 4 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 59040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54640 Size 300 ServiceTime 500 QueueTime 6320 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54998 Size 4 ServiceTime 21667 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 11370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55240 Size 1 ServiceTime 27622 QueueTime 673 ExecTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55241 Size 1 ServiceTime 46261 QueueTime 649 ExecTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55413 Size 256 ServiceTime 32168 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55420 Size 1 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 43470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55813 Size 1 ServiceTime 60306 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55808 Size 1 ServiceTime 55547 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55811 Size 1 ServiceTime 55065 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55814 Size 1 ServiceTime 54731 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55775 Size 16 ServiceTime 7247 QueueTime 5669 ExecTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55791 Size 64 ServiceTime 2300 QueueTime 6780 ExecTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55809 Size 1 ServiceTime 54468 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55807 Size 1 ServiceTime 54653 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55812 Size 10 ServiceTime 14364 QueueTime 2438 ExecTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55865 Size 64 ServiceTime 31016 QueueTime 1811 ExecTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55806 Size 1 ServiceTime 51785 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55864 Size 4 ServiceTime 56396 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 14070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55863 Size 16 ServiceTime 50316 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 44880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56219 Size 15 ServiceTime 20181 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56159 Size 32 ServiceTime 13060 QueueTime 2466 ExecTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56218 Size 15 ServiceTime 19908 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 14700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56227 Size 10 ServiceTime 26760 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 24210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56233 Size 5 ServiceTime 57134 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 30570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56514 Size 10 ServiceTime 26502 QueueTime 6754 ExecTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56535 Size 16 ServiceTime 44310 QueueTime 1869 ExecTime 10230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56579 Size 1 ServiceTime 27143 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56572 Size 1 ServiceTime 26951 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56573 Size 1 ServiceTime 26979 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56574 Size 1 ServiceTime 26965 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56575 Size 1 ServiceTime 26932 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56576 Size 1 ServiceTime 27175 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56577 Size 1 ServiceTime 27072 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56578 Size 1 ServiceTime 27133 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56564 Size 1 ServiceTime 26557 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56565 Size 1 ServiceTime 26557 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56566 Size 1 ServiceTime 26673 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56567 Size 1 ServiceTime 26669 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56568 Size 1 ServiceTime 26766 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56569 Size 1 ServiceTime 26783 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56570 Size 1 ServiceTime 26883 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56571 Size 1 ServiceTime 26783 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56541 Size 1 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56563 Size 1 ServiceTime 26621 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 6510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56585 Size 16 ServiceTime 34460 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56361 Size 1 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 44100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56582 Size 15 ServiceTime 33777 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56562 Size 1 ServiceTime 26472 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56559 Size 1 ServiceTime 26392 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56560 Size 1 ServiceTime 26458 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56561 Size 1 ServiceTime 26452 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56558 Size 1 ServiceTime 26344 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 7350 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 56476 Size 8 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 14028 ExecTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56555 Size 1 ServiceTime 26443 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56556 Size 1 ServiceTime 26404 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56557 Size 1 ServiceTime 26550 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56433 Size 1 ServiceTime 44875 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 32310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56435 Size 1 ServiceTime 36018 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 32070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56554 Size 1 ServiceTime 25958 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56425 Size 32 ServiceTime 34775 QueueTime 5220 ExecTime 27480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56426 Size 1 ServiceTime 33596 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 32640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56430 Size 1 ServiceTime 44885 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 32460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56455 Size 32 ServiceTime 12754 QueueTime 15451 ExecTime 11670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56424 Size 1 ServiceTime 33669 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 32790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56472 Size 1 ServiceTime 34744 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 26610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56540 Size 25 ServiceTime 319 QueueTime 11400 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56415 Size 9 ServiceTime 58443 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 34170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56422 Size 1 ServiceTime 61245 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 32940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56423 Size 1 ServiceTime 61110 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 32910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56420 Size 1 ServiceTime 56886 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 33060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56461 Size 32 ServiceTime 12537 QueueTime 27097 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56593 Size 1 ServiceTime 15143 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56594 Size 1 ServiceTime 36047 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56401 Size 32 ServiceTime 57684 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 45840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56468 Size 32 ServiceTime 16466 QueueTime 33348 ExecTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56900 Size 16 ServiceTime 59097 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57135 Size 4 ServiceTime 10698 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57202 Size 32 ServiceTime 56730 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57585 Size 15 ServiceTime 34342 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 5160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57140 Size 32 ServiceTime 34862 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 24150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57647 Size 1 ServiceTime 51212 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57656 Size 1 ServiceTime 27690 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57583 Size 1 ServiceTime 51587 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 21600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57584 Size 1 ServiceTime 51882 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 21600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57671 Size 32 ServiceTime 13058 QueueTime 3341 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57672 Size 32 ServiceTime 1735 QueueTime 3789 ExecTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57673 Size 32 ServiceTime 13638 QueueTime 5197 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57631 Size 25 ServiceTime 20348 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 15750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57653 Size 1 ServiceTime 17777 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57643 Size 1 ServiceTime 62189 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 11250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56782 Size 256 ServiceTime 46793 QueueTime 55340 ExecTime 43440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57634 Size 64 ServiceTime 247 QueueTime 14131 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57639 Size 64 ServiceTime 28362 QueueTime 12166 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57684 Size 50 ServiceTime 29635 QueueTime 2787 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57632 Size 100 ServiceTime 281 QueueTime 15147 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57665 Size 128 ServiceTime 242 QueueTime 7134 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57582 Size 1 ServiceTime 57247 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 28830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57246 Size 128 ServiceTime 20353 QueueTime 33951 ExecTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57670 Size 32 ServiceTime 12881 QueueTime 3342 ExecTime 9150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57736 Size 9 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 20550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58008 Size 16 ServiceTime 39585 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58517 Size 256 ServiceTime 64912 QueueTime 7864 ExecTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58782 Size 31 ServiceTime 5595 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58849 Size 306 ServiceTime 200 QueueTime 685 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58860 Size 1 ServiceTime 45631 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 34110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59224 Size 1 ServiceTime 19027 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 11010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59155 Size 31 ServiceTime 47433 QueueTime 1429 ExecTime 23670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58951 Size 36 ServiceTime 79 QueueTime 98780 ExecTime 30 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 29.046875 Avg Service Time: 33095.851562 
 
Simulation 9: Month 09 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 189 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60000 Size 1 ServiceTime 11513 QueueTime 11938 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60024 Size 10 ServiceTime 53180 QueueTime 5865 ExecTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60031 Size 8 ServiceTime 25367 QueueTime 4991 ExecTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60007 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 9304 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60069 Size 1 ServiceTime 22102 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 2130 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 60066 Size 1 ServiceTime 14256 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59931 Size 31 ServiceTime 44938 QueueTime 43799 ExecTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60074 Size 1 ServiceTime 50508 QueueTime 57 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60010 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 9053 ExecTime 14010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60009 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 9274 ExecTime 27360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60006 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 9042 ExecTime 32880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60025 Size 32 ServiceTime 30969 QueueTime 13208 ExecTime 24150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60081 Size 1 ServiceTime 44944 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 38370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60893 Size 1 ServiceTime 52939 QueueTime 1746 ExecTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60902 Size 1 ServiceTime 44790 QueueTime 942 ExecTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60898 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 1170 ExecTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60892 Size 1 ServiceTime 52171 QueueTime 1758 ExecTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61263 Size 1 ServiceTime 204 QueueTime 3610 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61268 Size 1 ServiceTime 25047 QueueTime 2233 ExecTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61271 Size 5 ServiceTime 25944 QueueTime 2026 ExecTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61266 Size 1 ServiceTime 5954 QueueTime 2772 ExecTime 5640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61313 Size 4 ServiceTime 943 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61290 Size 64 ServiceTime 19656 QueueTime 2391 ExecTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61265 Size 1 ServiceTime 15204 QueueTime 3315 ExecTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61262 Size 1 ServiceTime 14402 QueueTime 3618 ExecTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61355 Size 10 ServiceTime 2181 QueueTime 95 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61356 Size 12 ServiceTime 751 QueueTime 214 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61361 Size 8 ServiceTime 35258 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61362 Size 9 ServiceTime 5812 QueueTime 763 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61343 Size 16 ServiceTime 161 QueueTime 3569 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61370 Size 16 ServiceTime 48 QueueTime 371 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61367 Size 1 ServiceTime 17408 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61348 Size 1 ServiceTime 28841 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 8340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61386 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61291 Size 64 ServiceTime 18921 QueueTime 6494 ExecTime 15150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61314 Size 16 ServiceTime 62902 QueueTime 14772 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61295 Size 8 ServiceTime 64857 QueueTime 424 ExecTime 22470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61397 Size 21 ServiceTime 1424 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61398 Size 25 ServiceTime 1008 QueueTime 584 ExecTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61373 Size 1 ServiceTime 18407 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 9150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61346 Size 4 ServiceTime 15053 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 14100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61411 Size 32 ServiceTime 13697 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61426 Size 21 ServiceTime 1334 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61739 Size 16 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 307 ExecTime 61980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61864 Size 21 ServiceTime 1245 QueueTime 28471 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61918 Size 32 ServiceTime 24445 QueueTime 18243 ExecTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61921 Size 32 ServiceTime 34545 QueueTime 25227 ExecTime 18000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61982 Size 32 ServiceTime 13943 QueueTime 759 ExecTime 12120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61991 Size 32 ServiceTime 221 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62050 Size 40 ServiceTime 1546 QueueTime 90 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62049 Size 38 ServiceTime 1178 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62105 Size 14 ServiceTime 1155 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62114 Size 30 ServiceTime 1174 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62160 Size 16 ServiceTime 24726 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62155 Size 1 ServiceTime 24720 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62152 Size 16 ServiceTime 59000 QueueTime 166 ExecTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62161 Size 16 ServiceTime 59123 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62156 Size 1 ServiceTime 40400 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 11640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62230 Size 1 ServiceTime 37267 QueueTime 723 ExecTime 17070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62382 Size 8 ServiceTime 50072 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62486 Size 30 ServiceTime 479 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62494 Size 32 ServiceTime 4683 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62501 Size 32 ServiceTime 50390 QueueTime 1269 ExecTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62576 Size 128 ServiceTime 35032 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 13080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62587 Size 8 ServiceTime 64855 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 26220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62650 Size 306 ServiceTime 52040 QueueTime 15629 ExecTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62926 Size 32 ServiceTime 4397 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63111 Size 37 ServiceTime 715 QueueTime 2843 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63233 Size 32 ServiceTime 4785 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63945 Size 16 ServiceTime 57648 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63955 Size 1 ServiceTime 37768 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 9930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63960 Size 1 ServiceTime 29786 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 15600 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 64195 Size 12 ServiceTime 9480 QueueTime 135 ExecTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64194 Size 8 ServiceTime 37739 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64197 Size 14 ServiceTime 13762 QueueTime 1543 ExecTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64201 Size 22 ServiceTime 9982 QueueTime 2920 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64193 Size 5 ServiceTime 4261 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64216 Size 5 ServiceTime 8824 QueueTime 337 ExecTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64225 Size 1 ServiceTime 765 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64168 Size 64 ServiceTime 13087 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 11250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64217 Size 5 ServiceTime 5059 QueueTime 2195 ExecTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64211 Size 64 ServiceTime 40348 QueueTime 6351 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64219 Size 32 ServiceTime 34682 QueueTime 4241 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64202 Size 24 ServiceTime 10853 QueueTime 3189 ExecTime 9540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64205 Size 16 ServiceTime 27771 QueueTime 3954 ExecTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64234 Size 1 ServiceTime 46606 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64172 Size 9 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 24570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64187 Size 8 ServiceTime 49610 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 47970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64480 Size 32 ServiceTime 1785 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64481 Size 32 ServiceTime 5108 QueueTime 221 ExecTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64482 Size 32 ServiceTime 3218 QueueTime 1418 ExecTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64510 Size 20 ServiceTime 1378 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64521 Size 64 ServiceTime 54054 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64683 Size 33 ServiceTime 21155 QueueTime 6079 ExecTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64661 Size 33 ServiceTime 21484 QueueTime 9572 ExecTime 7830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64753 Size 31 ServiceTime 45466 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64793 Size 16 ServiceTime 24643 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64759 Size 4 ServiceTime 14441 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 11580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64792 Size 29 ServiceTime 9765 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64799 Size 18 ServiceTime 1916 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64809 Size 16 ServiceTime 12974 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64801 Size 24 ServiceTime 614 QueueTime 1073 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64756 Size 32 ServiceTime 14478 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64800 Size 20 ServiceTime 1553 QueueTime 1079 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64802 Size 18 ServiceTime 236 QueueTime 1093 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64780 Size 16 ServiceTime 24864 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 9390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64673 Size 1 ServiceTime 62133 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 33300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64674 Size 1 ServiceTime 60817 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 33300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64700 Size 10 ServiceTime 42223 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 25290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64690 Size 1 ServiceTime 29241 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 28470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64691 Size 1 ServiceTime 59122 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 28380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64692 Size 1 ServiceTime 59090 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 28380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64739 Size 11 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 15120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64735 Size 11 ServiceTime 21644 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 17040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64738 Size 1 ServiceTime 33980 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 15390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64686 Size 1 ServiceTime 42000 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 29940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64733 Size 4 ServiceTime 61587 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 17790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64779 Size 16 ServiceTime 33455 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 10050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64657 Size 25 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 2485 ExecTime 33180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64675 Size 1 ServiceTime 62382 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 33750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64644 Size 31 ServiceTime 45165 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 37200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64647 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 36870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64694 Size 1 ServiceTime 28406 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 27600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64641 Size 1 ServiceTime 49413 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 38070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64642 Size 4 ServiceTime 62903 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 37980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64732 Size 4 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 18660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64727 Size 1 ServiceTime 61691 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 19380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64730 Size 11 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 19080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64731 Size 1 ServiceTime 60384 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 19020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64729 Size 1 ServiceTime 32773 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 19200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64777 Size 1 ServiceTime 17254 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 11730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64771 Size 1 ServiceTime 17277 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 11820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64772 Size 1 ServiceTime 17208 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 11820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64773 Size 1 ServiceTime 17170 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 11820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64774 Size 1 ServiceTime 17266 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 11820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64775 Size 1 ServiceTime 17132 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 11820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64776 Size 1 ServiceTime 17210 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 11790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64724 Size 16 ServiceTime 34449 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 25890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64749 Size 1 ServiceTime 61175 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 48210 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 64955 Size 128 ServiceTime 25578 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64956 Size 128 ServiceTime 25111 QueueTime 33 ExecTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64954 Size 32 ServiceTime 24734 QueueTime 1835 ExecTime 21240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64995 Size 33 ServiceTime 20895 QueueTime 11028 ExecTime 12330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65097 Size 65 ServiceTime 18061 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 15570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65144 Size 300 ServiceTime 579 QueueTime 1601 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65138 Size 32 ServiceTime 32358 QueueTime 5865 ExecTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65165 Size 32 ServiceTime 4492 QueueTime 1045 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65135 Size 1 ServiceTime 64834 QueueTime 6458 ExecTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65137 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 6339 ExecTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65133 Size 1 ServiceTime 45397 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65134 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 6581 ExecTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65129 Size 1 ServiceTime 27533 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 9870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65131 Size 1 ServiceTime 42089 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 9720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65132 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 9690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65130 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65164 Size 32 ServiceTime 4768 QueueTime 747 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65167 Size 32 ServiceTime 4538 QueueTime 1192 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65106 Size 7 ServiceTime 21742 QueueTime 102 ExecTime 17370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65116 Size 1 ServiceTime 37224 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65114 Size 32 ServiceTime 30204 QueueTime 1146 ExecTime 12510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65096 Size 65 ServiceTime 25256 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 22290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65168 Size 32 ServiceTime 4699 QueueTime 1220 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65169 Size 64 ServiceTime 7266 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65120 Size 11 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 2243 ExecTime 11700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65092 Size 10 ServiceTime 41945 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 24600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65275 Size 61 ServiceTime 59930 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65257 Size 64 ServiceTime 36905 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 15420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65180 Size 4 ServiceTime 64855 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 64410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65241 Size 1 ServiceTime 41097 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 19440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65256 Size 1 ServiceTime 28852 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 15510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65270 Size 1 ServiceTime 37808 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 14550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65285 Size 1 ServiceTime 37763 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 10440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65301 Size 38 ServiceTime 4420 QueueTime 8266 ExecTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65253 Size 4 ServiceTime 16458 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 15930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65297 Size 30 ServiceTime 10602 QueueTime 3320 ExecTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65361 Size 16 ServiceTime 37597 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 25170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65596 Size 1 ServiceTime 57706 QueueTime 1069 ExecTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65583 Size 65 ServiceTime 15163 QueueTime 2878 ExecTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65594 Size 1 ServiceTime 57734 QueueTime 56 ExecTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65595 Size 1 ServiceTime 57648 QueueTime 1042 ExecTime 5460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65661 Size 13 ServiceTime 10802 QueueTime 479 ExecTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65580 Size 1 ServiceTime 62170 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 20040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65597 Size 1 ServiceTime 57618 QueueTime 1214 ExecTime 19680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65598 Size 1 ServiceTime 57631 QueueTime 1209 ExecTime 26400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65587 Size 1 ServiceTime 61174 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 29850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65680 Size 32 ServiceTime 49596 QueueTime 5985 ExecTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65682 Size 10 ServiceTime 22861 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 13590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65579 Size 1 ServiceTime 62233 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 43350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65588 Size 1 ServiceTime 61206 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 45240 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 19.883598 Avg Service Time: 30759.792969 
 
Simulation 10: Month 10 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 95 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66225 Size 128 ServiceTime 398 QueueTime 10219 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66251 Size 1 ServiceTime 13546 QueueTime 1897 ExecTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66259 Size 1 ServiceTime 30551 QueueTime 918 ExecTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66226 Size 128 ServiceTime 18088 QueueTime 10485 ExecTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66255 Size 1 ServiceTime 54484 QueueTime 2001 ExecTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66254 Size 1 ServiceTime 47870 QueueTime 2010 ExecTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66252 Size 1 ServiceTime 39284 QueueTime 1910 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66260 Size 1 ServiceTime 25569 QueueTime 947 ExecTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66267 Size 1 ServiceTime 44067 QueueTime 1930 ExecTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66268 Size 1 ServiceTime 46044 QueueTime 1929 ExecTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66253 Size 1 ServiceTime 43383 QueueTime 2019 ExecTime 11970 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 66357 Size 64 ServiceTime 34122 QueueTime 5562 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66455 Size 32 ServiceTime 24041 QueueTime 1206 ExecTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66508 Size 10 ServiceTime 8117 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66466 Size 24 ServiceTime 25098 QueueTime 4064 ExecTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66506 Size 18 ServiceTime 1446 QueueTime 3460 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66525 Size 16 ServiceTime 111 QueueTime 4621 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66543 Size 8 ServiceTime 130 QueueTime 1957 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66463 Size 32 ServiceTime 24102 QueueTime 7810 ExecTime 13740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66451 Size 16 ServiceTime 26096 QueueTime 1106 ExecTime 24630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67058 Size 64 ServiceTime 27921 QueueTime 5403 ExecTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67928 Size 296 ServiceTime 64944 QueueTime 12464 ExecTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68318 Size 5 ServiceTime 29682 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68343 Size 1 ServiceTime 3139 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68345 Size 4 ServiceTime 34911 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68274 Size 128 ServiceTime 33261 QueueTime 13254 ExecTime 12540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68346 Size 4 ServiceTime 23301 QueueTime 581 ExecTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68347 Size 4 ServiceTime 13769 QueueTime 796 ExecTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68369 Size 16 ServiceTime 1325 QueueTime 73 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68313 Size 320 ServiceTime 64950 QueueTime 10043 ExecTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68367 Size 1 ServiceTime 3139 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68348 Size 4 ServiceTime 13770 QueueTime 1193 ExecTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68399 Size 32 ServiceTime 23967 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68644 Size 32 ServiceTime 14050 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68667 Size 18 ServiceTime 1394 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68673 Size 1 ServiceTime 64030 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68676 Size 4 ServiceTime 53534 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68682 Size 1 ServiceTime 3130 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68690 Size 1 ServiceTime 64242 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68693 Size 1 ServiceTime 28177 QueueTime 2418 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68691 Size 1 ServiceTime 11764 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68696 Size 1 ServiceTime 64105 QueueTime 2794 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68672 Size 16 ServiceTime 34289 QueueTime 8964 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68689 Size 1 ServiceTime 64169 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 8430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68692 Size 1 ServiceTime 64826 QueueTime 1019 ExecTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68671 Size 320 ServiceTime 19124 QueueTime 9447 ExecTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68705 Size 1 ServiceTime 62386 QueueTime 1259 ExecTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68694 Size 1 ServiceTime 22939 QueueTime 2616 ExecTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68695 Size 1 ServiceTime 64112 QueueTime 2599 ExecTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68715 Size 1 ServiceTime 47447 QueueTime 336 ExecTime 9750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68704 Size 1 ServiceTime 62282 QueueTime 1265 ExecTime 17760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68768 Size 51 ServiceTime 29343 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 11490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68697 Size 1 ServiceTime 50943 QueueTime 4518 ExecTime 33060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68716 Size 1 ServiceTime 58778 QueueTime 37 ExecTime 35610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68994 Size 1 ServiceTime 43239 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68996 Size 1 ServiceTime 20306 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69000 Size 5 ServiceTime 12475 QueueTime 1575 ExecTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68995 Size 1 ServiceTime 16919 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 8190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68992 Size 320 ServiceTime 64948 QueueTime 12539 ExecTime 39870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69198 Size 320 ServiceTime 65005 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 10200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70376 Size 128 ServiceTime 56058 QueueTime 4347 ExecTime 15900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70466 Size 306 ServiceTime 32662 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 11580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70610 Size 32 ServiceTime 28064 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70555 Size 4 ServiceTime 64866 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 28410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70558 Size 1 ServiceTime 37942 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 25980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70559 Size 1 ServiceTime 40208 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 25500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70552 Size 8 ServiceTime 38100 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 30180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70606 Size 32 ServiceTime 33889 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70671 Size 32 ServiceTime 6018 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 3990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70686 Size 32 ServiceTime 6010 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70685 Size 32 ServiceTime 6073 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70696 Size 30 ServiceTime 21662 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70701 Size 10 ServiceTime 202 QueueTime 1409 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70787 Size 1 ServiceTime 43400 QueueTime 2732 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70773 Size 32 ServiceTime 6211 QueueTime 3741 ExecTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70849 Size 32 ServiceTime 5920 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71191 Size 192 ServiceTime 514 QueueTime 92 ExecTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71192 Size 192 ServiceTime 483 QueueTime 536 ExecTime 210 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 71330 Size 128 ServiceTime 36127 QueueTime 13568 ExecTime 32490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72009 Size 16 ServiceTime 8189 QueueTime 165 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72022 Size 1 ServiceTime 25907 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72023 Size 1 ServiceTime 25278 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72018 Size 4 ServiceTime 64995 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72024 Size 1 ServiceTime 24628 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71990 Size 4 ServiceTime 36978 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 11040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71988 Size 288 ServiceTime 64943 QueueTime 4100 ExecTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72039 Size 1 ServiceTime 26289 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72040 Size 1 ServiceTime 26476 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72008 Size 16 ServiceTime 7684 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71992 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 11730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72021 Size 1 ServiceTime 26745 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 9420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72037 Size 1 ServiceTime 23899 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72036 Size 1 ServiceTime 24482 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72038 Size 1 ServiceTime 26060 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72020 Size 1 ServiceTime 26573 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 17430 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 42.442104 Avg Service Time: 30746.884766 
 
 
Simulation 11: Month 11 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 40 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74527 Size 32 ServiceTime 10576 QueueTime 968 ExecTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74528 Size 32 ServiceTime 9906 QueueTime 2495 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74529 Size 32 ServiceTime 10399 QueueTime 3752 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74542 Size 3 ServiceTime 12582 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74555 Size 8 ServiceTime 2319 QueueTime 299 ExecTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74558 Size 2 ServiceTime 18043 QueueTime 87 ExecTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74550 Size 16 ServiceTime 64731 QueueTime 2711 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74553 Size 16 ServiceTime 64732 QueueTime 3588 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74540 Size 1 ServiceTime 33343 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74562 Size 32 ServiceTime 10849 QueueTime 338 ExecTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74551 Size 16 ServiceTime 64731 QueueTime 3150 ExecTime 5610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74554 Size 16 ServiceTime 64733 QueueTime 5049 ExecTime 9330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74530 Size 32 ServiceTime 10920 QueueTime 9959 ExecTime 9930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74729 Size 20 ServiceTime 12385 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74673 Size 51 ServiceTime 177 QueueTime 15419 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74725 Size 32 ServiceTime 13993 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75140 Size 128 ServiceTime 47712 QueueTime 15357 ExecTime 16110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75166 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 26760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75138 Size 1 ServiceTime 43793 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 32130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75139 Size 1 ServiceTime 38062 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 32130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75156 Size 53 ServiceTime 40227 QueueTime 675 ExecTime 29820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75171 Size 1 ServiceTime 38739 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 21150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75172 Size 1 ServiceTime 35728 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 21120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75304 Size 32 ServiceTime 64246 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75319 Size 32 ServiceTime 56869 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 11040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75357 Size 31 ServiceTime 63238 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75335 Size 51 ServiceTime 29748 QueueTime 11039 ExecTime 24990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75616 Size 8 ServiceTime 20560 QueueTime 12033 ExecTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75667 Size 1 ServiceTime 39771 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75578 Size 16 ServiceTime 47889 QueueTime 31174 ExecTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75666 Size 1 ServiceTime 28887 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 15000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75604 Size 300 ServiceTime 65042 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 39690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75714 Size 256 ServiceTime 705 QueueTime 1271 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76014 Size 300 ServiceTime 24218 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76207 Size 16 ServiceTime 47522 QueueTime 187 ExecTime 16590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77448 Size 14 ServiceTime 43350 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77518 Size 64 ServiceTime 10075 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77747 Size 31 ServiceTime 63027 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 10530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77751 Size 32 ServiceTime 14018 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 11820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77847 Size 16 ServiceTime 21194 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 19380 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 43.200001 Avg Service Time: 33846.949219 
 
Simulation 12: Month 01 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
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Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 388 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4 Size 64 ServiceTime 29493 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 23610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5 Size 64 ServiceTime 29063 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 26850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17 Size 16 ServiceTime 35436 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 14250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69 Size 129 ServiceTime 6727 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68 Size 81 ServiceTime 2017 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 87 Size 16 ServiceTime 3916 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 133 Size 81 ServiceTime 3659 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 153 Size 32 ServiceTime 8748 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 156 Size 1 ServiceTime 1690 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 162 Size 64 ServiceTime 22183 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 160 Size 1 ServiceTime 5446 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 177 Size 33 ServiceTime 43310 QueueTime 114 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 155 Size 1 ServiceTime 6187 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 145 Size 32 ServiceTime 6512 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 182 Size 4 ServiceTime 1835 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 159 Size 64 ServiceTime 23033 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 157 Size 24 ServiceTime 16427 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 11130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 202 Size 7 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 11730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 208 Size 1 ServiceTime 50773 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 31530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 385 Size 1 ServiceTime 53388 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 375 Size 24 ServiceTime 15689 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 402 Size 3 ServiceTime 58094 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 401 Size 1 ServiceTime 11734 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 406 Size 8 ServiceTime 3667 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 423 Size 32 ServiceTime 8460 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 390 Size 40 ServiceTime 24078 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 366 Size 3 ServiceTime 24468 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 9840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 425 Size 32 ServiceTime 8466 QueueTime 744 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 418 Size 1 ServiceTime 59302 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 355 Size 64 ServiceTime 33904 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 427 Size 32 ServiceTime 8878 QueueTime 1342 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 424 Size 32 ServiceTime 8527 QueueTime 236 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 422 Size 32 ServiceTime 9012 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 421 Size 32 ServiceTime 9061 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 432 Size 64 ServiceTime 1665 QueueTime 3637 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 437 Size 64 ServiceTime 1885 QueueTime 5166 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 466 Size 8 ServiceTime 7522 QueueTime 3454 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 506 Size 1 ServiceTime 50287 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 455 Size 16 ServiceTime 3821 QueueTime 6421 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 507 Size 4 ServiceTime 50197 QueueTime 417 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 468 Size 8 ServiceTime 7550 QueueTime 4227 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 489 Size 308 ServiceTime 2240 QueueTime 9765 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 490 Size 264 ServiceTime 2204 QueueTime 10447 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 496 Size 2 ServiceTime 33120 QueueTime 118 ExecutionTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 479 Size 8 ServiceTime 7745 QueueTime 6610 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 533 Size 16 ServiceTime 4457 QueueTime 1757 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 561 Size 4 ServiceTime 2557 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 336 Size 20 ServiceTime 50783 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 36720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 572 Size 32 ServiceTime 6555 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 609 Size 96 ServiceTime 1253 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 616 Size 1 ServiceTime 24546 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 674 Size 128 ServiceTime 1302 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 676 Size 8 ServiceTime 7550 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 689 Size 8 ServiceTime 3650 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 675 Size 8 ServiceTime 7540 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 655 Size 1 ServiceTime 10788 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 6660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 704 Size 128 ServiceTime 1260 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 714 Size 8 ServiceTime 5440 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 716 Size 32 ServiceTime 5815 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 723 Size 4 ServiceTime 604 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 680 Size 18 ServiceTime 36043 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 9360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 724 Size 32 ServiceTime 8761 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 729 Size 32 ServiceTime 10500 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 733 Size 32 ServiceTime 8676 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 745 Size 64 ServiceTime 34362 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 746 Size 40 ServiceTime 37397 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3750 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 728 Size 32 ServiceTime 8608 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 751 Size 24 ServiceTime 15931 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 758 Size 8 ServiceTime 5440 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 773 Size 128 ServiceTime 1247 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 777 Size 128 ServiceTime 1379 QueueTime 167 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 778 Size 128 ServiceTime 1464 QueueTime 252 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 789 Size 8 ServiceTime 7585 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 812 Size 10 ServiceTime 9976 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 814 Size 10 ServiceTime 10367 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 820 Size 1 ServiceTime 18931 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 672 Size 64 ServiceTime 45338 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 29070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 813 Size 10 ServiceTime 10372 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 843 Size 10 ServiceTime 35 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 715 Size 10 ServiceTime 53959 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 37410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 647 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 55230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 870 Size 20 ServiceTime 49963 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 887 Size 16 ServiceTime 6047 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 893 Size 1 ServiceTime 7394 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 6150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 910 Size 24 ServiceTime 15040 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 12720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 915 Size 16 ServiceTime 18060 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 14520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 948 Size 128 ServiceTime 1438 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 981 Size 306 ServiceTime 64989 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1052 Size 64 ServiceTime 32244 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1141 Size 192 ServiceTime 978 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1101 Size 33 ServiceTime 37829 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1143 Size 4 ServiceTime 10841 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1153 Size 256 ServiceTime 1309 QueueTime 1437 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1178 Size 16 ServiceTime 8085 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1056 Size 10 ServiceTime 51393 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 18540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1208 Size 25 ServiceTime 30506 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1189 Size 10 ServiceTime 10782 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1193 Size 11 ServiceTime 10090 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1212 Size 5 ServiceTime 12730 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1211 Size 16 ServiceTime 4030 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1198 Size 1 ServiceTime 21347 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 10890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1236 Size 32 ServiceTime 4517 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1275 Size 64 ServiceTime 57679 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1274 Size 64 ServiceTime 54957 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 38160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1349 Size 4 ServiceTime 52342 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1387 Size 192 ServiceTime 1421 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1390 Size 256 ServiceTime 2230 QueueTime 1793 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1402 Size 4 ServiceTime 7256 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1407 Size 16 ServiceTime 15114 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1412 Size 25 ServiceTime 11743 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1408 Size 16 ServiceTime 13724 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1400 Size 16 ServiceTime 14122 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 11730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1404 Size 6 ServiceTime 42135 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 38760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1484 Size 16 ServiceTime 4269 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1516 Size 16 ServiceTime 4338 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1551 Size 16 ServiceTime 3728 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1576 Size 64 ServiceTime 57722 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1596 Size 16 ServiceTime 4108 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1595 Size 16 ServiceTime 3648 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1605 Size 50 ServiceTime 7001 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1426 Size 64 ServiceTime 55127 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 44910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1640 Size 50 ServiceTime 3077 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1467 Size 6 ServiceTime 42564 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 32670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1470 Size 6 ServiceTime 42289 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 31800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1582 Size 16 ServiceTime 21650 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 13710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1583 Size 16 ServiceTime 21664 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 13650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1631 Size 10 ServiceTime 4112 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1641 Size 50 ServiceTime 2998 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1642 Size 10 ServiceTime 3972 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1687 Size 1 ServiceTime 29211 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 25710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1649 Size 6 ServiceTime 43295 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 34080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1700 Size 64 ServiceTime 5465 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1754 Size 16 ServiceTime 13812 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6510 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 1757 Size 32 ServiceTime 7516 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 6840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1803 Size 16 ServiceTime 58039 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1833 Size 16 ServiceTime 58141 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1889 Size 16 ServiceTime 3643 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1868 Size 24 ServiceTime 17883 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 10140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1894 Size 120 ServiceTime 3656 QueueTime 3476 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1907 Size 32 ServiceTime 13189 QueueTime 75 ExecutionTime 6630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1820 Size 64 ServiceTime 52964 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 40380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1968 Size 4 ServiceTime 29151 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 7560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2040 Size 32 ServiceTime 8716 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1942 Size 1 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 35220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2014 Size 33 ServiceTime 28339 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1960 Size 1 ServiceTime 36063 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 23520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2077 Size 10 ServiceTime 10785 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2087 Size 1 ServiceTime 9609 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 6780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2153 Size 32 ServiceTime 13029 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2120 Size 2 ServiceTime 7410 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2188 Size 64 ServiceTime 3253 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2222 Size 32 ServiceTime 12793 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 5460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2273 Size 32 ServiceTime 22071 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2271 Size 32 ServiceTime 18715 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2279 Size 64 ServiceTime 30228 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2284 Size 16 ServiceTime 13888 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2298 Size 1 ServiceTime 34076 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2267 Size 128 ServiceTime 40336 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 24180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2333 Size 10 ServiceTime 10793 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2321 Size 96 ServiceTime 4883 QueueTime 5548 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2362 Size 16 ServiceTime 41391 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2366 Size 32 ServiceTime 6142 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2383 Size 32 ServiceTime 14490 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 6150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2407 Size 1 ServiceTime 3634 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2400 Size 4 ServiceTime 22602 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2415 Size 16 ServiceTime 13574 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2484 Size 1 ServiceTime 1616 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2522 Size 128 ServiceTime 13478 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2533 Size 32 ServiceTime 12993 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 6660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2441 Size 64 ServiceTime 53017 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 27360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2589 Size 64 ServiceTime 58624 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2571 Size 32 ServiceTime 37781 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 11520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2606 Size 20 ServiceTime 4326 QueueTime 135 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2513 Size 32 ServiceTime 39841 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 35340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2587 Size 64 ServiceTime 55057 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 34290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2588 Size 64 ServiceTime 59603 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 38130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2616 Size 1 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 491 ExecutionTime 35820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2677 Size 64 ServiceTime 31056 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2709 Size 200 ServiceTime 1926 QueueTime 1867 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2760 Size 5 ServiceTime 51516 QueueTime 519 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2732 Size 16 ServiceTime 58665 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 40590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2752 Size 64 ServiceTime 57754 QueueTime 1361 ExecutionTime 47850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2756 Size 64 ServiceTime 45128 QueueTime 22086 ExecutionTime 27000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2711 Size 300 ServiceTime 1959 QueueTime 55197 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2778 Size 16 ServiceTime 16085 QueueTime 31766 ExecutionTime 15870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2782 Size 8 ServiceTime 36117 QueueTime 37479 ExecutionTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2824 Size 32 ServiceTime 11644 QueueTime 38150 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2827 Size 32 ServiceTime 11027 QueueTime 38145 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2862 Size 1 ServiceTime 27171 QueueTime 1056 ExecutionTime 15930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2864 Size 1 ServiceTime 37579 QueueTime 751 ExecutionTime 15810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2855 Size 26 ServiceTime 2495 QueueTime 28134 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2897 Size 33 ServiceTime 7318 QueueTime 3675 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2847 Size 128 ServiceTime 39699 QueueTime 31812 ExecutionTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2828 Size 32 ServiceTime 11093 QueueTime 38143 ExecutionTime 9990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2893 Size 4 ServiceTime 22950 QueueTime 9709 ExecutionTime 10740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2883 Size 32 ServiceTime 44062 QueueTime 11621 ExecutionTime 13860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2912 Size 16 ServiceTime 16010 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2962 Size 16 ServiceTime 3644 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2972 Size 33 ServiceTime 7248 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2996 Size 128 ServiceTime 53340 QueueTime 7207 ExecutionTime 3030 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 3045 Size 19 ServiceTime 23461 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2975 Size 16 ServiceTime 51696 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 18780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2923 Size 5 ServiceTime 49791 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 26160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3000 Size 10 ServiceTime 15811 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 13260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3041 Size 1 ServiceTime 16515 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 10710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3064 Size 15 ServiceTime 3647 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2989 Size 4 ServiceTime 61726 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 49350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3101 Size 1 ServiceTime 36338 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 27810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3132 Size 64 ServiceTime 61756 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3186 Size 1 ServiceTime 11932 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3245 Size 10 ServiceTime 689 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3131 Size 64 ServiceTime 59551 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 31110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3248 Size 4 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 20130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3309 Size 1 ServiceTime 10650 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3332 Size 10 ServiceTime 10090 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3360 Size 5 ServiceTime 48703 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3359 Size 16 ServiceTime 46669 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 34620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3423 Size 32 ServiceTime 11842 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 11100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3454 Size 16 ServiceTime 5331 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3491 Size 16 ServiceTime 13339 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3519 Size 32 ServiceTime 5873 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3476 Size 64 ServiceTime 36520 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 28830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3544 Size 1 ServiceTime 49425 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 10470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3533 Size 300 ServiceTime 12662 QueueTime 12660 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3554 Size 128 ServiceTime 7319 QueueTime 14706 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3555 Size 128 ServiceTime 64863 QueueTime 14659 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3626 Size 4 ServiceTime 9000 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3656 Size 8 ServiceTime 8271 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3671 Size 1 ServiceTime 28983 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3727 Size 8 ServiceTime 1360 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3746 Size 16 ServiceTime 13546 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3711 Size 32 ServiceTime 58807 QueueTime 1912 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3655 Size 64 ServiceTime 33836 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 18150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3870 Size 32 ServiceTime 147 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3832 Size 32 ServiceTime 43248 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 12300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3789 Size 1 ServiceTime 38037 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 19830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3923 Size 64 ServiceTime 1537 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3925 Size 64 ServiceTime 58565 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3926 Size 64 ServiceTime 7255 QueueTime 571 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4003 Size 19 ServiceTime 27369 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4047 Size 8 ServiceTime 24611 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4105 Size 8 ServiceTime 9196 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4096 Size 64 ServiceTime 7375 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4132 Size 4 ServiceTime 940 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4045 Size 8 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 23160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4117 Size 1 ServiceTime 18482 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 18090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4173 Size 20 ServiceTime 3641 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4155 Size 64 ServiceTime 63698 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 22470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4193 Size 4 ServiceTime 44074 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 43860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4295 Size 1 ServiceTime 18578 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4293 Size 32 ServiceTime 5746 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4348 Size 128 ServiceTime 32427 QueueTime 3937 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4363 Size 128 ServiceTime 7290 QueueTime 3758 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4346 Size 16 ServiceTime 58025 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 6510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4374 Size 41 ServiceTime 14755 QueueTime 2954 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4440 Size 8 ServiceTime 25113 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4370 Size 16 ServiceTime 10932 QueueTime 3145 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4435 Size 64 ServiceTime 7251 QueueTime 8789 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4496 Size 1 ServiceTime 36109 QueueTime 337 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4408 Size 1 ServiceTime 15424 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 14340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4513 Size 64 ServiceTime 18182 QueueTime 1582 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4385 Size 4 ServiceTime 40888 QueueTime 2273 ExecutionTime 16740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4486 Size 4 ServiceTime 8904 QueueTime 2592 ExecutionTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4349 Size 32 ServiceTime 38090 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 25950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4515 Size 26 ServiceTime 9213 QueueTime 2444 ExecutionTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4460 Size 1 ServiceTime 26495 QueueTime 445 ExecutionTime 23520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4589 Size 1 ServiceTime 56023 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1740 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 4288 Size 20 ServiceTime 52202 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 46980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4347 Size 128 ServiceTime 45007 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 40110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4584 Size 16 ServiceTime 4036 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4585 Size 16 ServiceTime 3753 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4587 Size 16 ServiceTime 4210 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4588 Size 16 ServiceTime 4111 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4557 Size 15 ServiceTime 52921 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4590 Size 16 ServiceTime 36762 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4616 Size 8 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4646 Size 1 ServiceTime 24088 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4633 Size 1 ServiceTime 20986 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 7680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4697 Size 306 ServiceTime 220 QueueTime 5688 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4710 Size 4 ServiceTime 56666 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4712 Size 4 ServiceTime 42562 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4721 Size 16 ServiceTime 28080 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4688 Size 1 ServiceTime 43237 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 19980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4689 Size 1 ServiceTime 47284 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 19950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4693 Size 1 ServiceTime 59850 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 19170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4611 Size 64 ServiceTime 57766 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 39600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4747 Size 1 ServiceTime 59154 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4748 Size 8 ServiceTime 8147 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4750 Size 1 ServiceTime 56440 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4696 Size 1 ServiceTime 57552 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 20070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4746 Size 1 ServiceTime 61313 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4773 Size 2 ServiceTime 6118 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4810 Size 15 ServiceTime 32394 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4860 Size 306 ServiceTime 25752 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4806 Size 15 ServiceTime 31786 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 27330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4829 Size 8 ServiceTime 23374 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 22740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4875 Size 8 ServiceTime 33695 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4897 Size 64 ServiceTime 63638 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4807 Size 15 ServiceTime 51818 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 38820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4886 Size 4 ServiceTime 24691 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 22440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4919 Size 64 ServiceTime 55019 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 32610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4956 Size 8 ServiceTime 46016 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 5550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4970 Size 1 ServiceTime 3443 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4945 Size 32 ServiceTime 58360 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 53070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4995 Size 8 ServiceTime 25623 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4984 Size 4 ServiceTime 44054 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 17460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4961 Size 20 ServiceTime 52151 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 31080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5011 Size 1 ServiceTime 32026 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4994 Size 8 ServiceTime 23838 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 15840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4993 Size 8 ServiceTime 24994 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 16140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5015 Size 1 ServiceTime 4527 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4960 Size 15 ServiceTime 32173 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 31290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5000 Size 1 ServiceTime 42852 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 11160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5008 Size 15 ServiceTime 32208 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4997 Size 8 ServiceTime 49533 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 15420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4989 Size 1 ServiceTime 41312 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 21450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4990 Size 1 ServiceTime 50005 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 21390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5005 Size 1 ServiceTime 10735 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5020 Size 2 ServiceTime 26963 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5004 Size 1 ServiceTime 28253 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5012 Size 1 ServiceTime 58701 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4983 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 24420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5014 Size 1 ServiceTime 40094 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5024 Size 32 ServiceTime 1077 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4999 Size 4 ServiceTime 13590 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 12450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5027 Size 32 ServiceTime 5855 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5016 Size 2 ServiceTime 27614 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5007 Size 1 ServiceTime 13064 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4988 Size 1 ServiceTime 24234 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 22770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5001 Size 1 ServiceTime 22176 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 12390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5017 Size 2 ServiceTime 26904 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5030 Size 16 ServiceTime 30556 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5042 Size 17 ServiceTime 5997 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5048 Size 64 ServiceTime 32087 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 11460 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 5062 Size 16 ServiceTime 47619 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 6240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5061 Size 16 ServiceTime 46730 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5095 Size 4 ServiceTime 7921 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5121 Size 32 ServiceTime 20694 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5116 Size 1 ServiceTime 62033 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5130 Size 15 ServiceTime 32748 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5059 Size 2 ServiceTime 22356 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 20520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5070 Size 64 ServiceTime 58530 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 12930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5079 Size 1 ServiceTime 16106 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5133 Size 21 ServiceTime 7136 QueueTime 304 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5057 Size 2 ServiceTime 21207 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 20580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5067 Size 1 ServiceTime 52423 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 13710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5068 Size 64 ServiceTime 57688 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 13710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5091 Size 8 ServiceTime 21191 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5141 Size 64 ServiceTime 1853 QueueTime 1303 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5142 Size 32 ServiceTime 4428 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5146 Size 26 ServiceTime 3957 QueueTime 538 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5054 Size 2 ServiceTime 28842 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 20670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5058 Size 2 ServiceTime 23361 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 20580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5109 Size 32 ServiceTime 7899 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5112 Size 1 ServiceTime 39137 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5134 Size 20 ServiceTime 27939 QueueTime 50 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5151 Size 4 ServiceTime 10686 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5224 Size 64 ServiceTime 27054 QueueTime 196 ExecutionTime 6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5338 Size 1 ServiceTime 22569 QueueTime 11711 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5226 Size 128 ServiceTime 61387 QueueTime 24842 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5225 Size 128 ServiceTime 62149 QueueTime 6516 ExecutionTime 22470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5213 Size 64 ServiceTime 46856 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 35400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5346 Size 1 ServiceTime 48218 QueueTime 10961 ExecutionTime 14100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5228 Size 128 ServiceTime 62646 QueueTime 24869 ExecutionTime 20370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5408 Size 32 ServiceTime 3762 QueueTime 18797 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5427 Size 4 ServiceTime 22342 QueueTime 8313 ExecutionTime 12330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5376 Size 32 ServiceTime 58986 QueueTime 20858 ExecutionTime 19230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5458 Size 4 ServiceTime 54755 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5479 Size 128 ServiceTime 53228 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5475 Size 32 ServiceTime 60258 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5494 Size 8 ServiceTime 14092 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 9120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5548 Size 1 ServiceTime 60001 QueueTime 2481 ExecutionTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5478 Size 64 ServiceTime 59463 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 46530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5687 Size 64 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5688 Size 64 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 14970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5784 Size 41 ServiceTime 12658 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5894 Size 8 ServiceTime 24019 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 19350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5863 Size 15 ServiceTime 32975 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 23430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5841 Size 1 ServiceTime 45827 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 42420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5938 Size 1 ServiceTime 53762 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 36720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6168 Size 8 ServiceTime 9272 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6176 Size 8 ServiceTime 9091 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6131 Size 21 ServiceTime 18228 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 16560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6331 Size 2 ServiceTime 3505 QueueTime 2117 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6207 Size 1 ServiceTime 32015 QueueTime 3270 ExecutionTime 25230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6341 Size 4 ServiceTime 55641 QueueTime 6193 ExecutionTime 12390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6148 Size 128 ServiceTime 58917 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 43650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6276 Size 4 ServiceTime 57259 QueueTime 8688 ExecutionTime 34560 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 34.587627 Avg Service Time: 25892.273438 
 
Simulation 13: Month 02 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 371 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6434 Size 32 ServiceTime 50850 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 31920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6659 Size 64 ServiceTime 19321 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6654 Size 64 ServiceTime 64916 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6674 Size 64 ServiceTime 3659 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6582 Size 1 ServiceTime 52330 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 21570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6703 Size 64 ServiceTime 46850 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 46260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6788 Size 20 ServiceTime 53123 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2700 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 6787 Size 20 ServiceTime 53162 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 17220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7099 Size 32 ServiceTime 5994 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7109 Size 15 ServiceTime 43310 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 21690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7298 Size 64 ServiceTime 55015 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7326 Size 1 ServiceTime 14449 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7299 Size 64 ServiceTime 24861 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7307 Size 8 ServiceTime 9775 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7343 Size 1 ServiceTime 1960 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7323 Size 15 ServiceTime 32060 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7348 Size 8 ServiceTime 3090 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7363 Size 4 ServiceTime 3287 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7342 Size 21 ServiceTime 9562 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 7560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7381 Size 1 ServiceTime 5956 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7417 Size 2 ServiceTime 741 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7432 Size 4 ServiceTime 34677 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7467 Size 16 ServiceTime 23292 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7472 Size 306 ServiceTime 54348 QueueTime 5611 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7523 Size 32 ServiceTime 31433 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7389 Size 16 ServiceTime 29461 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 25320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7297 Size 64 ServiceTime 54979 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 54360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7437 Size 4 ServiceTime 58545 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 37890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7489 Size 33 ServiceTime 44903 QueueTime 2370 ExecutionTime 31110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7585 Size 64 ServiceTime 31527 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7619 Size 8 ServiceTime 8889 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7668 Size 16 ServiceTime 46025 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 11310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7702 Size 128 ServiceTime 64878 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7711 Size 32 ServiceTime 452 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7771 Size 8 ServiceTime 8481 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7803 Size 16 ServiceTime 16110 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7737 Size 15 ServiceTime 32587 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 28380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7893 Size 1 ServiceTime 31252 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7960 Size 8 ServiceTime 2770 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7958 Size 64 ServiceTime 15186 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7973 Size 33 ServiceTime 54047 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7918 Size 64 ServiceTime 50740 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 25860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7986 Size 306 ServiceTime 65069 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7987 Size 128 ServiceTime 64857 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8029 Size 64 ServiceTime 12922 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 9750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7998 Size 16 ServiceTime 46572 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 27120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8160 Size 16 ServiceTime 51300 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8251 Size 1 ServiceTime 54036 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 39030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8303 Size 1 ServiceTime 57924 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 30210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8384 Size 8 ServiceTime 3084 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8388 Size 8 ServiceTime 3599 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8376 Size 64 ServiceTime 58414 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8387 Size 8 ServiceTime 4282 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8517 Size 64 ServiceTime 4713 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8332 Size 10 ServiceTime 64874 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 47100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8540 Size 4 ServiceTime 26101 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8514 Size 1 ServiceTime 39761 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8534 Size 4 ServiceTime 49743 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8597 Size 33 ServiceTime 3111 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8601 Size 64 ServiceTime 12862 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8531 Size 64 ServiceTime 17540 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8621 Size 1 ServiceTime 14773 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8674 Size 4 ServiceTime 63 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8520 Size 64 ServiceTime 21854 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 18810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8713 Size 26 ServiceTime 10875 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8753 Size 33 ServiceTime 21144 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8359 Size 16 ServiceTime 46096 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 43830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8573 Size 1 ServiceTime 28801 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 22680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8731 Size 1 ServiceTime 7838 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8633 Size 16 ServiceTime 27508 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 21630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8774 Size 1 ServiceTime 19678 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8630 Size 4 ServiceTime 26083 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 22530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8754 Size 33 ServiceTime 12557 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8763 Size 32 ServiceTime 42349 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3060 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 8671 Size 1 ServiceTime 36948 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 19230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8834 Size 8 ServiceTime 6740 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8538 Size 4 ServiceTime 45976 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 43530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8765 Size 32 ServiceTime 31813 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 22200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8758 Size 16 ServiceTime 29910 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 24600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8764 Size 32 ServiceTime 42576 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 26430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8766 Size 32 ServiceTime 31809 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 28830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8868 Size 64 ServiceTime 55034 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8891 Size 306 ServiceTime 27896 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8893 Size 8 ServiceTime 3524 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8866 Size 16 ServiceTime 47803 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 15720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8921 Size 1 ServiceTime 47481 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 15150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8959 Size 1 ServiceTime 49149 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 48930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9005 Size 8 ServiceTime 3702 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9001 Size 8 ServiceTime 3592 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9008 Size 64 ServiceTime 12072 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8992 Size 50 ServiceTime 8284 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9038 Size 18 ServiceTime 178 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9017 Size 16 ServiceTime 28636 QueueTime 988 ExecutionTime 9690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9062 Size 16 ServiceTime 26491 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9072 Size 33 ServiceTime 1126 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9091 Size 33 ServiceTime 14068 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9084 Size 33 ServiceTime 28856 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 24090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9146 Size 64 ServiceTime 33868 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 12150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9229 Size 32 ServiceTime 3085 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9173 Size 64 ServiceTime 33841 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 10440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9230 Size 1 ServiceTime 34291 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9234 Size 1 ServiceTime 28241 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9231 Size 1 ServiceTime 33019 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 10170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9284 Size 64 ServiceTime 33818 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9449 Size 128 ServiceTime 64858 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9479 Size 32 ServiceTime 7239 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9233 Size 1 ServiceTime 34598 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 30510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9489 Size 16 ServiceTime 27528 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9381 Size 1 ServiceTime 56181 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 18150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9485 Size 4 ServiceTime 43241 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 15720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9512 Size 4 ServiceTime 5969 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9525 Size 32 ServiceTime 1770 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9535 Size 1 ServiceTime 42349 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9531 Size 64 ServiceTime 1961 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9310 Size 1 ServiceTime 36458 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 35790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9375 Size 18 ServiceTime 56657 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 27510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9393 Size 1 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 26940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9400 Size 1 ServiceTime 63371 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 26940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9486 Size 10 ServiceTime 23873 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 19500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9498 Size 64 ServiceTime 14462 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9529 Size 16 ServiceTime 2324 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9513 Size 8 ServiceTime 4803 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9391 Size 1 ServiceTime 49470 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 28080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9594 Size 64 ServiceTime 152 QueueTime 89 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9605 Size 64 ServiceTime 131 QueueTime 244 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9374 Size 18 ServiceTime 56919 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 53760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9617 Size 64 ServiceTime 30990 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9619 Size 32 ServiceTime 13399 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9396 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 61800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9397 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 61800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9398 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 61800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9614 Size 1 ServiceTime 23561 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9622 Size 16 ServiceTime 405 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9623 Size 64 ServiceTime 6143 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9639 Size 8 ServiceTime 2533 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9743 Size 128 ServiceTime 64867 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9750 Size 25 ServiceTime 23600 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9762 Size 33 ServiceTime 10159 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9702 Size 32 ServiceTime 11077 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 10860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9792 Size 4 ServiceTime 3032 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9874 Size 4 ServiceTime 2998 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 240 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 9906 Size 32 ServiceTime 1250 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9889 Size 64 ServiceTime 14888 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9880 Size 16 ServiceTime 24160 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 11970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10020 Size 64 ServiceTime 58627 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10031 Size 1 ServiceTime 1417 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10019 Size 64 ServiceTime 57696 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 5580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10033 Size 10 ServiceTime 10350 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9888 Size 64 ServiceTime 65031 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 21720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10024 Size 11 ServiceTime 20490 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 9150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10043 Size 1 ServiceTime 29481 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10036 Size 4 ServiceTime 43645 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10037 Size 4 ServiceTime 29139 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 14790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10022 Size 16 ServiceTime 50858 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 39990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10067 Size 64 ServiceTime 64099 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 37110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10069 Size 10 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 56430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10227 Size 32 ServiceTime 1507 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10228 Size 16 ServiceTime 19872 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10199 Size 2 ServiceTime 58476 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 15690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10264 Size 64 ServiceTime 6365 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10297 Size 128 ServiceTime 64900 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10306 Size 32 ServiceTime 6894 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10282 Size 66 ServiceTime 12752 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 7830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10325 Size 1 ServiceTime 3281 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10303 Size 4 ServiceTime 18050 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10304 Size 8 ServiceTime 13741 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 5820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10189 Size 2 ServiceTime 58574 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 40590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10272 Size 128 ServiceTime 39877 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 35250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10372 Size 18 ServiceTime 56352 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 37500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10509 Size 1 ServiceTime 13912 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10375 Size 18 ServiceTime 55836 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 51960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10505 Size 64 ServiceTime 13251 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10546 Size 11 ServiceTime 2718 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10531 Size 16 ServiceTime 51118 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10565 Size 24 ServiceTime 127 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10547 Size 4 ServiceTime 55741 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10463 Size 16 ServiceTime 47538 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 32580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10583 Size 64 ServiceTime 21856 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 9750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10632 Size 1 ServiceTime 23075 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10599 Size 306 ServiceTime 65092 QueueTime 6567 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10533 Size 33 ServiceTime 31205 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 20040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10606 Size 306 ServiceTime 247 QueueTime 8309 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10462 Size 16 ServiceTime 46601 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 45390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10649 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 1665 ExecutionTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10529 Size 64 ServiceTime 54902 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 34140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10690 Size 32 ServiceTime 6926 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10660 Size 1 ServiceTime 56042 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 23430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10748 Size 16 ServiceTime 28179 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10786 Size 32 ServiceTime 61349 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10790 Size 64 ServiceTime 57775 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10791 Size 64 ServiceTime 58668 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10792 Size 64 ServiceTime 59654 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 23580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10860 Size 16 ServiceTime 3236 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10800 Size 16 ServiceTime 44429 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 34770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10868 Size 16 ServiceTime 8041 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 4800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10879 Size 16 ServiceTime 4427 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10880 Size 16 ServiceTime 19126 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 9120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10826 Size 64 ServiceTime 64195 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 51900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10985 Size 1 ServiceTime 2822 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10946 Size 1 ServiceTime 32259 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 8940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10889 Size 64 ServiceTime 55118 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 21450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11098 Size 64 ServiceTime 16994 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11040 Size 16 ServiceTime 39730 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11152 Size 8 ServiceTime 1463 QueueTime 61 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11131 Size 64 ServiceTime 64106 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11125 Size 64 ServiceTime 5393 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10973 Size 4 ServiceTime 27279 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 16260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11138 Size 40 ServiceTime 7248 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2700 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 11174 Size 64 ServiceTime 6017 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11123 Size 64 ServiceTime 13502 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11184 Size 11 ServiceTime 21416 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11222 Size 16 ServiceTime 3647 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11228 Size 64 ServiceTime 522 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11227 Size 2 ServiceTime 42618 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11218 Size 16 ServiceTime 47467 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 14370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11253 Size 306 ServiceTime 42606 QueueTime 203 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11258 Size 64 ServiceTime 43404 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11314 Size 1 ServiceTime 17702 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11315 Size 20 ServiceTime 52806 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 14910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11343 Size 1 ServiceTime 61729 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 15360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11404 Size 64 ServiceTime 57745 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11272 Size 16 ServiceTime 32101 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 29520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11446 Size 1 ServiceTime 30486 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11338 Size 1 ServiceTime 42567 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 34350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11437 Size 128 ServiceTime 41114 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 24390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11443 Size 64 ServiceTime 64161 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 24150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11489 Size 32 ServiceTime 28124 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11516 Size 16 ServiceTime 25250 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11525 Size 1 ServiceTime 39776 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 9840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11562 Size 64 ServiceTime 64121 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11508 Size 33 ServiceTime 54049 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 20490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11510 Size 25 ServiceTime 54052 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 20790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11575 Size 128 ServiceTime 61596 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11588 Size 16 ServiceTime 48597 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11587 Size 20 ServiceTime 25108 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 24990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11687 Size 64 ServiceTime 64158 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11715 Size 32 ServiceTime 14482 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 6840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11752 Size 32 ServiceTime 48707 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11809 Size 16 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11822 Size 8 ServiceTime 19935 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11808 Size 64 ServiceTime 24341 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 14700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11865 Size 4 ServiceTime 36052 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11819 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 13770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11900 Size 8 ServiceTime 2374 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11907 Size 128 ServiceTime 62137 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11839 Size 1 ServiceTime 61396 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 25590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11906 Size 32 ServiceTime 21070 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 8190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11923 Size 64 ServiceTime 57762 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11789 Size 16 ServiceTime 64790 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 49980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11983 Size 4 ServiceTime 56003 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 18450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11988 Size 16 ServiceTime 43244 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 14310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11982 Size 4 ServiceTime 54209 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 18990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11980 Size 16 ServiceTime 50607 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 20790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11979 Size 16 ServiceTime 28771 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 21360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12049 Size 64 ServiceTime 64873 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12028 Size 64 ServiceTime 58654 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 20460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12027 Size 64 ServiceTime 55120 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 40530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12113 Size 64 ServiceTime 16572 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12109 Size 64 ServiceTime 4752 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12117 Size 48 ServiceTime 953 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12118 Size 48 ServiceTime 7659 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12141 Size 16 ServiceTime 29739 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12142 Size 96 ServiceTime 23841 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12143 Size 32 ServiceTime 19486 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12172 Size 16 ServiceTime 4851 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12131 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 33780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12253 Size 1 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12190 Size 16 ServiceTime 27556 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 15510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12244 Size 16 ServiceTime 51188 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12278 Size 128 ServiceTime 3590 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12228 Size 64 ServiceTime 65001 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12299 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12292 Size 64 ServiceTime 16962 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12301 Size 48 ServiceTime 21661 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12175 Size 16 ServiceTime 43245 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 29880 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 12296 Size 25 ServiceTime 52038 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12254 Size 1 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 18120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12238 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 22050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12281 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 13050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12248 Size 2 ServiceTime 56189 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 19380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12295 Size 33 ServiceTime 20646 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 9330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12229 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 23340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12157 Size 16 ServiceTime 48762 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 43050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12159 Size 8 ServiceTime 55933 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 41580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12179 Size 1 ServiceTime 37936 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 35070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12223 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 24750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12206 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 29490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12308 Size 1 ServiceTime 41772 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12314 Size 1 ServiceTime 39626 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12307 Size 1 ServiceTime 30869 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12280 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12222 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 25800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12333 Size 2 ServiceTime 178 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12338 Size 32 ServiceTime 218 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12259 Size 1 ServiceTime 38539 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 19290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12335 Size 4 ServiceTime 117 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12150 Size 1 ServiceTime 53601 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 46650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12235 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 23730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12339 Size 64 ServiceTime 566 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12148 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 47580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12354 Size 10 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12361 Size 1 ServiceTime 54735 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 45240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12401 Size 16 ServiceTime 45724 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 19740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12467 Size 33 ServiceTime 7529 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12390 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 38010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12497 Size 16 ServiceTime 48280 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12371 Size 2 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 53520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12391 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 45810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12379 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 50370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12389 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 45870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12479 Size 8 ServiceTime 26204 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 15870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12516 Size 4 ServiceTime 58830 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12369 Size 2 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 54660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12386 Size 2 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 45930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12392 Size 2 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 45870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12394 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 45840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12455 Size 1 ServiceTime 33727 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 18630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12377 Size 2 ServiceTime 63464 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 53040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12384 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 46800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12509 Size 4 ServiceTime 60234 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12584 Size 66 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 91 ExecutionTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12581 Size 128 ServiceTime 17794 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 16620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12567 Size 32 ServiceTime 46226 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 32070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12618 Size 1 ServiceTime 40650 QueueTime 3379 ExecutionTime 14100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12699 Size 64 ServiceTime 23060 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 11370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12713 Size 33 ServiceTime 32628 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 8340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12676 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 2312 ExecutionTime 44700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12702 Size 10 ServiceTime 63523 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 14460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12870 Size 16 ServiceTime 45479 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12847 Size 10 ServiceTime 25373 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 15390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12894 Size 32 ServiceTime 47111 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12936 Size 16 ServiceTime 45725 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12896 Size 32 ServiceTime 48628 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 23610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12897 Size 32 ServiceTime 47547 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 35760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12965 Size 64 ServiceTime 12514 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12954 Size 64 ServiceTime 21657 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 10320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13005 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 12990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13099 Size 1 ServiceTime 10834 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 10140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12993 Size 1 ServiceTime 54821 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 37200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12962 Size 66 ServiceTime 64867 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 47460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13146 Size 1 ServiceTime 57527 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 11490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13158 Size 16 ServiceTime 48586 QueueTime 1354 ExecutionTime 9780 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 13018 Size 2 ServiceTime 61326 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 55890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13091 Size 4 ServiceTime 49170 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 39750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13173 Size 64 ServiceTime 59638 QueueTime 481 ExecutionTime 11520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13019 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 56670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13076 Size 16 ServiceTime 55306 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 49110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13184 Size 16 ServiceTime 48061 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13201 Size 64 ServiceTime 12728 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13249 Size 16 ServiceTime 3901 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13217 Size 8 ServiceTime 57744 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 35100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13262 Size 1 ServiceTime 53470 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 34590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13385 Size 1 ServiceTime 53218 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 10710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13381 Size 4 ServiceTime 45766 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 45240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13520 Size 129 ServiceTime 294 QueueTime 303 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13523 Size 129 ServiceTime 314 QueueTime 342 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13470 Size 1 ServiceTime 51386 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 34860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13487 Size 64 ServiceTime 59604 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 30750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13548 Size 4 ServiceTime 63519 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 26940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13563 Size 128 ServiceTime 63890 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 41310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13620 Size 33 ServiceTime 12651 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13632 Size 1 ServiceTime 38468 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13652 Size 32 ServiceTime 49965 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13639 Size 32 ServiceTime 40726 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 11910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13696 Size 16 ServiceTime 50651 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13650 Size 32 ServiceTime 49713 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 11220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13651 Size 32 ServiceTime 49186 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 11220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13653 Size 32 ServiceTime 47689 QueueTime 581 ExecutionTime 11010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13783 Size 33 ServiceTime 16248 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13764 Size 32 ServiceTime 48282 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13796 Size 34 ServiceTime 54195 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 15270 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 31.978437 Avg Service Time: 35550.785156 
Simulation 14: Month 03 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 487 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13847 Size 20 ServiceTime 18015 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13848 Size 20 ServiceTime 39688 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 24240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13830 Size 2 ServiceTime 43235 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 25860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13814 Size 4 ServiceTime 53292 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 28620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13900 Size 54 ServiceTime 4556 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13981 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14043 Size 16 ServiceTime 10852 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13871 Size 16 ServiceTime 47486 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 27990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14051 Size 5 ServiceTime 24866 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13988 Size 2 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 17040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14090 Size 32 ServiceTime 5890 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14147 Size 1 ServiceTime 4952 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14125 Size 128 ServiceTime 36082 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14183 Size 16 ServiceTime 7244 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14193 Size 64 ServiceTime 5599 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14191 Size 32 ServiceTime 48243 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 20250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14262 Size 32 ServiceTime 291 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14336 Size 26 ServiceTime 18074 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14383 Size 130 ServiceTime 1810 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14423 Size 1 ServiceTime 2687 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14430 Size 8 ServiceTime 3693 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14441 Size 1 ServiceTime 4637 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14427 Size 64 ServiceTime 59586 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14449 Size 33 ServiceTime 16253 QueueTime 451 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14450 Size 16 ServiceTime 17091 QueueTime 441 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14448 Size 33 ServiceTime 9395 QueueTime 511 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14424 Size 64 ServiceTime 23687 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 8490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14475 Size 54 ServiceTime 5452 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14484 Size 128 ServiceTime 2466 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14487 Size 10 ServiceTime 21640 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14501 Size 64 ServiceTime 10536 QueueTime 154 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14446 Size 8 ServiceTime 7912 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14483 Size 4 ServiceTime 53987 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3480 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 14505 Size 1 ServiceTime 9915 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14410 Size 32 ServiceTime 46462 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 20070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14407 Size 32 ServiceTime 46534 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 21360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14547 Size 64 ServiceTime 25292 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14548 Size 114 ServiceTime 235 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14545 Size 1 ServiceTime 15336 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14553 Size 34 ServiceTime 37084 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14569 Size 25 ServiceTime 54057 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14574 Size 64 ServiceTime 13331 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14562 Size 64 ServiceTime 47040 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 9090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14585 Size 64 ServiceTime 4176 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14595 Size 33 ServiceTime 3827 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14605 Size 16 ServiceTime 19795 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14578 Size 16 ServiceTime 27852 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14582 Size 16 ServiceTime 43102 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 16530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14530 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 35160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14640 Size 16 ServiceTime 35168 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 12750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14688 Size 64 ServiceTime 3366 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14716 Size 64 ServiceTime 13181 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14714 Size 64 ServiceTime 25255 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14683 Size 1 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14727 Size 1 ServiceTime 3051 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14746 Size 48 ServiceTime 6916 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14749 Size 26 ServiceTime 7278 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14776 Size 33 ServiceTime 10217 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 5820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14798 Size 16 ServiceTime 19820 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14684 Size 128 ServiceTime 36932 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 31920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14822 Size 128 ServiceTime 64872 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14860 Size 114 ServiceTime 492 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14873 Size 64 ServiceTime 59545 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14886 Size 2 ServiceTime 8336 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14890 Size 2 ServiceTime 21198 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14869 Size 20 ServiceTime 53396 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 12510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14959 Size 4 ServiceTime 173 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14947 Size 32 ServiceTime 52804 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14954 Size 64 ServiceTime 20451 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15004 Size 33 ServiceTime 16073 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15003 Size 64 ServiceTime 23609 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15040 Size 17 ServiceTime 671 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15036 Size 16 ServiceTime 51481 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15013 Size 33 ServiceTime 14530 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15041 Size 33 ServiceTime 2573 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15043 Size 26 ServiceTime 12944 QueueTime 80 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15012 Size 33 ServiceTime 19111 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15068 Size 17 ServiceTime 4499 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15062 Size 8 ServiceTime 21641 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15072 Size 16 ServiceTime 19247 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15081 Size 64 ServiceTime 27514 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15070 Size 64 ServiceTime 54145 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15103 Size 16 ServiceTime 22831 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15111 Size 10 ServiceTime 11614 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15078 Size 16 ServiceTime 44364 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15123 Size 16 ServiceTime 21661 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15115 Size 10 ServiceTime 45337 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15127 Size 4 ServiceTime 57 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15122 Size 8 ServiceTime 24299 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15128 Size 16 ServiceTime 8954 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15100 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15096 Size 2 ServiceTime 18093 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15098 Size 9 ServiceTime 14068 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15120 Size 16 ServiceTime 13712 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 6630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14957 Size 34 ServiceTime 54050 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 34230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15143 Size 17 ServiceTime 6552 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15149 Size 33 ServiceTime 3827 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15174 Size 65 ServiceTime 6306 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15139 Size 33 ServiceTime 12794 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15172 Size 32 ServiceTime 58088 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 4230 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 15157 Size 64 ServiceTime 13676 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15178 Size 7 ServiceTime 36048 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15167 Size 32 ServiceTime 38782 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15173 Size 65 ServiceTime 7004 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 6570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15168 Size 32 ServiceTime 36354 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 23520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15222 Size 16 ServiceTime 19974 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 6750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15263 Size 1 ServiceTime 5569 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15255 Size 114 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15273 Size 34 ServiceTime 28870 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15259 Size 33 ServiceTime 57647 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 12300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15284 Size 2 ServiceTime 62077 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15258 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 50310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15313 Size 64 ServiceTime 43255 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15338 Size 32 ServiceTime 23952 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15348 Size 64 ServiceTime 4920 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15359 Size 17 ServiceTime 8754 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15342 Size 32 ServiceTime 50845 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 40710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15397 Size 1 ServiceTime 39264 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15407 Size 64 ServiceTime 1961 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15406 Size 128 ServiceTime 6930 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15410 Size 20 ServiceTime 48638 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15409 Size 20 ServiceTime 54263 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15378 Size 2 ServiceTime 62102 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 40680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15415 Size 16 ServiceTime 48168 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15436 Size 64 ServiceTime 2226 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15443 Size 16 ServiceTime 8978 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15482 Size 8 ServiceTime 21641 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15478 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15428 Size 2 ServiceTime 38238 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 35100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15468 Size 20 ServiceTime 53489 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 23070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15419 Size 16 ServiceTime 49324 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 39690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15463 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 28380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15526 Size 32 ServiceTime 48317 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15521 Size 32 ServiceTime 53267 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15522 Size 32 ServiceTime 46657 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15524 Size 32 ServiceTime 48081 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15476 Size 16 ServiceTime 46233 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 38760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15519 Size 32 ServiceTime 47612 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 16170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15527 Size 32 ServiceTime 48746 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 16170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15517 Size 32 ServiceTime 53435 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 16200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15546 Size 2 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15570 Size 1 ServiceTime 57606 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15638 Size 16 ServiceTime 18171 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15784 Size 128 ServiceTime 14467 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15855 Size 16 ServiceTime 48014 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15967 Size 34 ServiceTime 41301 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 11910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16069 Size 64 ServiceTime 65069 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16068 Size 64 ServiceTime 59547 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16088 Size 64 ServiceTime 24297 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16062 Size 128 ServiceTime 63802 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16117 Size 16 ServiceTime 1393 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16107 Size 51 ServiceTime 56378 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16131 Size 33 ServiceTime 9355 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16130 Size 33 ServiceTime 10721 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16144 Size 114 ServiceTime 14872 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16106 Size 10 ServiceTime 10844 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16108 Size 16 ServiceTime 21647 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 8340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16135 Size 4 ServiceTime 28782 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16151 Size 26 ServiceTime 14002 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16174 Size 128 ServiceTime 14466 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16175 Size 16 ServiceTime 27338 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16176 Size 1 ServiceTime 43968 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16204 Size 256 ServiceTime 1029 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16134 Size 16 ServiceTime 45168 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 29040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16236 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16152 Size 4 ServiceTime 43505 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 37380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16276 Size 129 ServiceTime 10903 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 360 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 16273 Size 129 ServiceTime 10899 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16277 Size 129 ServiceTime 5178 QueueTime 345 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16275 Size 129 ServiceTime 11695 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16284 Size 64 ServiceTime 28025 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 14760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16313 Size 32 ServiceTime 48287 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16314 Size 32 ServiceTime 15140 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16243 Size 4 ServiceTime 53900 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 41370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16312 Size 32 ServiceTime 10638 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16310 Size 32 ServiceTime 8626 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16308 Size 32 ServiceTime 5040 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16245 Size 4 ServiceTime 52695 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 41490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16309 Size 32 ServiceTime 13963 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16285 Size 16 ServiceTime 38767 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 23340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16311 Size 32 ServiceTime 7872 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16278 Size 3 ServiceTime 63616 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 29070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16306 Size 10 ServiceTime 32057 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16264 Size 16 ServiceTime 44672 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 38160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16296 Size 1 ServiceTime 5898 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16241 Size 1 ServiceTime 54243 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 42600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16297 Size 1 ServiceTime 4590 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16318 Size 1 ServiceTime 3128 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16307 Size 32 ServiceTime 4588 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16283 Size 16 ServiceTime 62020 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 29580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16376 Size 17 ServiceTime 5893 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16425 Size 10 ServiceTime 33395 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16410 Size 128 ServiceTime 42690 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 10980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16435 Size 34 ServiceTime 32205 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16412 Size 34 ServiceTime 22960 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 10800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16366 Size 1 ServiceTime 23948 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 20370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16406 Size 4 ServiceTime 28967 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 14910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16408 Size 4 ServiceTime 52656 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 23160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16417 Size 1 ServiceTime 34678 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 20610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16385 Size 16 ServiceTime 45859 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 30870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16405 Size 4 ServiceTime 43643 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 27150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16460 Size 33 ServiceTime 7276 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16423 Size 10 ServiceTime 37644 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 26220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16467 Size 64 ServiceTime 38040 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16440 Size 1 ServiceTime 50450 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 50400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16501 Size 306 ServiceTime 24055 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16505 Size 16 ServiceTime 22376 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16528 Size 128 ServiceTime 63845 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16537 Size 17 ServiceTime 4302 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16680 Size 32 ServiceTime 5837 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16691 Size 128 ServiceTime 64872 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16750 Size 16 ServiceTime 44657 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16727 Size 64 ServiceTime 24311 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16752 Size 4 ServiceTime 44866 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16785 Size 64 ServiceTime 3357 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16789 Size 26 ServiceTime 9989 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16761 Size 4 ServiceTime 37125 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 27120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16866 Size 26 ServiceTime 12893 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16901 Size 17 ServiceTime 1835 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16912 Size 64 ServiceTime 7879 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16889 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 18060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16913 Size 16 ServiceTime 24478 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 18870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16794 Size 4 ServiceTime 60680 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 59430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16894 Size 1 ServiceTime 44836 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 33990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16954 Size 16 ServiceTime 36218 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16953 Size 16 ServiceTime 15847 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 10710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17004 Size 16 ServiceTime 10852 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16955 Size 16 ServiceTime 35263 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 16410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17090 Size 8 ServiceTime 4938 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17089 Size 4 ServiceTime 27537 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16947 Size 2 ServiceTime 64141 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 42900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17102 Size 8 ServiceTime 20108 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 12540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16934 Size 2 ServiceTime 59883 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 45870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16972 Size 1 ServiceTime 63488 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 39660 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 16949 Size 2 ServiceTime 60776 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 47730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17129 Size 1 ServiceTime 25784 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 10470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17143 Size 2 ServiceTime 21902 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17210 Size 101 ServiceTime 2563 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17179 Size 128 ServiceTime 63783 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 4800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17243 Size 114 ServiceTime 31700 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17324 Size 2 ServiceTime 60379 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17303 Size 2 ServiceTime 59847 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17316 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 12210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17370 Size 1 ServiceTime 11747 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17335 Size 2 ServiceTime 59619 QueueTime 205 ExecutionTime 17520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17388 Size 8 ServiceTime 21641 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 10290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17468 Size 16 ServiceTime 29861 QueueTime 2045 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17312 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 22770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17366 Size 128 ServiceTime 64922 QueueTime 16089 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17218 Size 4 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 35190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17479 Size 64 ServiceTime 2414 QueueTime 1052 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17522 Size 33 ServiceTime 7276 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17230 Size 11 ServiceTime 61403 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 41760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17478 Size 4 ServiceTime 36030 QueueTime 134 ExecutionTime 12300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17352 Size 16 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 32670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17537 Size 2 ServiceTime 44989 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17581 Size 128 ServiceTime 64937 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17440 Size 32 ServiceTime 43243 QueueTime 7387 ExecutionTime 33300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17611 Size 16 ServiceTime 3596 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17633 Size 8 ServiceTime 21643 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17624 Size 16 ServiceTime 10845 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17647 Size 33 ServiceTime 9606 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17619 Size 40 ServiceTime 24211 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 20220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17607 Size 16 ServiceTime 46392 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 25860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17606 Size 16 ServiceTime 48631 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 26550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17594 Size 2 ServiceTime 44495 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 37470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17719 Size 64 ServiceTime 36884 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17774 Size 26 ServiceTime 14482 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17679 Size 1 ServiceTime 58148 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 21120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17816 Size 8 ServiceTime 21644 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17687 Size 4 ServiceTime 28338 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 28320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17827 Size 64 ServiceTime 51529 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17821 Size 16 ServiceTime 11107 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17815 Size 64 ServiceTime 24336 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 17790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17848 Size 64 ServiceTime 11000 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17897 Size 33 ServiceTime 9374 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17863 Size 64 ServiceTime 19300 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 13860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17918 Size 16 ServiceTime 4856 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17847 Size 32 ServiceTime 47320 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 32730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17946 Size 16 ServiceTime 45956 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 26430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18010 Size 128 ServiceTime 63845 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 14580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18133 Size 16 ServiceTime 6011 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18115 Size 2 ServiceTime 64936 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18125 Size 64 ServiceTime 27057 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18076 Size 2 ServiceTime 59766 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 14460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18178 Size 64 ServiceTime 31666 QueueTime 1514 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18114 Size 102 ServiceTime 19657 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 15510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18150 Size 11 ServiceTime 33179 QueueTime 6096 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18160 Size 1 ServiceTime 57611 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 14070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18126 Size 64 ServiceTime 25256 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 24240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18187 Size 16 ServiceTime 5910 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18212 Size 1 ServiceTime 11461 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18225 Size 17 ServiceTime 9397 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18106 Size 102 ServiceTime 63211 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 32970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18227 Size 33 ServiceTime 18740 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18182 Size 4 ServiceTime 32262 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 18090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18219 Size 64 ServiceTime 19327 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18218 Size 1 ServiceTime 17372 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 11280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18234 Size 34 ServiceTime 8966 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18223 Size 16 ServiceTime 29778 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 19020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18272 Size 96 ServiceTime 17548 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 11250 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 18310 Size 4 ServiceTime 61230 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18307 Size 63 ServiceTime 50785 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18320 Size 1 ServiceTime 21637 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18323 Size 1 ServiceTime 21225 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 9660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18298 Size 10 ServiceTime 64870 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 43410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18280 Size 4 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 59760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18397 Size 32 ServiceTime 41282 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18500 Size 11 ServiceTime 39266 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18536 Size 10 ServiceTime 17026 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18471 Size 4 ServiceTime 32223 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 14070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18501 Size 102 ServiceTime 63958 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 15150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18395 Size 64 ServiceTime 38644 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 23610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18591 Size 16 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18602 Size 16 ServiceTime 18255 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18555 Size 16 ServiceTime 14580 QueueTime 3829 ExecutionTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18541 Size 1 ServiceTime 24869 QueueTime 812 ExecutionTime 18330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18622 Size 16 ServiceTime 4849 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18613 Size 16 ServiceTime 6650 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18627 Size 33 ServiceTime 17445 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 5160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18495 Size 2 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 38190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18659 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18533 Size 10 ServiceTime 60209 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 30000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18624 Size 67 ServiceTime 10858 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18625 Size 64 ServiceTime 25079 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18528 Size 2 ServiceTime 34823 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 32700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18629 Size 33 ServiceTime 17857 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18639 Size 4 ServiceTime 28223 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 6420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18684 Size 17 ServiceTime 9142 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18672 Size 16 ServiceTime 19707 QueueTime 1129 ExecutionTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18703 Size 1 ServiceTime 8268 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18706 Size 16 ServiceTime 44669 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18637 Size 4 ServiceTime 28842 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 23370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18683 Size 34 ServiceTime 31573 QueueTime 378 ExecutionTime 19710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18693 Size 24 ServiceTime 18113 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 16620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18884 Size 4 ServiceTime 53444 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18867 Size 8 ServiceTime 16065 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18857 Size 17 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 10500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18935 Size 16 ServiceTime 6184 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18872 Size 5 ServiceTime 54044 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 20820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18873 Size 4 ServiceTime 28840 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 20670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18764 Size 1 ServiceTime 46018 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 45210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18899 Size 4 ServiceTime 29122 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 14820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18810 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 31440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18877 Size 1 ServiceTime 33607 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 20340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18924 Size 1 ServiceTime 48075 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18946 Size 1 ServiceTime 14614 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18896 Size 1 ServiceTime 36037 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 16620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18943 Size 10 ServiceTime 12493 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18963 Size 64 ServiceTime 1930 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18984 Size 128 ServiceTime 63790 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19054 Size 8 ServiceTime 2657 QueueTime 473 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19049 Size 2 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19031 Size 2 ServiceTime 59580 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19052 Size 2 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19065 Size 4 ServiceTime 49243 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19035 Size 4 ServiceTime 56435 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 10860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19060 Size 67 ServiceTime 10851 QueueTime 3920 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19061 Size 64 ServiceTime 6153 QueueTime 9222 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19067 Size 17 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 8406 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19056 Size 101 ServiceTime 20001 QueueTime 214 ExecutionTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19066 Size 10 ServiceTime 64876 QueueTime 520 ExecutionTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19020 Size 11 ServiceTime 42296 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 14850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19042 Size 4 ServiceTime 56548 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 14670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19058 Size 101 ServiceTime 27401 QueueTime 75 ExecutionTime 17670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19094 Size 256 ServiceTime 6111 QueueTime 5146 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19072 Size 8 ServiceTime 21747 QueueTime 5249 ExecutionTime 12000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19125 Size 64 ServiceTime 5599 QueueTime 113 ExecutionTime 210 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 19038 Size 4 ServiceTime 56637 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 23160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19062 Size 16 ServiceTime 49588 QueueTime 716 ExecutionTime 30540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19160 Size 64 ServiceTime 25266 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19071 Size 16 ServiceTime 26284 QueueTime 8209 ExecutionTime 21060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19033 Size 10 ServiceTime 34773 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 33900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19045 Size 2 ServiceTime 60315 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 33180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19070 Size 16 ServiceTime 48025 QueueTime 8140 ExecutionTime 21210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19050 Size 2 ServiceTime 64852 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 34710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19166 Size 16 ServiceTime 36050 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19201 Size 16 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19216 Size 8 ServiceTime 4255 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19009 Size 2 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 47190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19203 Size 16 ServiceTime 16608 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 9960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19174 Size 1 ServiceTime 27535 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 17670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19237 Size 8 ServiceTime 21658 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 7380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19234 Size 96 ServiceTime 34269 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 19200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19291 Size 32 ServiceTime 5861 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19313 Size 4 ServiceTime 32525 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 13470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19251 Size 64 ServiceTime 36113 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 29310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19420 Size 4 ServiceTime 54628 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19393 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19384 Size 8 ServiceTime 48897 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19415 Size 8 ServiceTime 49458 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19436 Size 64 ServiceTime 3560 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19427 Size 1 ServiceTime 9469 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19312 Size 4 ServiceTime 32411 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 30060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19440 Size 1 ServiceTime 2131 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19386 Size 8 ServiceTime 49749 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 11610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19281 Size 4 ServiceTime 48617 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 34440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19387 Size 16 ServiceTime 31949 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 11640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19412 Size 8 ServiceTime 48998 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19372 Size 16 ServiceTime 46844 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 13950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19401 Size 8 ServiceTime 21643 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 10320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19416 Size 8 ServiceTime 49440 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19419 Size 4 ServiceTime 53345 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19378 Size 6 ServiceTime 48456 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 12630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19410 Size 8 ServiceTime 21644 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19441 Size 10 ServiceTime 22122 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19243 Size 4 ServiceTime 56583 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 42390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19421 Size 4 ServiceTime 54472 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19245 Size 2 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 42090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19385 Size 8 ServiceTime 49219 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 11910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19406 Size 8 ServiceTime 49463 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 10020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19430 Size 1 ServiceTime 10480 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 6240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19438 Size 11 ServiceTime 19084 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19417 Size 4 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19397 Size 1 ServiceTime 53241 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 11160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19409 Size 8 ServiceTime 49419 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19377 Size 2 ServiceTime 60027 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 13110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19413 Size 8 ServiceTime 49584 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 9420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19437 Size 10 ServiceTime 60392 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19418 Size 4 ServiceTime 46253 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 9120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19256 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 38430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19444 Size 1 ServiceTime 17078 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19333 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 23640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19429 Size 1 ServiceTime 9184 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19292 Size 4 ServiceTime 43595 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 34200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19279 Size 4 ServiceTime 62673 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 35640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19389 Size 8 ServiceTime 49237 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 12570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19329 Size 1 ServiceTime 61526 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 26040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19394 Size 1 ServiceTime 64684 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 12480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19395 Size 1 ServiceTime 24324 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 12510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19244 Size 2 ServiceTime 64854 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 43500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19288 Size 1 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 35040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19456 Size 33 ServiceTime 25254 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19475 Size 8 ServiceTime 16589 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19498 Size 32 ServiceTime 33853 QueueTime 37 ExecutionTime 1470 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 19507 Size 64 ServiceTime 27052 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19502 Size 64 ServiceTime 38622 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19484 Size 8 ServiceTime 21653 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 20820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19495 Size 32 ServiceTime 47663 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 24090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19497 Size 32 ServiceTime 49993 QueueTime 37 ExecutionTime 24540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19607 Size 1 ServiceTime 37382 QueueTime 595 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19490 Size 32 ServiceTime 61278 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 27480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19557 Size 34 ServiceTime 36198 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 15870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19578 Size 1 ServiceTime 45988 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19491 Size 32 ServiceTime 61280 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 27510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19492 Size 32 ServiceTime 38223 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 27510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19499 Size 32 ServiceTime 40376 QueueTime 36 ExecutionTime 27480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19544 Size 4 ServiceTime 21173 QueueTime 2370 ExecutionTime 18240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19567 Size 8 ServiceTime 21654 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19604 Size 250 ServiceTime 356 QueueTime 6118 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19625 Size 5 ServiceTime 123 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19540 Size 4 ServiceTime 53228 QueueTime 3057 ExecutionTime 18660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19552 Size 1 ServiceTime 30799 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 17220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19562 Size 2 ServiceTime 32474 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 14550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19496 Size 32 ServiceTime 51902 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 29370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19692 Size 10 ServiceTime 40923 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19725 Size 33 ServiceTime 19320 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 15300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19766 Size 4 ServiceTime 40953 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 33330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19811 Size 32 ServiceTime 14447 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 11010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19834 Size 128 ServiceTime 385 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19888 Size 101 ServiceTime 33686 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20036 Size 128 ServiceTime 32102 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20013 Size 8 ServiceTime 43772 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20037 Size 64 ServiceTime 19322 QueueTime 1136 ExecutionTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20040 Size 64 ServiceTime 27085 QueueTime 4867 ExecutionTime 7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20115 Size 4 ServiceTime 42095 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20112 Size 34 ServiceTime 54196 QueueTime 21853 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20104 Size 256 ServiceTime 953 QueueTime 25304 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20133 Size 128 ServiceTime 64879 QueueTime 15649 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20142 Size 128 ServiceTime 14514 QueueTime 4705 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20169 Size 101 ServiceTime 52665 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20111 Size 17 ServiceTime 64995 QueueTime 1250 ExecutionTime 41010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20177 Size 8 ServiceTime 51728 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 17760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20253 Size 33 ServiceTime 20810 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20185 Size 8 ServiceTime 48471 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 48210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20280 Size 64 ServiceTime 18757 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 16470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20172 Size 8 ServiceTime 56329 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 52560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20301 Size 102 ServiceTime 61533 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20272 Size 10 ServiceTime 46806 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 38880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20336 Size 16 ServiceTime 35278 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20369 Size 64 ServiceTime 12137 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20345 Size 64 ServiceTime 22642 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 17820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20352 Size 64 ServiceTime 38763 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 15660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20396 Size 32 ServiceTime 36220 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 12990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20431 Size 5 ServiceTime 31843 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20433 Size 5 ServiceTime 31851 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20430 Size 16 ServiceTime 4805 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 31.320328 Avg Service Time: 32321.521484 
 
Simulation 15: Month 04 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 327 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20511 Size 64 ServiceTime 156 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20517 Size 10 ServiceTime 11073 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 6150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20521 Size 40 ServiceTime 18050 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20513 Size 64 ServiceTime 22942 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 19260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20661 Size 32 ServiceTime 48913 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20663 Size 32 ServiceTime 48032 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20673 Size 128 ServiceTime 20582 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20680 Size 8 ServiceTime 34962 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20692 Size 128 ServiceTime 2135 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1950 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 20698 Size 18 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20533 Size 128 ServiceTime 63821 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 25920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20676 Size 8 ServiceTime 34957 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20665 Size 32 ServiceTime 55209 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 14490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20708 Size 4 ServiceTime 361 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20675 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 11520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20657 Size 32 ServiceTime 52575 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 16320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20678 Size 8 ServiceTime 35177 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20726 Size 128 ServiceTime 14506 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20784 Size 128 ServiceTime 7712 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20905 Size 16 ServiceTime 111 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20915 Size 128 ServiceTime 43292 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20857 Size 4 ServiceTime 44663 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 20640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20928 Size 32 ServiceTime 46026 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20929 Size 32 ServiceTime 52529 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20948 Size 129 ServiceTime 9086 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20952 Size 129 ServiceTime 9085 QueueTime 3577 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20949 Size 129 ServiceTime 9069 QueueTime 700 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20930 Size 10 ServiceTime 59390 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 16440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20955 Size 129 ServiceTime 10710 QueueTime 5034 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20932 Size 10 ServiceTime 46840 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 16050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20954 Size 129 ServiceTime 2167 QueueTime 4273 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20956 Size 129 ServiceTime 650 QueueTime 5507 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20958 Size 129 ServiceTime 532 QueueTime 5764 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20931 Size 10 ServiceTime 54520 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 17700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20962 Size 129 ServiceTime 3058 QueueTime 6646 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20964 Size 129 ServiceTime 7002 QueueTime 6960 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20977 Size 16 ServiceTime 32358 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20966 Size 129 ServiceTime 5052 QueueTime 10176 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20965 Size 129 ServiceTime 32981 QueueTime 8151 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20968 Size 129 ServiceTime 764 QueueTime 12586 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20970 Size 129 ServiceTime 9126 QueueTime 12927 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20969 Size 129 ServiceTime 9068 QueueTime 12577 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20971 Size 129 ServiceTime 9072 QueueTime 14238 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20973 Size 129 ServiceTime 9068 QueueTime 15181 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20979 Size 4 ServiceTime 45509 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20999 Size 4 ServiceTime 47098 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20993 Size 64 ServiceTime 21113 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21006 Size 1 ServiceTime 2696 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20998 Size 306 ServiceTime 5935 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20980 Size 4 ServiceTime 39897 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 27000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21020 Size 102 ServiceTime 28814 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21043 Size 102 ServiceTime 50910 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 23430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21068 Size 1 ServiceTime 39418 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21067 Size 1 ServiceTime 41258 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21074 Size 3 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21072 Size 64 ServiceTime 16847 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21083 Size 16 ServiceTime 3645 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21084 Size 48 ServiceTime 22264 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21103 Size 26 ServiceTime 14474 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21052 Size 64 ServiceTime 59151 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 32430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21102 Size 64 ServiceTime 22652 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21106 Size 24 ServiceTime 23943 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21107 Size 16 ServiceTime 45620 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21071 Size 3 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 26820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21061 Size 1 ServiceTime 49952 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 31770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21065 Size 1 ServiceTime 45210 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 32850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21112 Size 4 ServiceTime 56089 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 13500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21062 Size 1 ServiceTime 46825 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 34200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21139 Size 128 ServiceTime 50734 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 12750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21167 Size 64 ServiceTime 33844 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21290 Size 4 ServiceTime 345 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21286 Size 16 ServiceTime 43463 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21390 Size 5 ServiceTime 37114 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21454 Size 8 ServiceTime 34615 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21453 Size 32 ServiceTime 36789 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21455 Size 8 ServiceTime 7427 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6780 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 21464 Size 8 ServiceTime 55931 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21461 Size 8 ServiceTime 55961 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 20910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21450 Size 32 ServiceTime 50168 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 28830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21524 Size 5 ServiceTime 54322 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 39330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21660 Size 20 ServiceTime 8989 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21728 Size 16 ServiceTime 28981 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21810 Size 65 ServiceTime 114 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21830 Size 26 ServiceTime 19058 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21809 Size 1 ServiceTime 12293 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21828 Size 1 ServiceTime 21554 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21833 Size 26 ServiceTime 9704 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21888 Size 16 ServiceTime 24268 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21904 Size 64 ServiceTime 19344 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22017 Size 17 ServiceTime 4758 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22038 Size 30 ServiceTime 3663 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22055 Size 128 ServiceTime 26427 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22155 Size 102 ServiceTime 64896 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21985 Size 16 ServiceTime 50738 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 26280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22147 Size 10 ServiceTime 14142 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22149 Size 1 ServiceTime 41393 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 10410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21986 Size 16 ServiceTime 45566 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 36210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22272 Size 26 ServiceTime 7281 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22306 Size 34 ServiceTime 36199 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22280 Size 5 ServiceTime 53549 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22313 Size 1 ServiceTime 51166 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22367 Size 64 ServiceTime 20060 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22368 Size 64 ServiceTime 27052 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22378 Size 69 ServiceTime 35690 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22329 Size 4 ServiceTime 55908 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 18210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22379 Size 33 ServiceTime 54053 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22380 Size 33 ServiceTime 4218 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22381 Size 1 ServiceTime 64834 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22297 Size 17 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 33060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22399 Size 30 ServiceTime 3814 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22286 Size 102 ServiceTime 64906 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 62970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22431 Size 1 ServiceTime 8939 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22425 Size 16 ServiceTime 22711 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 17400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22434 Size 1 ServiceTime 19704 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22430 Size 306 ServiceTime 15427 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 12690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22465 Size 102 ServiceTime 64922 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 5850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22474 Size 10 ServiceTime 60661 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22477 Size 10 ServiceTime 61901 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 33630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22663 Size 32 ServiceTime 950 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22657 Size 64 ServiceTime 19594 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22673 Size 34 ServiceTime 34276 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22683 Size 16 ServiceTime 45843 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22679 Size 16 ServiceTime 45984 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 27000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22680 Size 10 ServiceTime 59106 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 23910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22703 Size 1 ServiceTime 3798 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22705 Size 64 ServiceTime 5463 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22686 Size 8 ServiceTime 7242 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22701 Size 1 ServiceTime 4887 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22706 Size 128 ServiceTime 323 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22766 Size 1 ServiceTime 3738 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22822 Size 18 ServiceTime 282 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22845 Size 16 ServiceTime 37254 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22899 Size 128 ServiceTime 22816 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22760 Size 33 ServiceTime 31128 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 18030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22882 Size 64 ServiceTime 20979 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22877 Size 4 ServiceTime 10876 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22938 Size 16 ServiceTime 4694 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22919 Size 128 ServiceTime 64867 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22763 Size 34 ServiceTime 36213 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 24780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22964 Size 32 ServiceTime 6694 QueueTime 1482 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22918 Size 4 ServiceTime 12779 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22900 Size 4 ServiceTime 52338 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 19110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22935 Size 306 ServiceTime 17878 QueueTime 13245 ExecutionTime 1440 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 22957 Size 1 ServiceTime 20069 QueueTime 122 ExecutionTime 14100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23093 Size 128 ServiceTime 64375 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23100 Size 8 ServiceTime 22463 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23113 Size 16 ServiceTime 45999 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 16500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23167 Size 128 ServiceTime 5971 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23115 Size 16 ServiceTime 45911 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 24990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23202 Size 32 ServiceTime 61281 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23212 Size 32 ServiceTime 61286 QueueTime 4551 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23203 Size 32 ServiceTime 47486 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23132 Size 4 ServiceTime 26270 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 25620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23210 Size 32 ServiceTime 52030 QueueTime 2213 ExecutionTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23208 Size 32 ServiceTime 61281 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23209 Size 32 ServiceTime 47094 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 9090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23246 Size 8 ServiceTime 8950 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 6000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23207 Size 32 ServiceTime 47580 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 35220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23294 Size 16 ServiceTime 5347 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23332 Size 16 ServiceTime 37720 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23307 Size 16 ServiceTime 47278 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 14220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23389 Size 128 ServiceTime 36045 QueueTime 431 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23394 Size 128 ServiceTime 62584 QueueTime 751 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23385 Size 1 ServiceTime 7271 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23373 Size 64 ServiceTime 63444 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 11310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23387 Size 48 ServiceTime 21918 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23402 Size 306 ServiceTime 18244 QueueTime 5657 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23419 Size 16 ServiceTime 39069 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23434 Size 4 ServiceTime 39396 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23451 Size 4 ServiceTime 9017 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 8850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23550 Size 20 ServiceTime 246 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23574 Size 65 ServiceTime 28680 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23625 Size 64 ServiceTime 4613 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23697 Size 16 ServiceTime 2461 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23715 Size 128 ServiceTime 11675 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23731 Size 16 ServiceTime 319 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23700 Size 128 ServiceTime 63856 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 10920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23730 Size 1 ServiceTime 12429 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23737 Size 34 ServiceTime 49129 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 22140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23735 Size 4 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 28140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23797 Size 97 ServiceTime 192 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23796 Size 97 ServiceTime 11002 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23852 Size 34 ServiceTime 101 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23851 Size 34 ServiceTime 24587 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23879 Size 65 ServiceTime 7295 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23939 Size 1 ServiceTime 6505 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23905 Size 101 ServiceTime 42144 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 11880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23971 Size 200 ServiceTime 421 QueueTime 1472 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23974 Size 32 ServiceTime 42549 QueueTime 1391 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23977 Size 32 ServiceTime 61284 QueueTime 1388 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23972 Size 32 ServiceTime 49461 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23973 Size 32 ServiceTime 50040 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23978 Size 32 ServiceTime 54844 QueueTime 1387 ExecutionTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23775 Size 16 ServiceTime 47255 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 43020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23836 Size 4 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 33930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23944 Size 33 ServiceTime 23327 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 17250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23969 Size 1 ServiceTime 25180 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 14370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23979 Size 32 ServiceTime 50962 QueueTime 1386 ExecutionTime 16080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23975 Size 32 ServiceTime 48238 QueueTime 1390 ExecutionTime 18720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23936 Size 16 ServiceTime 50091 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 26490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23976 Size 32 ServiceTime 54714 QueueTime 1389 ExecutionTime 39600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24100 Size 34 ServiceTime 15430 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24102 Size 34 ServiceTime 54049 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 16170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24174 Size 32 ServiceTime 6523 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24178 Size 32 ServiceTime 48491 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24172 Size 128 ServiceTime 28071 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 18750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24236 Size 64 ServiceTime 19288 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24202 Size 34 ServiceTime 50771 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 14670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24177 Size 32 ServiceTime 51027 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 44190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24277 Size 3 ServiceTime 32470 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 21780 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 24359 Size 306 ServiceTime 32652 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24372 Size 306 ServiceTime 18651 QueueTime 147 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24381 Size 306 ServiceTime 32651 QueueTime 235 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24407 Size 4 ServiceTime 53078 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24401 Size 4 ServiceTime 48920 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24295 Size 16 ServiceTime 46864 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 30420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24527 Size 1 ServiceTime 5972 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24498 Size 16 ServiceTime 44626 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 16860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24521 Size 16 ServiceTime 35981 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24369 Size 33 ServiceTime 54194 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 37230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24528 Size 64 ServiceTime 57118 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 14730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24547 Size 1 ServiceTime 31535 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24551 Size 64 ServiceTime 16251 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 14640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24561 Size 128 ServiceTime 63858 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24565 Size 16 ServiceTime 45524 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 13680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24655 Size 16 ServiceTime 338 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24642 Size 101 ServiceTime 43091 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24581 Size 33 ServiceTime 39110 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 20910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24749 Size 16 ServiceTime 3651 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24768 Size 32 ServiceTime 17718 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 5700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24766 Size 32 ServiceTime 61277 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 49860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24786 Size 16 ServiceTime 45675 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 10200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24885 Size 64 ServiceTime 25214 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24890 Size 16 ServiceTime 37105 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 12690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24947 Size 16 ServiceTime 32446 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 9210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24891 Size 16 ServiceTime 36621 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 19140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25053 Size 1 ServiceTime 6935 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25079 Size 32 ServiceTime 17594 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 16590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25105 Size 64 ServiceTime 14448 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 9360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25161 Size 6 ServiceTime 58 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25180 Size 64 ServiceTime 18053 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25158 Size 1 ServiceTime 19961 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 16500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25284 Size 8 ServiceTime 4549 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25142 Size 306 ServiceTime 32638 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 20550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25344 Size 32 ServiceTime 29038 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25269 Size 16 ServiceTime 29329 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 26430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25419 Size 4 ServiceTime 39373 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 29250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25438 Size 6 ServiceTime 46784 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 39420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25441 Size 34 ServiceTime 46950 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 38010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25512 Size 16 ServiceTime 30604 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 21870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25554 Size 1 ServiceTime 31680 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 10380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25590 Size 64 ServiceTime 26466 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 12720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25596 Size 16 ServiceTime 45703 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 24690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25660 Size 34 ServiceTime 49577 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25641 Size 16 ServiceTime 46843 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 15000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25629 Size 16 ServiceTime 33985 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 23070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25632 Size 16 ServiceTime 41309 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 25140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25688 Size 8 ServiceTime 4548 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25740 Size 64 ServiceTime 9958 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25739 Size 16 ServiceTime 44764 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25786 Size 4 ServiceTime 50588 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25774 Size 3 ServiceTime 36041 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25791 Size 33 ServiceTime 35593 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25752 Size 32 ServiceTime 57803 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 26370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25792 Size 34 ServiceTime 25479 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 11250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25809 Size 34 ServiceTime 54049 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25836 Size 16 ServiceTime 15810 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25801 Size 5 ServiceTime 41029 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 10410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25738 Size 16 ServiceTime 46197 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 41100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25751 Size 5 ServiceTime 43165 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 33810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25848 Size 1 ServiceTime 30848 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25744 Size 5 ServiceTime 62748 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 35040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25847 Size 1 ServiceTime 30029 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25849 Size 1 ServiceTime 30465 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25720 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 61140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25721 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 56280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25773 Size 4 ServiceTime 36043 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 22380 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 25806 Size 6 ServiceTime 41458 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 10050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25741 Size 1 ServiceTime 42820 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 37500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25750 Size 1 ServiceTime 40781 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 35400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25756 Size 1 ServiceTime 44810 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 30690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25851 Size 1 ServiceTime 30793 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25852 Size 1 ServiceTime 7001 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25850 Size 1 ServiceTime 30431 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25859 Size 64 ServiceTime 2789 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25888 Size 128 ServiceTime 63981 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 13110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26042 Size 32 ServiceTime 34719 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26047 Size 16 ServiceTime 46387 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 10260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26128 Size 66 ServiceTime 51731 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26045 Size 16 ServiceTime 33999 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 25110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26123 Size 128 ServiceTime 64879 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 11790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26156 Size 4 ServiceTime 45726 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26164 Size 32 ServiceTime 6402 QueueTime 662 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26048 Size 16 ServiceTime 46684 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 24840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26157 Size 4 ServiceTime 53419 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26049 Size 64 ServiceTime 25311 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 24780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26050 Size 16 ServiceTime 47166 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 24450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26112 Size 16 ServiceTime 50573 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 17400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26127 Size 10 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 14250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26158 Size 26 ServiceTime 12675 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26130 Size 25 ServiceTime 54048 QueueTime 781 ExecutionTime 11010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26175 Size 4 ServiceTime 12182 QueueTime 165 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26046 Size 1 ServiceTime 47408 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 41910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26234 Size 66 ServiceTime 45437 QueueTime 9007 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26218 Size 5 ServiceTime 40801 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 19710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26228 Size 128 ServiceTime 64879 QueueTime 129 ExecutionTime 19710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26210 Size 65 ServiceTime 57836 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 40860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26272 Size 1 ServiceTime 18979 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 10650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26264 Size 16 ServiceTime 47290 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 15510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26457 Size 1 ServiceTime 57642 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26469 Size 128 ServiceTime 63877 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 22860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26548 Size 128 ServiceTime 54365 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26715 Size 32 ServiceTime 45175 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26742 Size 31 ServiceTime 29855 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26730 Size 31 ServiceTime 64874 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 18240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26796 Size 4 ServiceTime 1821 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26750 Size 31 ServiceTime 64878 QueueTime 3038 ExecutionTime 56520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26979 Size 10 ServiceTime 7343 QueueTime 23667 ExecutionTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27041 Size 1 ServiceTime 29455 QueueTime 580 ExecutionTime 14850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26780 Size 16 ServiceTime 46304 QueueTime 32659 ExecutionTime 38460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26807 Size 64 ServiceTime 43292 QueueTime 80024 ExecutionTime 18510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27177 Size 1 ServiceTime 2744 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27082 Size 16 ServiceTime 46121 QueueTime 8468 ExecutionTime 22830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26675 Size 306 ServiceTime 28527 QueueTime 176580 ExecutionTime 
6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27039 Size 128 ServiceTime 21681 QueueTime 80170 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27064 Size 66 ServiceTime 7934 QueueTime 54222 ExecutionTime 5160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27087 Size 16 ServiceTime 48250 QueueTime 41825 ExecutionTime 35370 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 45.730888 Avg Service Time: 32735.509766 
 
Simulation 16: Month 05 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 357 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27292 Size 66 ServiceTime 7633 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27298 Size 128 ServiceTime 375 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27303 Size 16 ServiceTime 47312 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 31200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27423 Size 306 ServiceTime 18267 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27427 Size 128 ServiceTime 64891 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 21960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27440 Size 64 ServiceTime 11233 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27459 Size 16 ServiceTime 3803 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27451 Size 16 ServiceTime 47686 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 46680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27561 Size 16 ServiceTime 11629 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27570 Size 64 ServiceTime 17754 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2730 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 27573 Size 128 ServiceTime 63925 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27559 Size 128 ServiceTime 8484 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27574 Size 32 ServiceTime 45043 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27568 Size 1 ServiceTime 57802 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 17310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27603 Size 64 ServiceTime 64855 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27567 Size 1 ServiceTime 53908 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 53550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27725 Size 128 ServiceTime 8311 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27724 Size 14 ServiceTime 30964 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27732 Size 1 ServiceTime 9674 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27740 Size 128 ServiceTime 31565 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27838 Size 16 ServiceTime 36389 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27818 Size 4 ServiceTime 23272 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27870 Size 30 ServiceTime 31898 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27863 Size 16 ServiceTime 36334 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27878 Size 64 ServiceTime 14767 QueueTime 108 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27865 Size 16 ServiceTime 36886 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27889 Size 16 ServiceTime 12574 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27874 Size 1 ServiceTime 28433 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27883 Size 16 ServiceTime 59437 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27942 Size 64 ServiceTime 31554 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27944 Size 30 ServiceTime 31603 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27950 Size 32 ServiceTime 29561 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27954 Size 64 ServiceTime 17158 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28102 Size 306 ServiceTime 45269 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27945 Size 30 ServiceTime 48540 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 42390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27982 Size 14 ServiceTime 30555 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 24000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28170 Size 8 ServiceTime 984 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28179 Size 12 ServiceTime 137 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28156 Size 33 ServiceTime 15032 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28227 Size 65 ServiceTime 7251 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28027 Size 64 ServiceTime 52165 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 28290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28219 Size 128 ServiceTime 21689 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 16380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27970 Size 3 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 59370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28350 Size 16 ServiceTime 46867 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28347 Size 128 ServiceTime 54182 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 29220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28399 Size 128 ServiceTime 12440 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28446 Size 65 ServiceTime 10857 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28571 Size 8 ServiceTime 63331 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 18450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28619 Size 1 ServiceTime 30414 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 8490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28769 Size 16 ServiceTime 45696 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28798 Size 64 ServiceTime 12657 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28799 Size 3 ServiceTime 3613 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28793 Size 3 ServiceTime 3592 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28796 Size 64 ServiceTime 12657 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28809 Size 64 ServiceTime 4587 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28774 Size 65 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 15450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28851 Size 33 ServiceTime 270 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28853 Size 65 ServiceTime 7250 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28833 Size 1 ServiceTime 18765 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 11970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28905 Size 4 ServiceTime 25371 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28945 Size 16 ServiceTime 40299 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 16890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28985 Size 64 ServiceTime 20638 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28814 Size 4 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 60900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28944 Size 16 ServiceTime 37064 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 34320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28941 Size 16 ServiceTime 58026 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 39570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29070 Size 4 ServiceTime 18644 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28994 Size 14 ServiceTime 31858 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 30960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29268 Size 65 ServiceTime 162 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29270 Size 33 ServiceTime 8647 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29271 Size 64 ServiceTime 28085 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 11280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29456 Size 64 ServiceTime 21044 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29439 Size 16 ServiceTime 44336 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 9420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29458 Size 14 ServiceTime 48865 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29465 Size 16 ServiceTime 24540 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 21330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29570 Size 1 ServiceTime 22481 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29549 Size 64 ServiceTime 28064 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 14490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29612 Size 64 ServiceTime 20624 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 270 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 29569 Size 1 ServiceTime 35321 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 22260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29901 Size 16 ServiceTime 2381 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29932 Size 16 ServiceTime 58302 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29995 Size 4 ServiceTime 718 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29985 Size 1 ServiceTime 11195 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29964 Size 64 ServiceTime 16840 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30068 Size 48 ServiceTime 16181 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29677 Size 4 ServiceTime 57587 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 34530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30076 Size 64 ServiceTime 20758 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30062 Size 1 ServiceTime 35738 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 20460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29732 Size 8 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 53790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30147 Size 32 ServiceTime 7500 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30169 Size 3 ServiceTime 64994 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30213 Size 33 ServiceTime 15052 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30363 Size 64 ServiceTime 64349 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30387 Size 64 ServiceTime 51925 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30384 Size 48 ServiceTime 15622 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30512 Size 8 ServiceTime 32899 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30539 Size 33 ServiceTime 16806 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30456 Size 16 ServiceTime 46843 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 40620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30572 Size 11 ServiceTime 64854 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 14850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30597 Size 8 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30595 Size 16 ServiceTime 6146 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30599 Size 12 ServiceTime 90 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30596 Size 16 ServiceTime 9761 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30609 Size 11 ServiceTime 83 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30667 Size 64 ServiceTime 477 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30877 Size 32 ServiceTime 58341 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30817 Size 8 ServiceTime 23997 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 11460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30904 Size 4 ServiceTime 25756 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 7530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30649 Size 4 ServiceTime 45949 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 36600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30647 Size 4 ServiceTime 45908 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 39840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30953 Size 16 ServiceTime 7562 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30965 Size 128 ServiceTime 55151 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30768 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 33540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30708 Size 16 ServiceTime 48379 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 41730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31050 Size 16 ServiceTime 49346 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31016 Size 1 ServiceTime 22122 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 17160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30979 Size 32 ServiceTime 41568 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 28170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31063 Size 16 ServiceTime 50362 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 18360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31113 Size 64 ServiceTime 17881 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31144 Size 4 ServiceTime 7706 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31233 Size 64 ServiceTime 985 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31167 Size 48 ServiceTime 29038 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 13530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31250 Size 1 ServiceTime 39977 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31273 Size 30 ServiceTime 51638 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31201 Size 4 ServiceTime 33560 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 11130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31203 Size 4 ServiceTime 25972 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31230 Size 16 ServiceTime 36752 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31235 Size 32 ServiceTime 10835 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 9150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31251 Size 16 ServiceTime 43951 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31357 Size 64 ServiceTime 21051 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31362 Size 16 ServiceTime 48502 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 8490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31381 Size 128 ServiceTime 64868 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31354 Size 32 ServiceTime 29719 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 20280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31440 Size 4 ServiceTime 21644 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 14490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31570 Size 32 ServiceTime 45576 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 11580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31637 Size 16 ServiceTime 46574 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 30810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31750 Size 10 ServiceTime 64614 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31761 Size 64 ServiceTime 18680 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31785 Size 256 ServiceTime 1122 QueueTime 4304 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31786 Size 256 ServiceTime 1157 QueueTime 5096 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31787 Size 256 ServiceTime 1896 QueueTime 5256 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31799 Size 16 ServiceTime 41733 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31809 Size 128 ServiceTime 1305 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31793 Size 16 ServiceTime 52643 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 16650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31814 Size 32 ServiceTime 14054 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1200 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 31766 Size 16 ServiceTime 46049 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 35250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31813 Size 32 ServiceTime 13907 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 5820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31818 Size 16 ServiceTime 46280 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31848 Size 128 ServiceTime 4518 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31901 Size 128 ServiceTime 3943 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31950 Size 128 ServiceTime 33981 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31979 Size 10 ServiceTime 1205 QueueTime 748 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31964 Size 16 ServiceTime 12798 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31935 Size 1 ServiceTime 42372 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 6960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31952 Size 8 ServiceTime 19393 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31966 Size 32 ServiceTime 45634 QueueTime 82 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31968 Size 128 ServiceTime 64757 QueueTime 197 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31857 Size 16 ServiceTime 59091 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 22740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31869 Size 2 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 18930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31931 Size 16 ServiceTime 24941 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31960 Size 32 ServiceTime 29682 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31930 Size 16 ServiceTime 18046 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32031 Size 128 ServiceTime 579 QueueTime 1418 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31938 Size 64 ServiceTime 19102 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32043 Size 16 ServiceTime 23292 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31876 Size 8 ServiceTime 59109 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 25920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32072 Size 64 ServiceTime 19413 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32163 Size 128 ServiceTime 64870 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32180 Size 128 ServiceTime 10180 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32160 Size 128 ServiceTime 12059 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32235 Size 2 ServiceTime 3814 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32280 Size 32 ServiceTime 45560 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32227 Size 2 ServiceTime 32027 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 22410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32119 Size 2 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 47730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32124 Size 2 ServiceTime 59435 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 49470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32357 Size 128 ServiceTime 35224 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 15390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32285 Size 16 ServiceTime 59816 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 42420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32485 Size 128 ServiceTime 17789 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32552 Size 17 ServiceTime 29025 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32542 Size 16 ServiceTime 43300 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32456 Size 128 ServiceTime 43278 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 12780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32640 Size 128 ServiceTime 64871 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32679 Size 32 ServiceTime 12441 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32615 Size 10 ServiceTime 44673 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 24480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32714 Size 64 ServiceTime 2770 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32754 Size 64 ServiceTime 28283 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32776 Size 330 ServiceTime 3855 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32744 Size 32 ServiceTime 47907 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32829 Size 16 ServiceTime 45142 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32801 Size 10 ServiceTime 39455 QueueTime 123 ExecutionTime 9870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32816 Size 16 ServiceTime 35192 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32931 Size 8 ServiceTime 35127 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32913 Size 2 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 23640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33068 Size 8 ServiceTime 34603 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 15030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33127 Size 16 ServiceTime 18029 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 11850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33090 Size 2 ServiceTime 64105 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 27480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33261 Size 16 ServiceTime 36580 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33211 Size 306 ServiceTime 18672 QueueTime 11496 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33273 Size 8 ServiceTime 34569 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33290 Size 1 ServiceTime 15087 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33293 Size 1 ServiceTime 62039 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33343 Size 16 ServiceTime 58130 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33262 Size 16 ServiceTime 36591 QueueTime 276 ExecutionTime 29340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33263 Size 16 ServiceTime 37057 QueueTime 272 ExecutionTime 30330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33390 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33399 Size 2 ServiceTime 56070 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33371 Size 128 ServiceTime 64870 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 22860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33413 Size 2 ServiceTime 60669 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33395 Size 1 ServiceTime 60464 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 22890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33417 Size 5 ServiceTime 15546 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 9600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33487 Size 12 ServiceTime 44276 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33506 Size 12 ServiceTime 44056 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 5610 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 33586 Size 64 ServiceTime 14456 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33628 Size 16 ServiceTime 45796 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33622 Size 17 ServiceTime 8609 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33425 Size 64 ServiceTime 56166 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 32400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33653 Size 8 ServiceTime 7237 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 5550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33706 Size 1 ServiceTime 49474 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33709 Size 16 ServiceTime 42413 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33688 Size 16 ServiceTime 37693 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 10740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33721 Size 32 ServiceTime 2476 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33714 Size 8 ServiceTime 14472 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33717 Size 16 ServiceTime 40468 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33759 Size 32 ServiceTime 2618 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33745 Size 128 ServiceTime 44948 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33837 Size 8 ServiceTime 60282 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 42600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33897 Size 128 ServiceTime 64806 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33896 Size 12 ServiceTime 29434 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 10620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33912 Size 2 ServiceTime 44878 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33909 Size 128 ServiceTime 28476 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 17100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33916 Size 2 ServiceTime 29440 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 13740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33914 Size 2 ServiceTime 29456 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 16020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33939 Size 29 ServiceTime 1372 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34043 Size 32 ServiceTime 3650 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34050 Size 20 ServiceTime 50467 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34075 Size 64 ServiceTime 6753 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34085 Size 5 ServiceTime 64871 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34004 Size 2 ServiceTime 56716 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 17790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33978 Size 2 ServiceTime 61194 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 32580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34107 Size 64 ServiceTime 12406 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34163 Size 256 ServiceTime 1260 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34008 Size 2 ServiceTime 61847 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 35820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34109 Size 16 ServiceTime 59540 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 15840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34123 Size 10 ServiceTime 26364 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 12810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34133 Size 16 ServiceTime 18030 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34165 Size 26 ServiceTime 1875 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34003 Size 2 ServiceTime 57079 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 42240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34174 Size 128 ServiceTime 64876 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34164 Size 1 ServiceTime 60605 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34009 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 47460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34170 Size 32 ServiceTime 41866 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 9870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34196 Size 17 ServiceTime 28873 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34193 Size 16 ServiceTime 55870 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 42300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34227 Size 16 ServiceTime 18101 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 15570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34337 Size 5 ServiceTime 3181 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34373 Size 5 ServiceTime 64866 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34296 Size 16 ServiceTime 27591 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 19320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34379 Size 1 ServiceTime 6080 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34318 Size 16 ServiceTime 21636 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 17970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34293 Size 64 ServiceTime 57993 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 24000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34394 Size 64 ServiceTime 6031 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 5820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34311 Size 12 ServiceTime 50802 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 26760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34270 Size 2 ServiceTime 56435 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 35310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34363 Size 16 ServiceTime 43253 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 20070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34388 Size 16 ServiceTime 18232 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 17310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34440 Size 1 ServiceTime 15344 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 9960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34233 Size 2 ServiceTime 57562 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 45300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34446 Size 16 ServiceTime 12721 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34349 Size 1 ServiceTime 51436 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 27930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34364 Size 16 ServiceTime 43092 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 26220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34247 Size 2 ServiceTime 53982 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 43890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34261 Size 2 ServiceTime 61755 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 42150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34263 Size 2 ServiceTime 56207 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 42090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34288 Size 3 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 37470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34458 Size 2 ServiceTime 56712 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34276 Size 32 ServiceTime 64610 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 39240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34253 Size 2 ServiceTime 56991 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 43170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34251 Size 2 ServiceTime 57008 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 43380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34252 Size 2 ServiceTime 57308 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 43320 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 34398 Size 5 ServiceTime 18373 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 15450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34243 Size 2 ServiceTime 60998 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 44610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34234 Size 2 ServiceTime 57302 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 45960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34282 Size 1 ServiceTime 62086 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 39210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34432 Size 1 ServiceTime 12090 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 12090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34441 Size 1 ServiceTime 12900 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 10890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34457 Size 2 ServiceTime 56591 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34248 Size 2 ServiceTime 56649 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 44850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34256 Size 2 ServiceTime 57188 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 43740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34262 Size 2 ServiceTime 61284 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 43110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34264 Size 2 ServiceTime 56200 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 43050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34286 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 38700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34257 Size 2 ServiceTime 57047 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 43770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34421 Size 10 ServiceTime 36037 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 13770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34246 Size 2 ServiceTime 56836 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 45120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34245 Size 2 ServiceTime 57283 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 45450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34260 Size 2 ServiceTime 61999 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 43650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34277 Size 1 ServiceTime 59492 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 40500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34462 Size 5 ServiceTime 3788 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34415 Size 1 ServiceTime 25831 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 14340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34447 Size 1 ServiceTime 11339 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 10140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34347 Size 1 ServiceTime 59279 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 33960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34471 Size 16 ServiceTime 19045 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34468 Size 16 ServiceTime 19093 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34495 Size 16 ServiceTime 25820 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 21180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34593 Size 5 ServiceTime 643 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34532 Size 3 ServiceTime 29634 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 13860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34538 Size 64 ServiceTime 24698 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 15690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34536 Size 5 ServiceTime 49784 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 21870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34616 Size 1 ServiceTime 8896 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34637 Size 32 ServiceTime 3740 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34596 Size 3 ServiceTime 61969 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34612 Size 1 ServiceTime 48072 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 5160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34613 Size 1 ServiceTime 48064 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 5160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34619 Size 2 ServiceTime 57605 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34625 Size 2 ServiceTime 44971 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34627 Size 2 ServiceTime 40490 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34629 Size 2 ServiceTime 30583 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34486 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 59790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34533 Size 1 ServiceTime 54663 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 22860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34537 Size 20 ServiceTime 45020 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 21870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34623 Size 2 ServiceTime 45064 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34628 Size 2 ServiceTime 11489 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34654 Size 1 ServiceTime 5083 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34530 Size 1 ServiceTime 61148 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 23580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34531 Size 1 ServiceTime 56924 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 23460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34617 Size 1 ServiceTime 10503 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34609 Size 1 ServiceTime 29066 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34620 Size 2 ServiceTime 53032 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 11400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34701 Size 128 ServiceTime 64950 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 16200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34712 Size 128 ServiceTime 64784 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 18630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34790 Size 20 ServiceTime 36209 QueueTime 4930 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34779 Size 33 ServiceTime 9036 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 6840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34744 Size 16 ServiceTime 44277 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 16200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34758 Size 29 ServiceTime 65024 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 54000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34822 Size 16 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 3210 ExecutionTime 54000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34824 Size 16 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 7034 ExecutionTime 62310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34849 Size 16 ServiceTime 46843 QueueTime 44116 ExecutionTime 21690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34931 Size 16 ServiceTime 20766 QueueTime 56227 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34975 Size 128 ServiceTime 64889 QueueTime 47101 ExecutionTime 
14580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35181 Size 16 ServiceTime 21082 QueueTime 12479 ExecutionTime 12660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34978 Size 128 ServiceTime 37310 QueueTime 53792 ExecutionTime 
21330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35128 Size 20 ServiceTime 36375 QueueTime 12373 ExecutionTime 32850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34985 Size 64 ServiceTime 46067 QueueTime 47110 ExecutionTime 33600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35383 Size 16 ServiceTime 56874 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 36180 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 35520 Size 16 ServiceTime 12847 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35537 Size 15 ServiceTime 49661 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35551 Size 128 ServiceTime 55256 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35582 Size 1 ServiceTime 30904 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35604 Size 64 ServiceTime 16189 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 11010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35617 Size 12 ServiceTime 14980 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 11790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35769 Size 20 ServiceTime 14666 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35747 Size 61 ServiceTime 56695 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35696 Size 16 ServiceTime 17995 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 12690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35704 Size 16 ServiceTime 18075 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 10890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35773 Size 10 ServiceTime 21795 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35779 Size 32 ServiceTime 45582 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35699 Size 16 ServiceTime 57881 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 19800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35788 Size 1 ServiceTime 49061 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 28080 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 35.428570 Avg Service Time: 34834.007812 
 
Simulation 17: Month 06 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 344 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35856 Size 64 ServiceTime 1552 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35849 Size 61 ServiceTime 53999 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35855 Size 65 ServiceTime 19021 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 15570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35901 Size 64 ServiceTime 16361 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35902 Size 16 ServiceTime 22941 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35909 Size 64 ServiceTime 3654 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35900 Size 64 ServiceTime 16207 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35845 Size 12 ServiceTime 44245 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 37890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35960 Size 100 ServiceTime 3699 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35972 Size 64 ServiceTime 140 QueueTime 336 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35973 Size 128 ServiceTime 214 QueueTime 410 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35961 Size 72 ServiceTime 6457 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35982 Size 16 ServiceTime 1002 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35986 Size 10 ServiceTime 4382 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35954 Size 1 ServiceTime 48090 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 14160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36024 Size 16 ServiceTime 2010 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36028 Size 1 ServiceTime 20438 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35997 Size 1 ServiceTime 23695 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35991 Size 1 ServiceTime 10904 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35933 Size 128 ServiceTime 64017 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 23040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35935 Size 1 ServiceTime 30826 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 23280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36033 Size 61 ServiceTime 43004 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36112 Size 257 ServiceTime 3050 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36114 Size 129 ServiceTime 13920 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36166 Size 257 ServiceTime 14866 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36168 Size 129 ServiceTime 14666 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36167 Size 1 ServiceTime 4427 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36173 Size 64 ServiceTime 5252 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36181 Size 128 ServiceTime 4729 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36199 Size 16 ServiceTime 56774 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36201 Size 16 ServiceTime 38057 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36129 Size 1 ServiceTime 25819 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 22500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36206 Size 16 ServiceTime 3081 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36203 Size 16 ServiceTime 18724 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36208 Size 1 ServiceTime 4372 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36219 Size 64 ServiceTime 5598 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36226 Size 128 ServiceTime 61799 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36218 Size 10 ServiceTime 35133 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 13380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36245 Size 128 ServiceTime 64881 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36252 Size 16 ServiceTime 59373 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 26700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36264 Size 4 ServiceTime 6836 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36278 Size 8 ServiceTime 2562 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36320 Size 10 ServiceTime 43237 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 14550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36327 Size 4 ServiceTime 64373 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 22980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36374 Size 10 ServiceTime 20151 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 15090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36390 Size 256 ServiceTime 12579 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36352 Size 32 ServiceTime 56883 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 23010 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 36397 Size 65 ServiceTime 5777 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36403 Size 24 ServiceTime 17212 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36410 Size 8 ServiceTime 948 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36348 Size 1 ServiceTime 51155 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 43380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36395 Size 2 ServiceTime 63365 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 29400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36516 Size 128 ServiceTime 6033 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36591 Size 16 ServiceTime 7697 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36580 Size 64 ServiceTime 35212 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36600 Size 16 ServiceTime 56927 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36583 Size 16 ServiceTime 14404 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36624 Size 21 ServiceTime 177 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36607 Size 61 ServiceTime 60243 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36613 Size 50 ServiceTime 6036 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36643 Size 72 ServiceTime 6849 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36653 Size 128 ServiceTime 71431 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36669 Size 8 ServiceTime 214 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36576 Size 128 ServiceTime 64691 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 25290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36672 Size 24 ServiceTime 34963 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36708 Size 257 ServiceTime 12846 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36720 Size 16 ServiceTime 49155 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36735 Size 20 ServiceTime 35181 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36726 Size 16 ServiceTime 37911 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 20010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36721 Size 12 ServiceTime 55846 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 23520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36814 Size 12 ServiceTime 43751 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 10740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36909 Size 16 ServiceTime 13844 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 12420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36933 Size 32 ServiceTime 31561 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36944 Size 64 ServiceTime 10242 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37062 Size 50 ServiceTime 21059 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37114 Size 128 ServiceTime 35271 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36911 Size 4 ServiceTime 58369 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 55380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37170 Size 256 ServiceTime 18100 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 14040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37238 Size 16 ServiceTime 4522 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37308 Size 128 ServiceTime 12692 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37309 Size 128 ServiceTime 6015 QueueTime 117 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37305 Size 11 ServiceTime 21577 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37332 Size 34 ServiceTime 10384 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37284 Size 12 ServiceTime 45717 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 15750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37331 Size 1 ServiceTime 51889 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37326 Size 16 ServiceTime 14393 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37345 Size 64 ServiceTime 11195 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37351 Size 16 ServiceTime 36828 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37352 Size 68 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37381 Size 1 ServiceTime 6909 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 3990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37371 Size 1 ServiceTime 57271 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 24720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37458 Size 128 ServiceTime 9829 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37502 Size 64 ServiceTime 35082 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37509 Size 1 ServiceTime 3750 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37513 Size 4 ServiceTime 50537 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37521 Size 11 ServiceTime 49097 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37504 Size 128 ServiceTime 64251 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 5160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37503 Size 1 ServiceTime 35050 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37526 Size 16 ServiceTime 58299 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37530 Size 1 ServiceTime 5688 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37523 Size 10 ServiceTime 57645 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37533 Size 32 ServiceTime 28098 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37563 Size 1 ServiceTime 26069 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37449 Size 32 ServiceTime 56890 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 36840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37635 Size 65 ServiceTime 16276 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 7530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37704 Size 21 ServiceTime 141 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37698 Size 6 ServiceTime 798 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37736 Size 8 ServiceTime 4022 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37643 Size 16 ServiceTime 21644 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37768 Size 64 ServiceTime 19786 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 17460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37771 Size 16 ServiceTime 41947 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 21960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37844 Size 50 ServiceTime 6848 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37892 Size 34 ServiceTime 64860 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37885 Size 16 ServiceTime 4383 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2250 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 37926 Size 1 ServiceTime 48567 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37979 Size 25 ServiceTime 337 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37887 Size 8 ServiceTime 19519 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38005 Size 64 ServiceTime 8558 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37983 Size 64 ServiceTime 15567 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37837 Size 16 ServiceTime 39839 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 31800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37806 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 46530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37908 Size 8 ServiceTime 37661 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 34740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38071 Size 16 ServiceTime 57314 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 22620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38080 Size 8 ServiceTime 36854 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 19770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38108 Size 32 ServiceTime 14445 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38120 Size 32 ServiceTime 6477 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38081 Size 8 ServiceTime 40311 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 20070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37967 Size 1 ServiceTime 51012 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 38100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38072 Size 16 ServiceTime 60602 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 48480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38139 Size 16 ServiceTime 59201 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 15360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38127 Size 2 ServiceTime 62851 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 34440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38138 Size 16 ServiceTime 58983 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 18000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38152 Size 128 ServiceTime 266 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38148 Size 64 ServiceTime 35187 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38165 Size 128 ServiceTime 34878 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 11520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38210 Size 1 ServiceTime 26591 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38231 Size 128 ServiceTime 64864 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38239 Size 1 ServiceTime 1198 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38159 Size 32 ServiceTime 64614 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 25350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38245 Size 16 ServiceTime 47527 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38213 Size 32 ServiceTime 42086 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38174 Size 4 ServiceTime 31106 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 23910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38163 Size 16 ServiceTime 61032 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 27900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38226 Size 1 ServiceTime 49455 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 14400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38220 Size 1 ServiceTime 49688 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 34020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38212 Size 128 ServiceTime 64225 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 39480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38290 Size 9 ServiceTime 57646 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38291 Size 10 ServiceTime 49616 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 12930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38284 Size 1 ServiceTime 45173 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 19350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38296 Size 128 ServiceTime 65012 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 13800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38325 Size 128 ServiceTime 64928 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 29670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38421 Size 32 ServiceTime 55735 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38390 Size 16 ServiceTime 57288 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 20250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38485 Size 1 ServiceTime 43767 QueueTime 156 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38431 Size 64 ServiceTime 17719 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38411 Size 4 ServiceTime 24347 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 18660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38452 Size 4 ServiceTime 39657 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 14130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38461 Size 306 ServiceTime 23656 QueueTime 12266 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38539 Size 64 ServiceTime 8738 QueueTime 39 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38545 Size 8 ServiceTime 954 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38489 Size 16 ServiceTime 61875 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 13710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38582 Size 1 ServiceTime 21403 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38565 Size 306 ServiceTime 12737 QueueTime 1904 ExecutionTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38583 Size 1 ServiceTime 38389 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38593 Size 306 ServiceTime 10090 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38596 Size 2 ServiceTime 54059 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38609 Size 68 ServiceTime 64888 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38677 Size 8 ServiceTime 4262 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38726 Size 32 ServiceTime 6632 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38754 Size 32 ServiceTime 3201 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38787 Size 10 ServiceTime 2034 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38798 Size 10 ServiceTime 3942 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38709 Size 65 ServiceTime 29092 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 18330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38630 Size 16 ServiceTime 58674 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 58590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38817 Size 32 ServiceTime 7769 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 5460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38752 Size 15 ServiceTime 43236 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 22740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38908 Size 128 ServiceTime 2058 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38984 Size 64 ServiceTime 443 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38714 Size 16 ServiceTime 60884 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 60090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39007 Size 64 ServiceTime 458 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38803 Size 16 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 43800 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 38895 Size 16 ServiceTime 61270 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 18480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39043 Size 64 ServiceTime 524 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39076 Size 128 ServiceTime 64888 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39072 Size 16 ServiceTime 4221 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39084 Size 1 ServiceTime 3786 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39134 Size 16 ServiceTime 4098 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39129 Size 2 ServiceTime 28790 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39178 Size 16 ServiceTime 4233 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39168 Size 10 ServiceTime 52033 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39161 Size 4 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 8520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39074 Size 32 ServiceTime 64882 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 32340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39236 Size 8 ServiceTime 1757 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39106 Size 4 ServiceTime 56493 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 28140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39173 Size 32 ServiceTime 26378 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 17040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39260 Size 32 ServiceTime 9431 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39263 Size 51 ServiceTime 5673 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39203 Size 1 ServiceTime 23328 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 15510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39299 Size 32 ServiceTime 6978 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39189 Size 32 ServiceTime 25360 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 19020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39147 Size 4 ServiceTime 36047 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 33030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39553 Size 128 ServiceTime 10089 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39562 Size 32 ServiceTime 42786 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39624 Size 1 ServiceTime 55192 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39623 Size 51 ServiceTime 5052 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39593 Size 64 ServiceTime 27119 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39690 Size 8 ServiceTime 35272 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39700 Size 51 ServiceTime 5248 QueueTime 73 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39703 Size 51 ServiceTime 5165 QueueTime 1151 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39702 Size 51 ServiceTime 10850 QueueTime 588 ExecutionTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39729 Size 16 ServiceTime 221 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39626 Size 1 ServiceTime 55210 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 28050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39724 Size 64 ServiceTime 13615 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39750 Size 64 ServiceTime 22134 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39745 Size 16 ServiceTime 50439 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39793 Size 64 ServiceTime 25933 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39794 Size 64 ServiceTime 25928 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39826 Size 51 ServiceTime 5304 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39805 Size 32 ServiceTime 35899 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39832 Size 4 ServiceTime 39638 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39834 Size 4 ServiceTime 39608 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39874 Size 1 ServiceTime 55499 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39802 Size 32 ServiceTime 21074 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 20460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39899 Size 51 ServiceTime 4977 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39880 Size 7 ServiceTime 10159 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39888 Size 16 ServiceTime 56206 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39936 Size 51 ServiceTime 10857 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39951 Size 50 ServiceTime 8951 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39946 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39971 Size 8 ServiceTime 206 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39803 Size 32 ServiceTime 42741 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 40830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39969 Size 17 ServiceTime 21687 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 13530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40015 Size 64 ServiceTime 12102 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40033 Size 1 ServiceTime 41285 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40050 Size 51 ServiceTime 3891 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40019 Size 32 ServiceTime 33368 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 22650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40037 Size 64 ServiceTime 27054 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40055 Size 51 ServiceTime 5865 QueueTime 3871 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40093 Size 8 ServiceTime 3644 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40063 Size 50 ServiceTime 28853 QueueTime 4089 ExecutionTime 18720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40089 Size 17 ServiceTime 21680 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 19770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40049 Size 4 ServiceTime 56047 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 49710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40139 Size 1 ServiceTime 61824 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40157 Size 4 ServiceTime 26916 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40138 Size 306 ServiceTime 34455 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 14280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40219 Size 128 ServiceTime 10888 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40232 Size 32 ServiceTime 45044 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40255 Size 4 ServiceTime 39487 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 930 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 40271 Size 1 ServiceTime 17666 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40300 Size 32 ServiceTime 7249 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40342 Size 1 ServiceTime 13293 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40326 Size 51 ServiceTime 9214 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 7080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40362 Size 32 ServiceTime 5690 QueueTime 4378 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40288 Size 16 ServiceTime 32040 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 16500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40284 Size 16 ServiceTime 21986 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 17730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40415 Size 1 ServiceTime 47394 QueueTime 33 ExecutionTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40363 Size 64 ServiceTime 5465 QueueTime 6801 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40381 Size 51 ServiceTime 8113 QueueTime 6125 ExecutionTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40251 Size 254 ServiceTime 37715 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 29820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40379 Size 51 ServiceTime 8940 QueueTime 6408 ExecutionTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40402 Size 64 ServiceTime 13798 QueueTime 10920 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40246 Size 16 ServiceTime 47439 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 38460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40462 Size 64 ServiceTime 19567 QueueTime 1606 ExecutionTime 10320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40503 Size 64 ServiceTime 14456 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40536 Size 1 ServiceTime 47991 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 23760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40636 Size 10 ServiceTime 9095 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40655 Size 256 ServiceTime 18135 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40665 Size 51 ServiceTime 5054 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40700 Size 16 ServiceTime 651 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40758 Size 51 ServiceTime 6554 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40766 Size 8 ServiceTime 225 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40790 Size 128 ServiceTime 769 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40763 Size 8 ServiceTime 31921 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 13230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40774 Size 16 ServiceTime 48348 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 34710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40919 Size 128 ServiceTime 63961 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 33480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41048 Size 8 ServiceTime 10154 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41093 Size 128 ServiceTime 949 QueueTime 6358 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41087 Size 32 ServiceTime 35314 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41054 Size 16 ServiceTime 59925 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 16470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41088 Size 32 ServiceTime 61740 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 11730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41059 Size 16 ServiceTime 30414 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 16200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41061 Size 17 ServiceTime 28608 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 15990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41089 Size 32 ServiceTime 31563 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 11760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41084 Size 32 ServiceTime 41979 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 13710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41052 Size 16 ServiceTime 59127 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 22800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41062 Size 16 ServiceTime 30422 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 29550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41249 Size 16 ServiceTime 57700 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41278 Size 128 ServiceTime 63981 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41389 Size 32 ServiceTime 246 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41395 Size 8 ServiceTime 152 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41459 Size 32 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 13680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41399 Size 11 ServiceTime 40724 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 20250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41455 Size 16 ServiceTime 48003 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 15540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41259 Size 4 ServiceTime 58662 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 52950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41537 Size 1 ServiceTime 26718 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41477 Size 16 ServiceTime 30202 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 17460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41539 Size 34 ServiceTime 64859 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 6240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41562 Size 1 ServiceTime 42448 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41571 Size 2 ServiceTime 2947 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41545 Size 1 ServiceTime 59009 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41536 Size 1 ServiceTime 30942 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41556 Size 1 ServiceTime 41595 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 11070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41580 Size 32 ServiceTime 31608 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 15750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41610 Size 64 ServiceTime 19977 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41611 Size 16 ServiceTime 57562 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 6510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41613 Size 32 ServiceTime 48954 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 10110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41857 Size 30 ServiceTime 10107 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41658 Size 1 ServiceTime 10700 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41614 Size 128 ServiceTime 61459 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 14700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41957 Size 16 ServiceTime 271 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41956 Size 1 ServiceTime 42506 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41970 Size 10 ServiceTime 6162 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41615 Size 32 ServiceTime 60717 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 22230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41960 Size 4 ServiceTime 7268 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41962 Size 1 ServiceTime 2500 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1950 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 41969 Size 16 ServiceTime 43247 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41591 Size 5 ServiceTime 64861 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 46410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41971 Size 4 ServiceTime 17272 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41931 Size 1 ServiceTime 11120 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41954 Size 1 ServiceTime 42564 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42061 Size 64 ServiceTime 18781 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42011 Size 32 ServiceTime 32468 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 26610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42063 Size 128 ServiceTime 63878 QueueTime 619 ExecutionTime 12930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42179 Size 32 ServiceTime 6617 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42172 Size 32 ServiceTime 64895 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42282 Size 33 ServiceTime 44185 QueueTime 10961 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42283 Size 33 ServiceTime 43879 QueueTime 14612 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42242 Size 32 ServiceTime 34097 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 29010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42271 Size 11 ServiceTime 39516 QueueTime 1023 ExecutionTime 28590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42292 Size 128 ServiceTime 65016 QueueTime 24231 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42239 Size 128 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 60480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42375 Size 32 ServiceTime 59798 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42385 Size 65 ServiceTime 18877 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 12750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42426 Size 32 ServiceTime 21797 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 19080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42482 Size 1 ServiceTime 24535 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 19920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42485 Size 1 ServiceTime 60604 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 19500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42446 Size 16 ServiceTime 58449 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 34260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42487 Size 1 ServiceTime 56276 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 20160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42486 Size 1 ServiceTime 58309 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 56070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42607 Size 64 ServiceTime 23770 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 22140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42684 Size 32 ServiceTime 38802 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42632 Size 4 ServiceTime 54044 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 34920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42808 Size 32 ServiceTime 23472 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 19740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42810 Size 32 ServiceTime 35346 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 32520 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 42.168606 Avg Service Time: 29921.488281 
 
 
Simulation 18: Month 07 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 435 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42931 Size 1 ServiceTime 1512 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42909 Size 32 ServiceTime 38452 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 28200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42882 Size 4 ServiceTime 50368 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 36660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43106 Size 1 ServiceTime 2345 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42987 Size 32 ServiceTime 31579 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 28200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43041 Size 30 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 17280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43286 Size 30 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 37170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43498 Size 64 ServiceTime 1296 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43513 Size 8 ServiceTime 12311 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43522 Size 64 ServiceTime 54080 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43492 Size 1 ServiceTime 36295 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 9600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43731 Size 30 ServiceTime 63851 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 18570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43746 Size 32 ServiceTime 59705 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 27720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43752 Size 10 ServiceTime 36042 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 18180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43757 Size 32 ServiceTime 49235 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 23760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43789 Size 64 ServiceTime 52946 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43795 Size 32 ServiceTime 13845 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43799 Size 16 ServiceTime 58182 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 16530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43839 Size 64 ServiceTime 1904 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43935 Size 4 ServiceTime 16361 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44061 Size 32 ServiceTime 170 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44077 Size 49 ServiceTime 1926 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43989 Size 32 ServiceTime 60139 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 11670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44060 Size 32 ServiceTime 6903 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44066 Size 32 ServiceTime 7203 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44142 Size 8 ServiceTime 1302 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44240 Size 32 ServiceTime 6798 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44232 Size 32 ServiceTime 6872 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44246 Size 32 ServiceTime 6837 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44248 Size 10 ServiceTime 36037 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43975 Size 16 ServiceTime 57972 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 44700 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 44359 Size 33 ServiceTime 7228 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44357 Size 25 ServiceTime 54046 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44418 Size 14 ServiceTime 872 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44411 Size 32 ServiceTime 7145 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44428 Size 4 ServiceTime 73 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44427 Size 16 ServiceTime 60950 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44410 Size 32 ServiceTime 7242 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44422 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44360 Size 61 ServiceTime 56914 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 11520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44437 Size 32 ServiceTime 3822 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44453 Size 16 ServiceTime 57646 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44451 Size 1 ServiceTime 12414 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44496 Size 32 ServiceTime 6838 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44501 Size 32 ServiceTime 6881 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44503 Size 32 ServiceTime 13847 QueueTime 175 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44316 Size 32 ServiceTime 50003 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 31410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44406 Size 10 ServiceTime 38680 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 22440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44502 Size 32 ServiceTime 6916 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44348 Size 10 ServiceTime 36038 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 32400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44508 Size 64 ServiceTime 53236 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44491 Size 14 ServiceTime 26282 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44488 Size 14 ServiceTime 23564 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44489 Size 14 ServiceTime 26412 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 23790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44510 Size 1 ServiceTime 27811 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 14070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44487 Size 14 ServiceTime 27624 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 25500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44326 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 59910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44568 Size 32 ServiceTime 13848 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44571 Size 32 ServiceTime 13846 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44587 Size 16 ServiceTime 58278 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44603 Size 10 ServiceTime 38215 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44647 Size 20 ServiceTime 36041 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 6420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44611 Size 48 ServiceTime 50592 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 47580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44743 Size 32 ServiceTime 6681 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44741 Size 32 ServiceTime 6923 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44745 Size 32 ServiceTime 6747 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44740 Size 32 ServiceTime 6587 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44776 Size 33 ServiceTime 16928 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44824 Size 32 ServiceTime 7330 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44832 Size 16 ServiceTime 930 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44777 Size 33 ServiceTime 16916 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 12120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44825 Size 32 ServiceTime 7024 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 6240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44888 Size 33 ServiceTime 2695 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44875 Size 1 ServiceTime 2457 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44778 Size 16 ServiceTime 31046 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 18420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44726 Size 32 ServiceTime 50448 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 37830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44886 Size 16 ServiceTime 2213 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44843 Size 1 ServiceTime 21473 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 10410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44902 Size 33 ServiceTime 10651 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44921 Size 8 ServiceTime 27919 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44917 Size 16 ServiceTime 1765 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45006 Size 16 ServiceTime 59297 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44976 Size 9 ServiceTime 50466 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 11790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45086 Size 34 ServiceTime 64864 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45098 Size 32 ServiceTime 6338 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45118 Size 32 ServiceTime 7043 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45117 Size 32 ServiceTime 7206 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45116 Size 32 ServiceTime 6982 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 5160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45111 Size 32 ServiceTime 7543 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45119 Size 32 ServiceTime 6885 QueueTime 1794 ExecutionTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45128 Size 64 ServiceTime 64861 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45129 Size 33 ServiceTime 19115 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45130 Size 33 ServiceTime 18803 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45152 Size 16 ServiceTime 2203 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45141 Size 32 ServiceTime 19370 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45137 Size 33 ServiceTime 18723 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 12390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45100 Size 1 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 23730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45159 Size 64 ServiceTime 25590 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2370 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 45143 Size 9 ServiceTime 50616 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 15060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45183 Size 32 ServiceTime 7163 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45194 Size 16 ServiceTime 64608 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 17460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45200 Size 16 ServiceTime 57971 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45227 Size 32 ServiceTime 6888 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45232 Size 32 ServiceTime 17773 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45241 Size 64 ServiceTime 23827 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45238 Size 4 ServiceTime 9131 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45228 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45263 Size 32 ServiceTime 7053 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45214 Size 1 ServiceTime 42100 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 36540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45215 Size 32 ServiceTime 49506 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 35550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45236 Size 1 ServiceTime 53779 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 31380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45275 Size 16 ServiceTime 12600 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45272 Size 16 ServiceTime 58329 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 54360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45298 Size 64 ServiceTime 23767 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 10590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45319 Size 16 ServiceTime 58418 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45322 Size 256 ServiceTime 34000 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45323 Size 16 ServiceTime 3044 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45338 Size 64 ServiceTime 21562 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45324 Size 48 ServiceTime 50106 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45337 Size 32 ServiceTime 49418 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 10890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45281 Size 32 ServiceTime 58889 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 56760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45364 Size 32 ServiceTime 34254 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 5250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45283 Size 34 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 56670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45318 Size 16 ServiceTime 58332 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 33060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45365 Size 32 ServiceTime 31678 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45369 Size 32 ServiceTime 22000 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45375 Size 16 ServiceTime 2504 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45379 Size 16 ServiceTime 2440 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45384 Size 32 ServiceTime 10439 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45397 Size 34 ServiceTime 22802 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45402 Size 32 ServiceTime 59906 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45405 Size 64 ServiceTime 23427 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45462 Size 32 ServiceTime 13871 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45482 Size 64 ServiceTime 7117 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45523 Size 16 ServiceTime 5279 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45490 Size 1 ServiceTime 52514 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 18720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45528 Size 64 ServiceTime 25920 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45552 Size 64 ServiceTime 21570 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45519 Size 8 ServiceTime 32214 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 27360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45613 Size 256 ServiceTime 31836 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45614 Size 4 ServiceTime 58584 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 7680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45608 Size 64 ServiceTime 24110 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45665 Size 32 ServiceTime 34647 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 10200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45679 Size 16 ServiceTime 64408 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45678 Size 10 ServiceTime 8293 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45689 Size 64 ServiceTime 25916 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45732 Size 9 ServiceTime 53987 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45737 Size 61 ServiceTime 24114 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45748 Size 1 ServiceTime 35769 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45739 Size 32 ServiceTime 9415 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45771 Size 65 ServiceTime 54208 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45790 Size 64 ServiceTime 3608 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45800 Size 61 ServiceTime 54662 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45820 Size 32 ServiceTime 9146 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45815 Size 32 ServiceTime 9064 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45816 Size 32 ServiceTime 9093 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45829 Size 16 ServiceTime 58337 QueueTime 4545 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45821 Size 32 ServiceTime 8957 QueueTime 4329 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45845 Size 8 ServiceTime 7256 QueueTime 299 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45822 Size 32 ServiceTime 9191 QueueTime 5492 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45823 Size 32 ServiceTime 9173 QueueTime 6030 ExecutionTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45843 Size 16 ServiceTime 58258 QueueTime 396 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45833 Size 11 ServiceTime 40297 QueueTime 2722 ExecutionTime 24000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45876 Size 129 ServiceTime 7577 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45879 Size 65 ServiceTime 11176 QueueTime 4000 ExecutionTime 3360 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 45884 Size 129 ServiceTime 3962 QueueTime 8975 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45889 Size 17 ServiceTime 10872 QueueTime 9569 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45878 Size 33 ServiceTime 21979 QueueTime 4001 ExecutionTime 9150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45890 Size 33 ServiceTime 7576 QueueTime 11728 ExecutionTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45892 Size 33 ServiceTime 18361 QueueTime 13314 ExecutionTime 5580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45929 Size 64 ServiceTime 64316 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45925 Size 32 ServiceTime 22195 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45973 Size 32 ServiceTime 10557 QueueTime 37 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45986 Size 16 ServiceTime 57562 QueueTime 1431 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45964 Size 32 ServiceTime 10217 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45991 Size 64 ServiceTime 26135 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45980 Size 61 ServiceTime 51589 QueueTime 1035 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45918 Size 32 ServiceTime 58545 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 20250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46001 Size 256 ServiceTime 23611 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46014 Size 17 ServiceTime 4533 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45978 Size 1 ServiceTime 62858 QueueTime 611 ExecutionTime 28830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46035 Size 32 ServiceTime 51152 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 15090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46094 Size 32 ServiceTime 3222 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46112 Size 33 ServiceTime 21683 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46110 Size 65 ServiceTime 7559 QueueTime 354 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46111 Size 129 ServiceTime 7568 QueueTime 4013 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46115 Size 33 ServiceTime 7558 QueueTime 3289 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46125 Size 64 ServiceTime 14857 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46093 Size 25 ServiceTime 54046 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 31110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46154 Size 32 ServiceTime 30692 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46153 Size 64 ServiceTime 24094 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46223 Size 16 ServiceTime 40965 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46160 Size 16 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 20820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46184 Size 61 ServiceTime 36847 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 17310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46233 Size 4 ServiceTime 58253 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46271 Size 34 ServiceTime 36846 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46276 Size 65 ServiceTime 7043 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46162 Size 32 ServiceTime 34037 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 33840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46183 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 29430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46245 Size 32 ServiceTime 21934 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 13740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46185 Size 9 ServiceTime 52959 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 37140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46281 Size 32 ServiceTime 8803 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46289 Size 16 ServiceTime 57620 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 19380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46293 Size 32 ServiceTime 15291 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46322 Size 1 ServiceTime 55314 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46306 Size 4 ServiceTime 27650 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46325 Size 1 ServiceTime 64139 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 8490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46413 Size 20 ServiceTime 7886 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46440 Size 20 ServiceTime 7894 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46457 Size 32 ServiceTime 13644 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 9270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46488 Size 32 ServiceTime 13851 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46494 Size 32 ServiceTime 8615 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46500 Size 16 ServiceTime 57680 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46492 Size 32 ServiceTime 10527 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 8430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46525 Size 16 ServiceTime 62143 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46496 Size 16 ServiceTime 57898 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 19170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46482 Size 32 ServiceTime 59551 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 25500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46556 Size 61 ServiceTime 52461 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46567 Size 32 ServiceTime 56724 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46630 Size 68 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 479 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46624 Size 32 ServiceTime 59315 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46682 Size 32 ServiceTime 5071 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46623 Size 20 ServiceTime 15928 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 12480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46664 Size 1 ServiceTime 9335 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46694 Size 64 ServiceTime 7945 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46713 Size 8 ServiceTime 3580 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46681 Size 16 ServiceTime 60039 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46740 Size 8 ServiceTime 9049 QueueTime 98 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46771 Size 16 ServiceTime 2494 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46756 Size 32 ServiceTime 8520 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46782 Size 16 ServiceTime 58513 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46809 Size 20 ServiceTime 16080 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 4020 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 46836 Size 128 ServiceTime 6182 QueueTime 1024 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46835 Size 128 ServiceTime 63571 QueueTime 195 ExecutionTime 5610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46777 Size 25 ServiceTime 54052 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 23220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46832 Size 8 ServiceTime 28169 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46846 Size 32 ServiceTime 20198 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 15030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46845 Size 32 ServiceTime 32997 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 17310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46864 Size 64 ServiceTime 60031 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 11130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46865 Size 16 ServiceTime 36629 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46890 Size 64 ServiceTime 20872 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46904 Size 64 ServiceTime 13062 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46912 Size 32 ServiceTime 26676 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46936 Size 16 ServiceTime 29613 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46905 Size 61 ServiceTime 41215 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 22740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46958 Size 1 ServiceTime 52107 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 18630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46959 Size 4 ServiceTime 49957 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 22800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47026 Size 16 ServiceTime 58501 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 12030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47033 Size 8 ServiceTime 21246 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 13590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47078 Size 32 ServiceTime 21663 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47088 Size 4 ServiceTime 20359 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 10350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47143 Size 16 ServiceTime 1400 QueueTime 2768 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47086 Size 128 ServiceTime 63571 QueueTime 15454 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47120 Size 32 ServiceTime 13853 QueueTime 12170 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47124 Size 32 ServiceTime 9417 QueueTime 16484 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47129 Size 65 ServiceTime 10975 QueueTime 15674 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47080 Size 1 ServiceTime 59552 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 24690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47177 Size 16 ServiceTime 1899 QueueTime 3292 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47182 Size 65 ServiceTime 61401 QueueTime 5116 ExecutionTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47130 Size 25 ServiceTime 54190 QueueTime 15511 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47151 Size 64 ServiceTime 12148 QueueTime 11214 ExecutionTime 9870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47046 Size 1 ServiceTime 41691 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 40500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47231 Size 32 ServiceTime 32695 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 5700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47085 Size 128 ServiceTime 63729 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 43740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47056 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 46320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47190 Size 16 ServiceTime 62406 QueueTime 1177 ExecutionTime 25860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47244 Size 64 ServiceTime 23187 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47230 Size 32 ServiceTime 30767 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 20670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47191 Size 16 ServiceTime 62646 QueueTime 2903 ExecutionTime 48060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47306 Size 32 ServiceTime 56752 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47356 Size 1 ServiceTime 3726 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47286 Size 4 ServiceTime 56515 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 27570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47353 Size 8 ServiceTime 16526 QueueTime 3793 ExecutionTime 12900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47332 Size 32 ServiceTime 13848 QueueTime 23233 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47409 Size 8 ServiceTime 14276 QueueTime 4896 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47331 Size 32 ServiceTime 13849 QueueTime 23235 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47330 Size 32 ServiceTime 13879 QueueTime 23237 ExecutionTime 11220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47365 Size 32 ServiceTime 30759 QueueTime 19472 ExecutionTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47452 Size 4 ServiceTime 55888 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47682 Size 8 ServiceTime 19206 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47381 Size 16 ServiceTime 58967 QueueTime 16276 ExecutionTime 8910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47354 Size 16 ServiceTime 57673 QueueTime 18317 ExecutionTime 14910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47486 Size 16 ServiceTime 12866 QueueTime 5845 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47815 Size 8 ServiceTime 20461 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47411 Size 256 ServiceTime 6257 QueueTime 19815 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47417 Size 16 ServiceTime 55559 QueueTime 10778 ExecutionTime 13800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47355 Size 16 ServiceTime 57671 QueueTime 18257 ExecutionTime 33030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47371 Size 1 ServiceTime 53275 QueueTime 2004 ExecutionTime 44490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47380 Size 16 ServiceTime 59318 QueueTime 11645 ExecutionTime 32910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47481 Size 16 ServiceTime 56160 QueueTime 6285 ExecutionTime 19440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 48047 Size 16 ServiceTime 57120 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49143 Size 16 ServiceTime 33511 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49521 Size 1 ServiceTime 18786 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 48365 Size 16 ServiceTime 58788 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 37920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49519 Size 32 ServiceTime 59476 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49533 Size 4 ServiceTime 6144 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49581 Size 10 ServiceTime 6373 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49462 Size 64 ServiceTime 40456 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 32370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49656 Size 64 ServiceTime 36057 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 990 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 49657 Size 32 ServiceTime 22214 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49659 Size 32 ServiceTime 32700 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49642 Size 17 ServiceTime 28881 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49648 Size 8 ServiceTime 4493 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49649 Size 8 ServiceTime 4489 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49643 Size 16 ServiceTime 7328 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 5820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49651 Size 8 ServiceTime 4509 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49505 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 38520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49650 Size 8 ServiceTime 4495 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49654 Size 32 ServiceTime 3713 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49652 Size 8 ServiceTime 4487 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49660 Size 32 ServiceTime 56710 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49467 Size 1 ServiceTime 53203 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 44010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49655 Size 32 ServiceTime 32254 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49661 Size 64 ServiceTime 224 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49550 Size 4 ServiceTime 33884 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 26370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49646 Size 8 ServiceTime 4494 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49584 Size 1 ServiceTime 48806 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 18660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49645 Size 8 ServiceTime 4515 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49653 Size 8 ServiceTime 4482 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49345 Size 2 ServiceTime 57111 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 53970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49470 Size 1 ServiceTime 59577 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 44400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49538 Size 16 ServiceTime 58504 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 34620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49587 Size 1 ServiceTime 48132 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 27570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49739 Size 64 ServiceTime 29541 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49697 Size 64 ServiceTime 22782 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49762 Size 60 ServiceTime 5501 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49696 Size 1 ServiceTime 53987 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 38880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49774 Size 4 ServiceTime 55922 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49788 Size 60 ServiceTime 12653 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49722 Size 4 ServiceTime 57953 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 35610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49804 Size 64 ServiceTime 37662 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49803 Size 32 ServiceTime 30212 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49828 Size 4 ServiceTime 38223 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49835 Size 8 ServiceTime 16267 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49806 Size 64 ServiceTime 23516 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 18690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49820 Size 17 ServiceTime 51962 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 15780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49816 Size 32 ServiceTime 32381 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 19800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49818 Size 25 ServiceTime 39299 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 22350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49819 Size 61 ServiceTime 52645 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 22380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49817 Size 32 ServiceTime 34423 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 23610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49830 Size 1 ServiceTime 28036 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 20310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49837 Size 32 ServiceTime 20605 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 11070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49847 Size 30 ServiceTime 13962 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49822 Size 4 ServiceTime 40801 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 26760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49866 Size 4 ServiceTime 3334 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49869 Size 30 ServiceTime 30832 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49867 Size 64 ServiceTime 29178 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49855 Size 1 ServiceTime 12670 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49827 Size 2 ServiceTime 40849 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 26850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49857 Size 8 ServiceTime 15014 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49870 Size 30 ServiceTime 29192 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49872 Size 60 ServiceTime 1202 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49843 Size 1 ServiceTime 38047 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 16710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49853 Size 1 ServiceTime 33904 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 10980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49836 Size 32 ServiceTime 39139 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 18420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49864 Size 16 ServiceTime 21672 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49821 Size 4 ServiceTime 40873 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 27840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49814 Size 1 ServiceTime 33920 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 30870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49845 Size 1 ServiceTime 37509 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 15180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49825 Size 4 ServiceTime 40763 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 28020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49812 Size 1 ServiceTime 46850 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 32760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49844 Size 1 ServiceTime 38022 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 17700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49865 Size 4 ServiceTime 3253 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49823 Size 4 ServiceTime 40798 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 28950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49902 Size 16 ServiceTime 58105 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 13140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49904 Size 16 ServiceTime 56679 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 16080 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 49903 Size 16 ServiceTime 57925 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 35910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49992 Size 4 ServiceTime 13419 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49905 Size 16 ServiceTime 57705 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 34290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49936 Size 13 ServiceTime 48845 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 21120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49942 Size 64 ServiceTime 23537 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 19710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49995 Size 4 ServiceTime 57765 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49938 Size 17 ServiceTime 34313 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 20610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49948 Size 4 ServiceTime 57672 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 17850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49987 Size 1 ServiceTime 36745 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50003 Size 16 ServiceTime 6089 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50011 Size 4 ServiceTime 8980 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49983 Size 1 ServiceTime 55736 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 10950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49990 Size 4 ServiceTime 49782 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 10260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50001 Size 1 ServiceTime 35673 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 5580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50024 Size 25 ServiceTime 122 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49949 Size 4 ServiceTime 58094 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 17250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50012 Size 8 ServiceTime 9961 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49951 Size 4 ServiceTime 57730 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 25230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50023 Size 32 ServiceTime 39585 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 20310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50013 Size 1 ServiceTime 31037 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 24420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49991 Size 4 ServiceTime 57323 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 41460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50052 Size 128 ServiceTime 5974 QueueTime 23106 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50067 Size 32 ServiceTime 56916 QueueTime 6035 ExecutionTime 15540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50051 Size 128 ServiceTime 64875 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 53700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50141 Size 8 ServiceTime 863 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50175 Size 32 ServiceTime 9198 QueueTime 99 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50173 Size 32 ServiceTime 8716 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50146 Size 1 ServiceTime 13689 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 8130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50202 Size 256 ServiceTime 8346 QueueTime 38496 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50379 Size 16 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50402 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 30660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50426 Size 128 ServiceTime 63658 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 29310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50376 Size 4 ServiceTime 58223 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 35580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50427 Size 128 ServiceTime 23418 QueueTime 29336 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50496 Size 16 ServiceTime 35846 QueueTime 3719 ExecutionTime 29880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50378 Size 16 ServiceTime 57668 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 53370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50461 Size 256 ServiceTime 9353 QueueTime 57869 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50513 Size 16 ServiceTime 57549 QueueTime 17014 ExecutionTime 34110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50497 Size 128 ServiceTime 63959 QueueTime 55586 ExecutionTime 
16800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50555 Size 1 ServiceTime 57203 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 35100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50638 Size 4 ServiceTime 54312 QueueTime 9161 ExecutionTime 29460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50689 Size 4 ServiceTime 53671 QueueTime 15019 ExecutionTime 19470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50626 Size 4 ServiceTime 58342 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 48570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50728 Size 16 ServiceTime 2488 QueueTime 25098 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50742 Size 64 ServiceTime 27096 QueueTime 19300 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50780 Size 32 ServiceTime 16295 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50837 Size 6 ServiceTime 343 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50887 Size 1 ServiceTime 17407 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50778 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 38730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50879 Size 25 ServiceTime 54044 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 19710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50890 Size 16 ServiceTime 34095 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 16440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50899 Size 30 ServiceTime 28177 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 16680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50909 Size 32 ServiceTime 23077 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 11940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50915 Size 128 ServiceTime 20215 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50918 Size 128 ServiceTime 63900 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 14250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50948 Size 128 ServiceTime 21398 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50950 Size 16 ServiceTime 57769 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50933 Size 32 ServiceTime 23066 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50939 Size 32 ServiceTime 21773 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50943 Size 1 ServiceTime 53431 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50920 Size 32 ServiceTime 30809 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 25140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50968 Size 4 ServiceTime 57729 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50970 Size 4 ServiceTime 57765 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50967 Size 17 ServiceTime 22379 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50985 Size 1 ServiceTime 53597 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50917 Size 16 ServiceTime 56739 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 39210 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 50949 Size 1 ServiceTime 56568 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 31260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50944 Size 68 ServiceTime 64857 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 35700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50951 Size 32 ServiceTime 59100 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 40710 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 31.147127 Avg Service Time: 31526.777344 
 
Simulation 19: Month 08 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 454 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51021 Size 16 ServiceTime 2422 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51012 Size 32 ServiceTime 3548 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51027 Size 60 ServiceTime 1855 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51026 Size 1 ServiceTime 8728 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51008 Size 128 ServiceTime 20380 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 16530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51082 Size 128 ServiceTime 21681 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51133 Size 10 ServiceTime 7535 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51143 Size 8 ServiceTime 4316 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51140 Size 128 ServiceTime 44527 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51152 Size 4 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51132 Size 64 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51149 Size 16 ServiceTime 26080 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51079 Size 16 ServiceTime 51650 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 47820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51186 Size 128 ServiceTime 21668 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 9600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51254 Size 4 ServiceTime 18610 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51280 Size 64 ServiceTime 21216 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51262 Size 50 ServiceTime 27041 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51321 Size 1 ServiceTime 8611 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51318 Size 68 ServiceTime 20182 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51375 Size 330 ServiceTime 1619 QueueTime 7131 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51396 Size 128 ServiceTime 21669 QueueTime 1966 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51402 Size 30 ServiceTime 24157 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51440 Size 8 ServiceTime 23995 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 3990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51314 Size 16 ServiceTime 53529 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 42000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51565 Size 64 ServiceTime 27093 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51566 Size 1 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 6000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51656 Size 32 ServiceTime 56809 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 16020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51699 Size 32 ServiceTime 32506 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51746 Size 68 ServiceTime 64860 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51756 Size 30 ServiceTime 14164 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51749 Size 16 ServiceTime 57825 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51771 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51761 Size 1 ServiceTime 17299 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51798 Size 32 ServiceTime 23114 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51796 Size 32 ServiceTime 30005 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51810 Size 10 ServiceTime 7550 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51804 Size 16 ServiceTime 12673 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51790 Size 16 ServiceTime 15563 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51802 Size 16 ServiceTime 12928 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51837 Size 8 ServiceTime 961 QueueTime 1140 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51849 Size 1 ServiceTime 2449 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51829 Size 16 ServiceTime 36051 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51793 Size 1 ServiceTime 50091 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 18000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51884 Size 1 ServiceTime 31808 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51886 Size 64 ServiceTime 14211 QueueTime 4001 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51887 Size 18 ServiceTime 24901 QueueTime 2672 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51892 Size 8 ServiceTime 61355 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51797 Size 25 ServiceTime 54046 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 46710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51978 Size 1 ServiceTime 35571 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51995 Size 8 ServiceTime 2439 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51990 Size 32 ServiceTime 32443 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52007 Size 16 ServiceTime 59452 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52017 Size 256 ServiceTime 475 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52018 Size 1 ServiceTime 56480 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51915 Size 32 ServiceTime 56277 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 28560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51910 Size 1 ServiceTime 60107 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 36900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52015 Size 16 ServiceTime 53249 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 31230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52054 Size 32 ServiceTime 49770 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 13440 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 52149 Size 4 ServiceTime 160 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52213 Size 5 ServiceTime 13000 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52212 Size 30 ServiceTime 24054 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52226 Size 64 ServiceTime 59669 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52230 Size 32 ServiceTime 23099 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52238 Size 128 ServiceTime 46884 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52203 Size 128 ServiceTime 64881 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 35400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52232 Size 16 ServiceTime 51352 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 18420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52235 Size 16 ServiceTime 57707 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 23310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52264 Size 120 ServiceTime 14528 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52256 Size 32 ServiceTime 25241 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 11640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52255 Size 32 ServiceTime 32502 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 14070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52294 Size 64 ServiceTime 13512 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 13500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52310 Size 1 ServiceTime 5872 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52397 Size 16 ServiceTime 695 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52409 Size 64 ServiceTime 22403 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52480 Size 68 ServiceTime 64863 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52509 Size 16 ServiceTime 17612 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52510 Size 30 ServiceTime 14666 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52544 Size 10 ServiceTime 556 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52577 Size 30 ServiceTime 361 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52526 Size 20 ServiceTime 24765 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 9750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52584 Size 1 ServiceTime 27417 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52548 Size 64 ServiceTime 34751 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 7560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52559 Size 1 ServiceTime 53562 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52606 Size 256 ServiceTime 680 QueueTime 818 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52576 Size 1 ServiceTime 18042 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 11610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52623 Size 16 ServiceTime 8534 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52647 Size 16 ServiceTime 12533 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52664 Size 64 ServiceTime 7580 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52666 Size 1 ServiceTime 61215 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 12510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52656 Size 3 ServiceTime 47687 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 17520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52726 Size 64 ServiceTime 21757 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52737 Size 120 ServiceTime 14492 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52738 Size 32 ServiceTime 29872 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52764 Size 64 ServiceTime 493 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52801 Size 1 ServiceTime 48894 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52796 Size 300 ServiceTime 11898 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52818 Size 32 ServiceTime 22183 QueueTime 593 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52888 Size 65 ServiceTime 594 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52932 Size 16 ServiceTime 57716 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52734 Size 128 ServiceTime 45708 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 29310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52901 Size 5 ServiceTime 23238 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 12030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52970 Size 6 ServiceTime 8907 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52704 Size 16 ServiceTime 57027 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 41970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53090 Size 16 ServiceTime 12646 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53085 Size 16 ServiceTime 28853 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 15360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52990 Size 1 ServiceTime 30412 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 28110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53211 Size 96 ServiceTime 961 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53244 Size 64 ServiceTime 56099 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 6960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53249 Size 32 ServiceTime 43867 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53286 Size 32 ServiceTime 58772 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53252 Size 32 ServiceTime 22481 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 9330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53254 Size 64 ServiceTime 10999 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53285 Size 128 ServiceTime 22949 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53276 Size 32 ServiceTime 23468 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53281 Size 16 ServiceTime 56510 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53329 Size 16 ServiceTime 61793 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53287 Size 1 ServiceTime 53281 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53288 Size 1 ServiceTime 53223 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 9480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53307 Size 16 ServiceTime 56315 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 13950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53431 Size 20 ServiceTime 20293 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53392 Size 64 ServiceTime 13606 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53390 Size 4 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 10200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53479 Size 1 ServiceTime 22143 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53449 Size 64 ServiceTime 14584 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 9210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53475 Size 1 ServiceTime 34094 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 12270 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 53248 Size 16 ServiceTime 50275 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 48750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53502 Size 32 ServiceTime 9914 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53503 Size 32 ServiceTime 9904 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53508 Size 32 ServiceTime 7328 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53513 Size 16 ServiceTime 1592 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53538 Size 128 ServiceTime 20147 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53564 Size 1 ServiceTime 29490 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 15180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53388 Size 4 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 61980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53563 Size 18 ServiceTime 54030 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 15900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53574 Size 300 ServiceTime 1410 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53553 Size 2 ServiceTime 64784 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 18960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53577 Size 4 ServiceTime 64063 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53576 Size 4 ServiceTime 56407 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53578 Size 4 ServiceTime 64064 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53647 Size 120 ServiceTime 21688 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53650 Size 18 ServiceTime 10918 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53662 Size 64 ServiceTime 8889 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53617 Size 16 ServiceTime 31209 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 24510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53671 Size 4 ServiceTime 36687 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53629 Size 32 ServiceTime 32003 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 21810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53642 Size 16 ServiceTime 59439 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 23760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53696 Size 32 ServiceTime 28485 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53794 Size 64 ServiceTime 29284 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 14520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53862 Size 1 ServiceTime 18853 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53817 Size 6 ServiceTime 28842 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 20310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53835 Size 4 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 62430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53967 Size 64 ServiceTime 34252 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 20850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54003 Size 32 ServiceTime 22420 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54014 Size 4 ServiceTime 25889 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54007 Size 32 ServiceTime 49684 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54038 Size 34 ServiceTime 28857 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54025 Size 1 ServiceTime 50776 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 9390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54031 Size 4 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54041 Size 1 ServiceTime 44312 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 13050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54145 Size 120 ServiceTime 25302 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 9660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54146 Size 32 ServiceTime 32025 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 14370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54176 Size 64 ServiceTime 30312 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54187 Size 32 ServiceTime 56942 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54182 Size 64 ServiceTime 41828 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 10170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54195 Size 1 ServiceTime 27602 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54178 Size 64 ServiceTime 38656 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 16470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54228 Size 32 ServiceTime 56857 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54210 Size 128 ServiceTime 64597 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54196 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 17370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54239 Size 120 ServiceTime 29517 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 15780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54264 Size 1 ServiceTime 16457 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54330 Size 4 ServiceTime 4186 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54326 Size 32 ServiceTime 22443 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54289 Size 15 ServiceTime 18282 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54321 Size 1 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 12030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54333 Size 20 ServiceTime 14204 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54324 Size 32 ServiceTime 14457 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 14040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54297 Size 1 ServiceTime 40655 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 30420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54269 Size 4 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 51990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54499 Size 18 ServiceTime 54372 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 9930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54351 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 55860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54570 Size 18 ServiceTime 9965 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54641 Size 15 ServiceTime 37070 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54656 Size 1 ServiceTime 5596 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54675 Size 9 ServiceTime 5049 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54700 Size 16 ServiceTime 12568 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54553 Size 2 ServiceTime 64783 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 50100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54605 Size 4 ServiceTime 64023 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 32550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54707 Size 1 ServiceTime 35498 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54676 Size 1 ServiceTime 55501 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 15000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54708 Size 1 ServiceTime 51608 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 11730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54766 Size 16 ServiceTime 41435 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 28230 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 54808 Size 32 ServiceTime 12575 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54811 Size 32 ServiceTime 31997 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54867 Size 16 ServiceTime 4357 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54806 Size 64 ServiceTime 27100 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 12300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54810 Size 32 ServiceTime 23671 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 22410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54860 Size 16 ServiceTime 63320 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 19530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54839 Size 1 ServiceTime 34505 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 28260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54988 Size 306 ServiceTime 578 QueueTime 1064 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54990 Size 306 ServiceTime 18066 QueueTime 321 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54824 Size 4 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 35970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55006 Size 32 ServiceTime 7250 QueueTime 660 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54997 Size 1 ServiceTime 15685 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 13290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54999 Size 64 ServiceTime 15700 QueueTime 1870 ExecutionTime 15090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54823 Size 4 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 57210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55069 Size 1 ServiceTime 43835 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 7530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55060 Size 32 ServiceTime 46506 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 10020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55100 Size 30 ServiceTime 13603 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55098 Size 16 ServiceTime 22779 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 10230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55109 Size 30 ServiceTime 10628 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 10590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55059 Size 32 ServiceTime 22718 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 20430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55126 Size 256 ServiceTime 22684 QueueTime 9182 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55194 Size 32 ServiceTime 16969 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55191 Size 32 ServiceTime 18175 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55107 Size 30 ServiceTime 28848 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 15900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55193 Size 32 ServiceTime 17337 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55170 Size 10 ServiceTime 11792 QueueTime 824 ExecutionTime 8100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55228 Size 4 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55225 Size 64 ServiceTime 33110 QueueTime 1470 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55212 Size 64 ServiceTime 10157 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55199 Size 32 ServiceTime 22446 QueueTime 311 ExecutionTime 14490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55256 Size 1 ServiceTime 13204 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55213 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 22530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55285 Size 32 ServiceTime 13216 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55198 Size 32 ServiceTime 56800 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 38040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55280 Size 16 ServiceTime 45307 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55229 Size 4 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 668 ExecutionTime 60780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55373 Size 64 ServiceTime 64216 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55396 Size 8 ServiceTime 16840 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55413 Size 256 ServiceTime 32168 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55378 Size 1 ServiceTime 29614 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55432 Size 16 ServiceTime 8037 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55460 Size 9 ServiceTime 30439 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 16200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55512 Size 1 ServiceTime 63949 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 4860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55567 Size 32 ServiceTime 13835 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55573 Size 32 ServiceTime 12998 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55577 Size 9 ServiceTime 11546 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55461 Size 9 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 38460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55699 Size 32 ServiceTime 10233 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55744 Size 1 ServiceTime 8343 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55722 Size 32 ServiceTime 15629 QueueTime 2546 ExecutionTime 14580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55702 Size 32 ServiceTime 22830 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 20460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55752 Size 32 ServiceTime 13661 QueueTime 12218 ExecutionTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55834 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 248 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55865 Size 64 ServiceTime 31016 QueueTime 23801 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55873 Size 32 ServiceTime 7380 QueueTime 21997 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55864 Size 4 ServiceTime 56396 QueueTime 5957 ExecutionTime 23070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55859 Size 10 ServiceTime 16709 QueueTime 25201 ExecutionTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55884 Size 128 ServiceTime 13912 QueueTime 16785 ExecutionTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55914 Size 64 ServiceTime 33867 QueueTime 1961 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55858 Size 16 ServiceTime 45967 QueueTime 25340 ExecutionTime 20670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55862 Size 32 ServiceTime 26948 QueueTime 24376 ExecutionTime 21690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55916 Size 16 ServiceTime 47887 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55931 Size 32 ServiceTime 22874 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 21120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56009 Size 32 ServiceTime 14600 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56010 Size 32 ServiceTime 14395 QueueTime 4685 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56013 Size 32 ServiceTime 12919 QueueTime 5190 ExecutionTime 5460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56002 Size 32 ServiceTime 13526 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 10950 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 56003 Size 32 ServiceTime 13959 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 11220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56012 Size 32 ServiceTime 13275 QueueTime 4922 ExecutionTime 6750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56043 Size 32 ServiceTime 9866 QueueTime 2788 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56047 Size 32 ServiceTime 23363 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56011 Size 32 ServiceTime 13085 QueueTime 4743 ExecutionTime 12660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56045 Size 32 ServiceTime 7059 QueueTime 2383 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56039 Size 1 ServiceTime 16996 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 12540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56052 Size 1 ServiceTime 21637 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56055 Size 16 ServiceTime 46839 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55982 Size 64 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 45450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56159 Size 32 ServiceTime 13060 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56158 Size 32 ServiceTime 12671 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56164 Size 32 ServiceTime 14089 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56208 Size 4 ServiceTime 6688 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56213 Size 10 ServiceTime 3639 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56071 Size 16 ServiceTime 43148 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 26310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56209 Size 32 ServiceTime 6936 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56212 Size 1 ServiceTime 33670 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56219 Size 15 ServiceTime 20181 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56218 Size 15 ServiceTime 19908 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 15270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56253 Size 32 ServiceTime 1215 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56251 Size 32 ServiceTime 23444 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 21240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56307 Size 64 ServiceTime 33786 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 12810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56362 Size 1 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56364 Size 4 ServiceTime 11482 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56411 Size 9 ServiceTime 18042 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56459 Size 32 ServiceTime 13066 QueueTime 51 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56401 Size 32 ServiceTime 57684 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 13890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56475 Size 16 ServiceTime 7261 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56456 Size 32 ServiceTime 13572 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56453 Size 32 ServiceTime 13676 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56458 Size 32 ServiceTime 12508 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56461 Size 32 ServiceTime 12537 QueueTime 1387 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56462 Size 32 ServiceTime 12730 QueueTime 1714 ExecutionTime 11880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56465 Size 32 ServiceTime 13389 QueueTime 9387 ExecutionTime 8100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56467 Size 32 ServiceTime 16262 QueueTime 12651 ExecutionTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56538 Size 50 ServiceTime 4133 QueueTime 4134 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56539 Size 16 ServiceTime 7265 QueueTime 3644 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56483 Size 4 ServiceTime 58813 QueueTime 4548 ExecutionTime 13680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56511 Size 9 ServiceTime 4643 QueueTime 10288 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56468 Size 32 ServiceTime 16466 QueueTime 12678 ExecutionTime 12780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56521 Size 10 ServiceTime 17451 QueueTime 7838 ExecutionTime 7680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56425 Size 32 ServiceTime 34775 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 31260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56426 Size 1 ServiceTime 33596 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 31200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56466 Size 32 ServiceTime 17072 QueueTime 9744 ExecutionTime 15840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56476 Size 8 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 4998 ExecutionTime 19260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56519 Size 4 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 3767 ExecutionTime 11970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56525 Size 32 ServiceTime 14044 QueueTime 6445 ExecutionTime 7680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56585 Size 16 ServiceTime 34460 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56535 Size 16 ServiceTime 44310 QueueTime 5349 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56415 Size 9 ServiceTime 58443 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 32790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56553 Size 1 ServiceTime 26458 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56481 Size 32 ServiceTime 24704 QueueTime 11651 ExecutionTime 12150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56423 Size 1 ServiceTime 61110 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 31710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56564 Size 1 ServiceTime 26557 QueueTime 281 ExecutionTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56433 Size 1 ServiceTime 44875 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 31410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56565 Size 1 ServiceTime 26557 QueueTime 280 ExecutionTime 6420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56544 Size 32 ServiceTime 30958 QueueTime 1155 ExecutionTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56531 Size 8 ServiceTime 36174 QueueTime 5544 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56551 Size 1 ServiceTime 26292 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56505 Size 1 ServiceTime 55729 QueueTime 895 ExecutionTime 19980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56520 Size 4 ServiceTime 21643 QueueTime 5336 ExecutionTime 11070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56383 Size 1 ServiceTime 58190 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 41520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56389 Size 1 ServiceTime 42579 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 40380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56574 Size 1 ServiceTime 26965 QueueTime 330 ExecutionTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56577 Size 1 ServiceTime 27072 QueueTime 326 ExecutionTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56573 Size 1 ServiceTime 26979 QueueTime 331 ExecutionTime 7320 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 56560 Size 1 ServiceTime 26458 QueueTime 286 ExecutionTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56507 Size 1 ServiceTime 27528 QueueTime 753 ExecutionTime 20880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56556 Size 1 ServiceTime 26404 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56606 Size 10 ServiceTime 36047 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56591 Size 1 ServiceTime 19749 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56541 Size 1 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 63390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56635 Size 32 ServiceTime 35194 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 22590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56632 Size 32 ServiceTime 50074 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 25980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56736 Size 15 ServiceTime 33530 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56782 Size 256 ServiceTime 46793 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56827 Size 8 ServiceTime 52474 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 6240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56867 Size 9 ServiceTime 18042 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56739 Size 4 ServiceTime 61544 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 17130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56625 Size 18 ServiceTime 54053 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 53550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56838 Size 10 ServiceTime 17030 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56835 Size 20 ServiceTime 13981 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 9540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56737 Size 15 ServiceTime 32956 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 24000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56631 Size 8 ServiceTime 64532 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 51720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56898 Size 9 ServiceTime 18042 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 11370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56907 Size 30 ServiceTime 28846 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 10350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56634 Size 1 ServiceTime 58469 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 55590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56931 Size 8 ServiceTime 36620 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 7860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56954 Size 16 ServiceTime 45031 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 35790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57246 Size 128 ServiceTime 20353 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57257 Size 33 ServiceTime 9383 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57362 Size 4 ServiceTime 32683 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57585 Size 15 ServiceTime 34342 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57587 Size 16 ServiceTime 49811 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56995 Size 16 ServiceTime 43672 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 39150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57202 Size 32 ServiceTime 56730 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 21300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57141 Size 32 ServiceTime 35476 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 24090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57366 Size 4 ServiceTime 42859 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 22020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57633 Size 16 ServiceTime 23512 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57580 Size 1 ServiceTime 39584 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 21690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57601 Size 1 ServiceTime 48477 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 18360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57631 Size 25 ServiceTime 20348 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 9750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57639 Size 64 ServiceTime 28362 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57669 Size 32 ServiceTime 13155 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57671 Size 32 ServiceTime 13058 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57367 Size 8 ServiceTime 61635 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 30390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57684 Size 50 ServiceTime 29635 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57668 Size 32 ServiceTime 13148 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57140 Size 32 ServiceTime 34862 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 34410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57033 Size 8 ServiceTime 40158 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 35760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57590 Size 1 ServiceTime 61085 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 24600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57650 Size 8 ServiceTime 28248 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 10260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57661 Size 1 ServiceTime 50634 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57667 Size 32 ServiceTime 12852 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57477 Size 8 ServiceTime 39543 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 29880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57662 Size 1 ServiceTime 31326 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57670 Size 32 ServiceTime 12881 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57610 Size 1 ServiceTime 26592 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 24900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57609 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 25230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57673 Size 32 ServiceTime 13638 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57358 Size 1 ServiceTime 35328 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 33030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57600 Size 1 ServiceTime 49931 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 25530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57658 Size 1 ServiceTime 20890 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 10650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57017 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 48480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57603 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 25770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57016 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 48780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57649 Size 1 ServiceTime 51767 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 11550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57022 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 48840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57648 Size 1 ServiceTime 50660 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 11640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57583 Size 1 ServiceTime 51587 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 29280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57584 Size 1 ServiceTime 51882 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 29280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57664 Size 1 ServiceTime 37410 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 10740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57611 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 26190 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 57717 Size 128 ServiceTime 43591 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57715 Size 64 ServiceTime 28254 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57763 Size 1 ServiceTime 50531 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57827 Size 2 ServiceTime 1005 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57746 Size 32 ServiceTime 43570 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 18510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57791 Size 1 ServiceTime 28147 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 11760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57735 Size 32 ServiceTime 28219 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 20850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57784 Size 1 ServiceTime 36600 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 12270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57788 Size 1 ServiceTime 33683 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 11910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57789 Size 1 ServiceTime 32702 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 11850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57734 Size 32 ServiceTime 21224 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 20970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57767 Size 1 ServiceTime 23773 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 14340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57768 Size 1 ServiceTime 19679 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 14280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57855 Size 8 ServiceTime 1920 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57758 Size 1 ServiceTime 16171 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 14820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57760 Size 1 ServiceTime 53047 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 14820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57858 Size 2 ServiceTime 1028 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57801 Size 1 ServiceTime 29325 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57796 Size 1 ServiceTime 22702 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 20070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57984 Size 1 ServiceTime 33499 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 17460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58008 Size 16 ServiceTime 39585 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 15720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58085 Size 12 ServiceTime 1500 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58099 Size 32 ServiceTime 13203 QueueTime 172 ExecutionTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58098 Size 32 ServiceTime 13294 QueueTime 423 ExecutionTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58090 Size 32 ServiceTime 14008 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58156 Size 36 ServiceTime 583 QueueTime 7253 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58226 Size 64 ServiceTime 64857 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 11910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58275 Size 50 ServiceTime 17571 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58110 Size 1 ServiceTime 61781 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 38430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58216 Size 32 ServiceTime 41807 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 28410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58281 Size 32 ServiceTime 17096 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 16350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58419 Size 64 ServiceTime 14523 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58517 Size 256 ServiceTime 64912 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58500 Size 1 ServiceTime 17265 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 16560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58545 Size 64 ServiceTime 29751 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58573 Size 32 ServiceTime 15131 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58572 Size 128 ServiceTime 24674 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 12270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58733 Size 200 ServiceTime 652 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58616 Size 8 ServiceTime 44662 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 27180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58782 Size 31 ServiceTime 5595 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58811 Size 1 ServiceTime 19171 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 15330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58831 Size 1 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 18120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58885 Size 32 ServiceTime 17051 QueueTime 12673 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58788 Size 18 ServiceTime 53962 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 53880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58907 Size 128 ServiceTime 39541 QueueTime 61305 ExecutionTime 
14250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59123 Size 10 ServiceTime 3033 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59144 Size 10 ServiceTime 3686 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58949 Size 25 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 40734 ExecutionTime 45720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59155 Size 31 ServiceTime 47433 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58947 Size 50 ServiceTime 45750 QueueTime 53944 ExecutionTime 34020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58948 Size 16 ServiceTime 53821 QueueTime 35641 ExecutionTime 52380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59265 Size 1 ServiceTime 8161 QueueTime 2171 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59266 Size 1 ServiceTime 10566 QueueTime 2112 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59268 Size 1 ServiceTime 7096 QueueTime 1216 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59270 Size 2 ServiceTime 152 QueueTime 759 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58929 Size 32 ServiceTime 60419 QueueTime 54570 ExecutionTime 36000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59223 Size 32 ServiceTime 3005 QueueTime 5970 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59326 Size 9 ServiceTime 53470 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59211 Size 256 ServiceTime 5991 QueueTime 14618 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59448 Size 31 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59238 Size 1 ServiceTime 42867 QueueTime 3205 ExecutionTime 38820 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 32.299561 Avg Service Time: 30921.257812 
 
Simulation 20: Month 09 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
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Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 494 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59559 Size 1 ServiceTime 12406 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59558 Size 1 ServiceTime 21970 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59591 Size 32 ServiceTime 37466 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 16140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59519 Size 16 ServiceTime 42680 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 24660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59619 Size 64 ServiceTime 59030 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59595 Size 64 ServiceTime 30603 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 14730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59621 Size 18 ServiceTime 54008 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 33360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59702 Size 2 ServiceTime 312 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59727 Size 33 ServiceTime 972 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59721 Size 65 ServiceTime 1494 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59730 Size 33 ServiceTime 6502 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59698 Size 1 ServiceTime 3572 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59718 Size 16 ServiceTime 5542 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59699 Size 1 ServiceTime 59105 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 5580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59821 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59822 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59850 Size 32 ServiceTime 9272 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59799 Size 16 ServiceTime 57202 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 29910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59801 Size 1 ServiceTime 51194 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 30150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59762 Size 33 ServiceTime 39795 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 34650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59887 Size 32 ServiceTime 63429 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59894 Size 32 ServiceTime 63502 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59906 Size 306 ServiceTime 65082 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59907 Size 306 ServiceTime 22455 QueueTime 393 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59915 Size 64 ServiceTime 23908 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59917 Size 32 ServiceTime 5553 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59914 Size 32 ServiceTime 59055 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59919 Size 64 ServiceTime 31926 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59953 Size 20 ServiceTime 951 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59934 Size 32 ServiceTime 9437 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59935 Size 32 ServiceTime 8731 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59949 Size 1 ServiceTime 6273 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59923 Size 32 ServiceTime 34724 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 11730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59931 Size 31 ServiceTime 44938 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 20520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60075 Size 10 ServiceTime 48767 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60095 Size 64 ServiceTime 31667 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60107 Size 32 ServiceTime 16971 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 13170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60216 Size 4 ServiceTime 31988 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60172 Size 1 ServiceTime 51319 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 22560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60210 Size 128 ServiceTime 64868 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 21090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60246 Size 64 ServiceTime 10441 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60251 Size 64 ServiceTime 36260 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 26550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60259 Size 36 ServiceTime 35376 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 17970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60294 Size 8 ServiceTime 68868 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 11880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60370 Size 20 ServiceTime 246 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60295 Size 1 ServiceTime 37341 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 17250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60399 Size 64 ServiceTime 29228 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60407 Size 8 ServiceTime 43458 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60467 Size 128 ServiceTime 32309 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60469 Size 1 ServiceTime 46472 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60474 Size 1 ServiceTime 63701 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 7230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60470 Size 1 ServiceTime 34843 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 22530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60473 Size 1 ServiceTime 35798 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 32520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60480 Size 1 ServiceTime 35496 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 34650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60578 Size 32 ServiceTime 30986 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60602 Size 200 ServiceTime 315 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60614 Size 18 ServiceTime 53968 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60606 Size 64 ServiceTime 27068 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60626 Size 37 ServiceTime 1372 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60642 Size 65 ServiceTime 6641 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60659 Size 30 ServiceTime 1051 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60699 Size 16 ServiceTime 944 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60716 Size 1 ServiceTime 47287 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60738 Size 32 ServiceTime 6434 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60748 Size 16 ServiceTime 15704 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60732 Size 33 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4050 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 60605 Size 1 ServiceTime 62276 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 17040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60636 Size 4 ServiceTime 53766 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 15690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60750 Size 16 ServiceTime 51209 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60544 Size 32 ServiceTime 53928 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 38070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60545 Size 32 ServiceTime 49918 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 43200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60615 Size 18 ServiceTime 54168 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 53100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60806 Size 32 ServiceTime 24502 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 24330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60829 Size 32 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60867 Size 64 ServiceTime 19652 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60827 Size 32 ServiceTime 29311 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 22320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60972 Size 129 ServiceTime 7324 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61083 Size 12 ServiceTime 1505 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61092 Size 80 ServiceTime 9323 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61086 Size 5 ServiceTime 62466 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61093 Size 10 ServiceTime 42069 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61096 Size 128 ServiceTime 35494 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61149 Size 64 ServiceTime 29811 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61112 Size 32 ServiceTime 21740 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61186 Size 31 ServiceTime 44410 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61170 Size 64 ServiceTime 29592 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 10530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61166 Size 4 ServiceTime 17941 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 14700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61214 Size 65 ServiceTime 3309 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61218 Size 16 ServiceTime 12600 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61235 Size 64 ServiceTime 35049 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61261 Size 1 ServiceTime 9356 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61231 Size 18 ServiceTime 54146 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61295 Size 8 ServiceTime 64857 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61292 Size 64 ServiceTime 13374 QueueTime 1568 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61291 Size 64 ServiceTime 18921 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61265 Size 1 ServiceTime 15204 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61293 Size 64 ServiceTime 19028 QueueTime 2794 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61247 Size 128 ServiceTime 25158 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 12270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61299 Size 32 ServiceTime 17069 QueueTime 3764 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61305 Size 81 ServiceTime 5946 QueueTime 4047 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61297 Size 32 ServiceTime 29005 QueueTime 3725 ExecutionTime 10260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61357 Size 16 ServiceTime 1658 QueueTime 139 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61360 Size 34 ServiceTime 1760 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61352 Size 33 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 5957 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61381 Size 20 ServiceTime 21669 QueueTime 2704 ExecutionTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61383 Size 32 ServiceTime 6377 QueueTime 986 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61397 Size 21 ServiceTime 1424 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61392 Size 1 ServiceTime 55956 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61353 Size 33 ServiceTime 45652 QueueTime 5950 ExecutionTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61411 Size 32 ServiceTime 13697 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61415 Size 17 ServiceTime 1552 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61373 Size 1 ServiceTime 18407 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 12660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61458 Size 81 ServiceTime 6144 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61456 Size 81 ServiceTime 5895 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61480 Size 33 ServiceTime 27200 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 22860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61518 Size 16 ServiceTime 5117 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61657 Size 40 ServiceTime 1862 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61732 Size 32 ServiceTime 1487 QueueTime 179 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61730 Size 28 ServiceTime 1332 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61739 Size 16 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61787 Size 36 ServiceTime 34492 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61790 Size 64 ServiceTime 30757 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61797 Size 16 ServiceTime 27755 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61701 Size 16 ServiceTime 37022 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 31560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61750 Size 16 ServiceTime 40200 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 24000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61770 Size 8 ServiceTime 34024 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 19980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61788 Size 31 ServiceTime 45122 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 14070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61805 Size 25 ServiceTime 9315 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61813 Size 1 ServiceTime 54893 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61738 Size 1 ServiceTime 44151 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 29790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61816 Size 64 ServiceTime 29892 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61835 Size 12 ServiceTime 1408 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61812 Size 1 ServiceTime 55439 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 10650 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 61819 Size 32 ServiceTime 49162 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 25890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61841 Size 32 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 11820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61844 Size 81 ServiceTime 7127 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61752 Size 16 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 58590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61815 Size 1 ServiceTime 52368 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 35850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61817 Size 1 ServiceTime 54341 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 33150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61921 Size 32 ServiceTime 34545 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61909 Size 18 ServiceTime 54056 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61924 Size 32 ServiceTime 32376 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61918 Size 32 ServiceTime 24445 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 7200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61927 Size 1 ServiceTime 41946 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61923 Size 128 ServiceTime 32108 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61893 Size 30 ServiceTime 31075 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 15180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61952 Size 25 ServiceTime 10847 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61876 Size 16 ServiceTime 41762 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 30660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61954 Size 64 ServiceTime 124 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61953 Size 151 ServiceTime 7300 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61900 Size 1 ServiceTime 56854 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 30540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61885 Size 16 ServiceTime 54904 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 51840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61982 Size 32 ServiceTime 13943 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61994 Size 128 ServiceTime 215 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62080 Size 16 ServiceTime 31172 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62062 Size 9 ServiceTime 24605 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62117 Size 36 ServiceTime 25015 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62127 Size 20 ServiceTime 13549 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62161 Size 16 ServiceTime 59123 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62010 Size 16 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 19650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62160 Size 16 ServiceTime 24726 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62023 Size 1 ServiceTime 29369 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 20910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62181 Size 25 ServiceTime 10847 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62033 Size 32 ServiceTime 25133 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 21450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62206 Size 37 ServiceTime 1317 QueueTime 620 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62068 Size 1 ServiceTime 45669 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 21660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62162 Size 16 ServiceTime 59393 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 14580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62225 Size 32 ServiceTime 13753 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62214 Size 64 ServiceTime 29363 QueueTime 971 ExecutionTime 8850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62245 Size 64 ServiceTime 18602 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 6570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62244 Size 64 ServiceTime 20172 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62313 Size 64 ServiceTime 18961 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62378 Size 8 ServiceTime 24997 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62382 Size 8 ServiceTime 50072 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62294 Size 32 ServiceTime 35461 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 23730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62388 Size 256 ServiceTime 32547 QueueTime 9280 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62389 Size 256 ServiceTime 26014 QueueTime 9630 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62425 Size 61 ServiceTime 56346 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 6150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62423 Size 36 ServiceTime 35166 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62497 Size 64 ServiceTime 18769 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62502 Size 160 ServiceTime 1929 QueueTime 913 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62501 Size 32 ServiceTime 50390 QueueTime 1149 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62509 Size 13 ServiceTime 644 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62555 Size 36 ServiceTime 577 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62424 Size 31 ServiceTime 45822 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 30420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62566 Size 64 ServiceTime 29801 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62551 Size 20 ServiceTime 13592 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 10650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62576 Size 128 ServiceTime 35032 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62604 Size 26 ServiceTime 54083 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62588 Size 8 ServiceTime 59298 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62603 Size 128 ServiceTime 3665 QueueTime 133 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62640 Size 128 ServiceTime 22990 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62607 Size 32 ServiceTime 35022 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62650 Size 306 ServiceTime 52040 QueueTime 1319 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62642 Size 32 ServiceTime 21565 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62653 Size 32 ServiceTime 5043 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62670 Size 61 ServiceTime 5178 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62600 Size 30 ServiceTime 31077 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 16800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62668 Size 36 ServiceTime 15980 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62647 Size 1 ServiceTime 28942 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 18840 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 62591 Size 8 ServiceTime 40179 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 35520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62674 Size 33 ServiceTime 28770 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 23670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62722 Size 10 ServiceTime 10749 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62734 Size 13 ServiceTime 1347 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62725 Size 32 ServiceTime 5027 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62589 Size 8 ServiceTime 63143 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 60330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62755 Size 18 ServiceTime 35008 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 10980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62770 Size 151 ServiceTime 1103 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62785 Size 29 ServiceTime 612 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62779 Size 32 ServiceTime 24575 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62754 Size 18 ServiceTime 54036 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 26970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62906 Size 22 ServiceTime 1504 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62915 Size 40 ServiceTime 1881 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62946 Size 16 ServiceTime 1873 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62934 Size 32 ServiceTime 12829 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62937 Size 32 ServiceTime 14011 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 12480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62983 Size 64 ServiceTime 19255 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62969 Size 1 ServiceTime 58508 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63008 Size 1 ServiceTime 59156 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62951 Size 61 ServiceTime 55787 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 17580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62995 Size 16 ServiceTime 47066 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 7230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62942 Size 16 ServiceTime 58661 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 23760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62984 Size 64 ServiceTime 19680 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62986 Size 64 ServiceTime 34072 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 11790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63031 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63040 Size 4 ServiceTime 63174 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63061 Size 21 ServiceTime 833 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63108 Size 30 ServiceTime 532 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63085 Size 32 ServiceTime 34829 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63141 Size 30 ServiceTime 31097 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 6600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63157 Size 16 ServiceTime 5559 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63086 Size 32 ServiceTime 35583 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 25830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62970 Size 16 ServiceTime 55002 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 51270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63144 Size 1 ServiceTime 42735 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 19830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63020 Size 4 ServiceTime 59467 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 48600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63167 Size 16 ServiceTime 13550 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63188 Size 1 ServiceTime 12619 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63177 Size 32 ServiceTime 34615 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63233 Size 32 ServiceTime 4785 QueueTime 1155 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63230 Size 32 ServiceTime 4650 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63224 Size 32 ServiceTime 8039 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63221 Size 16 ServiceTime 23106 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 15510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63238 Size 31 ServiceTime 44737 QueueTime 938 ExecutionTime 16800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63189 Size 8 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 34050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63295 Size 1 ServiceTime 21641 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 12180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63445 Size 5 ServiceTime 884 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63206 Size 8 ServiceTime 64855 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 49950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63437 Size 16 ServiceTime 22354 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 17820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63494 Size 16 ServiceTime 5701 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63517 Size 20 ServiceTime 13633 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63578 Size 32 ServiceTime 17056 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 9900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63629 Size 8 ServiceTime 59572 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63661 Size 13 ServiceTime 1198 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63670 Size 32 ServiceTime 4571 QueueTime 747 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63628 Size 8 ServiceTime 48146 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 8490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63577 Size 32 ServiceTime 23506 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 20430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63672 Size 32 ServiceTime 4615 QueueTime 834 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63707 Size 36 ServiceTime 44125 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63688 Size 1 ServiceTime 47826 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63694 Size 1 ServiceTime 38489 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63714 Size 32 ServiceTime 49278 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63717 Size 16 ServiceTime 56058 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 11820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63734 Size 64 ServiceTime 20591 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63692 Size 1 ServiceTime 38182 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 36660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63757 Size 64 ServiceTime 32759 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63782 Size 32 ServiceTime 4748 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63817 Size 25 ServiceTime 2572 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 360 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 63789 Size 1 ServiceTime 60636 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 6240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63838 Size 16 ServiceTime 62462 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63847 Size 16 ServiceTime 12985 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 6240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63796 Size 1 ServiceTime 47236 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 32820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63790 Size 1 ServiceTime 61700 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 36300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63840 Size 16 ServiceTime 32819 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 24840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63849 Size 16 ServiceTime 55121 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 26580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63865 Size 64 ServiceTime 54069 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 10320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63914 Size 1 ServiceTime 35813 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63922 Size 128 ServiceTime 54384 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63932 Size 1 ServiceTime 3763 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63910 Size 36 ServiceTime 31484 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 12390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63912 Size 61 ServiceTime 16102 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 12630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63941 Size 16 ServiceTime 55051 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63913 Size 33 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 28980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63952 Size 1 ServiceTime 47740 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 42030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63988 Size 64 ServiceTime 29670 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 17040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64116 Size 9 ServiceTime 22088 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64105 Size 31 ServiceTime 46113 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64151 Size 32 ServiceTime 24550 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64061 Size 64 ServiceTime 30586 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 17430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64158 Size 1 ServiceTime 53193 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64145 Size 33 ServiceTime 25251 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 8520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64205 Size 16 ServiceTime 27771 QueueTime 2604 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64186 Size 1 ServiceTime 9264 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64170 Size 9 ServiceTime 9339 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64055 Size 16 ServiceTime 53657 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 31650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64197 Size 14 ServiceTime 13762 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 9390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64216 Size 5 ServiceTime 8824 QueueTime 697 ExecutionTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64210 Size 32 ServiceTime 64613 QueueTime 3146 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64211 Size 64 ServiceTime 40348 QueueTime 6831 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64240 Size 32 ServiceTime 49847 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64219 Size 32 ServiceTime 34682 QueueTime 5021 ExecutionTime 10050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64263 Size 18 ServiceTime 1189 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64172 Size 9 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 25230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64242 Size 32 ServiceTime 13984 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64212 Size 64 ServiceTime 43038 QueueTime 7820 ExecutionTime 17580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64026 Size 8 ServiceTime 64421 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 54420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64248 Size 1 ServiceTime 37155 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 24540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64245 Size 1 ServiceTime 39885 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 27060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64399 Size 16 ServiceTime 14484 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64442 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64414 Size 28 ServiceTime 7735 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64361 Size 4 ServiceTime 26396 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 13260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64410 Size 10 ServiceTime 13847 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64471 Size 31 ServiceTime 7248 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64448 Size 1 ServiceTime 40756 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64481 Size 32 ServiceTime 5108 QueueTime 581 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64396 Size 3 ServiceTime 36045 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 16770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64498 Size 128 ServiceTime 32093 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64510 Size 20 ServiceTime 1378 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64348 Size 64 ServiceTime 54054 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 34050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64503 Size 32 ServiceTime 25244 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 18120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64501 Size 32 ServiceTime 30344 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 24960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64347 Size 1 ServiceTime 64071 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 49200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64458 Size 9 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 37020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64391 Size 16 ServiceTime 57727 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 52260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64445 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 43920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64500 Size 32 ServiceTime 34662 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 32490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64560 Size 36 ServiceTime 11989 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64562 Size 38 ServiceTime 7661 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64563 Size 40 ServiceTime 10388 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64329 Size 1 ServiceTime 61391 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 57390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64383 Size 4 ServiceTime 63194 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 53220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64521 Size 64 ServiceTime 54054 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 26100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64643 Size 1 ServiceTime 14517 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64660 Size 64 ServiceTime 542 QueueTime 215 ExecutionTime 360 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 64638 Size 1 ServiceTime 16287 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64673 Size 1 ServiceTime 62133 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64581 Size 64 ServiceTime 36199 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 25500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64692 Size 1 ServiceTime 59090 QueueTime 431 ExecutionTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64683 Size 33 ServiceTime 21155 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 12570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64730 Size 11 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64614 Size 16 ServiceTime 36044 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 30210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64780 Size 16 ServiceTime 24864 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64756 Size 32 ServiceTime 14478 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64754 Size 11 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 6150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64753 Size 31 ServiceTime 45466 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 12450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64799 Size 18 ServiceTime 1916 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64800 Size 20 ServiceTime 1553 QueueTime 179 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64694 Size 1 ServiceTime 28406 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 26880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64759 Size 4 ServiceTime 14441 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 11700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64785 Size 256 ServiceTime 150 QueueTime 7526 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64792 Size 29 ServiceTime 9765 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64646 Size 33 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 36510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64803 Size 20 ServiceTime 176 QueueTime 1145 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64749 Size 1 ServiceTime 61175 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 13830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64644 Size 31 ServiceTime 45165 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 36660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64762 Size 1 ServiceTime 17144 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 10380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64808 Size 16 ServiceTime 356 QueueTime 299 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64700 Size 10 ServiceTime 42223 QueueTime 591 ExecutionTime 24780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64767 Size 1 ServiceTime 17228 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 10440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64766 Size 1 ServiceTime 17183 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 10470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64657 Size 25 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 175 ExecutionTime 35310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64733 Size 4 ServiceTime 61587 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 17730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64735 Size 11 ServiceTime 21644 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 17100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64793 Size 16 ServiceTime 24643 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64763 Size 1 ServiceTime 17134 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 10740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64770 Size 1 ServiceTime 17294 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 10740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64642 Size 4 ServiceTime 62903 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 37320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64806 Size 4 ServiceTime 21647 QueueTime 334 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64809 Size 16 ServiceTime 12974 QueueTime 233 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64724 Size 16 ServiceTime 34449 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 19410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64764 Size 1 ServiceTime 17172 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 11640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64783 Size 1 ServiceTime 12379 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 10110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64611 Size 1 ServiceTime 54149 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 44550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64779 Size 16 ServiceTime 33455 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64817 Size 32 ServiceTime 4557 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64820 Size 32 ServiceTime 1206 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64843 Size 9 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64837 Size 36 ServiceTime 11252 QueueTime 815 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64831 Size 20 ServiceTime 10071 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64836 Size 32 ServiceTime 10832 QueueTime 276 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64827 Size 12 ServiceTime 9646 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64859 Size 11 ServiceTime 21648 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64870 Size 11 ServiceTime 21648 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 12570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64876 Size 1 ServiceTime 31949 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 17790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64944 Size 1 ServiceTime 22209 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64955 Size 128 ServiceTime 25578 QueueTime 1659 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64961 Size 33 ServiceTime 312 QueueTime 1806 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64957 Size 32 ServiceTime 36043 QueueTime 2315 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64853 Size 1 ServiceTime 49840 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 48030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64958 Size 32 ServiceTime 34532 QueueTime 2102 ExecutionTime 6000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64956 Size 128 ServiceTime 25111 QueueTime 2493 ExecutionTime 8190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64986 Size 128 ServiceTime 1822 QueueTime 1425 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64995 Size 33 ServiceTime 20895 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64954 Size 32 ServiceTime 24734 QueueTime 1445 ExecutionTime 21600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64959 Size 32 ServiceTime 30208 QueueTime 1987 ExecutionTime 20220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64984 Size 16 ServiceTime 33449 QueueTime 208 ExecutionTime 13710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64926 Size 31 ServiceTime 39893 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 37710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65028 Size 1 ServiceTime 40710 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65044 Size 32 ServiceTime 23391 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 6630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65056 Size 8 ServiceTime 1887 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65080 Size 16 ServiceTime 39647 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1410 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 65063 Size 1 ServiceTime 47731 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 6150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65097 Size 65 ServiceTime 18061 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 4800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65102 Size 32 ServiceTime 23416 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65103 Size 64 ServiceTime 7399 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65096 Size 65 ServiceTime 25256 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 11640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65144 Size 300 ServiceTime 579 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65079 Size 16 ServiceTime 33755 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 22740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65114 Size 32 ServiceTime 30204 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65064 Size 1 ServiceTime 47582 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 31590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65152 Size 9 ServiceTime 18043 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65158 Size 64 ServiceTime 43261 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65154 Size 11 ServiceTime 21342 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65161 Size 32 ServiceTime 4625 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65130 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 9690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65138 Size 32 ServiceTime 32358 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65162 Size 32 ServiceTime 4642 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65151 Size 1 ServiceTime 9368 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65155 Size 30 ServiceTime 16930 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65159 Size 32 ServiceTime 4545 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65165 Size 32 ServiceTime 4492 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65153 Size 11 ServiceTime 20965 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65164 Size 32 ServiceTime 4768 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65167 Size 32 ServiceTime 4538 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65120 Size 11 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 12570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65140 Size 1 ServiceTime 54825 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65160 Size 32 ServiceTime 4616 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65166 Size 32 ServiceTime 4563 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65092 Size 10 ServiceTime 41945 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 23310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65106 Size 7 ServiceTime 21742 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 17550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65141 Size 1 ServiceTime 54198 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65168 Size 32 ServiceTime 4699 QueueTime 740 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65129 Size 1 ServiceTime 27533 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 10590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65169 Size 64 ServiceTime 7266 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65116 Size 1 ServiceTime 37224 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 13410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65135 Size 1 ServiceTime 64834 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 10320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65137 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 10350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65077 Size 1 ServiceTime 33333 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 32340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65142 Size 1 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 9660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65071 Size 1 ServiceTime 38258 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 33180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65072 Size 1 ServiceTime 38483 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 33180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65112 Size 1 ServiceTime 29290 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 16680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65178 Size 61 ServiceTime 14048 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65183 Size 16 ServiceTime 62991 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65176 Size 36 ServiceTime 32494 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 29040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65240 Size 32 ServiceTime 2144 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65250 Size 16 ServiceTime 7417 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65237 Size 20 ServiceTime 16482 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65257 Size 64 ServiceTime 36905 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65297 Size 30 ServiceTime 10602 QueueTime 50 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65298 Size 32 ServiceTime 14454 QueueTime 49 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65303 Size 1 ServiceTime 17732 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65274 Size 31 ServiceTime 13817 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65313 Size 64 ServiceTime 4173 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65259 Size 1 ServiceTime 30618 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 15390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65270 Size 1 ServiceTime 37808 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 14520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65275 Size 61 ServiceTime 59930 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65296 Size 29 ServiceTime 12389 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 9840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65315 Size 1 ServiceTime 13195 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65319 Size 1 ServiceTime 47417 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65253 Size 4 ServiceTime 16458 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 15870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65256 Size 1 ServiceTime 28852 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 15510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65310 Size 1 ServiceTime 48154 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 5250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65246 Size 1 ServiceTime 62140 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 25410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65372 Size 128 ServiceTime 32188 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65405 Size 18 ServiceTime 54991 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 9390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65420 Size 16 ServiceTime 4508 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65431 Size 1 ServiceTime 8834 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 4440 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 65436 Size 32 ServiceTime 26875 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65491 Size 4 ServiceTime 6898 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65483 Size 1 ServiceTime 30698 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65504 Size 1 ServiceTime 64854 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65434 Size 32 ServiceTime 28845 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 16980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65523 Size 1 ServiceTime 49843 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65561 Size 16 ServiceTime 27407 QueueTime 1927 ExecutionTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65586 Size 32 ServiceTime 29193 QueueTime 8093 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65547 Size 1 ServiceTime 57533 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 23370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65607 Size 51 ServiceTime 28291 QueueTime 13275 ExecutionTime 5820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65634 Size 24 ServiceTime 10471 QueueTime 12310 ExecutionTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65637 Size 64 ServiceTime 30800 QueueTime 17166 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65663 Size 32 ServiceTime 14133 QueueTime 12126 ExecutionTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65698 Size 1 ServiceTime 11145 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65546 Size 1 ServiceTime 57516 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 42150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65711 Size 1 ServiceTime 62088 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65702 Size 16 ServiceTime 12741 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65669 Size 32 ServiceTime 30275 QueueTime 14778 ExecutionTime 17070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65727 Size 16 ServiceTime 13984 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65722 Size 32 ServiceTime 32293 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 17040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65761 Size 64 ServiceTime 34915 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65767 Size 256 ServiceTime 64906 QueueTime 5634 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65750 Size 32 ServiceTime 22718 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 13830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65874 Size 61 ServiceTime 53893 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 13860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65872 Size 51 ServiceTime 26267 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 25890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65748 Size 1 ServiceTime 63492 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 60330 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 32.471661 Avg Service Time: 29759.917969 
 
Simulation 21: Month 10 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 359 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65879 Size 49 ServiceTime 10236 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65929 Size 1 ServiceTime 48069 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 20580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65941 Size 4 ServiceTime 21128 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65962 Size 32 ServiceTime 23975 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65951 Size 32 ServiceTime 22272 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65972 Size 16 ServiceTime 9346 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65983 Size 38 ServiceTime 11653 QueueTime 1553 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65963 Size 32 ServiceTime 24783 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65979 Size 29 ServiceTime 12407 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65984 Size 40 ServiceTime 13760 QueueTime 1972 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65985 Size 13 ServiceTime 12910 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65988 Size 32 ServiceTime 9396 QueueTime 4900 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65981 Size 32 ServiceTime 13945 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 11070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65986 Size 37 ServiceTime 12642 QueueTime 3202 ExecutionTime 7890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65990 Size 64 ServiceTime 31678 QueueTime 7710 ExecutionTime 3930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65964 Size 32 ServiceTime 24303 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 20730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65960 Size 32 ServiceTime 24928 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 21300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65965 Size 32 ServiceTime 25042 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 21150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65995 Size 20 ServiceTime 19396 QueueTime 1281 ExecutionTime 10500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66038 Size 1 ServiceTime 54858 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 44730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66181 Size 16 ServiceTime 60035 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66198 Size 20 ServiceTime 14480 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66179 Size 296 ServiceTime 64999 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66197 Size 10 ServiceTime 17232 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66206 Size 300 ServiceTime 34237 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66225 Size 128 ServiceTime 398 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66207 Size 1 ServiceTime 8202 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66227 Size 128 ServiceTime 18077 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66208 Size 1 ServiceTime 10691 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66301 Size 16 ServiceTime 5068 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66259 Size 1 ServiceTime 30551 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66313 Size 1 ServiceTime 3129 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66333 Size 128 ServiceTime 32105 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66261 Size 1 ServiceTime 45506 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 21480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66262 Size 1 ServiceTime 45409 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 22830 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 66382 Size 20 ServiceTime 14834 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66380 Size 1 ServiceTime 32179 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66372 Size 20 ServiceTime 19009 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 12540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66378 Size 10 ServiceTime 17538 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 14010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66460 Size 32 ServiceTime 24031 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66462 Size 32 ServiceTime 24958 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66467 Size 32 ServiceTime 30225 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66461 Size 32 ServiceTime 24799 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66488 Size 32 ServiceTime 13437 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66466 Size 24 ServiceTime 25098 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 7680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66518 Size 10 ServiceTime 7974 QueueTime 79 ExecutionTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66539 Size 32 ServiceTime 160 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66559 Size 36 ServiceTime 1091 QueueTime 291 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66519 Size 10 ServiceTime 7476 QueueTime 64 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66489 Size 32 ServiceTime 13929 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66447 Size 64 ServiceTime 30298 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 17040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66581 Size 1 ServiceTime 34090 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66565 Size 32 ServiceTime 14462 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 12360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66618 Size 51 ServiceTime 7478 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66623 Size 32 ServiceTime 34533 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66624 Size 64 ServiceTime 34143 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 13170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66574 Size 1 ServiceTime 33689 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 32880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66645 Size 18 ServiceTime 54205 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66756 Size 38 ServiceTime 9953 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66653 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 33390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66761 Size 128 ServiceTime 25101 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 5760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66664 Size 64 ServiceTime 28377 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 23520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66793 Size 32 ServiceTime 34538 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66769 Size 32 ServiceTime 13867 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 10620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66791 Size 32 ServiceTime 22693 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66709 Size 1 ServiceTime 38059 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 30240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66698 Size 1 ServiceTime 36180 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 31590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66831 Size 33 ServiceTime 22258 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66910 Size 1 ServiceTime 3120 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66893 Size 32 ServiceTime 50220 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 16530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66909 Size 64 ServiceTime 28231 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66908 Size 128 ServiceTime 35632 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 10890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66963 Size 10 ServiceTime 7713 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67055 Size 40 ServiceTime 179 QueueTime 132 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67058 Size 64 ServiceTime 27921 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67060 Size 24 ServiceTime 501 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67059 Size 32 ServiceTime 33945 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67069 Size 128 ServiceTime 33018 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67012 Size 128 ServiceTime 18098 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 10260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67085 Size 1 ServiceTime 19409 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67193 Size 65 ServiceTime 748 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67194 Size 16 ServiceTime 12679 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67179 Size 64 ServiceTime 64858 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 9600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67177 Size 128 ServiceTime 18092 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 13110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67191 Size 2 ServiceTime 11448 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67243 Size 16 ServiceTime 23442 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 15210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67280 Size 16 ServiceTime 56565 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67290 Size 16 ServiceTime 7325 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67294 Size 32 ServiceTime 942 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67327 Size 128 ServiceTime 55301 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67328 Size 32 ServiceTime 35762 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67329 Size 64 ServiceTime 34329 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67303 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 39330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67351 Size 32 ServiceTime 32251 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67382 Size 32 ServiceTime 46821 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67383 Size 32 ServiceTime 46716 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67386 Size 32 ServiceTime 46559 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67348 Size 128 ServiceTime 33420 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 10830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67362 Size 16 ServiceTime 10845 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67344 Size 64 ServiceTime 35510 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 11160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67388 Size 32 ServiceTime 47294 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67347 Size 128 ServiceTime 35277 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 11250 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 67381 Size 32 ServiceTime 46994 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67394 Size 4 ServiceTime 16374 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67399 Size 20 ServiceTime 982 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67412 Size 64 ServiceTime 7692 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67411 Size 128 ServiceTime 10878 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67392 Size 8 ServiceTime 16388 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67429 Size 1 ServiceTime 13574 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67413 Size 1 ServiceTime 13232 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67379 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 17790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67444 Size 51 ServiceTime 27632 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67483 Size 32 ServiceTime 2085 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67384 Size 32 ServiceTime 46416 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 28650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67387 Size 32 ServiceTime 47401 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 28530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67450 Size 32 ServiceTime 50304 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 15330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67501 Size 64 ServiceTime 54768 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67500 Size 16 ServiceTime 3080 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67469 Size 8 ServiceTime 64852 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 17310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67563 Size 32 ServiceTime 22834 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67446 Size 33 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 35010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67447 Size 25 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 39330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67576 Size 24 ServiceTime 5432 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67542 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 21960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67590 Size 18 ServiceTime 53254 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67477 Size 16 ServiceTime 59248 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 57840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67687 Size 1 ServiceTime 11082 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67681 Size 32 ServiceTime 4602 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67676 Size 32 ServiceTime 4685 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67685 Size 32 ServiceTime 4855 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67690 Size 1 ServiceTime 20860 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67693 Size 16 ServiceTime 58826 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67764 Size 20 ServiceTime 26423 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67780 Size 64 ServiceTime 37657 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67795 Size 128 ServiceTime 32285 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67796 Size 16 ServiceTime 26844 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67781 Size 15 ServiceTime 21638 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 16740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67850 Size 64 ServiceTime 46484 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67873 Size 32 ServiceTime 50767 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67883 Size 32 ServiceTime 33103 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67888 Size 32 ServiceTime 32849 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 16530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67928 Size 296 ServiceTime 64944 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67926 Size 32 ServiceTime 12693 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67950 Size 4 ServiceTime 945 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67922 Size 32 ServiceTime 50588 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 38190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68000 Size 32 ServiceTime 34272 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68099 Size 1 ServiceTime 3119 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68003 Size 32 ServiceTime 47886 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 47700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68004 Size 32 ServiceTime 64673 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 47520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68108 Size 4 ServiceTime 53545 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 34920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68140 Size 11 ServiceTime 21537 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68101 Size 1 ServiceTime 49648 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 40500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68232 Size 48 ServiceTime 3652 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68242 Size 16 ServiceTime 6254 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68248 Size 18 ServiceTime 54249 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 26040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68304 Size 32 ServiceTime 23068 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68276 Size 64 ServiceTime 33204 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 18780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68321 Size 20 ServiceTime 24146 QueueTime 1488 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68249 Size 18 ServiceTime 40742 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 34860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68299 Size 4 ServiceTime 63224 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 20010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68313 Size 320 ServiceTime 64950 QueueTime 17543 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68325 Size 128 ServiceTime 20116 QueueTime 15002 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68399 Size 32 ServiceTime 23967 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68277 Size 1 ServiceTime 57688 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 37650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68406 Size 64 ServiceTime 50009 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68442 Size 1 ServiceTime 50456 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 19800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68484 Size 128 ServiceTime 25278 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68636 Size 32 ServiceTime 49986 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68639 Size 128 ServiceTime 32286 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 810 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 68670 Size 16 ServiceTime 10876 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68671 Size 320 ServiceTime 19124 QueueTime 507 ExecutionTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68673 Size 1 ServiceTime 64030 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68643 Size 20 ServiceTime 26617 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 11400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68642 Size 20 ServiceTime 26124 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 12630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68672 Size 16 ServiceTime 34289 QueueTime 2034 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68665 Size 10 ServiceTime 19556 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 15360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68765 Size 6 ServiceTime 55915 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68771 Size 61 ServiceTime 57471 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68763 Size 6 ServiceTime 32983 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68768 Size 51 ServiceTime 29343 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 14280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68870 Size 16 ServiceTime 460 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68877 Size 29 ServiceTime 4699 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68887 Size 1 ServiceTime 31218 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68898 Size 32 ServiceTime 13878 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68904 Size 32 ServiceTime 50341 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68913 Size 1 ServiceTime 11075 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68692 Size 1 ServiceTime 64826 QueueTime 1709 ExecutionTime 59940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68769 Size 31 ServiceTime 46804 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 45270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68772 Size 33 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 45450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68921 Size 32 ServiceTime 24252 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68936 Size 128 ServiceTime 33120 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68735 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 56640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68951 Size 256 ServiceTime 1077 QueueTime 1107 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68949 Size 32 ServiceTime 64706 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68957 Size 38 ServiceTime 5421 QueueTime 354 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68956 Size 37 ServiceTime 14448 QueueTime 361 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68953 Size 4 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 624 ExecutionTime 7740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68939 Size 64 ServiceTime 33168 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 17490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68963 Size 16 ServiceTime 10874 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 5610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68980 Size 6 ServiceTime 8327 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68972 Size 16 ServiceTime 59125 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 14670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68969 Size 64 ServiceTime 36596 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 16710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68983 Size 16 ServiceTime 61223 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68973 Size 64 ServiceTime 31601 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 26970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68979 Size 64 ServiceTime 30668 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 25110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69001 Size 20 ServiceTime 25866 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68947 Size 32 ServiceTime 47508 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 40500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68978 Size 64 ServiceTime 57455 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 25230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68992 Size 320 ServiceTime 64948 QueueTime 7889 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69004 Size 16 ServiceTime 21647 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69020 Size 4 ServiceTime 4174 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69060 Size 64 ServiceTime 5468 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69067 Size 20 ServiceTime 56895 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69063 Size 32 ServiceTime 34101 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 20490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69109 Size 128 ServiceTime 36985 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69126 Size 128 ServiceTime 10044 QueueTime 221 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69117 Size 8 ServiceTime 30952 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69127 Size 1 ServiceTime 10423 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69113 Size 65 ServiceTime 26072 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69156 Size 16 ServiceTime 12613 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69165 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69166 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 13680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69198 Size 320 ServiceTime 65005 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69219 Size 4 ServiceTime 36041 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 12420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69231 Size 32 ServiceTime 50321 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69230 Size 128 ServiceTime 25286 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 9690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69254 Size 32 ServiceTime 47740 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69306 Size 8 ServiceTime 2791 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69304 Size 32 ServiceTime 13742 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69325 Size 1 ServiceTime 10838 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69336 Size 4 ServiceTime 18435 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69357 Size 26 ServiceTime 54429 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69282 Size 32 ServiceTime 64269 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 60210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69332 Size 1 ServiceTime 64111 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 49680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69365 Size 128 ServiceTime 64874 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 38610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69441 Size 128 ServiceTime 39790 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3480 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 69440 Size 11 ServiceTime 18339 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69446 Size 18 ServiceTime 53990 QueueTime 1031 ExecutionTime 10710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69439 Size 16 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 16050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69448 Size 64 ServiceTime 31677 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69438 Size 114 ServiceTime 64867 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 19590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69445 Size 18 ServiceTime 54217 QueueTime 1063 ExecutionTime 16980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69514 Size 16 ServiceTime 6996 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69529 Size 16 ServiceTime 58538 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 11940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69601 Size 16 ServiceTime 10978 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 7380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69686 Size 8 ServiceTime 88 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69692 Size 11 ServiceTime 18111 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69654 Size 32 ServiceTime 50140 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 24870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69699 Size 32 ServiceTime 47452 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69914 Size 1 ServiceTime 11089 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69922 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69930 Size 1 ServiceTime 19059 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69923 Size 300 ServiceTime 65055 QueueTime 5485 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70051 Size 65 ServiceTime 17345 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69845 Size 64 ServiceTime 29639 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 28950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70050 Size 10 ServiceTime 16240 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70117 Size 64 ServiceTime 31565 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70122 Size 10 ServiceTime 21640 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70216 Size 40 ServiceTime 4311 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70217 Size 10 ServiceTime 15928 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70250 Size 114 ServiceTime 33794 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70259 Size 33 ServiceTime 21262 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 16020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70310 Size 1 ServiceTime 63973 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 43410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70313 Size 1 ServiceTime 64167 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 43350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70315 Size 1 ServiceTime 64386 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 43470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70376 Size 128 ServiceTime 56058 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 17460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70384 Size 16 ServiceTime 10668 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70401 Size 32 ServiceTime 51232 QueueTime 1104 ExecutionTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70435 Size 8 ServiceTime 802 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70393 Size 8 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70429 Size 33 ServiceTime 20454 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70412 Size 32 ServiceTime 64175 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 19560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70466 Size 306 ServiceTime 32662 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70485 Size 10 ServiceTime 13027 QueueTime 85 ExecutionTime 5700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70454 Size 2 ServiceTime 58723 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 15570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70450 Size 2 ServiceTime 34228 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 16260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70453 Size 20 ServiceTime 44301 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 17490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70494 Size 128 ServiceTime 9501 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70491 Size 1 ServiceTime 7832 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70383 Size 1 ServiceTime 58850 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 48660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70493 Size 64 ServiceTime 28950 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70455 Size 20 ServiceTime 29356 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 27060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70537 Size 25 ServiceTime 54286 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70553 Size 8 ServiceTime 38349 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 22380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70546 Size 8 ServiceTime 50441 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 32070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70528 Size 1 ServiceTime 63046 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 43110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70606 Size 32 ServiceTime 33889 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70545 Size 8 ServiceTime 50380 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 32220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70555 Size 4 ServiceTime 64866 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 27120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70552 Size 8 ServiceTime 38100 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 28950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70596 Size 1 ServiceTime 43336 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70575 Size 1 ServiceTime 64047 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 13620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70593 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70610 Size 32 ServiceTime 28064 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70625 Size 32 ServiceTime 27803 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70633 Size 32 ServiceTime 10206 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70639 Size 32 ServiceTime 10197 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70636 Size 30 ServiceTime 18109 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70686 Size 32 ServiceTime 6010 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70689 Size 32 ServiceTime 6104 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70691 Size 32 ServiceTime 6051 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70706 Size 10 ServiceTime 17898 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70681 Size 4 ServiceTime 64861 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 5790 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 70688 Size 32 ServiceTime 6121 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70692 Size 32 ServiceTime 6020 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70694 Size 32 ServiceTime 6204 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70674 Size 1 ServiceTime 25834 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 10650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70675 Size 1 ServiceTime 20956 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 10590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70687 Size 32 ServiceTime 5989 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70696 Size 30 ServiceTime 21662 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70682 Size 4 ServiceTime 6344 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 5640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70677 Size 1 ServiceTime 19013 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 9960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70743 Size 16 ServiceTime 5654 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70769 Size 32 ServiceTime 6404 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70833 Size 32 ServiceTime 6073 QueueTime 1513 ExecutionTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70792 Size 128 ServiceTime 32164 QueueTime 3455 ExecutionTime 15600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70818 Size 8 ServiceTime 51297 QueueTime 646 ExecutionTime 24990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70857 Size 255 ServiceTime 8169 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 6780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70860 Size 256 ServiceTime 8732 QueueTime 13661 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70924 Size 61 ServiceTime 64863 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 33450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71065 Size 288 ServiceTime 1086 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71044 Size 64 ServiceTime 43295 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 17970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71124 Size 16 ServiceTime 57970 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 13080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71066 Size 288 ServiceTime 64930 QueueTime 866 ExecutionTime 36720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71139 Size 128 ServiceTime 64940 QueueTime 5824 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71125 Size 16 ServiceTime 59639 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 28470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71123 Size 31 ServiceTime 45472 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 34980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71330 Size 128 ServiceTime 36127 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71415 Size 49 ServiceTime 50092 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 15360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71577 Size 16 ServiceTime 946 QueueTime 1065 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71560 Size 128 ServiceTime 32101 QueueTime 15184 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71587 Size 33 ServiceTime 22038 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 12090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71646 Size 32 ServiceTime 6193 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71589 Size 1 ServiceTime 37898 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 19860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71652 Size 32 ServiceTime 6210 QueueTime 5909 ExecutionTime 5160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71660 Size 96 ServiceTime 279 QueueTime 448 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71636 Size 1 ServiceTime 21015 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 19440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71807 Size 256 ServiceTime 1087 QueueTime 619 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71774 Size 16 ServiceTime 59058 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 25410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71740 Size 4 ServiceTime 35935 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 32190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71817 Size 31 ServiceTime 63416 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 33900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71935 Size 64 ServiceTime 1859 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71973 Size 32 ServiceTime 6087 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71980 Size 32 ServiceTime 4258 QueueTime 5045 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71963 Size 64 ServiceTime 20571 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 17760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71989 Size 32 ServiceTime 13948 QueueTime 3268 ExecutionTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72036 Size 1 ServiceTime 24482 QueueTime 1501 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72037 Size 1 ServiceTime 23899 QueueTime 1499 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72038 Size 1 ServiceTime 26060 QueueTime 1498 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72039 Size 1 ServiceTime 26289 QueueTime 1497 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72040 Size 1 ServiceTime 26476 QueueTime 1495 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71962 Size 128 ServiceTime 33241 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 19440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71988 Size 288 ServiceTime 64943 QueueTime 14270 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72041 Size 1 ServiceTime 25876 QueueTime 1494 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72017 Size 1 ServiceTime 24615 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 9750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72001 Size 32 ServiceTime 51912 QueueTime 5451 ExecutionTime 11280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72106 Size 51 ServiceTime 56894 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72002 Size 32 ServiceTime 64202 QueueTime 5379 ExecutionTime 27000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72018 Size 4 ServiceTime 64995 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 41160 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 44.626740 Avg Service Time: 30905.857422 
 
Simulation 22: Month 11 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 634 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73112 Size 128 ServiceTime 61576 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73141 Size 51 ServiceTime 32600 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73142 Size 25 ServiceTime 32471 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73167 Size 32 ServiceTime 13823 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73204 Size 8 ServiceTime 14445 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3960 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 73220 Size 1 ServiceTime 2739 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73219 Size 33 ServiceTime 64083 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73208 Size 33 ServiceTime 46411 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73209 Size 1 ServiceTime 17335 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73229 Size 32 ServiceTime 6082 QueueTime 423 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73202 Size 4 ServiceTime 20454 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73232 Size 32 ServiceTime 6050 QueueTime 1258 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73254 Size 4 ServiceTime 4983 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73235 Size 32 ServiceTime 6282 QueueTime 4912 ExecutionTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73248 Size 35 ServiceTime 783 QueueTime 6017 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73256 Size 16 ServiceTime 1024 QueueTime 3927 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73227 Size 33 ServiceTime 43284 QueueTime 312 ExecutionTime 10980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73255 Size 16 ServiceTime 6371 QueueTime 3943 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73179 Size 16 ServiceTime 41137 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 16410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73188 Size 32 ServiceTime 56797 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 16110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73186 Size 65 ServiceTime 26729 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 16230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73137 Size 16 ServiceTime 59678 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 30810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73236 Size 32 ServiceTime 6756 QueueTime 6651 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73258 Size 8 ServiceTime 7737 QueueTime 3141 ExecutionTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73284 Size 16 ServiceTime 13745 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73278 Size 1 ServiceTime 31185 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73302 Size 81 ServiceTime 25112 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 12540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73401 Size 33 ServiceTime 22016 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73402 Size 5 ServiceTime 11796 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73408 Size 16 ServiceTime 26563 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73445 Size 1 ServiceTime 8464 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73443 Size 132 ServiceTime 21732 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73446 Size 1 ServiceTime 8448 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 5700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73384 Size 128 ServiceTime 33179 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 21990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73499 Size 32 ServiceTime 50233 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 20430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73503 Size 32 ServiceTime 51125 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 39180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73527 Size 32 ServiceTime 64172 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 40620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73622 Size 20 ServiceTime 16924 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73630 Size 64 ServiceTime 10868 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73643 Size 64 ServiceTime 6839 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73647 Size 14 ServiceTime 7780 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73671 Size 64 ServiceTime 19932 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73627 Size 1 ServiceTime 41611 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 33330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73694 Size 128 ServiceTime 32086 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73708 Size 14 ServiceTime 57765 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73734 Size 61 ServiceTime 59940 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73768 Size 128 ServiceTime 239 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73783 Size 1 ServiceTime 43240 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 11640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73795 Size 49 ServiceTime 48287 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 11130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73804 Size 64 ServiceTime 29925 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 23880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73864 Size 14 ServiceTime 25343 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 12360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73885 Size 32 ServiceTime 56842 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 13230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73899 Size 32 ServiceTime 10564 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73895 Size 32 ServiceTime 10438 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73928 Size 16 ServiceTime 40452 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73929 Size 65 ServiceTime 26433 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73913 Size 16 ServiceTime 47142 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73939 Size 8 ServiceTime 64860 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73894 Size 32 ServiceTime 64195 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73914 Size 16 ServiceTime 42241 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73916 Size 16 ServiceTime 41613 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73937 Size 1 ServiceTime 9074 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73958 Size 15 ServiceTime 21637 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73957 Size 15 ServiceTime 17651 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73979 Size 8 ServiceTime 957 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73984 Size 36 ServiceTime 2005 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73960 Size 16 ServiceTime 47529 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 9420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73986 Size 25 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73991 Size 128 ServiceTime 2950 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73915 Size 16 ServiceTime 42518 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 31890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73918 Size 16 ServiceTime 57646 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 37620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74069 Size 8 ServiceTime 1453 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1410 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 74076 Size 8 ServiceTime 1841 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74067 Size 32 ServiceTime 9731 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74073 Size 33 ServiceTime 30433 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74066 Size 32 ServiceTime 10504 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74085 Size 32 ServiceTime 13991 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74095 Size 16 ServiceTime 559 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74061 Size 32 ServiceTime 11269 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 8910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74079 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74094 Size 14 ServiceTime 21759 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74105 Size 8 ServiceTime 3041 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74103 Size 32 ServiceTime 51207 QueueTime 2702 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74168 Size 9 ServiceTime 231 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74036 Size 49 ServiceTime 47435 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 22320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74198 Size 20 ServiceTime 1423 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74144 Size 16 ServiceTime 17229 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 12420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74077 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 25830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74203 Size 64 ServiceTime 1641 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74259 Size 15 ServiceTime 17958 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74271 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74307 Size 16 ServiceTime 1978 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74317 Size 33 ServiceTime 47174 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74308 Size 32 ServiceTime 56910 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 6960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74332 Size 128 ServiceTime 64883 QueueTime 1575 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74315 Size 51 ServiceTime 54474 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74301 Size 128 ServiceTime 39782 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 13950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74342 Size 128 ServiceTime 778 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74336 Size 16 ServiceTime 7251 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74351 Size 32 ServiceTime 64252 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 5550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74355 Size 64 ServiceTime 19263 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 10140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74290 Size 33 ServiceTime 46267 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 33270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74303 Size 64 ServiceTime 32954 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 32310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74372 Size 32 ServiceTime 9905 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74381 Size 1 ServiceTime 21200 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 5640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74391 Size 49 ServiceTime 48143 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 13290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74439 Size 32 ServiceTime 47485 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74446 Size 4 ServiceTime 875 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74438 Size 128 ServiceTime 61624 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74445 Size 1 ServiceTime 14936 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74437 Size 128 ServiceTime 58452 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74448 Size 8 ServiceTime 4844 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74429 Size 33 ServiceTime 46083 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 17490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74455 Size 25 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 19500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74508 Size 128 ServiceTime 274 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74509 Size 128 ServiceTime 259 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74510 Size 8 ServiceTime 12049 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74521 Size 32 ServiceTime 10811 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74523 Size 32 ServiceTime 10371 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74536 Size 128 ServiceTime 32146 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74541 Size 128 ServiceTime 25287 QueueTime 893 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74554 Size 16 ServiceTime 64733 QueueTime 369 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74530 Size 32 ServiceTime 10920 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74562 Size 32 ServiceTime 10849 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74522 Size 32 ServiceTime 10712 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 10140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74543 Size 3 ServiceTime 12583 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74495 Size 18 ServiceTime 54081 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 34560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74565 Size 32 ServiceTime 51105 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74566 Size 32 ServiceTime 50223 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 8430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74496 Size 18 ServiceTime 54032 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 53610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74550 Size 16 ServiceTime 64731 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 40530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74553 Size 16 ServiceTime 64732 QueueTime 528 ExecutionTime 39900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74600 Size 15 ServiceTime 19395 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74599 Size 15 ServiceTime 17799 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74690 Size 8 ServiceTime 21042 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74604 Size 32 ServiceTime 56730 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 18660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74693 Size 16 ServiceTime 47773 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74725 Size 32 ServiceTime 13993 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74666 Size 26 ServiceTime 57679 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 16080 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 74728 Size 4 ServiceTime 13781 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74683 Size 16 ServiceTime 26273 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 16440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74769 Size 16 ServiceTime 26181 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74684 Size 16 ServiceTime 26256 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 23520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74637 Size 32 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 37650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74640 Size 24 ServiceTime 52163 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 36300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74776 Size 128 ServiceTime 25300 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 12810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74787 Size 1 ServiceTime 52477 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 30750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74812 Size 16 ServiceTime 25978 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 11460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74911 Size 32 ServiceTime 64165 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74905 Size 3 ServiceTime 17024 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 6750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74886 Size 128 ServiceTime 64877 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 17820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75042 Size 1 ServiceTime 17970 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75048 Size 128 ServiceTime 58471 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75085 Size 32 ServiceTime 13826 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 12420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75110 Size 18 ServiceTime 54115 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75109 Size 18 ServiceTime 54022 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75121 Size 50 ServiceTime 4639 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75090 Size 128 ServiceTime 48593 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 33030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75101 Size 1 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 10620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75156 Size 53 ServiceTime 40227 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75158 Size 32 ServiceTime 13959 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75140 Size 128 ServiceTime 47712 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 22140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75111 Size 3 ServiceTime 50642 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 34260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75107 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 44100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75160 Size 1 ServiceTime 59674 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 26580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75167 Size 1 ServiceTime 52701 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 26370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75106 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 44850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75207 Size 2 ServiceTime 28844 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75209 Size 4 ServiceTime 16949 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 10380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75231 Size 64 ServiceTime 10775 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75267 Size 128 ServiceTime 262 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75271 Size 24 ServiceTime 46248 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75291 Size 128 ServiceTime 32092 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75275 Size 32 ServiceTime 13969 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 12150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75304 Size 32 ServiceTime 64246 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75258 Size 32 ServiceTime 49076 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 16800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75319 Size 32 ServiceTime 56869 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75343 Size 64 ServiceTime 8522 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75270 Size 26 ServiceTime 57677 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 27030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75335 Size 51 ServiceTime 29748 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75238 Size 1 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 36930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75342 Size 64 ServiceTime 8656 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75357 Size 31 ServiceTime 63238 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 7830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75362 Size 128 ServiceTime 32142 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75364 Size 32 ServiceTime 48869 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75373 Size 33 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 9900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75381 Size 1 ServiceTime 53005 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 20760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75413 Size 64 ServiceTime 4619 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75419 Size 64 ServiceTime 4506 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75421 Size 64 ServiceTime 4759 QueueTime 3182 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75447 Size 5 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75422 Size 64 ServiceTime 5300 QueueTime 3421 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75453 Size 4 ServiceTime 16969 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75571 Size 64 ServiceTime 1255 QueueTime 743 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75522 Size 9 ServiceTime 17094 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 13290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75577 Size 16 ServiceTime 12654 QueueTime 558 ExecutionTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75582 Size 4 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75599 Size 81 ServiceTime 5788 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75594 Size 8 ServiceTime 20739 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 10650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75600 Size 81 ServiceTime 6086 QueueTime 3875 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75547 Size 33 ServiceTime 46220 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 24900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75629 Size 64 ServiceTime 14355 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75657 Size 16 ServiceTime 1992 QueueTime 4642 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75578 Size 16 ServiceTime 47889 QueueTime 574 ExecutionTime 38250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75604 Size 300 ServiceTime 65042 QueueTime 32281 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75643 Size 128 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 18433 ExecutionTime 6390 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 75642 Size 128 ServiceTime 64885 QueueTime 18439 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75634 Size 24 ServiceTime 46251 QueueTime 20026 ExecutionTime 15870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75705 Size 128 ServiceTime 61520 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75706 Size 32 ServiceTime 50194 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75772 Size 64 ServiceTime 4424 QueueTime 4446 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75762 Size 32 ServiceTime 47413 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 9210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75787 Size 24 ServiceTime 7813 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75793 Size 128 ServiceTime 32102 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75798 Size 64 ServiceTime 4439 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75800 Size 64 ServiceTime 4584 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75780 Size 16 ServiceTime 47346 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 31890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75818 Size 16 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75832 Size 32 ServiceTime 56888 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75817 Size 128 ServiceTime 16778 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 11670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75837 Size 32 ServiceTime 64216 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 29730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75939 Size 4 ServiceTime 2765 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75982 Size 4 ServiceTime 2789 QueueTime 2646 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75974 Size 128 ServiceTime 9229 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75973 Size 128 ServiceTime 19295 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75985 Size 21 ServiceTime 686 QueueTime 8190 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75975 Size 128 ServiceTime 15236 QueueTime 8530 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75874 Size 128 ServiceTime 64867 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 29910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75983 Size 8 ServiceTime 30540 QueueTime 8158 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75998 Size 128 ServiceTime 43626 QueueTime 1688 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76014 Size 300 ServiceTime 24218 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75900 Size 8 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 28980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75967 Size 9 ServiceTime 37338 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 17250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76032 Size 32 ServiceTime 13860 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76081 Size 64 ServiceTime 188 QueueTime 46 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76179 Size 1 ServiceTime 41861 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 16770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76226 Size 9 ServiceTime 31743 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76216 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 20760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76207 Size 16 ServiceTime 47522 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 45870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76244 Size 128 ServiceTime 58638 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 8910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76286 Size 5 ServiceTime 2687 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76310 Size 64 ServiceTime 4397 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76313 Size 16 ServiceTime 47184 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76337 Size 32 ServiceTime 47585 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 13860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76342 Size 128 ServiceTime 61638 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 22770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76391 Size 8 ServiceTime 60694 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76590 Size 32 ServiceTime 64234 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76588 Size 1 ServiceTime 15361 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 9870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76514 Size 32 ServiceTime 58958 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 46320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76594 Size 18 ServiceTime 40257 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 23700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76622 Size 4 ServiceTime 14439 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76722 Size 1 ServiceTime 20494 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76728 Size 1 ServiceTime 16418 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76681 Size 14 ServiceTime 7854 QueueTime 50 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76682 Size 16 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 318 ExecutionTime 8100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76755 Size 81 ServiceTime 2684 QueueTime 1603 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76758 Size 81 ServiceTime 2666 QueueTime 2575 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76765 Size 16 ServiceTime 17200 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76773 Size 128 ServiceTime 2766 QueueTime 503 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76621 Size 128 ServiceTime 45284 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 38070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76857 Size 64 ServiceTime 4362 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76872 Size 16 ServiceTime 5718 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76923 Size 8 ServiceTime 13556 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 10500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76987 Size 32 ServiceTime 53775 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76991 Size 42 ServiceTime 10858 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77045 Size 32 ServiceTime 20652 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77052 Size 32 ServiceTime 7822 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77072 Size 180 ServiceTime 1744 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77040 Size 50 ServiceTime 20724 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 10530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77100 Size 8 ServiceTime 41381 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 11040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77110 Size 1 ServiceTime 28722 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77148 Size 128 ServiceTime 34159 QueueTime 109 ExecutionTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77149 Size 128 ServiceTime 45409 QueueTime 7686 ExecutionTime 2430 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 77167 Size 62 ServiceTime 54305 QueueTime 1293 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77181 Size 14 ServiceTime 11974 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77191 Size 16 ServiceTime 30365 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77123 Size 18 ServiceTime 52735 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 49080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77206 Size 24 ServiceTime 42305 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77200 Size 128 ServiceTime 3673 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77143 Size 128 ServiceTime 61632 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 34380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77180 Size 4 ServiceTime 43240 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 15420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77182 Size 16 ServiceTime 25460 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 15390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77188 Size 16 ServiceTime 12970 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 12780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77204 Size 65 ServiceTime 52669 QueueTime 4501 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77205 Size 16 ServiceTime 40271 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77219 Size 1 ServiceTime 51592 QueueTime 378 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77202 Size 306 ServiceTime 773 QueueTime 7536 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77208 Size 32 ServiceTime 245 QueueTime 5235 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77231 Size 5 ServiceTime 5416 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77192 Size 8 ServiceTime 43759 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 30630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77301 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 22230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77422 Size 9 ServiceTime 7083 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77372 Size 24 ServiceTime 43031 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 11970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77371 Size 1 ServiceTime 44549 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77439 Size 32 ServiceTime 19791 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77440 Size 42 ServiceTime 2891 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77365 Size 1 ServiceTime 36755 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 12600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77378 Size 24 ServiceTime 43307 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 11850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77315 Size 1 ServiceTime 50486 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 47820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77398 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77402 Size 4 ServiceTime 43243 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 10530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77367 Size 1 ServiceTime 27678 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 13200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77300 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 50490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77362 Size 1 ServiceTime 23737 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 14550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77571 Size 12 ServiceTime 17427 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77531 Size 16 ServiceTime 47670 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77709 Size 64 ServiceTime 5048 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77722 Size 128 ServiceTime 58457 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 7200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77730 Size 64 ServiceTime 33081 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77738 Size 7 ServiceTime 1213 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77720 Size 18 ServiceTime 52581 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77717 Size 18 ServiceTime 51274 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77721 Size 32 ServiceTime 54510 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77735 Size 2 ServiceTime 28852 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77771 Size 16 ServiceTime 1843 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77733 Size 1 ServiceTime 40442 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77718 Size 18 ServiceTime 51254 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 16140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77729 Size 64 ServiceTime 39787 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 11160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77782 Size 1 ServiceTime 22428 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77747 Size 31 ServiceTime 63027 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 10290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77723 Size 32 ServiceTime 64437 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 19080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77751 Size 32 ServiceTime 14018 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 11820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77797 Size 128 ServiceTime 2577 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77742 Size 12 ServiceTime 53103 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 18300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77789 Size 33 ServiceTime 50449 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 31410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77829 Size 2 ServiceTime 28841 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77831 Size 8 ServiceTime 19839 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77834 Size 32 ServiceTime 19572 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77840 Size 33 ServiceTime 13981 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 8100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77839 Size 33 ServiceTime 25255 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77820 Size 128 ServiceTime 61512 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 48510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77847 Size 16 ServiceTime 21194 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 18000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77852 Size 1 ServiceTime 57236 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77853 Size 1 ServiceTime 50434 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77859 Size 32 ServiceTime 699 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77870 Size 33 ServiceTime 17429 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77914 Size 64 ServiceTime 21661 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 11040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77926 Size 32 ServiceTime 13588 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 11280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77933 Size 8 ServiceTime 42953 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 37710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77891 Size 12 ServiceTime 61628 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 59430 
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 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 40.711765 Avg Service Time: 31362.947266 
 
Simulation 23: Month 01 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 166 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 463 Size 8 ServiceTime 7539 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 464 Size 8 ServiceTime 7544 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 465 Size 8 ServiceTime 7545 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 486 Size 3 ServiceTime 25341 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 487 Size 2 ServiceTime 50134 QueueTime 694 ExecTime 37020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 738 Size 24 ServiceTime 490 QueueTime 3323 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 757 Size 1 ServiceTime 2439 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 756 Size 1 ServiceTime 5402 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 753 Size 4 ServiceTime 7717 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 758 Size 8 ServiceTime 5440 QueueTime 1659 ExecTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 764 Size 1 ServiceTime 13823 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 770 Size 4 ServiceTime 3632 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 724 Size 32 ServiceTime 8761 QueueTime 4385 ExecTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 781 Size 1 ServiceTime 5317 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 751 Size 24 ServiceTime 15931 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 10380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 788 Size 8 ServiceTime 7543 QueueTime 3911 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 780 Size 4 ServiceTime 32457 QueueTime 35 ExecTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 790 Size 8 ServiceTime 7580 QueueTime 5529 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 789 Size 8 ServiceTime 7585 QueueTime 4863 ExecTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 812 Size 10 ServiceTime 9976 QueueTime 3423 ExecTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 787 Size 8 ServiceTime 7519 QueueTime 3044 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 771 Size 16 ServiceTime 27002 QueueTime 5840 ExecTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 813 Size 10 ServiceTime 10372 QueueTime 3897 ExecTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 832 Size 1 ServiceTime 30636 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 769 Size 1 ServiceTime 40467 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 11910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 814 Size 10 ServiceTime 10367 QueueTime 4101 ExecTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 833 Size 1 ServiceTime 55474 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 768 Size 1 ServiceTime 43078 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 37050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1089 Size 1 ServiceTime 3567 QueueTime 8111 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1059 Size 1 ServiceTime 47418 QueueTime 11066 ExecTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1060 Size 1 ServiceTime 52394 QueueTime 10994 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1056 Size 10 ServiceTime 51393 QueueTime 11528 ExecTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1143 Size 4 ServiceTime 10841 QueueTime 3876 ExecTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1192 Size 1 ServiceTime 10982 QueueTime 1030 ExecTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1200 Size 1 ServiceTime 7167 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1146 Size 11 ServiceTime 1497 QueueTime 9016 ExecTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1109 Size 1 ServiceTime 45915 QueueTime 6302 ExecTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1057 Size 1 ServiceTime 52873 QueueTime 11435 ExecTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1127 Size 1 ServiceTime 24581 QueueTime 6041 ExecTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1206 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1130 Size 16 ServiceTime 25188 QueueTime 13479 ExecTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1223 Size 8 ServiceTime 7239 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1202 Size 1 ServiceTime 25268 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1106 Size 1 ServiceTime 38632 QueueTime 6225 ExecTime 30180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1131 Size 4 ServiceTime 42550 QueueTime 5203 ExecTime 29940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1110 Size 1 ServiceTime 35704 QueueTime 6308 ExecTime 31950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1126 Size 1 ServiceTime 44256 QueueTime 5423 ExecTime 32700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1580 Size 1 ServiceTime 64090 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 48540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1569 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 50100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1620 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 39150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1490 Size 1 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 64380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1725 Size 25 ServiceTime 30432 QueueTime 11974 ExecTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1804 Size 1 ServiceTime 55008 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 33510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1977 Size 24 ServiceTime 16770 QueueTime 14157 ExecTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2079 Size 16 ServiceTime 30032 QueueTime 8855 ExecTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2330 Size 1 ServiceTime 25714 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2281 Size 1 ServiceTime 37633 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 19020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2329 Size 1 ServiceTime 26127 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2328 Size 1 ServiceTime 26151 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 10080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2327 Size 1 ServiceTime 27554 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 12780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2326 Size 1 ServiceTime 27575 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 24960 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 2320 Size 1 ServiceTime 28393 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 26310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2522 Size 128 ServiceTime 13478 QueueTime 21739 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2571 Size 32 ServiceTime 37781 QueueTime 2181 ExecTime 35700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2587 Size 64 ServiceTime 55057 QueueTime 12919 ExecTime 24030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2704 Size 4 ServiceTime 89 QueueTime 5829 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2742 Size 6 ServiceTime 3643 QueueTime 654 ExecTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2760 Size 5 ServiceTime 51516 QueueTime 99 ExecTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2702 Size 8 ServiceTime 5507 QueueTime 6083 ExecTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2801 Size 3 ServiceTime 21838 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2655 Size 16 ServiceTime 46862 QueueTime 13105 ExecTime 15870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2841 Size 1 ServiceTime 7455 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2843 Size 2 ServiceTime 14806 QueueTime 547 ExecTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2836 Size 1 ServiceTime 64912 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2835 Size 1 ServiceTime 64913 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2852 Size 3 ServiceTime 54125 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2848 Size 1 ServiceTime 17742 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2699 Size 5 ServiceTime 51313 QueueTime 6554 ExecTime 31110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2756 Size 64 ServiceTime 45128 QueueTime 26796 ExecTime 28890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3131 Size 64 ServiceTime 59551 QueueTime 12092 ExecTime 50250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3572 Size 4 ServiceTime 50877 QueueTime 162 ExecTime 6630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4121 Size 4 ServiceTime 1839 QueueTime 377 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4091 Size 4 ServiceTime 669 QueueTime 3219 ExecTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4097 Size 4 ServiceTime 35597 QueueTime 2357 ExecTime 13410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4460 Size 1 ServiceTime 26495 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 13260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4461 Size 1 ServiceTime 25722 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 13260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4459 Size 1 ServiceTime 25975 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 17370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4458 Size 1 ServiceTime 24282 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 22710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4347 Size 128 ServiceTime 45007 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 40110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4709 Size 1 ServiceTime 28849 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 12120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4678 Size 1 ServiceTime 26507 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 21660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4687 Size 1 ServiceTime 46120 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 20820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4688 Size 1 ServiceTime 43237 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 20820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4689 Size 1 ServiceTime 47284 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 20790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4668 Size 1 ServiceTime 37304 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 23550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4672 Size 8 ServiceTime 46008 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 22140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4675 Size 1 ServiceTime 26473 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 21870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4676 Size 1 ServiceTime 26478 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 21870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4677 Size 1 ServiceTime 26464 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 21810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4694 Size 1 ServiceTime 59821 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 26250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4860 Size 306 ServiceTime 25752 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 12930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4886 Size 4 ServiceTime 24691 QueueTime 4142 ExecTime 11940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4890 Size 15 ServiceTime 31861 QueueTime 837 ExecTime 13500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4991 Size 1 ServiceTime 61548 QueueTime 3772 ExecTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4985 Size 1 ServiceTime 62772 QueueTime 5830 ExecTime 11010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4997 Size 8 ServiceTime 49533 QueueTime 1866 ExecTime 13290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4995 Size 8 ServiceTime 25623 QueueTime 2452 ExecTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4961 Size 20 ServiceTime 52151 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 31200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5017 Size 2 ServiceTime 26904 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5018 Size 2 ServiceTime 26846 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5016 Size 2 ServiceTime 27614 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5010 Size 1 ServiceTime 58811 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5011 Size 1 ServiceTime 32026 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5012 Size 1 ServiceTime 58701 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5013 Size 1 ServiceTime 51150 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5014 Size 1 ServiceTime 40094 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5015 Size 1 ServiceTime 4527 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5008 Size 15 ServiceTime 32208 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4994 Size 8 ServiceTime 23838 QueueTime 2549 ExecTime 13740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4960 Size 15 ServiceTime 32173 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 31980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5024 Size 32 ServiceTime 1077 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4993 Size 8 ServiceTime 24994 QueueTime 2799 ExecTime 14280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5007 Size 1 ServiceTime 13064 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5004 Size 1 ServiceTime 28253 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5005 Size 1 ServiceTime 10735 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5006 Size 1 ServiceTime 28120 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5000 Size 1 ServiceTime 42852 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5001 Size 1 ServiceTime 22176 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 11850 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 5025 Size 1 ServiceTime 7357 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5026 Size 1 ServiceTime 7347 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4956 Size 8 ServiceTime 46016 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 41250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4984 Size 4 ServiceTime 44054 QueueTime 6359 ExecTime 22830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4990 Size 1 ServiceTime 50005 QueueTime 3894 ExecTime 24930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5061 Size 16 ServiceTime 46730 QueueTime 4142 ExecTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5146 Size 26 ServiceTime 3957 QueueTime 538 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5043 Size 41 ServiceTime 1104 QueueTime 50413 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5062 Size 16 ServiceTime 47619 QueueTime 7982 ExecTime 11100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5235 Size 8 ServiceTime 6049 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5291 Size 1 ServiceTime 21172 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 21090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5873 Size 1 ServiceTime 32255 QueueTime 1781 ExecTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5937 Size 1 ServiceTime 2336 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5862 Size 15 ServiceTime 32510 QueueTime 2089 ExecTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5946 Size 4 ServiceTime 54611 QueueTime 1546 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5963 Size 8 ServiceTime 20923 QueueTime 209 ExecTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5867 Size 1 ServiceTime 26647 QueueTime 1838 ExecTime 15090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5872 Size 1 ServiceTime 36591 QueueTime 1786 ExecTime 16710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5885 Size 1 ServiceTime 56107 QueueTime 1641 ExecTime 16620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5961 Size 8 ServiceTime 21436 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5962 Size 1 ServiceTime 9568 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5861 Size 15 ServiceTime 39050 QueueTime 2067 ExecTime 21390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5956 Size 4 ServiceTime 29074 QueueTime 1469 ExecTime 20700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5943 Size 4 ServiceTime 58348 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 35010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5945 Size 4 ServiceTime 50212 QueueTime 1315 ExecTime 33600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6160 Size 4 ServiceTime 28973 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6133 Size 8 ServiceTime 20273 QueueTime 3135 ExecTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6159 Size 4 ServiceTime 49805 QueueTime 368 ExecTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6179 Size 16 ServiceTime 14447 QueueTime 168 ExecTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6199 Size 1 ServiceTime 6748 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6227 Size 1 ServiceTime 7901 QueueTime 1841 ExecTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6213 Size 5 ServiceTime 5601 QueueTime 2446 ExecTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6247 Size 1 ServiceTime 4530 QueueTime 1825 ExecTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6194 Size 8 ServiceTime 35567 QueueTime 986 ExecTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6134 Size 8 ServiceTime 21482 QueueTime 3116 ExecTime 13380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6288 Size 257 ServiceTime 302 QueueTime 15386 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6260 Size 1 ServiceTime 64834 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 37740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6276 Size 4 ServiceTime 57259 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 56190 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 11.445783 Avg Service Time: 29488.115234 
 
Simulation 24: Month 02 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 151 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7426 Size 1 ServiceTime 11127 QueueTime 6785 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7480 Size 4 ServiceTime 60904 QueueTime 1769 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7424 Size 4 ServiceTime 6738 QueueTime 7567 ExecTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7430 Size 1 ServiceTime 4909 QueueTime 6174 ExecTime 3930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7461 Size 4 ServiceTime 62934 QueueTime 3296 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7438 Size 1 ServiceTime 26542 QueueTime 5256 ExecTime 9090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7490 Size 1 ServiceTime 29321 QueueTime 368 ExecTime 8190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7456 Size 2 ServiceTime 42184 QueueTime 3352 ExecTime 10080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7432 Size 4 ServiceTime 34677 QueueTime 6934 ExecTime 16200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7499 Size 1 ServiceTime 67170 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 25740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7472 Size 306 ServiceTime 54348 QueueTime 26731 ExecTime 7320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7986 Size 306 ServiceTime 65069 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8531 Size 64 ServiceTime 17540 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8532 Size 64 ServiceTime 17139 QueueTime 33 ExecTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8642 Size 8 ServiceTime 2556 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8764 Size 32 ServiceTime 42576 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8763 Size 32 ServiceTime 42349 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8770 Size 32 ServiceTime 280 QueueTime 2244 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8796 Size 1 ServiceTime 1 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8788 Size 1 ServiceTime 50242 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8795 Size 1 ServiceTime 57310 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 10110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8765 Size 32 ServiceTime 31813 QueueTime 776 ExecTime 15600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8785 Size 1 ServiceTime 50302 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 13980 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 8766 Size 32 ServiceTime 31809 QueueTime 1195 ExecTime 20250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8784 Size 1 ServiceTime 55517 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 17760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8793 Size 1 ServiceTime 52052 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 25800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8792 Size 1 ServiceTime 59079 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 34350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8791 Size 1 ServiceTime 55412 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 35490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8786 Size 1 ServiceTime 55475 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 37410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8787 Size 1 ServiceTime 50262 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 37410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8891 Size 306 ServiceTime 27896 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9447 Size 16 ServiceTime 1673 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9486 Size 10 ServiceTime 23873 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9376 Size 18 ServiceTime 56894 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 12210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9489 Size 16 ServiceTime 27528 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9529 Size 16 ServiceTime 2324 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9374 Size 18 ServiceTime 56919 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 27540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9375 Size 18 ServiceTime 56657 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 27510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9530 Size 32 ServiceTime 1699 QueueTime 1181 ExecTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9535 Size 1 ServiceTime 42349 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9434 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 59970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9393 Size 1 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 61650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9541 Size 1 ServiceTime 36654 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 34890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9671 Size 26 ServiceTime 9080 QueueTime 8295 ExecTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9750 Size 25 ServiceTime 23600 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9743 Size 128 ServiceTime 64867 QueueTime 10845 ExecTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10019 Size 64 ServiceTime 57696 QueueTime 1646 ExecTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10529 Size 64 ServiceTime 54902 QueueTime 580 ExecTime 30780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10667 Size 1 ServiceTime 51885 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 30810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10666 Size 1 ServiceTime 54100 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 30870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10665 Size 1 ServiceTime 53856 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 31080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10688 Size 8 ServiceTime 29134 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 24720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10880 Size 16 ServiceTime 19126 QueueTime 8356 ExecTime 10800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11011 Size 4 ServiceTime 59205 QueueTime 11849 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11134 Size 4 ServiceTime 15321 QueueTime 3517 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11012 Size 4 ServiceTime 59189 QueueTime 11836 ExecTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11050 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 7929 ExecTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11181 Size 8 ServiceTime 32331 QueueTime 196 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11044 Size 1 ServiceTime 16772 QueueTime 9168 ExecTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11156 Size 1 ServiceTime 4960 QueueTime 697 ExecTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11184 Size 11 ServiceTime 21416 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11013 Size 4 ServiceTime 57315 QueueTime 11824 ExecTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10981 Size 16 ServiceTime 29685 QueueTime 15222 ExecTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11098 Size 64 ServiceTime 16994 QueueTime 13604 ExecTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11210 Size 1 ServiceTime 8172 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11010 Size 4 ServiceTime 61484 QueueTime 11862 ExecTime 18960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11206 Size 1 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 44040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11313 Size 300 ServiceTime 464 QueueTime 10991 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11404 Size 64 ServiceTime 57745 QueueTime 8243 ExecTime 45150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11476 Size 2 ServiceTime 46358 QueueTime 2094 ExecTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11475 Size 1 ServiceTime 54975 QueueTime 2007 ExecTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11482 Size 1 ServiceTime 16086 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11483 Size 1 ServiceTime 16742 QueueTime 2603 ExecTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11485 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 4693 ExecTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11484 Size 1 ServiceTime 36196 QueueTime 2628 ExecTime 19380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11923 Size 64 ServiceTime 57762 QueueTime 5416 ExecTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11924 Size 16 ServiceTime 17144 QueueTime 4957 ExecTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12049 Size 64 ServiceTime 64873 QueueTime 2022 ExecTime 23070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12035 Size 1 ServiceTime 53545 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 42150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12157 Size 16 ServiceTime 48762 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 8430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12175 Size 16 ServiceTime 43245 QueueTime 1907 ExecTime 23850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12296 Size 25 ServiceTime 52038 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12280 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 13080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12150 Size 1 ServiceTime 53601 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 45330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12291 Size 1 ServiceTime 53118 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 10770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12148 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 46170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12290 Size 1 ServiceTime 22051 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 11130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12295 Size 33 ServiceTime 20646 QueueTime 2585 ExecTime 6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12244 Size 16 ServiceTime 51188 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 20730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12248 Size 2 ServiceTime 56189 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 19440 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 12238 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 22230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12235 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 22590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12229 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 23430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12219 Size 128 ServiceTime 211 QueueTime 25566 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12278 Size 128 ServiceTime 3590 QueueTime 13683 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12287 Size 128 ServiceTime 265 QueueTime 11943 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12206 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 29610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12301 Size 48 ServiceTime 21661 QueueTime 2059 ExecTime 6600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12307 Size 1 ServiceTime 30869 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 8130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12308 Size 1 ServiceTime 41772 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 8130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12305 Size 1 ServiceTime 28085 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 8190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12306 Size 1 ServiceTime 29509 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 8190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12304 Size 1 ServiceTime 24855 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12302 Size 1 ServiceTime 23223 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12303 Size 1 ServiceTime 27712 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12282 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 14190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12283 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 13950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12292 Size 64 ServiceTime 16962 QueueTime 7861 ExecTime 3930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12281 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 14220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12339 Size 64 ServiceTime 566 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12159 Size 8 ServiceTime 55933 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 43020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12479 Size 8 ServiceTime 26204 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12516 Size 4 ServiceTime 58830 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12394 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 45810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12395 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 45780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12396 Size 2 ServiceTime 60014 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 45780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12509 Size 4 ServiceTime 60234 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12510 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12513 Size 1 ServiceTime 25565 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12389 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 45900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12390 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 45900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12391 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 45870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12392 Size 2 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 45870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12393 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 45840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12387 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 45960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12388 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 45930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12764 Size 8 ServiceTime 28943 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12743 Size 16 ServiceTime 4072 QueueTime 5084 ExecTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12744 Size 16 ServiceTime 3979 QueueTime 5412 ExecTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12788 Size 1 ServiceTime 23535 QueueTime 736 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12713 Size 33 ServiceTime 32628 QueueTime 4777 ExecTime 6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12794 Size 10 ServiceTime 20641 QueueTime 319 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12784 Size 1 ServiceTime 35066 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12783 Size 1 ServiceTime 36303 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 9870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12853 Size 32 ServiceTime 5802 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12951 Size 16 ServiceTime 47147 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13056 Size 16 ServiceTime 50286 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13077 Size 16 ServiceTime 55105 QueueTime 1044 ExecTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13078 Size 1 ServiceTime 50638 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13076 Size 16 ServiceTime 55306 QueueTime 311 ExecTime 25230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13046 Size 2 ServiceTime 51105 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 47190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13453 Size 4 ServiceTime 59789 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 7230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13487 Size 64 ServiceTime 59604 QueueTime 6783 ExecTime 18390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13688 Size 16 ServiceTime 28007 QueueTime 5010 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13696 Size 16 ServiceTime 50651 QueueTime 3199 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13659 Size 16 ServiceTime 44340 QueueTime 10013 ExecTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13657 Size 32 ServiceTime 53969 QueueTime 10808 ExecTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13653 Size 32 ServiceTime 47689 QueueTime 10781 ExecTime 9960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13587 Size 64 ServiceTime 20643 QueueTime 21185 ExecTime 14130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13605 Size 1 ServiceTime 41942 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 30060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13799 Size 25 ServiceTime 54050 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 22380 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 23.582781 Avg Service Time: 40724.609375 
 
Simulation 25: Month 03 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 132 
 164 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13961 Size 1 ServiceTime 13448 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 6570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14817 Size 130 ServiceTime 2122 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14969 Size 16 ServiceTime 37324 QueueTime 3600 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14978 Size 16 ServiceTime 7620 QueueTime 2012 ExecTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14954 Size 64 ServiceTime 20451 QueueTime 7660 ExecTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15028 Size 2 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 45 ExecTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15019 Size 2 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 1019 ExecTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15018 Size 2 ServiceTime 17821 QueueTime 844 ExecTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15027 Size 1 ServiceTime 35851 QueueTime 174 ExecTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15037 Size 2 ServiceTime 18014 QueueTime 660 ExecTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15039 Size 9 ServiceTime 3669 QueueTime 2259 ExecTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15052 Size 1 ServiceTime 5867 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15053 Size 4 ServiceTime 10844 QueueTime 403 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15036 Size 16 ServiceTime 51481 QueueTime 1862 ExecTime 9150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15057 Size 1 ServiceTime 6312 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15061 Size 8 ServiceTime 18083 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15050 Size 1 ServiceTime 24396 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 10470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14956 Size 34 ServiceTime 37532 QueueTime 10160 ExecTime 24090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15035 Size 2 ServiceTime 63464 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 34020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15054 Size 4 ServiceTime 59076 QueueTime 172 ExecTime 26280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15085 Size 2 ServiceTime 49283 QueueTime 142 ExecTime 39360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16135 Size 4 ServiceTime 28782 QueueTime 12104 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16176 Size 1 ServiceTime 43968 QueueTime 1876 ExecTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16180 Size 1 ServiceTime 52017 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16107 Size 51 ServiceTime 56378 QueueTime 17392 ExecTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16186 Size 1 ServiceTime 7672 QueueTime 118 ExecTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16134 Size 16 ServiceTime 45168 QueueTime 12368 ExecTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16187 Size 1 ServiceTime 6577 QueueTime 184 ExecTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16208 Size 2 ServiceTime 72 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16179 Size 1 ServiceTime 17892 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 10110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16137 Size 4 ServiceTime 22099 QueueTime 12115 ExecTime 11100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16190 Size 1 ServiceTime 20489 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 8850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16068 Size 64 ServiceTime 59547 QueueTime 22567 ExecTime 12780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16225 Size 1 ServiceTime 5020 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16151 Size 26 ServiceTime 14002 QueueTime 16653 ExecTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16178 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 14550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16152 Size 4 ServiceTime 43505 QueueTime 9561 ExecTime 15930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16205 Size 5 ServiceTime 11437 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16088 Size 64 ServiceTime 24297 QueueTime 31943 ExecTime 6240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16198 Size 256 ServiceTime 500 QueueTime 23832 ExecTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16274 Size 129 ServiceTime 11308 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16069 Size 64 ServiceTime 65069 QueueTime 22994 ExecTime 62220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16314 Size 32 ServiceTime 15140 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16316 Size 1 ServiceTime 941 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16313 Size 32 ServiceTime 48287 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16318 Size 1 ServiceTime 3128 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16245 Size 4 ServiceTime 52695 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 42090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16312 Size 32 ServiceTime 10638 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16319 Size 1 ServiceTime 1176 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16332 Size 16 ServiceTime 43244 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16469 Size 16 ServiceTime 2303 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16467 Size 64 ServiceTime 38040 QueueTime 14146 ExecTime 9330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16888 Size 8 ServiceTime 15397 QueueTime 95 ExecTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16889 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 2438 ExecTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16887 Size 8 ServiceTime 18821 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16691 Size 128 ServiceTime 64872 QueueTime 40324 ExecTime 38010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16881 Size 2 ServiceTime 60374 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 40740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16879 Size 2 ServiceTime 59254 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 50400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17352 Size 16 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17331 Size 2 ServiceTime 59344 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 18690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17326 Size 2 ServiceTime 59534 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 35610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17303 Size 2 ServiceTime 59847 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 46200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17815 Size 64 ServiceTime 24336 QueueTime 4448 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17827 Size 64 ServiceTime 51529 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17946 Size 16 ServiceTime 45956 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17951 Size 20 ServiceTime 26968 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 20490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18187 Size 16 ServiceTime 5910 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 1230 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 18186 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18639 Size 4 ServiceTime 28223 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18637 Size 4 ServiceTime 28842 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 23370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18693 Size 24 ServiceTime 18113 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 16620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18939 Size 200 ServiceTime 348 QueueTime 444 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18935 Size 16 ServiceTime 6184 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18902 Size 4 ServiceTime 32534 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 15030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18839 Size 2 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 25950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18901 Size 4 ServiceTime 32113 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 15090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18837 Size 2 ServiceTime 60679 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 26160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18884 Size 4 ServiceTime 53444 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 19710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18896 Size 1 ServiceTime 36037 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 15960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18877 Size 1 ServiceTime 33607 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 21180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18899 Size 4 ServiceTime 29122 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 15840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18900 Size 4 ServiceTime 43631 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 15720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18874 Size 5 ServiceTime 53443 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 21810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18873 Size 4 ServiceTime 28840 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 21990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18857 Size 17 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 23940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18872 Size 5 ServiceTime 54044 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 22260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18810 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 32640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18812 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 32580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19029 Size 6 ServiceTime 54116 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 34050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19279 Size 4 ServiceTime 62673 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19386 Size 8 ServiceTime 49749 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19426 Size 16 ServiceTime 1724 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19385 Size 8 ServiceTime 49219 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 11640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19333 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 22800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19384 Size 8 ServiceTime 48897 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19256 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 37740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19257 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 37650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19258 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 37590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19332 Size 1 ServiceTime 33815 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 22980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19389 Size 8 ServiceTime 49237 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 11550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19313 Size 4 ServiceTime 32525 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 30210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19315 Size 1 ServiceTime 62147 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 29700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19312 Size 4 ServiceTime 32411 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 30300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19301 Size 1 ServiceTime 61013 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 31440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19251 Size 64 ServiceTime 36113 QueueTime 22338 ExecTime 17490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19378 Size 6 ServiceTime 48456 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19377 Size 2 ServiceTime 60027 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 13170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19246 Size 4 ServiceTime 48602 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 42930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19441 Size 10 ServiceTime 22122 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19245 Size 2 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 43050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19243 Size 4 ServiceTime 56583 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 43410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19244 Size 2 ServiceTime 64854 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 43260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19242 Size 4 ServiceTime 57443 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 43560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19365 Size 128 ServiceTime 65 QueueTime 16316 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19433 Size 128 ServiceTime 938 QueueTime 7312 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19439 Size 101 ServiceTime 45 QueueTime 2729 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19555 Size 16 ServiceTime 4443 QueueTime 359 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19519 Size 32 ServiceTime 12647 QueueTime 7733 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19491 Size 32 ServiceTime 61280 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 18270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19498 Size 32 ServiceTime 33853 QueueTime 67 ExecTime 27420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19497 Size 32 ServiceTime 49993 QueueTime 67 ExecTime 27480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19626 Size 1 ServiceTime 443 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19573 Size 33 ServiceTime 544 QueueTime 12503 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19557 Size 34 ServiceTime 36198 QueueTime 8635 ExecTime 9150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19496 Size 32 ServiceTime 51902 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 35880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20088 Size 4 ServiceTime 43274 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 42690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20104 Size 256 ServiceTime 953 QueueTime 42194 ExecTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20145 Size 2 ServiceTime 64887 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 20520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20280 Size 64 ServiceTime 18757 QueueTime 17321 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20345 Size 64 ServiceTime 22642 QueueTime 12262 ExecTime 17580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20369 Size 64 ServiceTime 12137 QueueTime 24092 ExecTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20169 Size 101 ServiceTime 52665 QueueTime 154779 ExecTime 19650 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 24.348484 Avg Service Time: 34931.855469 
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Simulation 26: Month 04 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 85 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21081 Size 32 ServiceTime 17923 QueueTime 379 ExecTime 15600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21106 Size 24 ServiceTime 23943 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21125 Size 16 ServiceTime 988 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21098 Size 1 ServiceTime 20418 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 20310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21147 Size 16 ServiceTime 40265 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21154 Size 16 ServiceTime 39740 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21146 Size 10 ServiceTime 32482 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 6510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21156 Size 1 ServiceTime 28681 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21145 Size 1 ServiceTime 16316 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 14490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21095 Size 1 ServiceTime 47318 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 41070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22473 Size 10 ServiceTime 59378 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 50040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22713 Size 1 ServiceTime 21988 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22757 Size 34 ServiceTime 32257 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22882 Size 64 ServiceTime 20979 QueueTime 492 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22845 Size 16 ServiceTime 37254 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 19200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22935 Size 306 ServiceTime 17878 QueueTime 10695 ExecTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22837 Size 5 ServiceTime 55711 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 26700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23205 Size 32 ServiceTime 48489 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23207 Size 32 ServiceTime 47580 QueueTime 3746 ExecTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23208 Size 32 ServiceTime 61281 QueueTime 4165 ExecTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23203 Size 32 ServiceTime 47486 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23210 Size 32 ServiceTime 52030 QueueTime 4583 ExecTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23227 Size 4 ServiceTime 24661 QueueTime 825 ExecTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23235 Size 10 ServiceTime 10969 QueueTime 484 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23206 Size 32 ServiceTime 47700 QueueTime 3237 ExecTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23211 Size 32 ServiceTime 47804 QueueTime 5032 ExecTime 5550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23423 Size 1 ServiceTime 2642 QueueTime 11393 ExecTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23422 Size 1 ServiceTime 4337 QueueTime 11368 ExecTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23430 Size 1 ServiceTime 4944 QueueTime 10856 ExecTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23415 Size 4 ServiceTime 43878 QueueTime 14044 ExecTime 5550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23421 Size 4 ServiceTime 60513 QueueTime 17148 ExecTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23428 Size 1 ServiceTime 43236 QueueTime 10434 ExecTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23431 Size 4 ServiceTime 26316 QueueTime 15738 ExecTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23402 Size 306 ServiceTime 18244 QueueTime 23537 ExecTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23467 Size 1 ServiceTime 15896 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23447 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 6123 ExecTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23432 Size 4 ServiceTime 39470 QueueTime 16955 ExecTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23418 Size 4 ServiceTime 60566 QueueTime 12085 ExecTime 22680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23417 Size 4 ServiceTime 64783 QueueTime 12173 ExecTime 29400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23463 Size 1 ServiceTime 35535 QueueTime 964 ExecTime 32430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23429 Size 1 ServiceTime 43259 QueueTime 10460 ExecTime 42000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23420 Size 4 ServiceTime 44841 QueueTime 12751 ExecTime 41640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23416 Size 4 ServiceTime 52831 QueueTime 14305 ExecTime 46680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24421 Size 16 ServiceTime 866 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24484 Size 16 ServiceTime 6373 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24488 Size 32 ServiceTime 30591 QueueTime 438 ExecTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24461 Size 1 ServiceTime 59482 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24521 Size 16 ServiceTime 35981 QueueTime 366 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24510 Size 1 ServiceTime 22388 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 12990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24381 Size 306 ServiceTime 32651 QueueTime 52435 ExecTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24528 Size 64 ServiceTime 57118 QueueTime 24103 ExecTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24766 Size 32 ServiceTime 61277 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 49860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25149 Size 64 ServiceTime 147 QueueTime 155 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25142 Size 306 ServiceTime 32638 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25852 Size 1 ServiceTime 7001 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25851 Size 1 ServiceTime 30793 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25849 Size 1 ServiceTime 30465 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25850 Size 1 ServiceTime 30431 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25836 Size 16 ServiceTime 15810 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25848 Size 1 ServiceTime 30848 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25809 Size 34 ServiceTime 54049 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25820 Size 1 ServiceTime 5439 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25792 Size 34 ServiceTime 25479 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 18780 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 25888 Size 128 ServiceTime 63981 QueueTime 16580 ExecTime 44760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26014 Size 66 ServiceTime 240 QueueTime 52915 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26123 Size 128 ServiceTime 64879 QueueTime 15219 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26128 Size 66 ServiceTime 51731 QueueTime 14038 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26158 Size 26 ServiceTime 12675 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 9660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26216 Size 64 ServiceTime 28772 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26215 Size 32 ServiceTime 45066 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 19080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26741 Size 1 ServiceTime 10364 QueueTime 4082 ExecTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26730 Size 31 ServiceTime 64874 QueueTime 6755 ExecTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26742 Size 31 ServiceTime 29855 QueueTime 4979 ExecTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26675 Size 306 ServiceTime 28527 QueueTime 29220 ExecTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26760 Size 1 ServiceTime 52994 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26715 Size 32 ServiceTime 45175 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 25830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26749 Size 31 ServiceTime 64882 QueueTime 3053 ExecTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26734 Size 1 ServiceTime 38621 QueueTime 6722 ExecTime 28080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26733 Size 1 ServiceTime 38552 QueueTime 6731 ExecTime 32730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26759 Size 1 ServiceTime 42442 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 29700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26732 Size 1 ServiceTime 38564 QueueTime 6740 ExecTime 35520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26748 Size 31 ServiceTime 64880 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 42900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26908 Size 256 ServiceTime 1267 QueueTime 28460 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27039 Size 128 ServiceTime 21681 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27280 Size 16 ServiceTime 36053 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 6900 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 40.705883 Avg Service Time: 34630.023438 
 
Simulation 27: Month 05 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 106 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28221 Size 8 ServiceTime 68 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28244 Size 8 ServiceTime 125 QueueTime 335 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28159 Size 4 ServiceTime 23080 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 15960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28299 Size 8 ServiceTime 74 QueueTime 292 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30363 Size 64 ServiceTime 64349 QueueTime 952 ExecTime 59880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30611 Size 1 ServiceTime 56100 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30757 Size 16 ServiceTime 38590 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30877 Size 32 ServiceTime 58341 QueueTime 730 ExecTime 14910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31013 Size 16 ServiceTime 38792 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 18060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31257 Size 1 ServiceTime 9077 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31235 Size 32 ServiceTime 10835 QueueTime 3692 ExecTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31273 Size 30 ServiceTime 51638 QueueTime 3257 ExecTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31452 Size 1 ServiceTime 35626 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31613 Size 8 ServiceTime 40700 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 36720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31616 Size 1 ServiceTime 57360 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 32460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32293 Size 32 ServiceTime 57778 QueueTime 6912 ExecTime 25980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32687 Size 256 ServiceTime 426 QueueTime 4802 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32776 Size 330 ServiceTime 3855 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32922 Size 2 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32921 Size 2 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32949 Size 4 ServiceTime 3360 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32959 Size 16 ServiceTime 1202 QueueTime 531 ExecTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32946 Size 2 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 32550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32909 Size 2 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 57060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33322 Size 8 ServiceTime 604 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33211 Size 306 ServiceTime 18672 QueueTime 56016 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33759 Size 32 ServiceTime 2618 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33940 Size 29 ServiceTime 1308 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33980 Size 2 ServiceTime 46312 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34013 Size 2 ServiceTime 56657 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 35730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34004 Size 2 ServiceTime 56716 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 47820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34003 Size 2 ServiceTime 57079 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 47880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33979 Size 2 ServiceTime 58442 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 58170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34170 Size 32 ServiceTime 41866 QueueTime 11782 ExecTime 37890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34293 Size 64 ServiceTime 57993 QueueTime 19070 ExecTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34421 Size 10 ServiceTime 36037 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34451 Size 8 ServiceTime 5430 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34390 Size 1 ServiceTime 13600 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 10560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34447 Size 1 ServiceTime 11339 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 8490 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 34446 Size 16 ServiceTime 12721 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34458 Size 2 ServiceTime 56712 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34462 Size 5 ServiceTime 3788 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34276 Size 32 ServiceTime 64610 QueueTime 1908 ExecTime 37470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34457 Size 2 ServiceTime 56591 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34243 Size 2 ServiceTime 60998 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 44580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34233 Size 2 ServiceTime 57562 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 45660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34234 Size 2 ServiceTime 57302 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 45540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34398 Size 5 ServiceTime 18373 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 15930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34396 Size 3 ServiceTime 20343 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 16440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34174 Size 128 ServiceTime 64876 QueueTime 31473 ExecTime 53580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34538 Size 64 ServiceTime 24698 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 21600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34537 Size 20 ServiceTime 45020 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 21840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34536 Size 5 ServiceTime 49784 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 21930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34589 Size 16 ServiceTime 13093 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 12930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34655 Size 1 ServiceTime 35036 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34812 Size 1 ServiceTime 3437 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34754 Size 64 ServiceTime 6970 QueueTime 7299 ExecTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34780 Size 17 ServiceTime 6745 QueueTime 3328 ExecTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34822 Size 16 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 1230 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34790 Size 20 ServiceTime 36209 QueueTime 6580 ExecTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34815 Size 1 ServiceTime 56001 QueueTime 292 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34797 Size 17 ServiceTime 29025 QueueTime 7260 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34775 Size 24 ServiceTime 14452 QueueTime 9381 ExecTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34779 Size 33 ServiceTime 9036 QueueTime 10850 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34829 Size 2 ServiceTime 14442 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34783 Size 24 ServiceTime 36195 QueueTime 10416 ExecTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34774 Size 20 ServiceTime 13004 QueueTime 6813 ExecTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34837 Size 5 ServiceTime 64895 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34828 Size 10 ServiceTime 13415 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 5850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34824 Size 16 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 6884 ExecTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34853 Size 10 ServiceTime 39059 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34852 Size 10 ServiceTime 38765 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34861 Size 1 ServiceTime 52391 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34859 Size 16 ServiceTime 3504 QueueTime 315 ExecTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34862 Size 1 ServiceTime 58996 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34864 Size 1 ServiceTime 41743 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34871 Size 1 ServiceTime 44734 QueueTime 1033 ExecTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34863 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34867 Size 1 ServiceTime 42144 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 9420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34827 Size 16 ServiceTime 58869 QueueTime 4880 ExecTime 22290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34954 Size 2 ServiceTime 55923 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34953 Size 2 ServiceTime 58429 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34868 Size 1 ServiceTime 42273 QueueTime 1275 ExecTime 16860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34798 Size 24 ServiceTime 52833 QueueTime 15813 ExecTime 29760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34970 Size 16 ServiceTime 7521 QueueTime 328 ExecTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34872 Size 1 ServiceTime 42633 QueueTime 965 ExecTime 19380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34823 Size 16 ServiceTime 42409 QueueTime 2838 ExecTime 38730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34952 Size 2 ServiceTime 62533 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 5850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34946 Size 2 ServiceTime 48107 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34951 Size 2 ServiceTime 62153 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34870 Size 1 ServiceTime 44932 QueueTime 1072 ExecTime 27420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34971 Size 16 ServiceTime 43129 QueueTime 1219 ExecTime 9360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34949 Size 2 ServiceTime 56692 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 18360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34860 Size 1 ServiceTime 39672 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 35700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34712 Size 128 ServiceTime 64784 QueueTime 58732 ExecTime 62940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34948 Size 2 ServiceTime 58109 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 40470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35073 Size 4 ServiceTime 1514 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35072 Size 1 ServiceTime 44156 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 10650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35070 Size 1 ServiceTime 45253 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 31020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35071 Size 1 ServiceTime 39044 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 30960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35385 Size 10 ServiceTime 2737 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35353 Size 5 ServiceTime 59440 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 42120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35383 Size 16 ServiceTime 56874 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 21780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35780 Size 32 ServiceTime 41304 QueueTime 553 ExecTime 9960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35692 Size 16 ServiceTime 59268 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 26760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35551 Size 128 ServiceTime 55256 QueueTime 60199 ExecTime 43590 
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 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 23.037735 Avg Service Time: 37570.839844 
 
Simulation 28: Month 06 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 119 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36189 Size 9 ServiceTime 25484 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36204 Size 8 ServiceTime 1882 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36201 Size 16 ServiceTime 38057 QueueTime 2986 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36202 Size 16 ServiceTime 37667 QueueTime 3343 ExecTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36203 Size 16 ServiceTime 18724 QueueTime 4598 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36215 Size 8 ServiceTime 43291 QueueTime 1330 ExecTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36218 Size 10 ServiceTime 35133 QueueTime 2348 ExecTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36212 Size 1 ServiceTime 18891 QueueTime 53 ExecTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36222 Size 17 ServiceTime 16181 QueueTime 4779 ExecTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36198 Size 16 ServiceTime 57475 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 22350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36188 Size 25 ServiceTime 38492 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 34770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36711 Size 10 ServiceTime 8908 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36716 Size 16 ServiceTime 59060 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36721 Size 12 ServiceTime 55846 QueueTime 2595 ExecTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36725 Size 16 ServiceTime 45960 QueueTime 5412 ExecTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37339 Size 1 ServiceTime 34270 QueueTime 7219 ExecTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37337 Size 4 ServiceTime 25486 QueueTime 9438 ExecTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37367 Size 16 ServiceTime 4176 QueueTime 697 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37332 Size 34 ServiceTime 10384 QueueTime 15751 ExecTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37386 Size 64 ServiceTime 1371 QueueTime 738 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37412 Size 8 ServiceTime 4 QueueTime 79 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37396 Size 1 ServiceTime 3902 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37371 Size 1 ServiceTime 57271 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 11040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37370 Size 1 ServiceTime 51778 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 11670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37351 Size 16 ServiceTime 36828 QueueTime 4856 ExecTime 13620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37373 Size 2 ServiceTime 60293 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37331 Size 1 ServiceTime 51889 QueueTime 10950 ExecTime 33180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37523 Size 10 ServiceTime 57645 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37525 Size 16 ServiceTime 37104 QueueTime 878 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37526 Size 16 ServiceTime 58299 QueueTime 640 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37521 Size 11 ServiceTime 49097 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37550 Size 16 ServiceTime 2147 QueueTime 4096 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37568 Size 1 ServiceTime 25921 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37553 Size 16 ServiceTime 72 QueueTime 7208 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37600 Size 16 ServiceTime 4175 QueueTime 2319 ExecTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37609 Size 1 ServiceTime 10489 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37522 Size 10 ServiceTime 57645 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 18780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37608 Size 1 ServiceTime 19738 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37549 Size 16 ServiceTime 59790 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 12450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37563 Size 1 ServiceTime 26069 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 15540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37606 Size 1 ServiceTime 13787 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37624 Size 64 ServiceTime 6048 QueueTime 46 ExecTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37630 Size 1 ServiceTime 47357 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37632 Size 1 ServiceTime 41659 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 8130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37714 Size 6 ServiceTime 71 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37742 Size 1 ServiceTime 2269 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37659 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37741 Size 1 ServiceTime 2964 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37633 Size 1 ServiceTime 33453 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 11850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37735 Size 8 ServiceTime 5846 QueueTime 57 ExecTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37965 Size 1 ServiceTime 56041 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37967 Size 1 ServiceTime 51012 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 36210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38043 Size 1 ServiceTime 62543 QueueTime 232 ExecTime 61320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38165 Size 128 ServiceTime 34878 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 20580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38431 Size 64 ServiceTime 17719 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38439 Size 8 ServiceTime 4902 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38370 Size 4 ServiceTime 54043 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 47190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38565 Size 306 ServiceTime 12737 QueueTime 58784 ExecTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38593 Size 306 ServiceTime 10090 QueueTime 51875 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39014 Size 64 ServiceTime 570 QueueTime 5422 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39015 Size 64 ServiceTime 525 QueueTime 5058 ExecTime 210 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 39687 Size 128 ServiceTime 943 QueueTime 9988 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39846 Size 4 ServiceTime 57569 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 9360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39906 Size 51 ServiceTime 4961 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39928 Size 51 ServiceTime 5180 QueueTime 1507 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39946 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39924 Size 51 ServiceTime 5270 QueueTime 1397 ExecTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39936 Size 51 ServiceTime 10857 QueueTime 866 ExecTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39945 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39949 Size 64 ServiceTime 17171 QueueTime 1400 ExecTime 10590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39842 Size 16 ServiceTime 61924 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 39690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40351 Size 1 ServiceTime 3847 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40349 Size 1 ServiceTime 6899 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40353 Size 1 ServiceTime 61966 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40346 Size 1 ServiceTime 15203 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40415 Size 1 ServiceTime 47394 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40319 Size 11 ServiceTime 50456 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 10710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40400 Size 4 ServiceTime 58885 QueueTime 116 ExecTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40433 Size 16 ServiceTime 14062 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40335 Size 1 ServiceTime 39074 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 15990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40441 Size 1 ServiceTime 21637 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 4800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40463 Size 4 ServiceTime 4761 QueueTime 1088 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40288 Size 16 ServiceTime 32040 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 29130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40363 Size 64 ServiceTime 5465 QueueTime 15771 ExecTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40428 Size 8 ServiceTime 16870 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 13230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40477 Size 1 ServiceTime 3262 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40379 Size 51 ServiceTime 8940 QueueTime 17568 ExecTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40470 Size 1 ServiceTime 6852 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40383 Size 51 ServiceTime 9189 QueueTime 19371 ExecTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40485 Size 34 ServiceTime 16037 QueueTime 6481 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40387 Size 51 ServiceTime 9231 QueueTime 21420 ExecTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40495 Size 1 ServiceTime 36375 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 11280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40755 Size 51 ServiceTime 5028 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40758 Size 51 ServiceTime 6554 QueueTime 260 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40765 Size 4 ServiceTime 4903 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40786 Size 1 ServiceTime 47918 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 14250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40763 Size 8 ServiceTime 31921 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 16920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40774 Size 16 ServiceTime 48348 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 32430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40706 Size 1 ServiceTime 39705 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 39210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40736 Size 1 ServiceTime 52813 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 36540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40737 Size 1 ServiceTime 52755 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 36540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40735 Size 1 ServiceTime 52933 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 36600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41089 Size 32 ServiceTime 31563 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 11670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41539 Size 34 ServiceTime 64859 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41399 Size 11 ServiceTime 40724 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 26430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41278 Size 128 ServiceTime 63981 QueueTime 16915 ExecTime 21780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41537 Size 1 ServiceTime 26718 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41300 Size 1 ServiceTime 51273 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 36120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41536 Size 1 ServiceTime 30942 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41611 Size 16 ServiceTime 57562 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 30300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41614 Size 128 ServiceTime 61459 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 22530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41613 Size 32 ServiceTime 48954 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 28350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42245 Size 64 ServiceTime 12317 QueueTime 962 ExecTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42271 Size 11 ServiceTime 39516 QueueTime 423 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42328 Size 37 ServiceTime 65001 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42315 Size 16 ServiceTime 49690 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 36090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42446 Size 16 ServiceTime 58449 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 27540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42441 Size 16 ServiceTime 56941 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 34080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42810 Size 32 ServiceTime 35346 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 22500 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 24.857143 Avg Service Time: 30843.873047 
 
Simulation 29: Month 07 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 238 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44440 Size 25 ServiceTime 2800 QueueTime 1636 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44409 Size 32 ServiceTime 7499 QueueTime 5928 ExecTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44457 Size 4 ServiceTime 3803 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 2310 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 44459 Size 4 ServiceTime 2470 QueueTime 2000 ExecTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44413 Size 32 ServiceTime 6973 QueueTime 8711 ExecTime 6780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44453 Size 16 ServiceTime 57646 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44493 Size 32 ServiceTime 7053 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44498 Size 32 ServiceTime 13848 QueueTime 1983 ExecTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44497 Size 32 ServiceTime 6905 QueueTime 1504 ExecTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44491 Size 14 ServiceTime 26282 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44495 Size 32 ServiceTime 7157 QueueTime 667 ExecTime 5460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44500 Size 32 ServiceTime 6922 QueueTime 4860 ExecTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45114 Size 32 ServiceTime 7376 QueueTime 392 ExecTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45123 Size 4 ServiceTime 8198 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45113 Size 32 ServiceTime 7816 QueueTime 364 ExecTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45116 Size 32 ServiceTime 6982 QueueTime 6538 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45124 Size 16 ServiceTime 9840 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45121 Size 10 ServiceTime 38535 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 22560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45383 Size 16 ServiceTime 2516 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45387 Size 1 ServiceTime 45050 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 33990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45439 Size 32 ServiceTime 11756 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45466 Size 16 ServiceTime 61232 QueueTime 2051 ExecTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45445 Size 8 ServiceTime 11202 QueueTime 1316 ExecTime 11220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45649 Size 32 ServiceTime 12809 QueueTime 195 ExecTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45650 Size 32 ServiceTime 13843 QueueTime 2294 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45663 Size 4 ServiceTime 708 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45658 Size 1 ServiceTime 4146 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45665 Size 32 ServiceTime 34647 QueueTime 1060 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45673 Size 16 ServiceTime 64414 QueueTime 1016 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45676 Size 16 ServiceTime 632 QueueTime 72 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45672 Size 16 ServiceTime 66849 QueueTime 554 ExecTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45659 Size 8 ServiceTime 12965 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 12390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45613 Size 256 ServiceTime 31836 QueueTime 10530 ExecTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45818 Size 32 ServiceTime 9033 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45976 Size 1 ServiceTime 11886 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45972 Size 32 ServiceTime 9740 QueueTime 39 ExecTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45973 Size 32 ServiceTime 10557 QueueTime 1477 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45983 Size 9 ServiceTime 52373 QueueTime 978 ExecTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45975 Size 1 ServiceTime 63499 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45979 Size 1 ServiceTime 62575 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45986 Size 16 ServiceTime 57562 QueueTime 891 ExecTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45978 Size 1 ServiceTime 62858 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 12480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45977 Size 1 ServiceTime 64075 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 23760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45991 Size 64 ServiceTime 26135 QueueTime 4523 ExecTime 19650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45995 Size 1 ServiceTime 56364 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 55860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45993 Size 1 ServiceTime 58186 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 56640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46316 Size 32 ServiceTime 8652 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46645 Size 32 ServiceTime 8567 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46646 Size 32 ServiceTime 8407 QueueTime 102 ExecTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46661 Size 8 ServiceTime 51900 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46674 Size 1 ServiceTime 8980 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46672 Size 1 ServiceTime 10203 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46671 Size 1 ServiceTime 9569 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46648 Size 32 ServiceTime 8584 QueueTime 3729 ExecTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46670 Size 1 ServiceTime 9888 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46720 Size 1 ServiceTime 288 QueueTime 64 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46727 Size 1 ServiceTime 15758 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46737 Size 32 ServiceTime 2276 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46713 Size 8 ServiceTime 3580 QueueTime 1287 ExecTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46728 Size 1 ServiceTime 15760 QueueTime 207 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46679 Size 1 ServiceTime 49873 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 14370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46725 Size 1 ServiceTime 12069 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46780 Size 64 ServiceTime 8017 QueueTime 653 ExecTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46678 Size 1 ServiceTime 51492 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 33720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46675 Size 1 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 36780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46846 Size 32 ServiceTime 20198 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46687 Size 1 ServiceTime 45796 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 37500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46690 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 38430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46845 Size 32 ServiceTime 32997 QueueTime 138 ExecTime 15090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46777 Size 25 ServiceTime 54052 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 44550 
 172 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46904 Size 64 ServiceTime 13062 QueueTime 891 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46891 Size 64 ServiceTime 8034 QueueTime 3388 ExecTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46916 Size 4 ServiceTime 21637 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46926 Size 1 ServiceTime 51257 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46922 Size 4 ServiceTime 55016 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46920 Size 4 ServiceTime 55018 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46925 Size 8 ServiceTime 14495 QueueTime 1959 ExecTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46927 Size 1 ServiceTime 4331 QueueTime 678 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46932 Size 8 ServiceTime 7953 QueueTime 2587 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46928 Size 1 ServiceTime 11344 QueueTime 736 ExecTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46911 Size 1 ServiceTime 19961 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 12480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46921 Size 10 ServiceTime 52589 QueueTime 9423 ExecTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46905 Size 61 ServiceTime 41215 QueueTime 1529 ExecTime 14760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46937 Size 1 ServiceTime 63952 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 29130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46948 Size 1 ServiceTime 28893 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 26610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46939 Size 1 ServiceTime 54038 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 34080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47150 Size 1 ServiceTime 10096 QueueTime 5218 ExecTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47158 Size 1 ServiceTime 4924 QueueTime 1210 ExecTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47119 Size 1 ServiceTime 17546 QueueTime 11650 ExecTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47132 Size 1 ServiceTime 41375 QueueTime 9783 ExecTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47117 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 11838 ExecTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47086 Size 128 ServiceTime 63571 QueueTime 17794 ExecTime 5760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47105 Size 1 ServiceTime 53621 QueueTime 13457 ExecTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47198 Size 4 ServiceTime 15659 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47189 Size 1 ServiceTime 63839 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47115 Size 1 ServiceTime 19027 QueueTime 12263 ExecTime 10410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47212 Size 4 ServiceTime 2565 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47211 Size 4 ServiceTime 2519 QueueTime 423 ExecTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47145 Size 8 ServiceTime 14588 QueueTime 6488 ExecTime 13140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47191 Size 16 ServiceTime 62646 QueueTime 7163 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47219 Size 1 ServiceTime 640 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47130 Size 25 ServiceTime 54190 QueueTime 18001 ExecTime 12630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47207 Size 1 ServiceTime 27216 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 14640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47194 Size 16 ServiceTime 56824 QueueTime 7070 ExecTime 10110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47218 Size 1 ServiceTime 14687 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47106 Size 1 ServiceTime 53398 QueueTime 13338 ExecTime 27810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47252 Size 128 ServiceTime 21813 QueueTime 9033 ExecTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47260 Size 1 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 11610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47314 Size 1 ServiceTime 42445 QueueTime 44 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47312 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47317 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 303 ExecTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47322 Size 1 ServiceTime 9140 QueueTime 3972 ExecTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47319 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 1547 ExecTime 6630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47321 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 4102 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47309 Size 1 ServiceTime 10321 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 9210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47328 Size 32 ServiceTime 13881 QueueTime 140 ExecTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47318 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 1469 ExecTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47320 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 3641 ExecTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47371 Size 1 ServiceTime 53275 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47348 Size 1 ServiceTime 10086 QueueTime 580 ExecTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47342 Size 16 ServiceTime 1657 QueueTime 11726 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47354 Size 16 ServiceTime 57673 QueueTime 9347 ExecTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47355 Size 16 ServiceTime 57671 QueueTime 10127 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47369 Size 1 ServiceTime 40005 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47366 Size 1 ServiceTime 9680 QueueTime 882 ExecTime 7890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47360 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 1792 ExecTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47339 Size 4 ServiceTime 12980 QueueTime 4489 ExecTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47370 Size 1 ServiceTime 53235 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47330 Size 32 ServiceTime 13879 QueueTime 12767 ExecTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47407 Size 8 ServiceTime 2915 QueueTime 1849 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47374 Size 1 ServiceTime 39730 QueueTime 412 ExecTime 10920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47346 Size 4 ServiceTime 21925 QueueTime 10933 ExecTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47406 Size 1 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 39 ExecTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47306 Size 32 ServiceTime 56752 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 27960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47408 Size 1 ServiceTime 21635 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47413 Size 8 ServiceTime 14357 QueueTime 3285 ExecTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47419 Size 16 ServiceTime 1091 QueueTime 236 ExecTime 780 
 173 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47417 Size 16 ServiceTime 55559 QueueTime 2168 ExecTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47382 Size 1 ServiceTime 17779 QueueTime 1482 ExecTime 15270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47377 Size 1 ServiceTime 34284 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 19320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47412 Size 8 ServiceTime 10335 QueueTime 1964 ExecTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47381 Size 16 ServiceTime 58967 QueueTime 3676 ExecTime 19020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47420 Size 1 ServiceTime 57525 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47454 Size 4 ServiceTime 39508 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 13530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47383 Size 32 ServiceTime 32673 QueueTime 9063 ExecTime 28350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47379 Size 1 ServiceTime 44383 QueueTime 1248 ExecTime 38430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47437 Size 1 ServiceTime 52754 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 28140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47450 Size 4 ServiceTime 57629 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 27630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47451 Size 4 ServiceTime 55928 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 27630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47452 Size 4 ServiceTime 55888 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 27600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49582 Size 3 ServiceTime 936 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49659 Size 32 ServiceTime 32700 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49660 Size 32 ServiceTime 56710 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49519 Size 32 ServiceTime 59476 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 32760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49657 Size 32 ServiceTime 22214 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49586 Size 1 ServiceTime 48367 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 17820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49587 Size 1 ServiceTime 48132 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 17790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49656 Size 64 ServiceTime 36057 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49495 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 40080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49588 Size 1 ServiceTime 48049 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 17940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49589 Size 1 ServiceTime 48023 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 17910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49619 Size 4 ServiceTime 55779 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 14520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49493 Size 1 ServiceTime 52586 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 40590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49494 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 40230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49561 Size 1 ServiceTime 43670 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 22110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49661 Size 64 ServiceTime 224 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49505 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 39420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49504 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 39480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49502 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 40020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49643 Size 16 ServiceTime 7328 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 7200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49642 Size 17 ServiceTime 28881 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49662 Size 64 ServiceTime 29424 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49739 Size 64 ServiceTime 29541 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 24060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49836 Size 32 ServiceTime 39139 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49837 Size 32 ServiceTime 20605 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49816 Size 32 ServiceTime 32381 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 19800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49847 Size 30 ServiceTime 13962 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49870 Size 30 ServiceTime 29192 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49869 Size 30 ServiceTime 30832 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49813 Size 1 ServiceTime 42782 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 31710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49812 Size 1 ServiceTime 46850 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 31950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49867 Size 64 ServiceTime 29178 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49938 Size 17 ServiceTime 34313 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 11370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49998 Size 1 ServiceTime 42986 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50000 Size 1 ServiceTime 13616 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49905 Size 16 ServiceTime 57705 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 34320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49997 Size 1 ServiceTime 39754 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49904 Size 16 ServiceTime 56679 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 34350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50024 Size 25 ServiceTime 122 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49996 Size 4 ServiceTime 58038 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 10830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50068 Size 32 ServiceTime 32677 QueueTime 5913 ExecTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50051 Size 128 ServiceTime 64875 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 19080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50067 Size 32 ServiceTime 56916 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 46980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50196 Size 1 ServiceTime 50808 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50175 Size 32 ServiceTime 9198 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 5160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50208 Size 1 ServiceTime 51265 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50192 Size 16 ServiceTime 29060 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 7200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50199 Size 4 ServiceTime 58997 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50206 Size 16 ServiceTime 58729 QueueTime 73 ExecTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50198 Size 1 ServiceTime 38200 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 38130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50496 Size 16 ServiceTime 35846 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50509 Size 9 ServiceTime 4292 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50510 Size 9 ServiceTime 11153 QueueTime 409 ExecTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50503 Size 32 ServiceTime 49457 QueueTime 11149 ExecTime 690 
 174 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50511 Size 9 ServiceTime 37332 QueueTime 813 ExecTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50513 Size 16 ServiceTime 57549 QueueTime 1894 ExecTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50504 Size 34 ServiceTime 7659 QueueTime 13717 ExecTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50518 Size 1 ServiceTime 9141 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50522 Size 20 ServiceTime 13846 QueueTime 358 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50521 Size 1 ServiceTime 9129 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50519 Size 1 ServiceTime 8987 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50517 Size 1 ServiceTime 9007 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50534 Size 32 ServiceTime 30881 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50427 Size 128 ServiceTime 23418 QueueTime 24506 ExecTime 17010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50539 Size 1 ServiceTime 31417 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50654 Size 16 ServiceTime 53827 QueueTime 41 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50699 Size 8 ServiceTime 2612 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50684 Size 4 ServiceTime 53684 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50675 Size 1 ServiceTime 63715 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50643 Size 4 ServiceTime 54202 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 11460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50690 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 27690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50639 Size 4 ServiceTime 54317 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 38520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50497 Size 128 ServiceTime 63959 QueueTime 64076 ExecTime 53790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50692 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 40530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50691 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 59460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50967 Size 17 ServiceTime 22379 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50965 Size 4 ServiceTime 57811 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50966 Size 4 ServiceTime 57718 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50969 Size 4 ServiceTime 57819 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50971 Size 4 ServiceTime 57734 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50973 Size 4 ServiceTime 57952 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50976 Size 4 ServiceTime 53630 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50984 Size 16 ServiceTime 35246 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50983 Size 16 ServiceTime 35253 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50956 Size 4 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50918 Size 128 ServiceTime 63900 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 36990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50988 Size 64 ServiceTime 227 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50980 Size 1 ServiceTime 56833 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 31590 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 17.172270 Avg Service Time: 34016.984375 
 
Simulation 30: Month 08 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 259 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51171 Size 1 ServiceTime 2827 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51176 Size 1 ServiceTime 17429 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51175 Size 1 ServiceTime 22384 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51174 Size 1 ServiceTime 21828 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51386 Size 4 ServiceTime 34310 QueueTime 3701 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51388 Size 1 ServiceTime 11617 QueueTime 3122 ExecTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51387 Size 4 ServiceTime 5258 QueueTime 4788 ExecTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51385 Size 4 ServiceTime 34952 QueueTime 3787 ExecTime 8940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51381 Size 1 ServiceTime 39345 QueueTime 4494 ExecTime 12930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51380 Size 1 ServiceTime 39357 QueueTime 4721 ExecTime 13140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51379 Size 1 ServiceTime 33858 QueueTime 5048 ExecTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51378 Size 1 ServiceTime 39529 QueueTime 5151 ExecTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52269 Size 16 ServiceTime 15804 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52268 Size 1 ServiceTime 6104 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52267 Size 1 ServiceTime 6250 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52266 Size 8 ServiceTime 34624 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52265 Size 1 ServiceTime 17824 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52257 Size 32 ServiceTime 32445 QueueTime 7535 ExecTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52515 Size 16 ServiceTime 42705 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 12570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53084 Size 1 ServiceTime 2742 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53072 Size 1 ServiceTime 17746 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53082 Size 1 ServiceTime 11327 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53080 Size 1 ServiceTime 17242 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53114 Size 64 ServiceTime 15795 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 13770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53390 Size 4 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53392 Size 64 ServiceTime 13606 QueueTime 5046 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53449 Size 64 ServiceTime 14584 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 4020 
 175 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53505 Size 16 ServiceTime 12679 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53506 Size 1 ServiceTime 22333 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53507 Size 1 ServiceTime 17296 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53512 Size 8 ServiceTime 18074 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53516 Size 1 ServiceTime 9015 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53397 Size 1 ServiceTime 44658 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 36900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53504 Size 1 ServiceTime 52001 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 39660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53489 Size 2 ServiceTime 64876 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 47460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53500 Size 1 ServiceTime 52046 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 40200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53499 Size 1 ServiceTime 58725 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 40260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53652 Size 8 ServiceTime 4512 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53639 Size 1 ServiceTime 12353 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53617 Size 16 ServiceTime 31209 QueueTime 15170 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53665 Size 1 ServiceTime 37743 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53666 Size 1 ServiceTime 49688 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53642 Size 16 ServiceTime 59439 QueueTime 8393 ExecTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53667 Size 15 ServiceTime 10847 QueueTime 960 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53641 Size 1 ServiceTime 58317 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 13860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53651 Size 4 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 12390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53661 Size 64 ServiceTime 92 QueueTime 7958 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53662 Size 64 ServiceTime 8889 QueueTime 7985 ExecTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53664 Size 1 ServiceTime 58160 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 18000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53671 Size 4 ServiceTime 36687 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 31410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53616 Size 1 ServiceTime 53788 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 52170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53997 Size 32 ServiceTime 56883 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 12720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54180 Size 18 ServiceTime 54064 QueueTime 5780 ExecTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54175 Size 1 ServiceTime 36034 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 31350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54208 Size 32 ServiceTime 6519 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54266 Size 4 ServiceTime 56012 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 18480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54396 Size 10 ServiceTime 4820 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54399 Size 1 ServiceTime 33070 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 12510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54398 Size 1 ServiceTime 15595 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54265 Size 4 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 58830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54640 Size 300 ServiceTime 500 QueueTime 49400 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54990 Size 306 ServiceTime 18066 QueueTime 8901 ExecTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55107 Size 30 ServiceTime 28848 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 10920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55148 Size 16 ServiceTime 25188 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 15720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55262 Size 1 ServiceTime 13290 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55241 Size 1 ServiceTime 46261 QueueTime 769 ExecTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55260 Size 1 ServiceTime 13274 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55249 Size 1 ServiceTime 13036 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55263 Size 1 ServiceTime 13362 QueueTime 125 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55261 Size 1 ServiceTime 13314 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55235 Size 1 ServiceTime 51147 QueueTime 1211 ExecTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55264 Size 1 ServiceTime 14374 QueueTime 514 ExecTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55229 Size 4 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 2348 ExecTime 13170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55208 Size 16 ServiceTime 57518 QueueTime 6141 ExecTime 14730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55240 Size 1 ServiceTime 27622 QueueTime 793 ExecTime 16860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55228 Size 4 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 2364 ExecTime 32670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55272 Size 1 ServiceTime 51744 QueueTime 1889 ExecTime 37980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55280 Size 16 ServiceTime 45307 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 31380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55577 Size 9 ServiceTime 11546 QueueTime 61 ExecTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55573 Size 32 ServiceTime 12998 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55413 Size 256 ServiceTime 32168 QueueTime 58179 ExecTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55861 Size 1 ServiceTime 28461 QueueTime 6177 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55822 Size 1 ServiceTime 17377 QueueTime 8298 ExecTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55833 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 7269 ExecTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55812 Size 10 ServiceTime 14364 QueueTime 11888 ExecTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55857 Size 1 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 7460 ExecTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55846 Size 8 ServiceTime 4624 QueueTime 12120 ExecTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55856 Size 1 ServiceTime 33864 QueueTime 7507 ExecTime 7080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55826 Size 1 ServiceTime 17546 QueueTime 7525 ExecTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55832 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 7279 ExecTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55847 Size 8 ServiceTime 4574 QueueTime 12536 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55845 Size 8 ServiceTime 4599 QueueTime 12035 ExecTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55876 Size 1 ServiceTime 20074 QueueTime 560 ExecTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55859 Size 10 ServiceTime 16709 QueueTime 13381 ExecTime 2340 
 176 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55880 Size 10 ServiceTime 43252 QueueTime 7613 ExecTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55830 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 7284 ExecTime 14790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55889 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55879 Size 4 ServiceTime 17867 QueueTime 2760 ExecTime 15360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55831 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 7280 ExecTime 20400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55853 Size 1 ServiceTime 52077 QueueTime 7261 ExecTime 21690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55814 Size 1 ServiceTime 54731 QueueTime 11692 ExecTime 24270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55858 Size 16 ServiceTime 45967 QueueTime 17270 ExecTime 13890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55829 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 7286 ExecTime 33060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55892 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 23790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55882 Size 16 ServiceTime 57290 QueueTime 6896 ExecTime 26760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55808 Size 1 ServiceTime 55547 QueueTime 11963 ExecTime 44070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56162 Size 32 ServiceTime 13106 QueueTime 2461 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56211 Size 8 ServiceTime 48165 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56210 Size 8 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56213 Size 10 ServiceTime 3639 QueueTime 1808 ExecTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56161 Size 32 ServiceTime 12979 QueueTime 2463 ExecTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56215 Size 10 ServiceTime 16493 QueueTime 2851 ExecTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56164 Size 32 ServiceTime 14089 QueueTime 3088 ExecTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56160 Size 32 ServiceTime 12810 QueueTime 2465 ExecTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56219 Size 15 ServiceTime 20181 QueueTime 2117 ExecTime 14520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56539 Size 16 ServiceTime 7265 QueueTime 1484 ExecTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56535 Size 16 ServiceTime 44310 QueueTime 2169 ExecTime 6150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56531 Size 8 ServiceTime 36174 QueueTime 3024 ExecTime 10140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56567 Size 1 ServiceTime 26669 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56585 Size 16 ServiceTime 34460 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56570 Size 1 ServiceTime 26883 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56361 Size 1 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 43560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56589 Size 2 ServiceTime 4124 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56566 Size 1 ServiceTime 26673 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56582 Size 15 ServiceTime 33777 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56433 Size 1 ServiceTime 44875 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 31290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56435 Size 1 ServiceTime 36018 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 31050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56561 Size 1 ServiceTime 26452 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 6570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56430 Size 1 ServiceTime 44885 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 31440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56425 Size 32 ServiceTime 34775 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 31740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56426 Size 1 ServiceTime 33596 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 31680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56460 Size 32 ServiceTime 12942 QueueTime 26103 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56461 Size 32 ServiceTime 12537 QueueTime 26227 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56415 Size 9 ServiceTime 58443 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 33330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56422 Size 1 ServiceTime 61245 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 32100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56423 Size 1 ServiceTime 61110 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 32070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56424 Size 1 ServiceTime 33669 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 32010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56456 Size 32 ServiceTime 13572 QueueTime 15449 ExecTime 11010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56580 Size 20 ServiceTime 945 QueueTime 6834 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56565 Size 1 ServiceTime 26557 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56401 Size 32 ServiceTime 57684 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 39000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56404 Size 1 ServiceTime 39266 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 38100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56463 Size 32 ServiceTime 12510 QueueTime 26372 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56541 Size 1 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56562 Size 1 ServiceTime 26472 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56563 Size 1 ServiceTime 26621 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56564 Size 1 ServiceTime 26557 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56465 Size 32 ServiceTime 13389 QueueTime 26487 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56466 Size 32 ServiceTime 17072 QueueTime 26724 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56464 Size 32 ServiceTime 12599 QueueTime 26489 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56467 Size 32 ServiceTime 16262 QueueTime 26781 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56468 Size 32 ServiceTime 16466 QueueTime 26838 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56590 Size 1 ServiceTime 11362 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56557 Size 1 ServiceTime 26550 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56558 Size 1 ServiceTime 26344 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56559 Size 1 ServiceTime 26392 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56560 Size 1 ServiceTime 26458 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56549 Size 1 ServiceTime 26306 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56550 Size 1 ServiceTime 26307 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56551 Size 1 ServiceTime 26292 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56552 Size 1 ServiceTime 26427 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 7770 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 56553 Size 1 ServiceTime 26458 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56554 Size 1 ServiceTime 25958 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56555 Size 1 ServiceTime 26443 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56556 Size 1 ServiceTime 26404 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56457 Size 32 ServiceTime 12703 QueueTime 18536 ExecTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56522 Size 1 ServiceTime 13058 QueueTime 4927 ExecTime 11850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56545 Size 1 ServiceTime 26166 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56546 Size 1 ServiceTime 26301 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 7860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56547 Size 1 ServiceTime 26328 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 7860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56548 Size 1 ServiceTime 26214 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 7860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56544 Size 32 ServiceTime 30958 QueueTime 13755 ExecTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56525 Size 32 ServiceTime 14044 QueueTime 15775 ExecTime 13530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56897 Size 1 ServiceTime 7856 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56901 Size 9 ServiceTime 18048 QueueTime 147 ExecTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56877 Size 16 ServiceTime 7259 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56782 Size 256 ServiceTime 46793 QueueTime 3530 ExecTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56899 Size 16 ServiceTime 30114 QueueTime 82 ExecTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56898 Size 9 ServiceTime 18042 QueueTime 85 ExecTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56737 Size 15 ServiceTime 32956 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 29610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57672 Size 32 ServiceTime 1735 QueueTime 3729 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57673 Size 32 ServiceTime 13638 QueueTime 3787 ExecTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57633 Size 16 ServiceTime 23512 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57631 Size 25 ServiceTime 20348 QueueTime 13027 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57587 Size 16 ServiceTime 49811 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 25320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57618 Size 1 ServiceTime 34055 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 20160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57661 Size 1 ServiceTime 50634 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57662 Size 1 ServiceTime 31326 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 9390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57663 Size 1 ServiceTime 30007 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 9360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57664 Size 1 ServiceTime 37410 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 9360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57658 Size 1 ServiceTime 20890 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 9900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57659 Size 1 ServiceTime 21634 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 9870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57660 Size 1 ServiceTime 14777 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 9750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57655 Size 1 ServiceTime 19732 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 9960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57656 Size 1 ServiceTime 27690 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 9930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57657 Size 1 ServiceTime 22868 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 9930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57650 Size 8 ServiceTime 28248 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 10440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57653 Size 1 ServiceTime 17777 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 10020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57654 Size 1 ServiceTime 13479 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 9990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57648 Size 1 ServiceTime 50660 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 10590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57649 Size 1 ServiceTime 51767 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 10560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57645 Size 1 ServiceTime 62322 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 11970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57646 Size 1 ServiceTime 63162 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 11940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57643 Size 1 ServiceTime 62189 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57644 Size 1 ServiceTime 62678 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57141 Size 32 ServiceTime 35476 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 35130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57033 Size 8 ServiceTime 40158 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 36510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57684 Size 50 ServiceTime 29635 QueueTime 3477 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57028 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 48330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57026 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 48390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57590 Size 1 ServiceTime 61085 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 25500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57024 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 48420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57647 Size 1 ServiceTime 51212 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57022 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 48450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57020 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 48480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57017 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 48510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57018 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 48510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57019 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 48510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57669 Size 32 ServiceTime 13155 QueueTime 3344 ExecTime 3930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57014 Size 128 ServiceTime 912 QueueTime 51053 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57016 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 48540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57634 Size 64 ServiceTime 247 QueueTime 15211 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57639 Size 64 ServiceTime 28362 QueueTime 13246 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57632 Size 100 ServiceTime 281 QueueTime 16077 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57670 Size 32 ServiceTime 12881 QueueTime 3342 ExecTime 8430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57746 Size 32 ServiceTime 43570 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57860 Size 4 ServiceTime 11378 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58275 Size 50 ServiceTime 17571 QueueTime 22501 ExecTime 30 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 58517 Size 256 ServiceTime 64912 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 10620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58738 Size 32 ServiceTime 21590 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58782 Size 31 ServiceTime 5595 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58926 Size 1 ServiceTime 49089 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58925 Size 1 ServiceTime 49093 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58919 Size 1 ServiceTime 49247 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58927 Size 1 ServiceTime 48860 QueueTime 325 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58918 Size 1 ServiceTime 21895 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58931 Size 1 ServiceTime 48632 QueueTime 2256 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58924 Size 1 ServiceTime 49098 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 11730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58917 Size 1 ServiceTime 17601 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58928 Size 1 ServiceTime 48837 QueueTime 2504 ExecTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58911 Size 1 ServiceTime 38759 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 16470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58909 Size 1 ServiceTime 39245 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 19770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58954 Size 1 ServiceTime 24636 QueueTime 13036 ExecTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58908 Size 1 ServiceTime 42219 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 25800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58942 Size 1 ServiceTime 26910 QueueTime 16379 ExecTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58984 Size 4 ServiceTime 9369 QueueTime 2391 ExecTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58944 Size 1 ServiceTime 26082 QueueTime 16215 ExecTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58941 Size 1 ServiceTime 29714 QueueTime 16381 ExecTime 7890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58940 Size 1 ServiceTime 24909 QueueTime 16385 ExecTime 8910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58974 Size 1 ServiceTime 19064 QueueTime 6214 ExecTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58938 Size 1 ServiceTime 33878 QueueTime 16709 ExecTime 23250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58934 Size 1 ServiceTime 44352 QueueTime 16713 ExecTime 26520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58937 Size 1 ServiceTime 34101 QueueTime 16709 ExecTime 27330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58933 Size 1 ServiceTime 46310 QueueTime 16714 ExecTime 28500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58936 Size 1 ServiceTime 38501 QueueTime 16711 ExecTime 31410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58932 Size 1 ServiceTime 48537 QueueTime 16715 ExecTime 33450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58935 Size 1 ServiceTime 40192 QueueTime 16712 ExecTime 33450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59058 Size 4 ServiceTime 53040 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 37320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58907 Size 128 ServiceTime 39541 QueueTime 122595 ExecTime 12030 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 15.660232 Avg Service Time: 31927.173828 
 
Simulation 31: Month 09 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 204 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59925 Size 16 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 12246 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59952 Size 15 ServiceTime 942 QueueTime 4641 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59933 Size 16 ServiceTime 4617 QueueTime 10886 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59945 Size 16 ServiceTime 33054 QueueTime 7792 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59946 Size 8 ServiceTime 47560 QueueTime 6655 ExecTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59962 Size 1 ServiceTime 50501 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59961 Size 1 ServiceTime 52789 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 12300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60211 Size 68 ServiceTime 64859 QueueTime 8844 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60499 Size 1 ServiceTime 8412 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60501 Size 1 ServiceTime 28896 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60526 Size 20 ServiceTime 75 QueueTime 514 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60478 Size 1 ServiceTime 61302 QueueTime 4752 ExecTime 10530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60482 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 4580 ExecTime 17250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60481 Size 1 ServiceTime 61717 QueueTime 4593 ExecTime 27150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60480 Size 1 ServiceTime 35496 QueueTime 4631 ExecTime 30030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60697 Size 4 ServiceTime 943 QueueTime 10085 ExecTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60752 Size 1 ServiceTime 17907 QueueTime 3228 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60690 Size 1 ServiceTime 39477 QueueTime 10758 ExecTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60712 Size 1 ServiceTime 46495 QueueTime 7667 ExecTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60636 Size 4 ServiceTime 53766 QueueTime 16265 ExecTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60689 Size 1 ServiceTime 40209 QueueTime 10771 ExecTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60691 Size 1 ServiceTime 39607 QueueTime 10742 ExecTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60692 Size 8 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 10781 ExecTime 9480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60746 Size 1 ServiceTime 37344 QueueTime 5609 ExecTime 33120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60679 Size 1 ServiceTime 35812 QueueTime 11450 ExecTime 35130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60904 Size 1 ServiceTime 44552 QueueTime 903 ExecTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60903 Size 1 ServiceTime 42794 QueueTime 924 ExecTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60902 Size 1 ServiceTime 44790 QueueTime 942 ExecTime 18930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60918 Size 2 ServiceTime 29537 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 27810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61192 Size 2 ServiceTime 8154 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 2670 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 61195 Size 1 ServiceTime 19275 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61148 Size 1 ServiceTime 50312 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 38310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61147 Size 1 ServiceTime 55872 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 41790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61145 Size 1 ServiceTime 58866 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 41850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61146 Size 1 ServiceTime 51864 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 41850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61260 Size 1 ServiceTime 9902 QueueTime 3884 ExecTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61250 Size 32 ServiceTime 24497 QueueTime 6045 ExecTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61259 Size 1 ServiceTime 13635 QueueTime 3985 ExecTime 4800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61261 Size 1 ServiceTime 9356 QueueTime 4137 ExecTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61246 Size 32 ServiceTime 34542 QueueTime 6218 ExecTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61262 Size 1 ServiceTime 14402 QueueTime 4098 ExecTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61322 Size 1 ServiceTime 14436 QueueTime 46 ExecTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61300 Size 1 ServiceTime 21601 QueueTime 125 ExecTime 13650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61291 Size 64 ServiceTime 18921 QueueTime 6764 ExecTime 7830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61324 Size 1 ServiceTime 14435 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 8910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61290 Size 64 ServiceTime 19656 QueueTime 3351 ExecTime 17250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61292 Size 64 ServiceTime 13374 QueueTime 14588 ExecTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61367 Size 1 ServiceTime 17408 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 13380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61858 Size 29 ServiceTime 1238 QueueTime 29003 ExecTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61882 Size 16 ServiceTime 10374 QueueTime 27420 ExecTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61919 Size 32 ServiceTime 34888 QueueTime 23922 ExecTime 19890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61953 Size 151 ServiceTime 7300 QueueTime 36588 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62114 Size 30 ServiceTime 1174 QueueTime 736 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62110 Size 32 ServiceTime 13761 QueueTime 326 ExecTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62127 Size 20 ServiceTime 13549 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62116 Size 31 ServiceTime 25923 QueueTime 628 ExecTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62153 Size 1 ServiceTime 17432 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62161 Size 16 ServiceTime 59123 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62157 Size 1 ServiceTime 57892 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62163 Size 16 ServiceTime 58491 QueueTime 192 ExecTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62162 Size 16 ServiceTime 59393 QueueTime 196 ExecTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62155 Size 1 ServiceTime 24720 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 10830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62062 Size 9 ServiceTime 24605 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 24540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62156 Size 1 ServiceTime 40400 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 35670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62388 Size 256 ServiceTime 32547 QueueTime 250 ExecTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62486 Size 30 ServiceTime 479 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62494 Size 32 ServiceTime 4683 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62495 Size 32 ServiceTime 4548 QueueTime 1067 ExecTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62501 Size 32 ServiceTime 50390 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62576 Size 128 ServiceTime 35032 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 13080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62650 Size 306 ServiceTime 52040 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62728 Size 32 ServiceTime 4767 QueueTime 9983 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62729 Size 32 ServiceTime 4651 QueueTime 10101 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62754 Size 18 ServiceTime 54036 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62909 Size 29 ServiceTime 1805 QueueTime 261 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62916 Size 1 ServiceTime 19628 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62942 Size 16 ServiceTime 58661 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63221 Size 16 ServiceTime 23106 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63545 Size 32 ServiceTime 2925 QueueTime 7048 ExecTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64203 Size 12 ServiceTime 1404 QueueTime 2519 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64157 Size 32 ServiceTime 23537 QueueTime 7431 ExecTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64198 Size 16 ServiceTime 8384 QueueTime 3192 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64205 Size 16 ServiceTime 27771 QueueTime 2964 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64196 Size 13 ServiceTime 20089 QueueTime 3104 ExecTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64199 Size 20 ServiceTime 9961 QueueTime 3581 ExecTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64195 Size 12 ServiceTime 9480 QueueTime 1755 ExecTime 6780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64201 Size 22 ServiceTime 9982 QueueTime 6880 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64197 Size 14 ServiceTime 13762 QueueTime 3193 ExecTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64233 Size 32 ServiceTime 2457 QueueTime 403 ExecTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64219 Size 32 ServiceTime 34682 QueueTime 5261 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64235 Size 1 ServiceTime 42733 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64202 Size 24 ServiceTime 10853 QueueTime 8049 ExecTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64240 Size 32 ServiceTime 49847 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64243 Size 32 ServiceTime 12550 QueueTime 1024 ExecTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64234 Size 1 ServiceTime 46606 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64194 Size 8 ServiceTime 37739 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 28110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64244 Size 1 ServiceTime 40170 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 31020 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 64459 Size 9 ServiceTime 30289 QueueTime 453 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64410 Size 10 ServiceTime 13847 QueueTime 6383 ExecTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64399 Size 16 ServiceTime 14484 QueueTime 8859 ExecTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64498 Size 128 ServiceTime 32093 QueueTime 3827 ExecTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64391 Size 16 ServiceTime 57727 QueueTime 10477 ExecTime 41790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64702 Size 16 ServiceTime 6954 QueueTime 61 ExecTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64703 Size 8 ServiceTime 8270 QueueTime 388 ExecTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64635 Size 32 ServiceTime 23538 QueueTime 13418 ExecTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64724 Size 16 ServiceTime 34449 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64731 Size 1 ServiceTime 60384 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64730 Size 11 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64740 Size 4 ServiceTime 19219 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64644 Size 31 ServiceTime 45165 QueueTime 11860 ExecTime 13920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64700 Size 10 ServiceTime 42223 QueueTime 501 ExecTime 16170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64753 Size 31 ServiceTime 45466 QueueTime 1818 ExecTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64796 Size 8 ServiceTime 83 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64627 Size 20 ServiceTime 34783 QueueTime 15121 ExecTime 24510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64615 Size 16 ServiceTime 27163 QueueTime 17573 ExecTime 24630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64614 Size 16 ServiceTime 36044 QueueTime 17589 ExecTime 24810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64739 Size 11 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 15240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64657 Size 25 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 14065 ExecTime 21480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64729 Size 1 ServiceTime 32773 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 18180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64751 Size 128 ServiceTime 1849 QueueTime 13306 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64808 Size 16 ServiceTime 356 QueueTime 779 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64809 Size 16 ServiceTime 12974 QueueTime 743 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64738 Size 1 ServiceTime 33980 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 15630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64735 Size 11 ServiceTime 21644 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 17340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64733 Size 4 ServiceTime 61587 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 18030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64732 Size 4 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 18120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64793 Size 16 ServiceTime 24643 QueueTime 1324 ExecTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64348 Size 64 ServiceTime 54054 QueueTime 100584 ExecTime 25440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64801 Size 24 ServiceTime 614 QueueTime 2243 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64802 Size 18 ServiceTime 236 QueueTime 2653 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64803 Size 20 ServiceTime 176 QueueTime 2675 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64674 Size 1 ServiceTime 60817 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 34740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64675 Size 1 ServiceTime 62382 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 34710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64647 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 43890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64673 Size 1 ServiceTime 62133 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 48300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64835 Size 30 ServiceTime 8495 QueueTime 11978 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64826 Size 32 ServiceTime 12488 QueueTime 11946 ExecTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64836 Size 32 ServiceTime 10832 QueueTime 12216 ExecTime 10320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64858 Size 81 ServiceTime 5971 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64931 Size 32 ServiceTime 4414 QueueTime 10279 ExecTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64988 Size 1 ServiceTime 1077 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64976 Size 11 ServiceTime 21647 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64981 Size 4 ServiceTime 5625 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64990 Size 4 ServiceTime 4665 QueueTime 701 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64987 Size 1 ServiceTime 31513 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64954 Size 32 ServiceTime 24734 QueueTime 12155 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64957 Size 32 ServiceTime 36043 QueueTime 12335 ExecTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64958 Size 32 ServiceTime 34532 QueueTime 14432 ExecTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64996 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64930 Size 32 ServiceTime 17448 QueueTime 10281 ExecTime 15720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64862 Size 32 ServiceTime 23520 QueueTime 27990 ExecTime 15750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64985 Size 3 ServiceTime 21641 QueueTime 1433 ExecTime 16890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65033 Size 1 ServiceTime 40443 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 36750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65105 Size 4 ServiceTime 10844 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 7080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65102 Size 32 ServiceTime 23416 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 11550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65114 Size 32 ServiceTime 30204 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 13290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65138 Size 32 ServiceTime 32358 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65137 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 9150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65135 Size 1 ServiceTime 64834 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65150 Size 1 ServiceTime 9269 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 6000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65134 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65147 Size 1 ServiceTime 9206 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65148 Size 1 ServiceTime 9310 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 6150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65149 Size 1 ServiceTime 9322 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 6090 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 65153 Size 11 ServiceTime 20965 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65152 Size 9 ServiceTime 18043 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 5700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65096 Size 65 ServiceTime 25256 QueueTime 16248 ExecTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65120 Size 11 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 12630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65131 Size 1 ServiceTime 42089 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 9990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65132 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 9960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65133 Size 1 ServiceTime 45397 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 9930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65129 Size 1 ServiceTime 27533 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 10170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65130 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 10050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65155 Size 30 ServiceTime 16930 QueueTime 4921 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65097 Size 65 ServiceTime 18061 QueueTime 22052 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65159 Size 32 ServiceTime 4545 QueueTime 1115 ExecTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65161 Size 32 ServiceTime 4625 QueueTime 1502 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65163 Size 32 ServiceTime 715 QueueTime 1528 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65164 Size 32 ServiceTime 4768 QueueTime 1557 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65166 Size 32 ServiceTime 4563 QueueTime 1853 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65167 Size 32 ServiceTime 4538 QueueTime 1912 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65168 Size 32 ServiceTime 4699 QueueTime 1940 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65106 Size 7 ServiceTime 21742 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 18240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65162 Size 32 ServiceTime 4642 QueueTime 1530 ExecTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65116 Size 1 ServiceTime 37224 QueueTime 24 ExecTime 13890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65160 Size 32 ServiceTime 4616 QueueTime 1504 ExecTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65144 Size 300 ServiceTime 579 QueueTime 9071 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65046 Size 1 ServiceTime 41328 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 37560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65145 Size 300 ServiceTime 1009 QueueTime 9091 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65112 Size 1 ServiceTime 29290 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 16890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65178 Size 61 ServiceTime 14048 QueueTime 63319 ExecTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65237 Size 20 ServiceTime 16482 QueueTime 17576 ExecTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65241 Size 1 ServiceTime 41097 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 19410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65315 Size 1 ServiceTime 13195 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65316 Size 1 ServiceTime 32898 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65317 Size 1 ServiceTime 32525 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65318 Size 1 ServiceTime 32593 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65295 Size 28 ServiceTime 3564 QueueTime 9862 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65298 Size 32 ServiceTime 14454 QueueTime 9889 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65297 Size 30 ServiceTime 10602 QueueTime 9860 ExecTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65570 Size 16 ServiceTime 27660 QueueTime 14975 ExecTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65564 Size 16 ServiceTime 27474 QueueTime 15626 ExecTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65563 Size 16 ServiceTime 61082 QueueTime 15657 ExecTime 18570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65716 Size 32 ServiceTime 13766 QueueTime 20862 ExecTime 870 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 23.490196 Avg Service Time: 27065.421875 
 
Simulation 32: Month 10 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 158 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66281 Size 1 ServiceTime 35219 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66278 Size 1 ServiceTime 37252 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66280 Size 1 ServiceTime 30456 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66254 Size 1 ServiceTime 47870 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66276 Size 1 ServiceTime 27504 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66279 Size 1 ServiceTime 34047 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66282 Size 1 ServiceTime 34470 QueueTime 776 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66294 Size 1 ServiceTime 19248 QueueTime 4755 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66283 Size 1 ServiceTime 33662 QueueTime 925 ExecTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66290 Size 1 ServiceTime 19046 QueueTime 1908 ExecTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66309 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 3701 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66277 Size 1 ServiceTime 22753 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66293 Size 1 ServiceTime 35910 QueueTime 4186 ExecTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66275 Size 1 ServiceTime 24562 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 19230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66300 Size 4 ServiceTime 63079 QueueTime 9593 ExecTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66317 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66342 Size 1 ServiceTime 61967 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66329 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66273 Size 1 ServiceTime 39319 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 21780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66272 Size 1 ServiceTime 37374 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 22080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66271 Size 1 ServiceTime 33083 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 22230 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 66270 Size 1 ServiceTime 26977 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 22380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66341 Size 1 ServiceTime 61476 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66269 Size 1 ServiceTime 32783 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 22830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66292 Size 1 ServiceTime 28298 QueueTime 3886 ExecTime 19380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66350 Size 1 ServiceTime 15079 QueueTime 2342 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66340 Size 1 ServiceTime 62161 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66348 Size 1 ServiceTime 62068 QueueTime 1720 ExecTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66347 Size 1 ServiceTime 59360 QueueTime 1648 ExecTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66253 Size 1 ServiceTime 43383 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 31950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66303 Size 16 ServiceTime 13225 QueueTime 26712 ExecTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66343 Size 1 ServiceTime 61450 QueueTime 969 ExecTime 37980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66351 Size 1 ServiceTime 61644 QueueTime 3116 ExecTime 38430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66793 Size 32 ServiceTime 34538 QueueTime 5567 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68066 Size 4 ServiceTime 1004 QueueTime 405 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68004 Size 32 ServiceTime 64673 QueueTime 19529 ExecTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68049 Size 4 ServiceTime 34574 QueueTime 2051 ExecTime 11130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68003 Size 32 ServiceTime 47886 QueueTime 19625 ExecTime 12780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68357 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68274 Size 128 ServiceTime 33261 QueueTime 26124 ExecTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68375 Size 8 ServiceTime 58622 QueueTime 323 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68374 Size 8 ServiceTime 52174 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68313 Size 320 ServiceTime 64950 QueueTime 17693 ExecTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68400 Size 16 ServiceTime 143 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68366 Size 4 ServiceTime 42052 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 10110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68642 Size 20 ServiceTime 26124 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68667 Size 18 ServiceTime 1394 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68663 Size 1 ServiceTime 38762 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68676 Size 4 ServiceTime 53534 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68673 Size 1 ServiceTime 64030 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68695 Size 1 ServiceTime 64112 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68692 Size 1 ServiceTime 64826 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68694 Size 1 ServiceTime 22939 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68660 Size 1 ServiceTime 26058 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68696 Size 1 ServiceTime 64105 QueueTime 4 ExecTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68669 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 6840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68697 Size 1 ServiceTime 50943 QueueTime 48 ExecTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68668 Size 1 ServiceTime 38978 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 8490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68691 Size 1 ServiceTime 11764 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 5160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68707 Size 4 ServiceTime 10701 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68725 Size 1 ServiceTime 33362 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68693 Size 1 ServiceTime 28177 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 11040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68711 Size 4 ServiceTime 16730 QueueTime 5762 ExecTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68729 Size 4 ServiceTime 27246 QueueTime 1184 ExecTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68727 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 246 ExecTime 5640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68734 Size 1 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 3019 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68733 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 2994 ExecTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68730 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68749 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 10608 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68747 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 10621 ExecTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68671 Size 320 ServiceTime 19124 QueueTime 26787 ExecTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68748 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 10617 ExecTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68736 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 9007 ExecTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68746 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 10626 ExecTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68732 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 3000 ExecTime 15690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68744 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 10637 ExecTime 15150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68705 Size 1 ServiceTime 62386 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 36330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68743 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 10641 ExecTime 19230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68742 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 10654 ExecTime 20250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68716 Size 1 ServiceTime 58778 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 37680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68741 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 10659 ExecTime 24330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68690 Size 1 ServiceTime 64242 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 50880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68740 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 10664 ExecTime 28350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68745 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 10632 ExecTime 37860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68852 Size 32 ServiceTime 34048 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 28110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68737 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 10652 ExecTime 50100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68774 Size 1 ServiceTime 56727 QueueTime 5230 ExecTime 55020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68739 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 10671 ExecTime 56460 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 68979 Size 64 ServiceTime 30668 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 12690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69000 Size 5 ServiceTime 12475 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69001 Size 20 ServiceTime 25866 QueueTime 29 ExecTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68992 Size 320 ServiceTime 64948 QueueTime 12539 ExecTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69198 Size 320 ServiceTime 65005 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 10200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69392 Size 1 ServiceTime 41487 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 3990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69398 Size 1 ServiceTime 3176 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69394 Size 1 ServiceTime 52749 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69391 Size 1 ServiceTime 39672 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 10500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69389 Size 1 ServiceTime 41322 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 11670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69390 Size 1 ServiceTime 41211 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 15660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69388 Size 1 ServiceTime 41800 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 21750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69384 Size 1 ServiceTime 40437 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 23490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69387 Size 1 ServiceTime 40431 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 24900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69386 Size 1 ServiceTime 40530 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 26820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69383 Size 1 ServiceTime 39711 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 32370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69341 Size 1 ServiceTime 62284 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 59640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70454 Size 2 ServiceTime 58723 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70455 Size 20 ServiceTime 29356 QueueTime 4534 ExecTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70487 Size 16 ServiceTime 171 QueueTime 153 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70485 Size 10 ServiceTime 13027 QueueTime 10555 ExecTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70491 Size 1 ServiceTime 7832 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70458 Size 1 ServiceTime 22917 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 22920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70457 Size 2 ServiceTime 35083 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 24600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70496 Size 16 ServiceTime 12671 QueueTime 2495 ExecTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70503 Size 9 ServiceTime 61 QueueTime 1227 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70500 Size 1 ServiceTime 64786 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70501 Size 1 ServiceTime 57424 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70499 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 6150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70453 Size 20 ServiceTime 44301 QueueTime 3482 ExecTime 30450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70466 Size 306 ServiceTime 32662 QueueTime 36905 ExecTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70610 Size 32 ServiceTime 28064 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70558 Size 1 ServiceTime 37942 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 25800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70559 Size 1 ServiceTime 40208 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 25320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70555 Size 4 ServiceTime 64866 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 28260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70612 Size 4 ServiceTime 56 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70552 Size 8 ServiceTime 38100 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 30060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70606 Size 32 ServiceTime 33889 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70553 Size 8 ServiceTime 38349 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 30030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70546 Size 8 ServiceTime 50441 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 33810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70700 Size 10 ServiceTime 234 QueueTime 708 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70693 Size 32 ServiceTime 6014 QueueTime 3298 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70667 Size 32 ServiceTime 5983 QueueTime 10086 ExecTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70696 Size 30 ServiceTime 21662 QueueTime 1810 ExecTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70708 Size 1 ServiceTime 36820 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70694 Size 32 ServiceTime 6204 QueueTime 3386 ExecTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70702 Size 1 ServiceTime 19477 QueueTime 44 ExecTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70670 Size 32 ServiceTime 5851 QueueTime 11670 ExecTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70698 Size 4 ServiceTime 36387 QueueTime 1003 ExecTime 22200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70847 Size 32 ServiceTime 6231 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71105 Size 16 ServiceTime 182 QueueTime 34 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71218 Size 16 ServiceTime 141 QueueTime 233 ExecTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71221 Size 11 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 53 ExecTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71254 Size 32 ServiceTime 6699 QueueTime 861 ExecTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71125 Size 16 ServiceTime 59639 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 34380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71496 Size 16 ServiceTime 42478 QueueTime 1875 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71491 Size 33 ServiceTime 20993 QueueTime 384 ExecTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71527 Size 8 ServiceTime 943 QueueTime 74 ExecTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71559 Size 8 ServiceTime 341 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71567 Size 1 ServiceTime 11851 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71545 Size 32 ServiceTime 51367 QueueTime 2045 ExecTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71648 Size 32 ServiceTime 6963 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71650 Size 32 ServiceTime 5995 QueueTime 184 ExecTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71649 Size 32 ServiceTime 5996 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71983 Size 20 ServiceTime 396 QueueTime 137 ExecTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71980 Size 32 ServiceTime 4258 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71989 Size 32 ServiceTime 13948 QueueTime 1168 ExecTime 10380 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 72049 Size 1 ServiceTime 64990 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 10530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71962 Size 128 ServiceTime 33241 QueueTime 35183 ExecTime 21600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71988 Size 288 ServiceTime 64943 QueueTime 51590 ExecTime 28260 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 21.000000 Avg Service Time: 38293.425781 
 
Simulation 33: Month 11 on Reliability aware scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 122 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73650 Size 16 ServiceTime 12651 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73918 Size 16 ServiceTime 57646 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73930 Size 1 ServiceTime 370 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73936 Size 1 ServiceTime 15980 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73938 Size 1 ServiceTime 6174 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73917 Size 16 ServiceTime 57646 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73939 Size 8 ServiceTime 64860 QueueTime 2139 ExecTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73937 Size 1 ServiceTime 9074 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73968 Size 40 ServiceTime 1812 QueueTime 45 ExecTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73940 Size 1 ServiceTime 14885 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73972 Size 28 ServiceTime 1371 QueueTime 501 ExecTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73933 Size 1 ServiceTime 19142 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 17520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73985 Size 40 ServiceTime 1939 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73928 Size 16 ServiceTime 40452 QueueTime 1828 ExecTime 19230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73981 Size 1 ServiceTime 15966 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 8490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74069 Size 8 ServiceTime 1453 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74065 Size 32 ServiceTime 11364 QueueTime 133 ExecTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74090 Size 1 ServiceTime 23784 QueueTime 777 ExecTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74097 Size 4 ServiceTime 4431 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74087 Size 33 ServiceTime 28321 QueueTime 6408 ExecTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74089 Size 1 ServiceTime 26567 QueueTime 824 ExecTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74081 Size 1 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 10 ExecTime 13770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74092 Size 11 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 1038 ExecTime 20370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74326 Size 8 ServiceTime 64731 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74317 Size 33 ServiceTime 47174 QueueTime 766 ExecTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74351 Size 32 ServiceTime 64252 QueueTime 3365 ExecTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74354 Size 64 ServiceTime 4877 QueueTime 3731 ExecTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74369 Size 1 ServiceTime 16708 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 10860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74385 Size 1 ServiceTime 19671 QueueTime 9264 ExecTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74332 Size 128 ServiceTime 64883 QueueTime 20205 ExecTime 36870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74484 Size 2 ServiceTime 43062 QueueTime 7039 ExecTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74483 Size 2 ServiceTime 43639 QueueTime 7083 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74438 Size 128 ServiceTime 61624 QueueTime 18511 ExecTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74507 Size 8 ServiceTime 9782 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74496 Size 18 ServiceTime 54032 QueueTime 9311 ExecTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74531 Size 1 ServiceTime 42152 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74525 Size 32 ServiceTime 9960 QueueTime 14 ExecTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74506 Size 2 ServiceTime 32441 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 16560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74486 Size 2 ServiceTime 43312 QueueTime 6868 ExecTime 24780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74485 Size 2 ServiceTime 29014 QueueTime 6969 ExecTime 26790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74495 Size 18 ServiceTime 54081 QueueTime 9343 ExecTime 25440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74455 Size 25 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 12698 ExecTime 34590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74566 Size 32 ServiceTime 50223 QueueTime 10393 ExecTime 14820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74608 Size 8 ServiceTime 6102 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74637 Size 32 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 363 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74645 Size 8 ServiceTime 2368 QueueTime 6 ExecTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74650 Size 3 ServiceTime 4378 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74658 Size 6 ServiceTime 14273 QueueTime 162 ExecTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74659 Size 4 ServiceTime 13782 QueueTime 12 ExecTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74693 Size 16 ServiceTime 47773 QueueTime 8 ExecTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74633 Size 1 ServiceTime 45924 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 19170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74690 Size 8 ServiceTime 21042 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 8430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74632 Size 1 ServiceTime 47505 QueueTime 3 ExecTime 20700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74631 Size 1 ServiceTime 49650 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 24180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75172 Size 1 ServiceTime 35728 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 20370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75166 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 26460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75167 Size 1 ServiceTime 52701 QueueTime 21 ExecTime 26370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75170 Size 1 ServiceTime 44541 QueueTime 2 ExecTime 20460 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 75171 Size 1 ServiceTime 38739 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 20430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75159 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 26670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75160 Size 1 ServiceTime 59674 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 26610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75161 Size 1 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 26550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75140 Size 128 ServiceTime 47712 QueueTime 717 ExecTime 30780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75138 Size 1 ServiceTime 43793 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 31770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75139 Size 1 ServiceTime 38062 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 31770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75232 Size 128 ServiceTime 25291 QueueTime 23 ExecTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75291 Size 128 ServiceTime 32092 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75353 Size 32 ServiceTime 211 QueueTime 331 ExecTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75380 Size 1 ServiceTime 49241 QueueTime 4048 ExecTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75378 Size 1 ServiceTime 53684 QueueTime 4049 ExecTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75381 Size 1 ServiceTime 53005 QueueTime 4034 ExecTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75382 Size 1 ServiceTime 52118 QueueTime 4167 ExecTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75379 Size 1 ServiceTime 51361 QueueTime 4065 ExecTime 7560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75362 Size 128 ServiceTime 32142 QueueTime 9065 ExecTime 19410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75377 Size 1 ServiceTime 45920 QueueTime 4067 ExecTime 22530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75357 Size 31 ServiceTime 63238 QueueTime 11953 ExecTime 29040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75385 Size 1 ServiceTime 25236 QueueTime 1242 ExecTime 24960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75384 Size 1 ServiceTime 58660 QueueTime 4132 ExecTime 25830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75457 Size 32 ServiceTime 1307 QueueTime 1401 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75383 Size 1 ServiceTime 50670 QueueTime 4152 ExecTime 28440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75604 Size 300 ServiceTime 65042 QueueTime 37981 ExecTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75803 Size 64 ServiceTime 4685 QueueTime 15 ExecTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75987 Size 8 ServiceTime 30498 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75874 Size 128 ServiceTime 64867 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 35910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76033 Size 1 ServiceTime 38725 QueueTime 7 ExecTime 28350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76034 Size 1 ServiceTime 34750 QueueTime 5 ExecTime 28140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76325 Size 1 ServiceTime 11279 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76704 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76706 Size 1 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 17 ExecTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76703 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 20 ExecTime 3930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76714 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 3449 ExecTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76713 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 3450 ExecTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76705 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76731 Size 1 ServiceTime 12953 QueueTime 5969 ExecTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76712 Size 1 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 3451 ExecTime 5760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76716 Size 1 ServiceTime 64502 QueueTime 3657 ExecTime 6510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76707 Size 1 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 1816 ExecTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76702 Size 1 ServiceTime 22665 QueueTime 22 ExecTime 11310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76722 Size 1 ServiceTime 20494 QueueTime 3662 ExecTime 7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76741 Size 8 ServiceTime 9547 QueueTime 4946 ExecTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76711 Size 1 ServiceTime 24946 QueueTime 3567 ExecTime 9660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76726 Size 1 ServiceTime 25559 QueueTime 3798 ExecTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76735 Size 1 ServiceTime 9694 QueueTime 6332 ExecTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76721 Size 1 ServiceTime 15615 QueueTime 3668 ExecTime 10770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76710 Size 1 ServiceTime 25162 QueueTime 3578 ExecTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76720 Size 1 ServiceTime 18578 QueueTime 3680 ExecTime 12660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76771 Size 20 ServiceTime 36704 QueueTime 793 ExecTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76773 Size 128 ServiceTime 2766 QueueTime 4103 ExecTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76708 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 3585 ExecTime 35280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76715 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 3448 ExecTime 37890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77203 Size 10 ServiceTime 11077 QueueTime 26 ExecTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77205 Size 16 ServiceTime 40271 QueueTime 16 ExecTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77439 Size 32 ServiceTime 19791 QueueTime 11 ExecTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77408 Size 9 ServiceTime 36185 QueueTime 9 ExecTime 16200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77448 Size 14 ServiceTime 43350 QueueTime 18 ExecTime 12480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77634 Size 16 ServiceTime 10629 QueueTime 1 ExecTime 10320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77730 Size 64 ServiceTime 33081 QueueTime 28 ExecTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77771 Size 16 ServiceTime 1843 QueueTime 0 ExecTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77742 Size 12 ServiceTime 53103 QueueTime 19 ExecTime 11910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77789 Size 33 ServiceTime 50449 QueueTime 25 ExecTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77747 Size 31 ServiceTime 63027 QueueTime 13 ExecTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77847 Size 16 ServiceTime 21194 QueueTime 27 ExecTime 19170 
 PrintAvgStats:: Avg Size: 20.319672 Avg Service Time: 35750.515625 
 
Simulation 34: Month 01 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
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Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 381 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3 Size 306 ServiceTime 35268 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5 Size 64 ServiceTime 29063 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4 Size 64 ServiceTime 29493 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 26940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17 Size 16 ServiceTime 35436 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 24060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65 Size 200 ServiceTime 1850 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 134 Size 129 ServiceTime 812 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 153 Size 32 ServiceTime 8748 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 152 Size 32 ServiceTime 7240 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 155 Size 1 ServiceTime 6187 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 159 Size 64 ServiceTime 23033 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 160 Size 1 ServiceTime 5446 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 145 Size 32 ServiceTime 6512 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 161 Size 64 ServiceTime 23065 QueueTime 650 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 146 Size 32 ServiceTime 6488 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 260 Size 32 ServiceTime 5903 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 293 Size 8 ServiceTime 7708 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 271 Size 3 ServiceTime 36500 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 21300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 388 Size 16 ServiceTime 77 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 355 Size 64 ServiceTime 33904 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 390 Size 40 ServiceTime 24078 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 389 Size 16 ServiceTime 8285 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 396 Size 1 ServiceTime 4963 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 352 Size 64 ServiceTime 15356 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 375 Size 24 ServiceTime 15689 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 366 Size 3 ServiceTime 24468 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 7890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 394 Size 1 ServiceTime 49214 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 354 Size 64 ServiceTime 15346 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 11070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 415 Size 16 ServiceTime 8103 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 402 Size 3 ServiceTime 58094 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 427 Size 32 ServiceTime 8878 QueueTime 742 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 439 Size 32 ServiceTime 2198 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 424 Size 32 ServiceTime 8527 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 425 Size 32 ServiceTime 8466 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 435 Size 64 ServiceTime 1898 QueueTime 4886 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 421 Size 32 ServiceTime 9061 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 6630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 441 Size 32 ServiceTime 2203 QueueTime 6802 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 443 Size 32 ServiceTime 2280 QueueTime 6883 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 449 Size 32 ServiceTime 2351 QueueTime 7179 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 383 Size 1 ServiceTime 57339 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 19980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 533 Size 16 ServiceTime 4457 QueueTime 167 ExecutionTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 501 Size 1 ServiceTime 55235 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 489 Size 308 ServiceTime 2240 QueueTime 17355 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 339 Size 32 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 39420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 572 Size 32 ServiceTime 6555 QueueTime 2022 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 564 Size 1 ServiceTime 35266 QueueTime 1783 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 584 Size 16 ServiceTime 13611 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 575 Size 1 ServiceTime 18121 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 8340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 565 Size 3 ServiceTime 36549 QueueTime 1672 ExecutionTime 13710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 336 Size 20 ServiceTime 50783 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 50280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 610 Size 128 ServiceTime 1261 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 615 Size 192 ServiceTime 608 QueueTime 989 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 674 Size 128 ServiceTime 1302 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 694 Size 64 ServiceTime 1502 QueueTime 43 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 675 Size 8 ServiceTime 7540 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 644 Size 16 ServiceTime 43246 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 712 Size 33 ServiceTime 13201 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 731 Size 32 ServiceTime 8587 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 729 Size 32 ServiceTime 10500 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 732 Size 32 ServiceTime 8649 QueueTime 54 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 672 Size 64 ServiceTime 45338 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 14490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 745 Size 64 ServiceTime 34362 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 715 Size 10 ServiceTime 53959 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 9720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 730 Size 32 ServiceTime 8554 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 670 Size 64 ServiceTime 45398 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 20850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 809 Size 10 ServiceTime 10349 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 771 Size 16 ServiceTime 27002 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 6780 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 810 Size 10 ServiceTime 10341 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 811 Size 10 ServiceTime 10592 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 680 Size 18 ServiceTime 36043 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 27900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 915 Size 16 ServiceTime 18060 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 14520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 909 Size 10 ServiceTime 54967 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 21630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 994 Size 8 ServiceTime 174 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 981 Size 306 ServiceTime 64989 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1056 Size 10 ServiceTime 51393 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1101 Size 33 ServiceTime 37829 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1111 Size 1 ServiceTime 33088 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1143 Size 4 ServiceTime 10841 QueueTime 126 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1152 Size 256 ServiceTime 1281 QueueTime 2824 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1130 Size 16 ServiceTime 25188 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 9810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1190 Size 10 ServiceTime 10785 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1106 Size 1 ServiceTime 38632 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 13290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1187 Size 10 ServiceTime 10780 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1234 Size 128 ServiceTime 6203 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1208 Size 25 ServiceTime 30506 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 23040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1040 Size 20 ServiceTime 51867 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 46920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1275 Size 64 ServiceTime 57679 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 38100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1387 Size 192 ServiceTime 1421 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1389 Size 256 ServiceTime 1824 QueueTime 1051 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1395 Size 24 ServiceTime 145 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1400 Size 16 ServiceTime 14122 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1414 Size 16 ServiceTime 28850 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1404 Size 6 ServiceTime 42135 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1399 Size 16 ServiceTime 13650 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1416 Size 1 ServiceTime 48285 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1418 Size 32 ServiceTime 5952 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1407 Size 16 ServiceTime 15114 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1410 Size 16 ServiceTime 12037 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 9090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1442 Size 16 ServiceTime 10849 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1507 Size 16 ServiceTime 3625 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1550 Size 16 ServiceTime 3856 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1545 Size 16 ServiceTime 3825 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1576 Size 64 ServiceTime 57722 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1599 Size 16 ServiceTime 4282 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1426 Size 64 ServiceTime 55127 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 40200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1586 Size 16 ServiceTime 21652 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1600 Size 16 ServiceTime 4359 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1584 Size 16 ServiceTime 21650 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 9840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1431 Size 10 ServiceTime 47465 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 42600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1470 Size 6 ServiceTime 42289 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 31800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1582 Size 16 ServiceTime 21650 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 13710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1583 Size 16 ServiceTime 21664 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 13650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1640 Size 50 ServiceTime 3077 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1641 Size 50 ServiceTime 2998 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1648 Size 16 ServiceTime 7251 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1683 Size 16 ServiceTime 3968 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1649 Size 6 ServiceTime 43295 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 30660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1496 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 62520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1692 Size 1 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1580 Size 1 ServiceTime 64090 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 48540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1687 Size 1 ServiceTime 29211 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 25920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1569 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 50340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1690 Size 1 ServiceTime 38083 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 23490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1700 Size 64 ServiceTime 5465 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1729 Size 33 ServiceTime 13836 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1702 Size 10 ServiceTime 54147 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 16290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1790 Size 16 ServiceTime 8393 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1725 Size 25 ServiceTime 30432 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 14070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1833 Size 16 ServiceTime 58141 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1820 Size 64 ServiceTime 52964 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1821 Size 1 ServiceTime 12653 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 10920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1815 Size 16 ServiceTime 58094 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 13080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1868 Size 24 ServiceTime 17883 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 10140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1894 Size 120 ServiceTime 3656 QueueTime 3476 ExecutionTime 3240 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 1927 Size 16 ServiceTime 14076 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 1977 Size 24 ServiceTime 16770 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 10320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2075 Size 10 ServiceTime 10784 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2041 Size 32 ServiceTime 8583 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2079 Size 16 ServiceTime 30032 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 7680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2124 Size 24 ServiceTime 16744 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2087 Size 1 ServiceTime 9609 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2058 Size 1 ServiceTime 13665 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 11850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2222 Size 32 ServiceTime 12793 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2271 Size 32 ServiceTime 18715 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 5760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2267 Size 128 ServiceTime 40336 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2218 Size 3 ServiceTime 48448 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 29520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2279 Size 64 ServiceTime 30228 QueueTime 1689 ExecutionTime 17100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2334 Size 10 ServiceTime 10789 QueueTime 4378 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2360 Size 16 ServiceTime 58625 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2379 Size 64 ServiceTime 8328 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2362 Size 16 ServiceTime 41391 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 5760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2393 Size 32 ServiceTime 10644 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2390 Size 32 ServiceTime 11460 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2461 Size 128 ServiceTime 6202 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2441 Size 64 ServiceTime 53017 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 9810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2513 Size 32 ServiceTime 39841 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2522 Size 128 ServiceTime 13478 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2533 Size 32 ServiceTime 12993 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 11040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2600 Size 32 ServiceTime 11182 QueueTime 147 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2606 Size 20 ServiceTime 4326 QueueTime 1395 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2588 Size 64 ServiceTime 59603 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 23700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2587 Size 64 ServiceTime 55057 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 28050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2638 Size 32 ServiceTime 17899 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2677 Size 64 ServiceTime 31056 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2717 Size 16 ServiceTime 52406 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2732 Size 16 ServiceTime 58665 QueueTime 679 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2731 Size 16 ServiceTime 25247 QueueTime 650 ExecutionTime 8910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2734 Size 16 ServiceTime 58665 QueueTime 918 ExecutionTime 11100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2892 Size 2 ServiceTime 29560 QueueTime 1885 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2752 Size 64 ServiceTime 57754 QueueTime 18221 ExecutionTime 30990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2893 Size 4 ServiceTime 22950 QueueTime 4429 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2825 Size 32 ServiceTime 10517 QueueTime 30229 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2826 Size 32 ServiceTime 10575 QueueTime 30227 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2827 Size 32 ServiceTime 11027 QueueTime 30495 ExecutionTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2847 Size 128 ServiceTime 39699 QueueTime 31272 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2855 Size 26 ServiceTime 2495 QueueTime 27534 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2882 Size 32 ServiceTime 5708 QueueTime 11382 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2883 Size 32 ServiceTime 44062 QueueTime 11561 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2828 Size 32 ServiceTime 11093 QueueTime 30523 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2899 Size 33 ServiceTime 43245 QueueTime 3241 ExecutionTime 10110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2756 Size 64 ServiceTime 45128 QueueTime 41346 ExecutionTime 24000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2913 Size 16 ServiceTime 7831 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2902 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 37830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2960 Size 128 ServiceTime 14466 QueueTime 209 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2958 Size 64 ServiceTime 18051 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2996 Size 128 ServiceTime 53340 QueueTime 1057 ExecutionTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 2923 Size 5 ServiceTime 49791 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 26160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3045 Size 19 ServiceTime 23461 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3033 Size 16 ServiceTime 13689 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3107 Size 1 ServiceTime 37359 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 25920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3171 Size 33 ServiceTime 7248 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3188 Size 1 ServiceTime 7193 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3275 Size 1 ServiceTime 15242 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 7200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3132 Size 64 ServiceTime 61756 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 52200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3325 Size 10 ServiceTime 15046 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3316 Size 16 ServiceTime 13651 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3301 Size 5 ServiceTime 47515 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 14610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3318 Size 1 ServiceTime 24021 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 14010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3338 Size 1 ServiceTime 58490 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3315 Size 8 ServiceTime 48732 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 32460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3359 Size 16 ServiceTime 46669 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5460 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 3381 Size 4 ServiceTime 1434 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3370 Size 16 ServiceTime 51666 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 9600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3419 Size 16 ServiceTime 13726 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3423 Size 32 ServiceTime 11842 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 9210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3447 Size 96 ServiceTime 262 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3451 Size 16 ServiceTime 4724 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3476 Size 64 ServiceTime 36520 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3483 Size 33 ServiceTime 64006 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3493 Size 16 ServiceTime 14946 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3479 Size 16 ServiceTime 46883 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 19740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3518 Size 10 ServiceTime 11358 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3541 Size 19 ServiceTime 9651 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3532 Size 200 ServiceTime 12654 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3533 Size 300 ServiceTime 12662 QueueTime 7140 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3569 Size 4 ServiceTime 59934 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 12120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3580 Size 16 ServiceTime 28638 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3583 Size 26 ServiceTime 12011 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 10140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3555 Size 128 ServiceTime 64863 QueueTime 8449 ExecutionTime 28530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3553 Size 20 ServiceTime 53015 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 40350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3571 Size 4 ServiceTime 55643 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 40140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3613 Size 16 ServiceTime 1012 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3661 Size 8 ServiceTime 8570 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3727 Size 8 ServiceTime 1360 QueueTime 707 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3642 Size 128 ServiceTime 48726 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3746 Size 16 ServiceTime 13546 QueueTime 435 ExecutionTime 6240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3703 Size 32 ServiceTime 43246 QueueTime 3658 ExecutionTime 13380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3875 Size 41 ServiceTime 19820 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3832 Size 32 ServiceTime 43248 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3926 Size 64 ServiceTime 7255 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3927 Size 16 ServiceTime 5021 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3924 Size 64 ServiceTime 55040 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 3925 Size 64 ServiceTime 58565 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 19290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4017 Size 1 ServiceTime 15452 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4105 Size 8 ServiceTime 9196 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4096 Size 64 ServiceTime 7375 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4067 Size 4 ServiceTime 17588 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4015 Size 16 ServiceTime 58770 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 17880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4125 Size 128 ServiceTime 670 QueueTime 6306 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4097 Size 4 ServiceTime 35597 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4160 Size 1 ServiceTime 13021 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 11130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4155 Size 64 ServiceTime 63698 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 28230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4064 Size 8 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 51810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4278 Size 16 ServiceTime 46878 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4228 Size 4 ServiceTime 35281 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4275 Size 16 ServiceTime 46876 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4276 Size 16 ServiceTime 46875 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4268 Size 1 ServiceTime 36770 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 16770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4347 Size 128 ServiceTime 45007 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4349 Size 32 ServiceTime 38090 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 12270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4348 Size 128 ServiceTime 32427 QueueTime 9427 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4277 Size 16 ServiceTime 46876 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 26790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4363 Size 128 ServiceTime 7290 QueueTime 16628 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4379 Size 4 ServiceTime 49453 QueueTime 83 ExecutionTime 18720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4427 Size 16 ServiceTime 3934 QueueTime 12375 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4374 Size 41 ServiceTime 14755 QueueTime 10784 ExecutionTime 10410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4464 Size 25 ServiceTime 6153 QueueTime 11951 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4515 Size 26 ServiceTime 9213 QueueTime 6974 ExecutionTime 7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4331 Size 16 ServiceTime 50789 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 34410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4513 Size 64 ServiceTime 18182 QueueTime 6712 ExecutionTime 10080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4577 Size 16 ServiceTime 5679 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4288 Size 20 ServiceTime 52202 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 46980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4557 Size 15 ServiceTime 52921 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 11070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4580 Size 16 ServiceTime 3623 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4581 Size 16 ServiceTime 3854 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4582 Size 16 ServiceTime 3789 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4587 Size 16 ServiceTime 4210 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4586 Size 16 ServiceTime 3735 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3300 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 4589 Size 1 ServiceTime 56023 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 10470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4616 Size 8 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4617 Size 8 ServiceTime 23118 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 12660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4673 Size 1 ServiceTime 15421 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4646 Size 1 ServiceTime 24088 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4628 Size 64 ServiceTime 31318 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 18360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4611 Size 64 ServiceTime 57766 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 26700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4664 Size 1 ServiceTime 49352 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 17430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4721 Size 16 ServiceTime 28080 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4710 Size 4 ServiceTime 56666 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4712 Size 4 ServiceTime 42562 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4744 Size 1 ServiceTime 29268 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4672 Size 8 ServiceTime 46008 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 21300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4709 Size 1 ServiceTime 28849 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 11940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4748 Size 8 ServiceTime 8147 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4743 Size 1 ServiceTime 51223 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 7320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4781 Size 64 ServiceTime 30192 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 16470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4806 Size 15 ServiceTime 31786 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4830 Size 8 ServiceTime 23513 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4860 Size 306 ServiceTime 25752 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4886 Size 4 ServiceTime 24691 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4891 Size 16 ServiceTime 17215 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4861 Size 8 ServiceTime 21648 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 20760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4919 Size 64 ServiceTime 55019 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 37200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4960 Size 15 ServiceTime 32173 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 10080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4968 Size 175 ServiceTime 210 QueueTime 9399 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4986 Size 1 ServiceTime 11335 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4961 Size 20 ServiceTime 52151 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 24960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4956 Size 8 ServiceTime 46016 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 33840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4994 Size 8 ServiceTime 23838 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 10170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4997 Size 8 ServiceTime 49533 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5008 Size 15 ServiceTime 32208 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4989 Size 1 ServiceTime 41312 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 21120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4999 Size 4 ServiceTime 13590 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5023 Size 2 ServiceTime 26943 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4984 Size 4 ServiceTime 44054 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 23610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5012 Size 1 ServiceTime 58701 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4995 Size 8 ServiceTime 25623 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 15990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5000 Size 1 ServiceTime 42852 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5022 Size 2 ServiceTime 26963 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5019 Size 2 ServiceTime 26972 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5021 Size 2 ServiceTime 27067 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5024 Size 32 ServiceTime 1077 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5007 Size 1 ServiceTime 13064 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4998 Size 1 ServiceTime 59915 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 16290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5016 Size 2 ServiceTime 27614 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4990 Size 1 ServiceTime 50005 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 22260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5025 Size 1 ServiceTime 7357 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5027 Size 32 ServiceTime 5855 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5002 Size 2 ServiceTime 15785 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5001 Size 1 ServiceTime 22176 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 11970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5020 Size 2 ServiceTime 26963 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 4993 Size 8 ServiceTime 24994 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 17610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5014 Size 1 ServiceTime 40094 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5017 Size 2 ServiceTime 26904 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5042 Size 17 ServiceTime 5997 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5048 Size 64 ServiceTime 32087 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5086 Size 8 ServiceTime 24308 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5070 Size 64 ServiceTime 58530 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5109 Size 32 ServiceTime 7899 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5068 Size 64 ServiceTime 57688 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 13680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5121 Size 32 ServiceTime 20694 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5133 Size 21 ServiceTime 7136 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5061 Size 16 ServiceTime 46730 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 17520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5081 Size 41 ServiceTime 16047 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 12000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5091 Size 8 ServiceTime 21191 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5094 Size 2 ServiceTime 19193 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 9930 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 5126 Size 20 ServiceTime 52584 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5129 Size 64 ServiceTime 1854 QueueTime 3759 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5134 Size 20 ServiceTime 27939 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5138 Size 1 ServiceTime 26463 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5142 Size 32 ServiceTime 4428 QueueTime 1265 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5062 Size 16 ServiceTime 47619 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 17250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5106 Size 4 ServiceTime 13871 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5135 Size 15 ServiceTime 35552 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5141 Size 64 ServiceTime 1853 QueueTime 1333 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5130 Size 15 ServiceTime 32748 QueueTime 76 ExecutionTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5127 Size 15 ServiceTime 8197 QueueTime 198 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5184 Size 64 ServiceTime 27880 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5248 Size 7 ServiceTime 971 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5210 Size 64 ServiceTime 17904 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 14250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5225 Size 128 ServiceTime 62149 QueueTime 12876 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5205 Size 1 ServiceTime 33492 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 26250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5417 Size 4 ServiceTime 4026 QueueTime 11082 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5226 Size 128 ServiceTime 61387 QueueTime 14072 ExecutionTime 34740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5374 Size 16 ServiceTime 54758 QueueTime 32395 ExecutionTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5228 Size 128 ServiceTime 62646 QueueTime 45539 ExecutionTime 16800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5372 Size 26 ServiceTime 3552 QueueTime 42456 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5496 Size 8 ServiceTime 2965 QueueTime 99 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5474 Size 1 ServiceTime 63766 QueueTime 178 ExecutionTime 6960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5447 Size 32 ServiceTime 5557 QueueTime 35282 ExecutionTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5477 Size 1 ServiceTime 15999 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 14760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5478 Size 64 ServiceTime 59463 QueueTime 10575 ExecutionTime 34290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5479 Size 128 ServiceTime 53228 QueueTime 44776 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5513 Size 21 ServiceTime 14057 QueueTime 42918 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5518 Size 32 ServiceTime 5037 QueueTime 43293 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5640 Size 64 ServiceTime 1856 QueueTime 31122 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5687 Size 64 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 15281 ExecutionTime 9360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5618 Size 20 ServiceTime 55209 QueueTime 38568 ExecutionTime 16470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5619 Size 20 ServiceTime 52431 QueueTime 38771 ExecutionTime 22200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5688 Size 64 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 17221 ExecutionTime 19350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5862 Size 15 ServiceTime 32510 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 17130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5848 Size 1 ServiceTime 62951 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 24270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5840 Size 8 ServiceTime 35629 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 25050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5928 Size 1 ServiceTime 25978 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 25020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5861 Size 15 ServiceTime 39050 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 32250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5987 Size 32 ServiceTime 25469 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 5849 Size 8 ServiceTime 46027 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 44760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6070 Size 20 ServiceTime 30139 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 16140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6160 Size 4 ServiceTime 28973 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 12480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6071 Size 20 ServiceTime 24842 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 23940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6148 Size 128 ServiceTime 58917 QueueTime 1036 ExecutionTime 17730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6222 Size 16 ServiceTime 30986 QueueTime 13832 ExecutionTime 14280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6343 Size 4 ServiceTime 48272 QueueTime 4079 ExecutionTime 44970 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 35.270340 Avg Service Time: 27025.009766 
 
Simulation 35: Month 02 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 385 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6434 Size 32 ServiceTime 50850 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 31920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6518 Size 1 ServiceTime 57921 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 20280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6654 Size 64 ServiceTime 64916 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6658 Size 64 ServiceTime 17585 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6674 Size 64 ServiceTime 3659 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 6731 Size 32 ServiceTime 55576 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7032 Size 322 ServiceTime 242 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7033 Size 64 ServiceTime 10855 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 10080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7113 Size 20 ServiceTime 52802 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 11370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7031 Size 64 ServiceTime 50208 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 44100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7111 Size 20 ServiceTime 57104 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 39390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7281 Size 1 ServiceTime 15266 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7295 Size 20 ServiceTime 14445 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7303 Size 4 ServiceTime 3502 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2670 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 7292 Size 64 ServiceTime 18242 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 10170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7330 Size 64 ServiceTime 10962 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7322 Size 15 ServiceTime 32109 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7299 Size 64 ServiceTime 24861 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 10170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7325 Size 15 ServiceTime 32182 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7398 Size 20 ServiceTime 2522 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7323 Size 15 ServiceTime 32060 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 18990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7432 Size 4 ServiceTime 34677 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 12000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7447 Size 1 ServiceTime 54037 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 11550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7501 Size 1 ServiceTime 10408 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7489 Size 33 ServiceTime 44903 QueueTime 2220 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7298 Size 64 ServiceTime 55015 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 35400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7472 Size 306 ServiceTime 54348 QueueTime 12541 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7331 Size 1 ServiceTime 59145 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 34890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7522 Size 1 ServiceTime 44579 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7437 Size 4 ServiceTime 58545 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 21150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7637 Size 24 ServiceTime 97 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7612 Size 8 ServiceTime 8036 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7626 Size 8 ServiceTime 9276 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7678 Size 16 ServiceTime 33201 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7688 Size 4 ServiceTime 39673 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7702 Size 128 ServiceTime 64878 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7771 Size 8 ServiceTime 8481 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7919 Size 64 ServiceTime 59444 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7958 Size 64 ServiceTime 15186 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7914 Size 16 ServiceTime 28468 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 22650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7918 Size 64 ServiceTime 50740 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 25470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7986 Size 306 ServiceTime 65069 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7987 Size 128 ServiceTime 64857 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 9990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 7973 Size 33 ServiceTime 54047 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 26370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8160 Size 16 ServiceTime 51300 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8283 Size 32 ServiceTime 5873 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8158 Size 4 ServiceTime 34818 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 32280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8169 Size 10 ServiceTime 48315 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 43140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8355 Size 10 ServiceTime 56317 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 13020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8372 Size 100 ServiceTime 5461 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8376 Size 64 ServiceTime 58414 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 10920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8517 Size 64 ServiceTime 4713 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8519 Size 2 ServiceTime 327 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8526 Size 64 ServiceTime 410 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8532 Size 64 ServiceTime 17139 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8626 Size 1 ServiceTime 14716 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8639 Size 8 ServiceTime 4040 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8409 Size 20 ServiceTime 50499 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 17550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8531 Size 64 ServiceTime 17540 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 11910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8663 Size 1 ServiceTime 5882 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8713 Size 26 ServiceTime 10875 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8360 Size 16 ServiceTime 47604 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 43710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8758 Size 16 ServiceTime 29910 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8538 Size 4 ServiceTime 45976 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 25440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8754 Size 33 ServiceTime 12557 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8486 Size 16 ServiceTime 43956 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 29580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8721 Size 16 ServiceTime 28324 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 8100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8671 Size 1 ServiceTime 36948 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 16530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8630 Size 4 ServiceTime 26083 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 23070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8633 Size 16 ServiceTime 27508 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 25110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8753 Size 33 ServiceTime 21144 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 19170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8764 Size 32 ServiceTime 42576 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 17880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8763 Size 32 ServiceTime 42349 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 21420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8837 Size 42 ServiceTime 4872 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8833 Size 49 ServiceTime 8849 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8766 Size 32 ServiceTime 31809 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 26430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8835 Size 10 ServiceTime 56363 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 15990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8891 Size 306 ServiceTime 27896 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8868 Size 64 ServiceTime 55034 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 21780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8950 Size 33 ServiceTime 13929 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 5250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8963 Size 1 ServiceTime 39695 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 4290 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 8971 Size 8 ServiceTime 21007 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8993 Size 50 ServiceTime 8503 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9005 Size 8 ServiceTime 3702 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 8991 Size 50 ServiceTime 8409 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9006 Size 8 ServiceTime 3850 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9013 Size 300 ServiceTime 613 QueueTime 4139 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9017 Size 16 ServiceTime 28636 QueueTime 1348 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9019 Size 4 ServiceTime 3679 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9004 Size 1 ServiceTime 38435 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 13680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9059 Size 16 ServiceTime 221 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9111 Size 16 ServiceTime 5572 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9146 Size 64 ServiceTime 33868 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 12660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9144 Size 64 ServiceTime 33889 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 20880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9234 Size 1 ServiceTime 28241 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9233 Size 1 ServiceTime 34598 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9222 Size 32 ServiceTime 14634 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 13200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9246 Size 4 ServiceTime 38371 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9402 Size 32 ServiceTime 1852 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9322 Size 4 ServiceTime 61207 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 10230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9408 Size 4 ServiceTime 7259 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9417 Size 64 ServiceTime 17007 QueueTime 906 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9376 Size 18 ServiceTime 56894 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9373 Size 18 ServiceTime 56812 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9449 Size 128 ServiceTime 64858 QueueTime 2555 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9354 Size 16 ServiceTime 27859 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 14100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9231 Size 1 ServiceTime 33019 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 30690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9284 Size 64 ServiceTime 33818 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 23340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9313 Size 1 ServiceTime 27530 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 26580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9485 Size 4 ServiceTime 43241 QueueTime 394 ExecutionTime 10620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9374 Size 18 ServiceTime 56919 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 19230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9515 Size 32 ServiceTime 1855 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9391 Size 1 ServiceTime 49470 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 25830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9530 Size 32 ServiceTime 1699 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9271 Size 16 ServiceTime 51581 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 40710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9305 Size 1 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 36270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9375 Size 18 ServiceTime 56657 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 27510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9489 Size 16 ServiceTime 27528 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 12690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9498 Size 64 ServiceTime 14462 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9501 Size 1 ServiceTime 14435 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9522 Size 4 ServiceTime 5967 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9523 Size 8 ServiceTime 4869 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9524 Size 16 ServiceTime 2369 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9531 Size 64 ServiceTime 1961 QueueTime 1144 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9388 Size 1 ServiceTime 49975 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 38220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9613 Size 16 ServiceTime 529 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9618 Size 8 ServiceTime 3537 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9541 Size 1 ServiceTime 36654 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 34260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9617 Size 64 ServiceTime 30990 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9619 Size 32 ServiceTime 13399 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9399 Size 1 ServiceTime 63369 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 61890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9612 Size 1 ServiceTime 7244 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9622 Size 16 ServiceTime 405 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9556 Size 2 ServiceTime 55373 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 21870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9623 Size 64 ServiceTime 6143 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9708 Size 8 ServiceTime 947 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9674 Size 37 ServiceTime 18174 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 17370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9762 Size 33 ServiceTime 10159 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9702 Size 32 ServiceTime 11077 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 10740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9799 Size 8 ServiceTime 3619 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9743 Size 128 ServiceTime 64867 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 10440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9874 Size 4 ServiceTime 2998 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9906 Size 32 ServiceTime 1250 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10019 Size 64 ServiceTime 57696 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10042 Size 128 ServiceTime 556 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10021 Size 64 ServiceTime 59432 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10020 Size 64 ServiceTime 58627 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 10710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10056 Size 15 ServiceTime 5481 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 510 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 10049 Size 8 ServiceTime 16951 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 9888 Size 64 ServiceTime 65031 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 28140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10024 Size 11 ServiceTime 20490 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 15780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10030 Size 25 ServiceTime 63687 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 14670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10022 Size 16 ServiceTime 50858 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 39690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10191 Size 128 ServiceTime 280 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10266 Size 32 ServiceTime 26341 QueueTime 547 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10142 Size 16 ServiceTime 47728 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 32520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10272 Size 128 ServiceTime 39877 QueueTime 683 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10221 Size 33 ServiceTime 18878 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 14970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10291 Size 8 ServiceTime 1793 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10297 Size 128 ServiceTime 64900 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10374 Size 18 ServiceTime 55956 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10194 Size 2 ServiceTime 58510 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 44730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10335 Size 4 ServiceTime 58083 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 35400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10372 Size 18 ServiceTime 56352 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 25560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10399 Size 1 ServiceTime 60096 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 41460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10373 Size 18 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 51990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10375 Size 18 ServiceTime 55836 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 52860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10504 Size 64 ServiceTime 9193 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10505 Size 64 ServiceTime 13251 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 6150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10506 Size 1 ServiceTime 18831 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 10770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10546 Size 11 ServiceTime 2718 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10564 Size 24 ServiceTime 129 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10595 Size 1 ServiceTime 56413 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10611 Size 64 ServiceTime 5621 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10605 Size 1 ServiceTime 57922 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10547 Size 4 ServiceTime 55741 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 26130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10599 Size 306 ServiceTime 65092 QueueTime 22047 ExecutionTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10647 Size 4 ServiceTime 56731 QueueTime 12352 ExecutionTime 33960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10610 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 48720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10748 Size 16 ServiceTime 28179 QueueTime 6266 ExecutionTime 13920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10688 Size 8 ServiceTime 29134 QueueTime 1725 ExecutionTime 26730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10785 Size 32 ServiceTime 5873 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10788 Size 32 ServiceTime 30714 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 9690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10792 Size 64 ServiceTime 59654 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10805 Size 127 ServiceTime 8465 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10807 Size 16 ServiceTime 5215 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10826 Size 64 ServiceTime 64195 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10791 Size 64 ServiceTime 58668 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 23970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10857 Size 306 ServiceTime 217 QueueTime 17490 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10814 Size 1 ServiceTime 42203 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 37950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10880 Size 16 ServiceTime 19126 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 14130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10889 Size 64 ServiceTime 55118 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10947 Size 128 ServiceTime 574 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10936 Size 64 ServiceTime 12160 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10946 Size 1 ServiceTime 32259 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10979 Size 64 ServiceTime 5701 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11098 Size 64 ServiceTime 16994 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11123 Size 64 ServiceTime 13502 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10888 Size 16 ServiceTime 46475 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 36060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10973 Size 4 ServiceTime 27279 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 16080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11050 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 10290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 10917 Size 32 ServiceTime 39841 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 31320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11131 Size 64 ServiceTime 64106 QueueTime 3383 ExecutionTime 13800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11252 Size 306 ServiceTime 209 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11227 Size 2 ServiceTime 42618 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 11400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11253 Size 306 ServiceTime 42606 QueueTime 143 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11218 Size 16 ServiceTime 47467 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 23730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11237 Size 16 ServiceTime 39612 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 17940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11258 Size 64 ServiceTime 43404 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 21750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11315 Size 20 ServiceTime 52806 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11343 Size 1 ServiceTime 61729 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 15360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11395 Size 12 ServiceTime 5937 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11437 Size 128 ServiceTime 41114 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11434 Size 128 ServiceTime 9062 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11404 Size 64 ServiceTime 57745 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 29340 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 11443 Size 64 ServiceTime 64161 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 22860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11475 Size 1 ServiceTime 54975 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 12150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11530 Size 64 ServiceTime 16510 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11544 Size 64 ServiceTime 58667 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11545 Size 64 ServiceTime 59548 QueueTime 329 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11514 Size 16 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 30960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11562 Size 64 ServiceTime 64121 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 17310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11575 Size 128 ServiceTime 61596 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11508 Size 33 ServiceTime 54049 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 47790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11587 Size 20 ServiceTime 25108 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 24990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11687 Size 64 ServiceTime 64158 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 9120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11673 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 55170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11768 Size 127 ServiceTime 7882 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11808 Size 64 ServiceTime 24341 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11819 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11748 Size 32 ServiceTime 48099 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 29280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11747 Size 32 ServiceTime 47824 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 30150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11865 Size 4 ServiceTime 36052 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11873 Size 16 ServiceTime 7281 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11875 Size 16 ServiceTime 17301 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11809 Size 16 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 33360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11907 Size 128 ServiceTime 62137 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11839 Size 1 ServiceTime 61396 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 26250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11881 Size 4 ServiceTime 21992 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 19050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11904 Size 32 ServiceTime 18152 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 17640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11923 Size 64 ServiceTime 57762 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 11850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11789 Size 16 ServiceTime 64790 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 58680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11933 Size 16 ServiceTime 46996 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 31050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11953 Size 1 ServiceTime 60289 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 21870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11988 Size 16 ServiceTime 43244 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12002 Size 1 ServiceTime 1629 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11949 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 34890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11979 Size 16 ServiceTime 28771 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 20340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11992 Size 1 ServiceTime 36136 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 10740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11999 Size 1 ServiceTime 20698 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11980 Size 16 ServiceTime 50607 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 20130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11984 Size 4 ServiceTime 50034 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 18600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11981 Size 4 ServiceTime 59977 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 18780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11997 Size 1 ServiceTime 21064 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11983 Size 4 ServiceTime 56003 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 18870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12005 Size 1 ServiceTime 1743 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12004 Size 1 ServiceTime 5190 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11936 Size 10 ServiceTime 52831 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 48360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 11986 Size 1 ServiceTime 56309 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 16740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12049 Size 64 ServiceTime 64873 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12027 Size 64 ServiceTime 55120 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 19950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12036 Size 16 ServiceTime 23798 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 17700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12028 Size 64 ServiceTime 58654 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 40440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12044 Size 64 ServiceTime 64093 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 28140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12089 Size 16 ServiceTime 47669 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 7320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12113 Size 64 ServiceTime 16572 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12118 Size 48 ServiceTime 7659 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12155 Size 1 ServiceTime 6677 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12157 Size 16 ServiceTime 48762 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 13680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12119 Size 10 ServiceTime 64716 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 56700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12145 Size 8 ServiceTime 33721 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 30600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12282 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12244 Size 16 ServiceTime 51188 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 14490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12292 Size 64 ServiceTime 16962 QueueTime 781 ExecutionTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12298 Size 5 ServiceTime 3874 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12295 Size 33 ServiceTime 20646 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12309 Size 1 ServiceTime 10836 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 6660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12159 Size 8 ServiceTime 55933 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 41280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12229 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 23250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12301 Size 48 ServiceTime 21661 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 7830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12206 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 29250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12281 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 13140 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 12260 Size 1 ServiceTime 39047 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 17850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12175 Size 16 ServiceTime 43245 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 36120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12228 Size 64 ServiceTime 65001 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 24060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12296 Size 25 ServiceTime 52038 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12299 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12255 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 19590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12300 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12303 Size 1 ServiceTime 27712 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12334 Size 1 ServiceTime 777 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12336 Size 8 ServiceTime 116 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12308 Size 1 ServiceTime 41772 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12339 Size 64 ServiceTime 566 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12338 Size 32 ServiceTime 218 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12302 Size 1 ServiceTime 23223 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12337 Size 16 ServiceTime 279 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12223 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 25920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12235 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 23910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12150 Size 1 ServiceTime 53601 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 47040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12226 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 25740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12222 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 26580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12259 Size 1 ServiceTime 38539 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 19770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12387 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12395 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 22200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12474 Size 16 ServiceTime 4257 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12473 Size 16 ServiceTime 3967 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12392 Size 2 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 45840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12497 Size 16 ServiceTime 48280 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 9360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12377 Size 2 ServiceTime 63464 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 53010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12401 Size 16 ServiceTime 45724 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 30750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12468 Size 1 ServiceTime 38481 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 16230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12479 Size 8 ServiceTime 26204 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 15900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12491 Size 2 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 13140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12512 Size 4 ServiceTime 54818 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12390 Size 2 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 45930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12386 Size 2 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 47760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12545 Size 16 ServiceTime 10759 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12572 Size 32 ServiceTime 320 QueueTime 40 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12557 Size 1 ServiceTime 24938 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12492 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 33330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12581 Size 128 ServiceTime 17794 QueueTime 1064 ExecutionTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12584 Size 66 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 11431 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12625 Size 2 ServiceTime 33860 QueueTime 3176 ExecutionTime 19440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12684 Size 16 ServiceTime 9046 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12734 Size 33 ServiceTime 21440 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12713 Size 33 ServiceTime 32628 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 3930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12600 Size 16 ServiceTime 55113 QueueTime 7701 ExecutionTime 46440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12735 Size 25 ServiceTime 15911 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12754 Size 2 ServiceTime 27504 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12749 Size 2 ServiceTime 55845 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 15990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12852 Size 32 ServiceTime 6792 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12895 Size 32 ServiceTime 47108 QueueTime 3701 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12894 Size 32 ServiceTime 47111 QueueTime 3704 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12897 Size 32 ServiceTime 47547 QueueTime 3698 ExecutionTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12896 Size 32 ServiceTime 48628 QueueTime 3700 ExecutionTime 12330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12914 Size 2 ServiceTime 20383 QueueTime 898 ExecutionTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12712 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 62850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12939 Size 64 ServiceTime 11021 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12988 Size 10 ServiceTime 2686 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12954 Size 64 ServiceTime 21657 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 11490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12981 Size 33 ServiceTime 10996 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13040 Size 2 ServiceTime 56360 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13018 Size 2 ServiceTime 61326 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 13680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13085 Size 16 ServiceTime 17027 QueueTime 1280 ExecutionTime 13920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13091 Size 4 ServiceTime 49170 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 15360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13077 Size 16 ServiceTime 55105 QueueTime 1944 ExecutionTime 28260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13139 Size 1 ServiceTime 14247 QueueTime 69 ExecutionTime 13620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13105 Size 1 ServiceTime 61902 QueueTime 2071 ExecutionTime 22860 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 13084 Size 48 ServiceTime 21667 QueueTime 19355 ExecutionTime 14700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12984 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 53640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 12987 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 59340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13101 Size 64 ServiceTime 20939 QueueTime 28026 ExecutionTime 9270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13005 Size 2 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 434 ExecutionTime 58020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13029 Size 25 ServiceTime 54045 QueueTime 3612 ExecutionTime 52200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13134 Size 128 ServiceTime 2466 QueueTime 33120 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13173 Size 64 ServiceTime 59638 QueueTime 14041 ExecutionTime 12090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13184 Size 16 ServiceTime 48061 QueueTime 736 ExecutionTime 7560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13141 Size 16 ServiceTime 43244 QueueTime 16118 ExecutionTime 37140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13201 Size 64 ServiceTime 12728 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13174 Size 128 ServiceTime 63824 QueueTime 14232 ExecutionTime 
31410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13226 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 14070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13379 Size 64 ServiceTime 10295 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13359 Size 64 ServiceTime 20633 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 17820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13452 Size 4 ServiceTime 50609 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13381 Size 4 ServiceTime 45766 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 27480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13444 Size 16 ServiceTime 50470 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 49170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13499 Size 4 ServiceTime 44741 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13563 Size 128 ServiceTime 63890 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13591 Size 1 ServiceTime 47757 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13602 Size 64 ServiceTime 8345 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13594 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 13620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13682 Size 2 ServiceTime 1344 QueueTime 1695 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13657 Size 32 ServiceTime 53969 QueueTime 6668 ExecutionTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13650 Size 32 ServiceTime 49713 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 11220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13651 Size 32 ServiceTime 49186 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 11220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13653 Size 32 ServiceTime 47689 QueueTime 581 ExecutionTime 10650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13696 Size 16 ServiceTime 50651 QueueTime 1999 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13639 Size 32 ServiceTime 40726 QueueTime 969 ExecutionTime 13230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13652 Size 32 ServiceTime 49965 QueueTime 582 ExecutionTime 15570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13678 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 14010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13576 Size 16 ServiceTime 45718 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 43770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13688 Size 16 ServiceTime 28007 QueueTime 3600 ExecutionTime 14160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13603 Size 1 ServiceTime 54852 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 37350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13799 Size 25 ServiceTime 54050 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 30960 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 34.903896 Avg Service Time: 35431.027344 
 
Simulation 36: Month 03 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 491 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13844 Size 2 ServiceTime 43269 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 25590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13894 Size 1 ServiceTime 15584 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13962 Size 128 ServiceTime 676 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14001 Size 1 ServiceTime 55882 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14043 Size 16 ServiceTime 10852 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13997 Size 1 ServiceTime 38750 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 15390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13984 Size 2 ServiceTime 65209 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 16800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 13981 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 17040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14090 Size 32 ServiceTime 5890 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14162 Size 32 ServiceTime 194 QueueTime 137 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14140 Size 32 ServiceTime 47315 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14193 Size 64 ServiceTime 5599 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14137 Size 32 ServiceTime 19561 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 12480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14125 Size 128 ServiceTime 36082 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 30330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14212 Size 2 ServiceTime 43244 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 11700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14330 Size 4 ServiceTime 37903 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14380 Size 65 ServiceTime 3833 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14424 Size 64 ServiceTime 23687 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14437 Size 129 ServiceTime 1388 QueueTime 3060 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14438 Size 129 ServiceTime 1409 QueueTime 3838 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14449 Size 33 ServiceTime 16253 QueueTime 1891 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14410 Size 32 ServiceTime 46462 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 11760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14431 Size 1 ServiceTime 9480 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14483 Size 4 ServiceTime 53987 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1680 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 14487 Size 10 ServiceTime 21640 QueueTime 1647 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14475 Size 54 ServiceTime 5452 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14489 Size 32 ServiceTime 43248 QueueTime 1724 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14448 Size 33 ServiceTime 9395 QueueTime 901 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14501 Size 64 ServiceTime 10536 QueueTime 3394 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14490 Size 16 ServiceTime 50923 QueueTime 1544 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14450 Size 16 ServiceTime 17091 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 13140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14532 Size 1 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14534 Size 32 ServiceTime 6154 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14547 Size 64 ServiceTime 25292 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14549 Size 1 ServiceTime 9745 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14554 Size 34 ServiceTime 29258 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14562 Size 64 ServiceTime 47040 QueueTime 935 ExecutionTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14555 Size 34 ServiceTime 29232 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14569 Size 25 ServiceTime 54057 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14574 Size 64 ServiceTime 13331 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14560 Size 1 ServiceTime 14589 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 12660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14599 Size 9 ServiceTime 1374 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14582 Size 16 ServiceTime 43102 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14605 Size 16 ServiceTime 19795 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14615 Size 16 ServiceTime 45229 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14607 Size 16 ServiceTime 19875 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14578 Size 16 ServiceTime 27852 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 16530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14623 Size 36 ServiceTime 3287 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14533 Size 1 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 34380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14641 Size 16 ServiceTime 7363 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14462 Size 1 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 63390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14632 Size 1 ServiceTime 55934 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 22980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14688 Size 64 ServiceTime 3366 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14676 Size 16 ServiceTime 20315 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 5850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14684 Size 128 ServiceTime 36932 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14714 Size 64 ServiceTime 25255 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14716 Size 64 ServiceTime 13181 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14798 Size 16 ServiceTime 19820 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14822 Size 128 ServiceTime 64872 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14824 Size 8 ServiceTime 3674 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14826 Size 4 ServiceTime 36697 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14891 Size 2 ServiceTime 2036 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14874 Size 36 ServiceTime 23699 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14954 Size 64 ServiceTime 20451 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14956 Size 34 ServiceTime 37532 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14873 Size 64 ServiceTime 59545 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 38490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14949 Size 32 ServiceTime 46854 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14975 Size 16 ServiceTime 4859 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15012 Size 33 ServiceTime 19111 QueueTime 416 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15004 Size 33 ServiceTime 16073 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15041 Size 33 ServiceTime 2573 QueueTime 2139 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15003 Size 64 ServiceTime 23609 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15007 Size 33 ServiceTime 28908 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15042 Size 65 ServiceTime 3692 QueueTime 2933 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14947 Size 32 ServiceTime 52804 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 22650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15078 Size 16 ServiceTime 44364 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15077 Size 16 ServiceTime 19594 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15081 Size 64 ServiceTime 27514 QueueTime 1921 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15098 Size 9 ServiceTime 14068 QueueTime 506 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15110 Size 33 ServiceTime 9609 QueueTime 1035 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 14955 Size 34 ServiceTime 54194 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 27450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15115 Size 10 ServiceTime 45337 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15070 Size 64 ServiceTime 54145 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 7860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15123 Size 16 ServiceTime 21661 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15124 Size 5 ServiceTime 26438 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15005 Size 33 ServiceTime 28882 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 22050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15128 Size 16 ServiceTime 8954 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15086 Size 2 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 72 ExecutionTime 12330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15134 Size 33 ServiceTime 9489 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15141 Size 9 ServiceTime 5434 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15172 Size 32 ServiceTime 58088 QueueTime 1419 ExecutionTime 210 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 15170 Size 32 ServiceTime 15596 QueueTime 462 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15164 Size 9 ServiceTime 7420 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15174 Size 65 ServiceTime 6306 QueueTime 3800 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15169 Size 32 ServiceTime 16323 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15168 Size 32 ServiceTime 36354 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 10020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15177 Size 8 ServiceTime 21648 QueueTime 700 ExecutionTime 8100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15171 Size 32 ServiceTime 58876 QueueTime 1241 ExecutionTime 35940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15183 Size 10 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 35610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15212 Size 16 ServiceTime 46803 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 30690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15255 Size 114 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15256 Size 2 ServiceTime 64573 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15211 Size 16 ServiceTime 48075 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 43980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15273 Size 34 ServiceTime 28870 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15275 Size 34 ServiceTime 14891 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15274 Size 34 ServiceTime 28767 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15287 Size 16 ServiceTime 11570 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15259 Size 33 ServiceTime 57647 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 31140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15345 Size 32 ServiceTime 2302 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15344 Size 32 ServiceTime 3333 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15359 Size 17 ServiceTime 8754 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15342 Size 32 ServiceTime 50845 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 10530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15313 Size 64 ServiceTime 43255 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 30630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15352 Size 8 ServiceTime 43282 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 19320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15340 Size 32 ServiceTime 48656 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 26130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15339 Size 32 ServiceTime 48782 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 32430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15367 Size 4 ServiceTime 55048 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 23190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15387 Size 16 ServiceTime 45458 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 11220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15389 Size 16 ServiceTime 43474 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 21900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15409 Size 20 ServiceTime 54263 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15415 Size 16 ServiceTime 48168 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15419 Size 16 ServiceTime 49324 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15429 Size 2 ServiceTime 38649 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15443 Size 16 ServiceTime 8978 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15446 Size 16 ServiceTime 14523 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15467 Size 20 ServiceTime 53260 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15432 Size 2 ServiceTime 37207 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 17430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15476 Size 16 ServiceTime 46233 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 15030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15482 Size 8 ServiceTime 21641 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 14220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15478 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 16410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15491 Size 10 ServiceTime 12641 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15525 Size 32 ServiceTime 9153 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15526 Size 32 ServiceTime 48317 QueueTime 35 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15527 Size 32 ServiceTime 48746 QueueTime 632 ExecutionTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15520 Size 32 ServiceTime 47135 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 11970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15524 Size 32 ServiceTime 48081 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 14130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15517 Size 32 ServiceTime 53435 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 16170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15519 Size 32 ServiceTime 47612 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 16200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15522 Size 32 ServiceTime 46657 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 16200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15515 Size 1 ServiceTime 22674 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 21540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15589 Size 64 ServiceTime 24604 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15570 Size 1 ServiceTime 57606 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 16470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15716 Size 17 ServiceTime 1876 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15650 Size 4 ServiceTime 52244 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 35970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15784 Size 128 ServiceTime 14467 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15697 Size 8 ServiceTime 30801 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 25980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15803 Size 2 ServiceTime 38376 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15805 Size 2 ServiceTime 51720 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 7080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15855 Size 16 ServiceTime 48014 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 32550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 15967 Size 34 ServiceTime 41301 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 36690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16044 Size 16 ServiceTime 82 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16068 Size 64 ServiceTime 59547 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16069 Size 64 ServiceTime 65069 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16088 Size 64 ServiceTime 24297 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16107 Size 51 ServiceTime 56378 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16112 Size 16 ServiceTime 2340 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16106 Size 10 ServiceTime 10844 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16121 Size 1 ServiceTime 4725 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 3060 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 16137 Size 4 ServiceTime 22099 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16135 Size 4 ServiceTime 28782 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16108 Size 16 ServiceTime 21647 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16062 Size 128 ServiceTime 63802 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 17070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16131 Size 33 ServiceTime 9355 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16154 Size 6 ServiceTime 2749 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16130 Size 33 ServiceTime 10721 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16169 Size 16 ServiceTime 11413 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16174 Size 128 ServiceTime 14466 QueueTime 1694 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16177 Size 16 ServiceTime 7247 QueueTime 1448 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16144 Size 114 ServiceTime 14872 QueueTime 3527 ExecutionTime 11220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16074 Size 1 ServiceTime 64178 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 32820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16089 Size 16 ServiceTime 41059 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 31920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16251 Size 1 ServiceTime 6788 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16245 Size 4 ServiceTime 52695 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 5640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16236 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16264 Size 16 ServiceTime 44672 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16275 Size 129 ServiceTime 11695 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16273 Size 129 ServiceTime 10899 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16276 Size 129 ServiceTime 10903 QueueTime 1583 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16274 Size 129 ServiceTime 11308 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16283 Size 16 ServiceTime 62020 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 17220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16284 Size 64 ServiceTime 28025 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 17880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16285 Size 16 ServiceTime 38767 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 23070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16291 Size 1 ServiceTime 8071 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16310 Size 32 ServiceTime 8626 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16311 Size 32 ServiceTime 7872 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16313 Size 32 ServiceTime 48287 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16314 Size 32 ServiceTime 15140 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16243 Size 4 ServiceTime 53900 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 41400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16312 Size 32 ServiceTime 10638 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16298 Size 1 ServiceTime 4581 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16309 Size 32 ServiceTime 13963 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16241 Size 1 ServiceTime 54243 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 41970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16296 Size 1 ServiceTime 5898 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16306 Size 10 ServiceTime 32057 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16307 Size 32 ServiceTime 4588 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16308 Size 32 ServiceTime 5040 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16244 Size 4 ServiceTime 53039 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 41610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16278 Size 3 ServiceTime 63616 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 28890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16242 Size 4 ServiceTime 46564 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 41730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16297 Size 1 ServiceTime 4590 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16295 Size 1 ServiceTime 6513 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16318 Size 1 ServiceTime 3128 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16338 Size 1 ServiceTime 25700 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 10980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16403 Size 1 ServiceTime 59307 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16410 Size 128 ServiceTime 42690 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16406 Size 4 ServiceTime 28967 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 12570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16333 Size 8 ServiceTime 26979 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 26340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16423 Size 10 ServiceTime 37644 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 12000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16409 Size 4 ServiceTime 49155 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 24840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16435 Size 34 ServiceTime 32205 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 17040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16467 Size 64 ServiceTime 38040 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16501 Size 306 ServiceTime 24055 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16506 Size 16 ServiceTime 12189 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16505 Size 16 ServiceTime 22376 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16528 Size 128 ServiceTime 63845 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 11880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16519 Size 1 ServiceTime 25760 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 22500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16625 Size 64 ServiceTime 52734 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 11580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16667 Size 16 ServiceTime 2451 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16654 Size 32 ServiceTime 18007 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 9120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16668 Size 2 ServiceTime 59697 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 5610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16725 Size 2 ServiceTime 60373 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16691 Size 128 ServiceTime 64872 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16728 Size 2 ServiceTime 60491 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 9420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16727 Size 64 ServiceTime 24311 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 9720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16801 Size 1 ServiceTime 32513 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6210 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 16789 Size 26 ServiceTime 9989 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16751 Size 4 ServiceTime 52108 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 23670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16867 Size 64 ServiceTime 18893 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16857 Size 21 ServiceTime 24088 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 9900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16894 Size 1 ServiceTime 44836 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16888 Size 8 ServiceTime 15397 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 11700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16879 Size 2 ServiceTime 59254 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 33090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16913 Size 16 ServiceTime 24478 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 19290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16953 Size 16 ServiceTime 15847 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 8850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16937 Size 2 ServiceTime 54298 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 10320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16951 Size 16 ServiceTime 15887 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 10740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 16950 Size 2 ServiceTime 56000 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 11490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17005 Size 16 ServiceTime 7936 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17021 Size 2 ServiceTime 29930 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17065 Size 10 ServiceTime 12470 QueueTime 1293 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17086 Size 8 ServiceTime 3736 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17090 Size 8 ServiceTime 4938 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17081 Size 34 ServiceTime 29649 QueueTime 546 ExecutionTime 15450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17130 Size 16 ServiceTime 2599 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17102 Size 8 ServiceTime 20108 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17128 Size 1 ServiceTime 17328 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17044 Size 16 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 56220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17169 Size 16 ServiceTime 45683 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17195 Size 1 ServiceTime 4161 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17210 Size 101 ServiceTime 2563 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17201 Size 11 ServiceTime 57567 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17233 Size 1 ServiceTime 49619 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17258 Size 64 ServiceTime 24508 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17179 Size 128 ServiceTime 63783 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 23880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17278 Size 1 ServiceTime 34213 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 15750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17339 Size 33 ServiceTime 10153 QueueTime 12680 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17260 Size 2 ServiceTime 58755 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 20070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17417 Size 16 ServiceTime 90 QueueTime 7130 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17453 Size 4 ServiceTime 5540 QueueTime 631 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17243 Size 114 ServiceTime 31700 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 30120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17401 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 4778 ExecutionTime 18420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17306 Size 2 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 6682 ExecutionTime 27000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17366 Size 128 ServiceTime 64922 QueueTime 19089 ExecutionTime 9870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17183 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 51810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17440 Size 32 ServiceTime 43243 QueueTime 21787 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17468 Size 16 ServiceTime 29861 QueueTime 18335 ExecutionTime 10740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17581 Size 128 ServiceTime 64937 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17317 Size 2 ServiceTime 59092 QueueTime 7652 ExecutionTime 41220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17352 Size 16 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 11523 ExecutionTime 35700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17537 Size 2 ServiceTime 44989 QueueTime 1150 ExecutionTime 37980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17629 Size 128 ServiceTime 4882 QueueTime 276 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17675 Size 17 ServiceTime 65116 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17606 Size 16 ServiceTime 48631 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 26370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17607 Size 16 ServiceTime 46392 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 26160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17633 Size 8 ServiceTime 21643 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 18510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17707 Size 34 ServiceTime 493 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17693 Size 4 ServiceTime 14827 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17719 Size 64 ServiceTime 36884 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 12750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17806 Size 64 ServiceTime 9961 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17802 Size 64 ServiceTime 24843 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 10260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17827 Size 64 ServiceTime 51529 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17848 Size 64 ServiceTime 11000 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17894 Size 1 ServiceTime 3596 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17863 Size 64 ServiceTime 19300 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 9660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17847 Size 32 ServiceTime 47320 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 20670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17918 Size 16 ServiceTime 4856 QueueTime 828 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17859 Size 64 ServiceTime 25191 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 21000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17849 Size 16 ServiceTime 46960 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 31290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 17950 Size 5 ServiceTime 7267 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18010 Size 128 ServiceTime 63845 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18032 Size 16 ServiceTime 29054 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18061 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1140 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 18112 Size 2 ServiceTime 60663 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18125 Size 64 ServiceTime 27057 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18106 Size 102 ServiceTime 63211 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 10110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18126 Size 64 ServiceTime 25256 QueueTime 4003 ExecutionTime 13410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18082 Size 4 ServiceTime 62308 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 33480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18194 Size 8 ServiceTime 21644 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18222 Size 64 ServiceTime 5007 QueueTime 1261 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18085 Size 2 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 36780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18227 Size 33 ServiceTime 18740 QueueTime 963 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18213 Size 1 ServiceTime 10659 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18166 Size 1 ServiceTime 55344 QueueTime 504 ExecutionTime 37980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18234 Size 34 ServiceTime 8966 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18223 Size 16 ServiceTime 29778 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 19020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18232 Size 16 ServiceTime 49542 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 30540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18251 Size 10 ServiceTime 49122 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18272 Size 96 ServiceTime 17548 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 11250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18279 Size 4 ServiceTime 43697 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18264 Size 16 ServiceTime 47369 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 20130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18310 Size 4 ServiceTime 61230 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18307 Size 63 ServiceTime 50785 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18301 Size 4 ServiceTime 55236 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18306 Size 16 ServiceTime 45080 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 8490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18359 Size 128 ServiceTime 24973 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 16590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18364 Size 2 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18501 Size 102 ServiceTime 63958 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 9900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18395 Size 64 ServiceTime 38644 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 18510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18490 Size 2 ServiceTime 26854 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 18330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18471 Size 4 ServiceTime 32223 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 24840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18360 Size 16 ServiceTime 47415 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 38400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18498 Size 2 ServiceTime 59944 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 25920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18596 Size 1 ServiceTime 10915 QueueTime 6664 ExecutionTime 7080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18492 Size 2 ServiceTime 55213 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 38370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18627 Size 33 ServiceTime 17445 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18639 Size 4 ServiceTime 28223 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18624 Size 67 ServiceTime 10858 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 10860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18437 Size 1 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 45600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18625 Size 64 ServiceTime 25079 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 19500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18683 Size 34 ServiceTime 31573 QueueTime 9468 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18710 Size 48 ServiceTime 230 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18637 Size 4 ServiceTime 28842 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 23370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18706 Size 16 ServiceTime 44669 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 10380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18659 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 1784 ExecutionTime 20940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18786 Size 40 ServiceTime 23905 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18761 Size 8 ServiceTime 21654 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 21360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18920 Size 8 ServiceTime 4104 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18833 Size 2 ServiceTime 22957 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 15270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18939 Size 200 ServiceTime 348 QueueTime 444 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18857 Size 17 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 22500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18874 Size 5 ServiceTime 53443 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 20490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18935 Size 16 ServiceTime 6184 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18860 Size 3 ServiceTime 54042 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 22230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18944 Size 8 ServiceTime 69 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18902 Size 4 ServiceTime 32534 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 14610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18901 Size 4 ServiceTime 32113 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 14670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18948 Size 1 ServiceTime 851 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18873 Size 4 ServiceTime 28840 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 21090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18869 Size 4 ServiceTime 36043 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 21450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18764 Size 1 ServiceTime 46018 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 45690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18836 Size 2 ServiceTime 60447 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 26160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18896 Size 1 ServiceTime 36037 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 15960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18946 Size 1 ServiceTime 14614 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18872 Size 5 ServiceTime 54044 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 21720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18943 Size 10 ServiceTime 12493 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18924 Size 1 ServiceTime 48075 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18963 Size 64 ServiceTime 1930 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18810 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 58200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19023 Size 4 ServiceTime 16843 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1260 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 19016 Size 2 ServiceTime 64852 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19017 Size 2 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18995 Size 1 ServiceTime 25891 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 11250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19015 Size 32 ServiceTime 14452 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 12660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18979 Size 64 ServiceTime 19258 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 19050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 18984 Size 128 ServiceTime 63790 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 20520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19060 Size 67 ServiceTime 10851 QueueTime 13850 ExecutionTime 5580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19058 Size 101 ServiceTime 27401 QueueTime 14355 ExecutionTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19027 Size 2 ServiceTime 60451 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 27900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19062 Size 16 ServiceTime 49588 QueueTime 12626 ExecutionTime 14580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19071 Size 16 ServiceTime 26284 QueueTime 17359 ExecutionTime 11880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19099 Size 24 ServiceTime 23891 QueueTime 11949 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19125 Size 64 ServiceTime 5599 QueueTime 8513 ExecutionTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19051 Size 2 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 10382 ExecutionTime 22500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19056 Size 101 ServiceTime 20001 QueueTime 14494 ExecutionTime 
17790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19160 Size 64 ServiceTime 25266 QueueTime 2141 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19007 Size 2 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 43020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19070 Size 16 ServiceTime 48025 QueueTime 17290 ExecutionTime 23670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19192 Size 1 ServiceTime 53439 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 9750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19190 Size 1 ServiceTime 42475 QueueTime 614 ExecutionTime 9960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19065 Size 4 ServiceTime 49243 QueueTime 8226 ExecutionTime 37980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19067 Size 17 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 17556 ExecutionTime 30300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19094 Size 256 ServiceTime 6111 QueueTime 43576 ExecutionTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19234 Size 96 ServiceTime 34269 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 11280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19261 Size 1 ServiceTime 12520 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19251 Size 64 ServiceTime 36113 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 12210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19256 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 16560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19259 Size 8 ServiceTime 21643 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 16410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19328 Size 1 ServiceTime 62888 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 18720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19413 Size 8 ServiceTime 49584 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19418 Size 4 ServiceTime 46253 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19436 Size 64 ServiceTime 3560 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19420 Size 4 ServiceTime 54628 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19246 Size 4 ServiceTime 48602 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 41730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19385 Size 8 ServiceTime 49219 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 11700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19406 Size 8 ServiceTime 49463 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 9810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19389 Size 8 ServiceTime 49237 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 11460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19441 Size 10 ServiceTime 22122 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19378 Size 6 ServiceTime 48456 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 12570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19279 Size 4 ServiceTime 62673 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 34590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19409 Size 8 ServiceTime 49419 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19402 Size 1 ServiceTime 12566 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 10350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19437 Size 10 ServiceTime 60392 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19438 Size 11 ServiceTime 19084 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19393 Size 8 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 11460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19412 Size 8 ServiceTime 48998 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 9390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19313 Size 4 ServiceTime 32525 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 30360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19386 Size 8 ServiceTime 49749 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 11880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19419 Size 4 ServiceTime 53345 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19425 Size 1 ServiceTime 13839 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19329 Size 1 ServiceTime 61526 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 25260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19414 Size 2 ServiceTime 63450 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19292 Size 4 ServiceTime 43595 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 33570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19372 Size 16 ServiceTime 46844 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 14610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19401 Size 8 ServiceTime 21643 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 10980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19415 Size 8 ServiceTime 49458 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19421 Size 4 ServiceTime 54472 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19410 Size 8 ServiceTime 21644 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 10200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19245 Size 2 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 42900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19332 Size 1 ServiceTime 33815 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 23880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19387 Size 16 ServiceTime 31949 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 12630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19427 Size 1 ServiceTime 9469 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 7200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19242 Size 4 ServiceTime 57443 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 43560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19417 Size 4 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19384 Size 8 ServiceTime 48897 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 13470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19377 Size 2 ServiceTime 60027 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 14220 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 19244 Size 2 ServiceTime 64854 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 43560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19416 Size 8 ServiceTime 49440 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 10110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19288 Size 1 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 35070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19312 Size 4 ServiceTime 32411 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 31680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19257 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 39300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19468 Size 33 ServiceTime 17864 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 6420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19450 Size 17 ServiceTime 28850 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 28320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19498 Size 32 ServiceTime 33853 QueueTime 67 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19490 Size 32 ServiceTime 61278 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 12150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19504 Size 8 ServiceTime 20190 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 11160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19493 Size 32 ServiceTime 61281 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 16530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19491 Size 32 ServiceTime 61280 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 18270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19502 Size 64 ServiceTime 38622 QueueTime 7662 ExecutionTime 11280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19495 Size 32 ServiceTime 47663 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 21570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19494 Size 32 ServiceTime 24547 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 24090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19519 Size 32 ServiceTime 12647 QueueTime 12743 ExecutionTime 9900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19499 Size 32 ServiceTime 40376 QueueTime 66 ExecutionTime 27420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19615 Size 32 ServiceTime 1249 QueueTime 2750 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19492 Size 32 ServiceTime 38223 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 27510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19507 Size 64 ServiceTime 27052 QueueTime 17977 ExecutionTime 7860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19540 Size 4 ServiceTime 53228 QueueTime 10407 ExecutionTime 11280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19557 Size 34 ServiceTime 36198 QueueTime 13105 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19581 Size 69 ServiceTime 38 QueueTime 10055 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19605 Size 8 ServiceTime 18049 QueueTime 524 ExecutionTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19625 Size 5 ServiceTime 123 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19497 Size 32 ServiceTime 49993 QueueTime 67 ExecutionTime 27480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19604 Size 250 ServiceTime 356 QueueTime 6148 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19496 Size 32 ServiceTime 51902 QueueTime 38 ExecutionTime 28020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19538 Size 4 ServiceTime 52376 QueueTime 9450 ExecutionTime 33090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19727 Size 4 ServiceTime 48790 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 12030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19764 Size 4 ServiceTime 28942 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19803 Size 8 ServiceTime 49222 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 42930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19853 Size 1 ServiceTime 52242 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 22680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19888 Size 101 ServiceTime 33686 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 31890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 19962 Size 16 ServiceTime 33311 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20033 Size 16 ServiceTime 3766 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20007 Size 4 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 8370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20002 Size 1 ServiceTime 35587 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 14460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20001 Size 8 ServiceTime 46667 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 17310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20009 Size 2 ServiceTime 59590 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 32370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20008 Size 8 ServiceTime 46632 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 39510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20012 Size 8 ServiceTime 49321 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 39870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20113 Size 4 ServiceTime 29073 QueueTime 12670 ExecutionTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20011 Size 8 ServiceTime 49283 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 48510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20037 Size 64 ServiceTime 19322 QueueTime 45026 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20036 Size 128 ServiceTime 32102 QueueTime 42308 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20111 Size 17 ServiceTime 64995 QueueTime 28040 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20040 Size 64 ServiceTime 27085 QueueTime 46507 ExecutionTime 16080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20133 Size 128 ServiceTime 64879 QueueTime 33709 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20169 Size 101 ServiceTime 52665 QueueTime 5829 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20142 Size 128 ServiceTime 14514 QueueTime 22765 ExecutionTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20144 Size 1 ServiceTime 44087 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 34980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20177 Size 8 ServiceTime 51728 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 24000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20262 Size 17 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 20880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20198 Size 64 ServiceTime 58565 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 44250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20301 Size 102 ServiceTime 61533 QueueTime 14221 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20309 Size 33 ServiceTime 1093 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20282 Size 16 ServiceTime 31637 QueueTime 10408 ExecutionTime 30180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20299 Size 1 ServiceTime 40479 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 35310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20352 Size 64 ServiceTime 38763 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20369 Size 64 ServiceTime 12137 QueueTime 1022 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20398 Size 32 ServiceTime 6945 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20345 Size 64 ServiceTime 22642 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 18180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20396 Size 32 ServiceTime 36220 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20321 Size 16 ServiceTime 45849 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 35010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20377 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 49470 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 29.914461 Avg Service Time: 33495.742188 
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Simulation 37: Month 04 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20463 Size 4 ServiceTime 51752 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20516 Size 64 ServiceTime 15133 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20513 Size 64 ServiceTime 22942 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 19110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20521 Size 40 ServiceTime 18050 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 12990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20504 Size 4 ServiceTime 40060 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 22890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20464 Size 4 ServiceTime 52781 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 32760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20662 Size 32 ServiceTime 54916 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20665 Size 32 ServiceTime 55209 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20664 Size 32 ServiceTime 48370 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20670 Size 1 ServiceTime 10997 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20656 Size 32 ServiceTime 25216 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20697 Size 1 ServiceTime 3179 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20673 Size 128 ServiceTime 20582 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20583 Size 4 ServiceTime 52097 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 21870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20625 Size 5 ServiceTime 31882 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 16350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20672 Size 8 ServiceTime 35010 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 8310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20694 Size 32 ServiceTime 2058 QueueTime 3811 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20678 Size 8 ServiceTime 35177 QueueTime 417 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20698 Size 18 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20655 Size 32 ServiceTime 50336 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 14310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20669 Size 1 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 12270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20702 Size 8 ServiceTime 7082 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20663 Size 32 ServiceTime 48032 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 14820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20533 Size 128 ServiceTime 63821 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 31470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20726 Size 128 ServiceTime 14506 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20693 Size 1 ServiceTime 20514 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 13830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20761 Size 4 ServiceTime 41981 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20657 Size 32 ServiceTime 52575 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 51630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20725 Size 10 ServiceTime 45362 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 34710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20762 Size 4 ServiceTime 42517 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 13500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20863 Size 4 ServiceTime 58293 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20900 Size 16 ServiceTime 1911 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20911 Size 8 ServiceTime 1847 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20915 Size 128 ServiceTime 43292 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20929 Size 32 ServiceTime 52529 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20948 Size 129 ServiceTime 9086 QueueTime 710 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20924 Size 4 ServiceTime 50510 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 19740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20925 Size 4 ServiceTime 48987 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 19800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20952 Size 129 ServiceTime 9085 QueueTime 5677 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20953 Size 129 ServiceTime 9072 QueueTime 5811 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20954 Size 129 ServiceTime 2167 QueueTime 6163 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20949 Size 129 ServiceTime 9069 QueueTime 730 ExecutionTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20955 Size 129 ServiceTime 10710 QueueTime 6384 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20962 Size 129 ServiceTime 3058 QueueTime 8746 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20963 Size 129 ServiceTime 9069 QueueTime 9067 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20964 Size 129 ServiceTime 7002 QueueTime 10470 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20966 Size 129 ServiceTime 5052 QueueTime 12606 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20965 Size 129 ServiceTime 32981 QueueTime 12141 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20967 Size 129 ServiceTime 9071 QueueTime 12958 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20971 Size 129 ServiceTime 9072 QueueTime 15198 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20979 Size 4 ServiceTime 45509 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20977 Size 16 ServiceTime 32358 QueueTime 6867 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20973 Size 129 ServiceTime 9068 QueueTime 23581 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20972 Size 129 ServiceTime 9071 QueueTime 16059 ExecutionTime 8340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20978 Size 16 ServiceTime 4315 QueueTime 12034 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20998 Size 306 ServiceTime 5935 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20999 Size 4 ServiceTime 47098 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21002 Size 2 ServiceTime 150 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20992 Size 64 ServiceTime 16027 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 20993 Size 64 ServiceTime 21113 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 13200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21020 Size 102 ServiceTime 28814 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 12720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21043 Size 102 ServiceTime 50910 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 26220 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 21056 Size 64 ServiceTime 19353 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21053 Size 16 ServiceTime 41140 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 10140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21078 Size 32 ServiceTime 16440 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 6840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21084 Size 48 ServiceTime 22264 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 9270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21106 Size 24 ServiceTime 23943 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21105 Size 1 ServiceTime 54036 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21052 Size 64 ServiceTime 59151 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 35760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21102 Size 64 ServiceTime 22652 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21139 Size 128 ServiceTime 50734 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21054 Size 16 ServiceTime 49115 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 40500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21107 Size 16 ServiceTime 45620 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 13080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21095 Size 1 ServiceTime 47318 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 21390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21188 Size 16 ServiceTime 45139 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21169 Size 10 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 33000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21238 Size 34 ServiceTime 36053 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 4200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21453 Size 32 ServiceTime 36789 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21454 Size 8 ServiceTime 34615 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 10650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21481 Size 64 ServiceTime 10859 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21452 Size 32 ServiceTime 37819 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 19050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21450 Size 32 ServiceTime 50168 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 35010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21547 Size 33 ServiceTime 1315 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21524 Size 5 ServiceTime 54322 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 29610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21827 Size 1 ServiceTime 26487 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21778 Size 16 ServiceTime 40487 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 20100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21873 Size 2 ServiceTime 1847 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21730 Size 16 ServiceTime 47338 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 44100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 21986 Size 16 ServiceTime 45566 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 6780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22038 Size 30 ServiceTime 3663 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22055 Size 128 ServiceTime 26427 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 17700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22155 Size 102 ServiceTime 64896 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22048 Size 1 ServiceTime 49744 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 26310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22277 Size 102 ServiceTime 48640 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22294 Size 1 ServiceTime 2988 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22286 Size 102 ServiceTime 64906 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 5640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22329 Size 4 ServiceTime 55908 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22318 Size 48 ServiceTime 21837 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22287 Size 1 ServiceTime 43087 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 23010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22380 Size 33 ServiceTime 4218 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22378 Size 69 ServiceTime 35690 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22403 Size 16 ServiceTime 45625 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22379 Size 33 ServiceTime 54053 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 38370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22297 Size 17 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 61320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22407 Size 16 ServiceTime 50020 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 22290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22441 Size 32 ServiceTime 949 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22430 Size 306 ServiceTime 15427 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22439 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 13230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22465 Size 102 ServiceTime 64922 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22477 Size 10 ServiceTime 61901 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22503 Size 16 ServiceTime 45621 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 25560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22612 Size 4 ServiceTime 41459 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22671 Size 32 ServiceTime 511 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22549 Size 16 ServiceTime 48834 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 45210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22588 Size 5 ServiceTime 52873 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 32670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22656 Size 5 ServiceTime 14600 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 9840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22657 Size 64 ServiceTime 19594 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22673 Size 34 ServiceTime 34276 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22679 Size 16 ServiceTime 45984 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 18270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22683 Size 16 ServiceTime 45843 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 5820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22678 Size 1 ServiceTime 45626 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 28680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22677 Size 1 ServiceTime 49895 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 31320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22701 Size 1 ServiceTime 4887 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22686 Size 8 ServiceTime 7242 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22680 Size 10 ServiceTime 59106 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 23880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22695 Size 1 ServiceTime 6377 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 3930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22703 Size 1 ServiceTime 3798 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22666 Size 1 ServiceTime 54435 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 39330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22705 Size 64 ServiceTime 5463 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 30 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 22706 Size 128 ServiceTime 323 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22682 Size 8 ServiceTime 22316 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 13230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22733 Size 16 ServiceTime 45457 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22707 Size 64 ServiceTime 22367 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 12780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22726 Size 16 ServiceTime 49451 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 11520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22757 Size 34 ServiceTime 32257 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22759 Size 33 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22882 Size 64 ServiceTime 20979 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22899 Size 128 ServiceTime 22816 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22814 Size 10 ServiceTime 12411 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 11790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22919 Size 128 ServiceTime 64867 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22901 Size 48 ServiceTime 15643 QueueTime 1920 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22763 Size 34 ServiceTime 36213 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 27990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22846 Size 16 ServiceTime 37492 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 21570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 22935 Size 306 ServiceTime 17878 QueueTime 11655 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23093 Size 128 ServiceTime 64375 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23125 Size 1 ServiceTime 6158 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23149 Size 8 ServiceTime 14443 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 9090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23121 Size 64 ServiceTime 21577 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 19560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23204 Size 32 ServiceTime 53430 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23160 Size 34 ServiceTime 33336 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 15720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23216 Size 1 ServiceTime 7808 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 6420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23205 Size 32 ServiceTime 48489 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23202 Size 32 ServiceTime 61281 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 9120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23208 Size 32 ServiceTime 61281 QueueTime 4555 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23212 Size 32 ServiceTime 61286 QueueTime 6921 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23246 Size 8 ServiceTime 8950 QueueTime 2413 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23248 Size 1 ServiceTime 20884 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 13590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23206 Size 32 ServiceTime 47700 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 33120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23250 Size 10 ServiceTime 38217 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 37290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23373 Size 64 ServiceTime 63444 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23334 Size 5 ServiceTime 53818 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 10110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23344 Size 10 ServiceTime 37963 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 12390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23396 Size 2 ServiceTime 5968 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23387 Size 48 ServiceTime 21918 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 12270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23389 Size 128 ServiceTime 36045 QueueTime 8831 ExecutionTime 12210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23448 Size 26 ServiceTime 8911 QueueTime 665 ExecutionTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23415 Size 4 ServiceTime 43878 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 20730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23421 Size 4 ServiceTime 60513 QueueTime 41658 ExecutionTime 14610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23417 Size 4 ServiceTime 64783 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 64050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23402 Size 306 ServiceTime 18244 QueueTime 71567 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23521 Size 16 ServiceTime 46875 QueueTime 9397 ExecutionTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23481 Size 5 ServiceTime 64864 QueueTime 27796 ExecutionTime 22770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23433 Size 4 ServiceTime 40074 QueueTime 41882 ExecutionTime 32490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23538 Size 1 ServiceTime 30734 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 24990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23625 Size 64 ServiceTime 4613 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23529 Size 1 ServiceTime 32553 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 32490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23562 Size 5 ServiceTime 53937 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 28320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23716 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23715 Size 128 ServiceTime 11675 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23743 Size 34 ServiceTime 4000 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23737 Size 34 ServiceTime 49129 QueueTime 1274 ExecutionTime 18630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23700 Size 128 ServiceTime 63856 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 30000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23713 Size 34 ServiceTime 49257 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 27030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23723 Size 1 ServiceTime 30971 QueueTime 155 ExecutionTime 25620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23796 Size 97 ServiceTime 11002 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23742 Size 1 ServiceTime 58610 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 35790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23825 Size 26 ServiceTime 6643 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23806 Size 1 ServiceTime 8811 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23905 Size 101 ServiceTime 42144 QueueTime 87 ExecutionTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23945 Size 17 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 2248 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23972 Size 32 ServiceTime 49461 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23944 Size 33 ServiceTime 23327 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 15390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23855 Size 16 ServiceTime 35892 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 30840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23936 Size 16 ServiceTime 50091 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 18690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23973 Size 32 ServiceTime 50040 QueueTime 763 ExecutionTime 12690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23933 Size 5 ServiceTime 54146 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 19110 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 23917 Size 4 ServiceTime 51071 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 27240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23977 Size 32 ServiceTime 61284 QueueTime 13448 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23978 Size 32 ServiceTime 54844 QueueTime 13657 ExecutionTime 22860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 23979 Size 32 ServiceTime 50962 QueueTime 17466 ExecutionTime 24300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24100 Size 34 ServiceTime 15430 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24102 Size 34 ServiceTime 54049 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 39090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24152 Size 16 ServiceTime 45437 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 42360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24172 Size 128 ServiceTime 28071 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24178 Size 32 ServiceTime 48491 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24211 Size 128 ServiceTime 780 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24202 Size 34 ServiceTime 50771 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 11250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24179 Size 32 ServiceTime 53448 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 22950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24177 Size 32 ServiceTime 51027 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 24840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24280 Size 2 ServiceTime 65 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24181 Size 32 ServiceTime 56008 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 52350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24295 Size 16 ServiceTime 46864 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 18360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24368 Size 2 ServiceTime 5067 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24359 Size 306 ServiceTime 32652 QueueTime 1290 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24406 Size 16 ServiceTime 3677 QueueTime 281 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24369 Size 33 ServiceTime 54194 QueueTime 957 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24432 Size 65 ServiceTime 29074 QueueTime 3159 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24488 Size 32 ServiceTime 30591 QueueTime 1488 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24515 Size 1 ServiceTime 1641 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24372 Size 306 ServiceTime 18651 QueueTime 13257 ExecutionTime 
17670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24381 Size 306 ServiceTime 32651 QueueTime 30475 ExecutionTime 8100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24513 Size 64 ServiceTime 11966 QueueTime 18287 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24528 Size 64 ServiceTime 57118 QueueTime 11143 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24551 Size 64 ServiceTime 16251 QueueTime 2006 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24545 Size 1 ServiceTime 30410 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 18480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24561 Size 128 ServiceTime 63858 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 19560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24581 Size 33 ServiceTime 39110 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24669 Size 32 ServiceTime 6822 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24739 Size 8 ServiceTime 6357 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24637 Size 16 ServiceTime 47477 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 28620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24654 Size 10 ServiceTime 38530 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 25380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24765 Size 32 ServiceTime 48495 QueueTime 629 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24638 Size 16 ServiceTime 46799 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 31950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24742 Size 34 ServiceTime 24309 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 13410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24764 Size 32 ServiceTime 54419 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 15690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24763 Size 32 ServiceTime 48574 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 19530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24766 Size 32 ServiceTime 61277 QueueTime 1344 ExecutionTime 37800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24891 Size 16 ServiceTime 36621 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 5640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24894 Size 1 ServiceTime 6848 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24954 Size 32 ServiceTime 1554 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24947 Size 16 ServiceTime 32446 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24885 Size 64 ServiceTime 25214 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 18540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24955 Size 10 ServiceTime 19207 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 24958 Size 64 ServiceTime 19276 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 17580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25081 Size 24 ServiceTime 3643 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25126 Size 16 ServiceTime 2036 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25122 Size 16 ServiceTime 2014 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25120 Size 16 ServiceTime 4392 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25140 Size 10 ServiceTime 14175 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25105 Size 64 ServiceTime 14448 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 9360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25142 Size 306 ServiceTime 32638 QueueTime 3384 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25180 Size 64 ServiceTime 18053 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25344 Size 32 ServiceTime 29038 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25379 Size 1 ServiceTime 31846 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 10350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25393 Size 16 ServiceTime 46843 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25395 Size 16 ServiceTime 46938 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 36330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25441 Size 34 ServiceTime 46950 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 20130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25485 Size 10 ServiceTime 28715 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 15390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25437 Size 16 ServiceTime 54758 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 29520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25549 Size 1 ServiceTime 6835 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25547 Size 5 ServiceTime 22624 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 11610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25438 Size 6 ServiceTime 46784 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 39300 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 25563 Size 1 ServiceTime 7887 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 5460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25458 Size 4 ServiceTime 47604 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 30960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25460 Size 1 ServiceTime 35118 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 30870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25554 Size 1 ServiceTime 31680 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 9120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25512 Size 16 ServiceTime 30604 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 21510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25409 Size 1 ServiceTime 63479 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 43170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25528 Size 1 ServiceTime 19461 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 18570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25555 Size 1 ServiceTime 25460 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 8430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25461 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 31950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25553 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 10230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25459 Size 4 ServiceTime 48671 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 32100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25526 Size 1 ServiceTime 24855 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 19680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25589 Size 64 ServiceTime 26512 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25596 Size 16 ServiceTime 45703 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 16260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25660 Size 34 ServiceTime 49577 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25632 Size 16 ServiceTime 41309 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 18900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25740 Size 64 ServiceTime 9958 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25738 Size 16 ServiceTime 46197 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 20010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25791 Size 33 ServiceTime 35593 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25773 Size 4 ServiceTime 36043 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 15360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25739 Size 16 ServiceTime 44764 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 34830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25786 Size 4 ServiceTime 50588 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 16740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25806 Size 6 ServiceTime 41458 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25752 Size 32 ServiceTime 57803 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 32430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25809 Size 34 ServiceTime 54049 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25757 Size 1 ServiceTime 42166 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 29160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25792 Size 34 ServiceTime 25479 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 17340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25744 Size 5 ServiceTime 62748 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 34950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25836 Size 16 ServiceTime 15810 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25820 Size 1 ServiceTime 5439 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25751 Size 5 ServiceTime 43165 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 34440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25801 Size 5 ServiceTime 41029 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 11460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25853 Size 5 ServiceTime 40092 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25850 Size 1 ServiceTime 30431 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25741 Size 1 ServiceTime 42820 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 37860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25848 Size 1 ServiceTime 30848 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25774 Size 3 ServiceTime 36041 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 23250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25859 Size 64 ServiceTime 2789 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25872 Size 32 ServiceTime 837 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 25888 Size 128 ServiceTime 63981 QueueTime 500 ExecutionTime 12630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26042 Size 32 ServiceTime 34719 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26049 Size 64 ServiceTime 25311 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26123 Size 128 ServiceTime 64879 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26128 Size 66 ServiceTime 51731 QueueTime 118 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26112 Size 16 ServiceTime 50573 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 17370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26047 Size 16 ServiceTime 46387 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 28500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26048 Size 16 ServiceTime 46684 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 24870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26127 Size 10 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 14250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26130 Size 25 ServiceTime 54048 QueueTime 781 ExecutionTime 10980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26158 Size 26 ServiceTime 12675 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26157 Size 4 ServiceTime 53419 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26178 Size 3 ServiceTime 16895 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26216 Size 64 ServiceTime 28772 QueueTime 5700 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26234 Size 66 ServiceTime 45437 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 25200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26240 Size 16 ServiceTime 46949 QueueTime 161 ExecutionTime 27690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26228 Size 128 ServiceTime 64879 QueueTime 11919 ExecutionTime 
36180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26294 Size 20 ServiceTime 41365 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26388 Size 16 ServiceTime 37033 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 35310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26418 Size 64 ServiceTime 27050 QueueTime 19973 ExecutionTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26469 Size 128 ServiceTime 63877 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26512 Size 1 ServiceTime 49241 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 12180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26726 Size 8 ServiceTime 9617 QueueTime 61 ExecutionTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26570 Size 66 ServiceTime 9143 QueueTime 30140 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26692 Size 16 ServiceTime 58076 QueueTime 14875 ExecutionTime 12720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26531 Size 25 ServiceTime 54048 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 52110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26548 Size 128 ServiceTime 54365 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 51450 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 26774 Size 16 ServiceTime 45116 QueueTime 7959 ExecutionTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26742 Size 31 ServiceTime 29855 QueueTime 16769 ExecutionTime 22320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26748 Size 31 ServiceTime 64880 QueueTime 31032 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26751 Size 31 ServiceTime 64879 QueueTime 76350 ExecutionTime 11970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26984 Size 1 ServiceTime 42205 QueueTime 20297 ExecutionTime 7380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27106 Size 4 ServiceTime 25742 QueueTime 1381 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27158 Size 1 ServiceTime 411 QueueTime 2401 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26976 Size 16 ServiceTime 1854 QueueTime 98225 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26762 Size 64 ServiceTime 36062 QueueTime 200325 ExecutionTime 
11490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26772 Size 64 ServiceTime 9484 QueueTime 202440 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27052 Size 34 ServiceTime 1781 QueueTime 137938 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27087 Size 16 ServiceTime 48250 QueueTime 65945 ExecutionTime 47280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26675 Size 306 ServiceTime 28527 QueueTime 254910 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26933 Size 64 ServiceTime 27944 QueueTime 179003 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26991 Size 68 ServiceTime 10851 QueueTime 168757 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27277 Size 16 ServiceTime 11210 QueueTime 84723 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27036 Size 66 ServiceTime 8257 QueueTime 154616 ExecutionTime 8100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27039 Size 128 ServiceTime 21681 QueueTime 162430 ExecutionTime 
6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27284 Size 16 ServiceTime 41307 QueueTime 91883 ExecutionTime 17490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 26807 Size 64 ServiceTime 43292 QueueTime 195374 ExecutionTime 
34680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27276 Size 66 ServiceTime 8091 QueueTime 111815 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27214 Size 16 ServiceTime 48206 QueueTime 88837 ExecutionTime 39570 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 42.700001 Avg Service Time: 33957.113281 
 
Simulation 38: Month 05 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
 Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 361 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27318 Size 8 ServiceTime 58469 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 16650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27315 Size 32 ServiceTime 64610 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 24210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27427 Size 128 ServiceTime 64891 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27434 Size 5 ServiceTime 64864 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 55080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27509 Size 4 ServiceTime 48121 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 16860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27560 Size 128 ServiceTime 382 QueueTime 455 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27562 Size 16 ServiceTime 18071 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27561 Size 16 ServiceTime 11629 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27570 Size 64 ServiceTime 17754 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27564 Size 64 ServiceTime 10468 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27595 Size 24 ServiceTime 109 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27574 Size 32 ServiceTime 45043 QueueTime 338 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27573 Size 128 ServiceTime 63925 QueueTime 573 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27620 Size 32 ServiceTime 41162 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27567 Size 1 ServiceTime 53908 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 17910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27603 Size 64 ServiceTime 64855 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27563 Size 6 ServiceTime 22621 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 19200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27723 Size 16 ServiceTime 12523 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27727 Size 33 ServiceTime 3649 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27740 Size 128 ServiceTime 31565 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27828 Size 16 ServiceTime 12491 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27870 Size 30 ServiceTime 31898 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27864 Size 16 ServiceTime 38000 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27878 Size 64 ServiceTime 14767 QueueTime 1548 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27889 Size 16 ServiceTime 12574 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27853 Size 64 ServiceTime 18101 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 12450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27904 Size 1 ServiceTime 39227 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27892 Size 1 ServiceTime 6500 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27893 Size 1 ServiceTime 5016 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27898 Size 1 ServiceTime 4760 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27863 Size 16 ServiceTime 36334 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 11670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27883 Size 16 ServiceTime 59437 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 31710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27945 Size 30 ServiceTime 48540 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 15960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27942 Size 64 ServiceTime 31554 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 21480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27954 Size 64 ServiceTime 17158 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27950 Size 32 ServiceTime 29561 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 14100 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 28102 Size 306 ServiceTime 45269 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28147 Size 8 ServiceTime 102 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 27970 Size 3 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 26370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28162 Size 12 ServiceTime 339 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28219 Size 128 ServiceTime 21689 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28027 Size 64 ServiceTime 52165 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 20490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28224 Size 8 ServiceTime 579 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28156 Size 33 ServiceTime 15032 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28347 Size 128 ServiceTime 54182 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28399 Size 128 ServiceTime 12440 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 12090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28549 Size 1 ServiceTime 21844 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 16080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28548 Size 16 ServiceTime 37043 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 23700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28669 Size 64 ServiceTime 19220 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 13620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28796 Size 64 ServiceTime 12657 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28798 Size 64 ServiceTime 12657 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28797 Size 64 ServiceTime 12659 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28820 Size 4 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28817 Size 1 ServiceTime 24906 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28839 Size 1 ServiceTime 17533 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28851 Size 33 ServiceTime 270 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28853 Size 65 ServiceTime 7250 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28816 Size 1 ServiceTime 24845 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28871 Size 1 ServiceTime 25970 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 13470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28943 Size 16 ServiceTime 10799 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28941 Size 16 ServiceTime 58026 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 14490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28774 Size 65 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 55890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28984 Size 64 ServiceTime 20413 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28985 Size 64 ServiceTime 20638 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28986 Size 16 ServiceTime 46640 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 25800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 28997 Size 2 ServiceTime 21641 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 12180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29055 Size 16 ServiceTime 48133 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 35160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29162 Size 16 ServiceTime 7245 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29163 Size 16 ServiceTime 39788 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29296 Size 12 ServiceTime 102 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29323 Size 8 ServiceTime 91 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29271 Size 64 ServiceTime 28085 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29456 Size 64 ServiceTime 21044 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29396 Size 4 ServiceTime 56188 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 15480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29400 Size 33 ServiceTime 16858 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 16080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29458 Size 14 ServiceTime 48865 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 11310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29325 Size 12 ServiceTime 55852 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 40320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29550 Size 64 ServiceTime 28038 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 9270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29605 Size 128 ServiceTime 151 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29611 Size 32 ServiceTime 10891 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29612 Size 64 ServiceTime 20624 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29564 Size 1 ServiceTime 24774 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 19140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29888 Size 12 ServiceTime 378 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29902 Size 16 ServiceTime 2404 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29932 Size 16 ServiceTime 58302 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 12930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29964 Size 64 ServiceTime 16840 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 13410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29804 Size 1 ServiceTime 64059 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 25530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30068 Size 48 ServiceTime 16181 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 9660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30122 Size 33 ServiceTime 21647 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 29951 Size 16 ServiceTime 46845 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 40740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30134 Size 64 ServiceTime 24154 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 11040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30162 Size 1 ServiceTime 52138 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 13740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30309 Size 32 ServiceTime 7293 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30368 Size 16 ServiceTime 8602 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30384 Size 48 ServiceTime 15622 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30363 Size 64 ServiceTime 64349 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 8340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30138 Size 16 ServiceTime 46281 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 37800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30387 Size 64 ServiceTime 51925 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30436 Size 33 ServiceTime 7550 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30534 Size 11 ServiceTime 144 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30145 Size 8 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 51570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30225 Size 12 ServiceTime 55845 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 42120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30313 Size 8 ServiceTime 49648 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 31440 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 30456 Size 16 ServiceTime 46843 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30227 Size 4 ServiceTime 54045 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 42090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30222 Size 1 ServiceTime 52855 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 51990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30572 Size 11 ServiceTime 64854 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 12180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30594 Size 12 ServiceTime 82 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30597 Size 8 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30595 Size 16 ServiceTime 6146 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30596 Size 16 ServiceTime 9761 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30598 Size 64 ServiceTime 442 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30599 Size 12 ServiceTime 90 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30608 Size 11 ServiceTime 79 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30617 Size 11 ServiceTime 63 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30618 Size 11 ServiceTime 82 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30573 Size 1 ServiceTime 47730 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30633 Size 1 ServiceTime 56729 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30729 Size 10 ServiceTime 164 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30748 Size 10 ServiceTime 619 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30666 Size 16 ServiceTime 27435 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 10440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30787 Size 48 ServiceTime 29544 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30763 Size 8 ServiceTime 37045 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30727 Size 1 ServiceTime 27311 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30877 Size 32 ServiceTime 58341 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30906 Size 8 ServiceTime 417 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30739 Size 20 ServiceTime 53860 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 21120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30929 Size 8 ServiceTime 1109 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30647 Size 4 ServiceTime 45908 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 39060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30965 Size 128 ServiceTime 55151 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30775 Size 16 ServiceTime 44189 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 35430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31063 Size 16 ServiceTime 50362 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31050 Size 16 ServiceTime 49346 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 23430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 30979 Size 32 ServiceTime 41568 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 38760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31013 Size 16 ServiceTime 38792 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 32430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31113 Size 64 ServiceTime 17881 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31229 Size 16 ServiceTime 37234 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31235 Size 32 ServiceTime 10835 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 6480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31215 Size 16 ServiceTime 46845 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 13110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31167 Size 48 ServiceTime 29038 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 23580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31273 Size 30 ServiceTime 51638 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 8910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31357 Size 64 ServiceTime 21051 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31381 Size 128 ServiceTime 64868 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31399 Size 64 ServiceTime 13808 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 12330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31454 Size 16 ServiceTime 13201 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 5760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31495 Size 64 ServiceTime 3597 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31552 Size 16 ServiceTime 9107 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31544 Size 10 ServiceTime 16135 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 15270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31570 Size 32 ServiceTime 45576 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 9240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31704 Size 32 ServiceTime 10730 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31710 Size 9 ServiceTime 55875 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 6780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31756 Size 16 ServiceTime 7842 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31725 Size 16 ServiceTime 49263 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 12990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31787 Size 256 ServiceTime 1896 QueueTime 6606 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31799 Size 16 ServiceTime 41733 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 24330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31796 Size 32 ServiceTime 48100 QueueTime 210 ExecutionTime 26010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31814 Size 32 ServiceTime 14054 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31819 Size 64 ServiceTime 19517 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31818 Size 16 ServiceTime 46280 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31793 Size 16 ServiceTime 52643 QueueTime 782 ExecutionTime 47550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31901 Size 128 ServiceTime 3943 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31950 Size 128 ServiceTime 33981 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31964 Size 16 ServiceTime 12798 QueueTime 368 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31857 Size 16 ServiceTime 59091 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 22680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31938 Size 64 ServiceTime 19102 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31977 Size 2 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 1113 ExecutionTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31876 Size 8 ServiceTime 59109 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 18180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31968 Size 128 ServiceTime 64757 QueueTime 3707 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31911 Size 2 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 12090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32027 Size 64 ServiceTime 653 QueueTime 861 ExecutionTime 390 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 32028 Size 128 ServiceTime 678 QueueTime 1147 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31942 Size 2 ServiceTime 64864 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32032 Size 128 ServiceTime 569 QueueTime 3080 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32044 Size 32 ServiceTime 7272 QueueTime 6704 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32072 Size 64 ServiceTime 19413 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 31975 Size 2 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 362 ExecutionTime 57510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32163 Size 128 ServiceTime 64870 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32180 Size 128 ServiceTime 10180 QueueTime 2749 ExecutionTime 9270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32211 Size 9 ServiceTime 7522 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 6840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32357 Size 128 ServiceTime 35224 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32293 Size 32 ServiceTime 57778 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 13320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32251 Size 16 ServiceTime 44400 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 37680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32280 Size 32 ServiceTime 45560 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 37530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32285 Size 16 ServiceTime 59816 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 51240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32464 Size 128 ServiceTime 64870 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 11640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32485 Size 128 ServiceTime 17789 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 10350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32542 Size 16 ServiceTime 43300 QueueTime 1034 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32568 Size 32 ServiceTime 348 QueueTime 1770 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32541 Size 1 ServiceTime 10501 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32456 Size 128 ServiceTime 43278 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 20880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32640 Size 128 ServiceTime 64871 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32680 Size 16 ServiceTime 12413 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32712 Size 16 ServiceTime 9570 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32754 Size 64 ServiceTime 28283 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 10710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32770 Size 64 ServiceTime 2543 QueueTime 8564 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32776 Size 330 ServiceTime 3855 QueueTime 8048 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32755 Size 1 ServiceTime 57046 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 22650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32899 Size 16 ServiceTime 19459 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32817 Size 6 ServiceTime 35963 QueueTime 3619 ExecutionTime 12180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32778 Size 16 ServiceTime 41602 QueueTime 7306 ExecutionTime 16950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32744 Size 32 ServiceTime 47907 QueueTime 200 ExecutionTime 42510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32986 Size 16 ServiceTime 18186 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 8520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32979 Size 16 ServiceTime 17941 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 15120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32853 Size 1 ServiceTime 46131 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 38520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 32901 Size 2 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 63210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33061 Size 32 ServiceTime 14052 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 12690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33094 Size 2 ServiceTime 63487 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33170 Size 4 ServiceTime 18575 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33090 Size 2 ServiceTime 64105 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 21360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33221 Size 5 ServiceTime 5977 QueueTime 1115 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33231 Size 20 ServiceTime 37255 QueueTime 2795 ExecutionTime 27750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33274 Size 1 ServiceTime 39271 QueueTime 814 ExecutionTime 20790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33263 Size 16 ServiceTime 37057 QueueTime 5162 ExecutionTime 24450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33201 Size 8 ServiceTime 64604 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 41910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33193 Size 2 ServiceTime 61004 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 57600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33211 Size 306 ServiceTime 18672 QueueTime 41826 ExecutionTime 
14370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33397 Size 64 ServiceTime 3662 QueueTime 17486 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33371 Size 128 ServiceTime 64870 QueueTime 26827 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33403 Size 2 ServiceTime 52606 QueueTime 634 ExecutionTime 28890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33586 Size 64 ServiceTime 14456 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33425 Size 64 ServiceTime 56166 QueueTime 653 ExecutionTime 33780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33700 Size 64 ServiceTime 955 QueueTime 962 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33507 Size 12 ServiceTime 46510 QueueTime 2407 ExecutionTime 27390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33595 Size 1 ServiceTime 24641 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 20460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33718 Size 16 ServiceTime 2394 QueueTime 1655 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33534 Size 29 ServiceTime 36461 QueueTime 805 ExecutionTime 33120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33722 Size 32 ServiceTime 36195 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33660 Size 2 ServiceTime 61850 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 20760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33709 Size 16 ServiceTime 42413 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 13470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33717 Size 16 ServiceTime 40468 QueueTime 597 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33745 Size 128 ServiceTime 44948 QueueTime 306 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33773 Size 13 ServiceTime 14596 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33729 Size 5 ServiceTime 29633 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 29550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33661 Size 2 ServiceTime 61847 QueueTime 63 ExecutionTime 48390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33828 Size 12 ServiceTime 44930 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 15660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33781 Size 2 ServiceTime 52077 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 47130 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 33897 Size 128 ServiceTime 64806 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33909 Size 128 ServiceTime 28476 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33920 Size 1 ServiceTime 18047 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33896 Size 12 ServiceTime 29434 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 22620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33860 Size 2 ServiceTime 61110 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 45900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33863 Size 2 ServiceTime 60998 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 45540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33906 Size 1 ServiceTime 38618 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 17940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33930 Size 2 ServiceTime 942 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33893 Size 2 ServiceTime 56475 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 26550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33913 Size 2 ServiceTime 29422 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 14160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33914 Size 2 ServiceTime 29456 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 14460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33859 Size 2 ServiceTime 61767 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 47130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33916 Size 2 ServiceTime 29440 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 14880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34031 Size 64 ServiceTime 7297 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34003 Size 2 ServiceTime 57079 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 13140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33972 Size 2 ServiceTime 38005 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 24930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34075 Size 64 ServiceTime 6753 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34063 Size 1 ServiceTime 25122 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 13650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34107 Size 64 ServiceTime 12406 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34141 Size 16 ServiceTime 18038 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34050 Size 20 ServiceTime 50467 QueueTime 118 ExecutionTime 27240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 33973 Size 2 ServiceTime 61964 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 45390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34123 Size 10 ServiceTime 26364 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 17850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34085 Size 5 ServiceTime 64871 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 30150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34198 Size 32 ServiceTime 321 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34163 Size 256 ServiceTime 1260 QueueTime 18923 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34174 Size 128 ServiceTime 64876 QueueTime 11613 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34017 Size 2 ServiceTime 61510 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 53910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34251 Size 2 ServiceTime 57008 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34164 Size 1 ServiceTime 60605 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 57300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34276 Size 32 ServiceTime 64610 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34293 Size 64 ServiceTime 57993 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34271 Size 2 ServiceTime 32092 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 13920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34246 Size 2 ServiceTime 56836 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 22740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34247 Size 2 ServiceTime 53982 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 22680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34389 Size 5 ServiceTime 1633 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34357 Size 1 ServiceTime 28464 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 12150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34363 Size 16 ServiceTime 43253 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 19950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34373 Size 5 ServiceTime 64866 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 16020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34425 Size 1 ServiceTime 38820 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34244 Size 2 ServiceTime 61240 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 44070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34254 Size 2 ServiceTime 57094 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 42810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34396 Size 3 ServiceTime 20343 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 15540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34457 Size 2 ServiceTime 56591 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34248 Size 2 ServiceTime 56649 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 43830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34398 Size 5 ServiceTime 18373 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 15300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34421 Size 10 ServiceTime 36037 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 12660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34446 Size 16 ServiceTime 12721 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34462 Size 5 ServiceTime 3788 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34364 Size 16 ServiceTime 43092 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 26400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34262 Size 2 ServiceTime 61284 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 42270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34388 Size 16 ServiceTime 18232 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 17820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34277 Size 1 ServiceTime 59492 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 39750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34343 Size 1 ServiceTime 41542 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 29400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34311 Size 12 ServiceTime 50802 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 33810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34238 Size 2 ServiceTime 61504 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 45840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34458 Size 2 ServiceTime 56712 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 4860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34267 Size 2 ServiceTime 60591 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 42600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34256 Size 2 ServiceTime 57188 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 43710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34268 Size 2 ServiceTime 56005 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 42570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34233 Size 2 ServiceTime 57562 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 46530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34367 Size 1 ServiceTime 43236 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 26670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34260 Size 2 ServiceTime 61999 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 43440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34263 Size 2 ServiceTime 56207 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 43260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34288 Size 3 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 38640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34266 Size 2 ServiceTime 55777 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 43050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34339 Size 1 ServiceTime 36669 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 30360 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 34257 Size 2 ServiceTime 57047 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 43920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34270 Size 2 ServiceTime 56435 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 42780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34237 Size 2 ServiceTime 57245 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 46380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34441 Size 1 ServiceTime 12900 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 11490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34366 Size 1 ServiceTime 50248 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 27420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34252 Size 2 ServiceTime 57308 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 44700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34253 Size 2 ServiceTime 56991 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 44640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34242 Size 2 ServiceTime 57177 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 46290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34348 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 33870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34538 Size 64 ServiceTime 24698 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 21600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34643 Size 8 ServiceTime 6610 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34537 Size 20 ServiceTime 45020 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 21840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34600 Size 1 ServiceTime 10476 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 9690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34636 Size 8 ServiceTime 14445 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34637 Size 32 ServiceTime 3740 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34650 Size 16 ServiceTime 65 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34624 Size 2 ServiceTime 20856 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34626 Size 2 ServiceTime 11267 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34627 Size 2 ServiceTime 40490 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34639 Size 1 ServiceTime 23407 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34653 Size 1 ServiceTime 30244 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34658 Size 1 ServiceTime 48247 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34660 Size 1 ServiceTime 43839 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 30600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34701 Size 128 ServiceTime 64950 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 40140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34758 Size 29 ServiceTime 65024 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34712 Size 128 ServiceTime 64784 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 46890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34775 Size 24 ServiceTime 14452 QueueTime 411 ExecutionTime 9870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34828 Size 10 ServiceTime 13415 QueueTime 1039 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34798 Size 24 ServiceTime 52833 QueueTime 16293 ExecutionTime 37740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34827 Size 16 ServiceTime 58869 QueueTime 20360 ExecutionTime 25560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35061 Size 8 ServiceTime 11174 QueueTime 48142 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34842 Size 64 ServiceTime 35976 QueueTime 120008 ExecutionTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35163 Size 4 ServiceTime 57432 QueueTime 20794 ExecutionTime 16440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35128 Size 20 ServiceTime 36375 QueueTime 60313 ExecutionTime 10440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34975 Size 128 ServiceTime 64889 QueueTime 98911 ExecutionTime 
18030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34985 Size 64 ServiceTime 46067 QueueTime 97510 ExecutionTime 18660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34988 Size 64 ServiceTime 17536 QueueTime 113918 ExecutionTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35384 Size 10 ServiceTime 3121 QueueTime 4594 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35282 Size 16 ServiceTime 44260 QueueTime 48182 ExecutionTime 15360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 34997 Size 128 ServiceTime 18411 QueueTime 132212 ExecutionTime 
10200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35239 Size 32 ServiceTime 3743 QueueTime 93773 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35330 Size 64 ServiceTime 6012 QueueTime 55445 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35457 Size 16 ServiceTime 53476 QueueTime 2089 ExecutionTime 15690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35550 Size 8 ServiceTime 36936 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35547 Size 61 ServiceTime 56290 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 20880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35551 Size 128 ServiceTime 55256 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 23190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35604 Size 64 ServiceTime 16189 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35764 Size 1 ServiceTime 31113 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35684 Size 4 ServiceTime 55633 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 16440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35737 Size 16 ServiceTime 17881 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35779 Size 32 ServiceTime 45582 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35787 Size 1 ServiceTime 667 QueueTime 258 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35747 Size 61 ServiceTime 56695 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35780 Size 32 ServiceTime 41304 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35757 Size 16 ServiceTime 44034 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35725 Size 16 ServiceTime 24574 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 17820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35833 Size 16 ServiceTime 57144 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35781 Size 64 ServiceTime 35058 QueueTime 1207 ExecutionTime 34680 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 33.587257 Avg Service Time: 34007.222656 
 
Simulation 39: Month 06 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 327 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35849 Size 61 ServiceTime 53999 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2610 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 35863 Size 1 ServiceTime 14020 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35900 Size 64 ServiceTime 16207 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35846 Size 4 ServiceTime 54044 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 37770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35909 Size 64 ServiceTime 3654 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35901 Size 64 ServiceTime 16361 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 12120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35902 Size 16 ServiceTime 22941 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35961 Size 72 ServiceTime 6457 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35967 Size 128 ServiceTime 251 QueueTime 508 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35977 Size 2 ServiceTime 7047 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35986 Size 10 ServiceTime 4382 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35915 Size 64 ServiceTime 28834 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 23850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35933 Size 128 ServiceTime 64017 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 17490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35997 Size 1 ServiceTime 23695 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36011 Size 1 ServiceTime 22074 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36025 Size 10 ServiceTime 22887 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35990 Size 37 ServiceTime 22491 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 9750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 35932 Size 32 ServiceTime 28251 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 23160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36112 Size 257 ServiceTime 3050 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36114 Size 129 ServiceTime 13920 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36116 Size 16 ServiceTime 17976 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36139 Size 37 ServiceTime 64999 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36166 Size 257 ServiceTime 14866 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36168 Size 129 ServiceTime 14666 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36169 Size 32 ServiceTime 1807 QueueTime 120 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36173 Size 64 ServiceTime 5252 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36181 Size 128 ServiceTime 4729 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36191 Size 61 ServiceTime 55328 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36196 Size 64 ServiceTime 17993 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36206 Size 16 ServiceTime 3081 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36219 Size 64 ServiceTime 5598 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36226 Size 128 ServiceTime 61799 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36184 Size 16 ServiceTime 41562 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 26100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36216 Size 10 ServiceTime 43238 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 15390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36236 Size 16 ServiceTime 18146 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36245 Size 128 ServiceTime 64881 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36246 Size 1 ServiceTime 34259 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 11250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36272 Size 16 ServiceTime 39913 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36311 Size 4 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 15630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36334 Size 16 ServiceTime 18171 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 12330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36317 Size 16 ServiceTime 56597 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 49620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36348 Size 1 ServiceTime 51155 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 26400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36386 Size 64 ServiceTime 15255 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 13500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36390 Size 256 ServiceTime 12579 QueueTime 11123 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36353 Size 64 ServiceTime 34971 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 31620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36397 Size 65 ServiceTime 5777 QueueTime 5039 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36403 Size 24 ServiceTime 17212 QueueTime 2790 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36407 Size 60 ServiceTime 890 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36496 Size 9 ServiceTime 2923 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36594 Size 20 ServiceTime 156 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36613 Size 50 ServiceTime 6036 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36607 Size 61 ServiceTime 60243 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 5220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36576 Size 128 ServiceTime 64691 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 18930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36580 Size 64 ServiceTime 35212 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 22080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36663 Size 4 ServiceTime 454 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36604 Size 12 ServiceTime 43816 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 16020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36605 Size 12 ServiceTime 44977 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 16650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36672 Size 24 ServiceTime 34963 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36653 Size 128 ServiceTime 71431 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 13230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36600 Size 16 ServiceTime 56927 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 34260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36707 Size 257 ServiceTime 13040 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36723 Size 12 ServiceTime 43816 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 16680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36734 Size 20 ServiceTime 54236 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 18270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36769 Size 16 ServiceTime 11751 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36725 Size 16 ServiceTime 45960 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 40530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36794 Size 16 ServiceTime 60069 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 35580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36878 Size 64 ServiceTime 35139 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 15360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 36933 Size 32 ServiceTime 31561 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11940 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 37062 Size 50 ServiceTime 21059 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37114 Size 128 ServiceTime 35271 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 14220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37098 Size 32 ServiceTime 18353 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 15630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37162 Size 1 ServiceTime 56044 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37170 Size 256 ServiceTime 18100 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37045 Size 2 ServiceTime 52808 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 46110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37046 Size 4 ServiceTime 60437 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 45960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37237 Size 128 ServiceTime 6126 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37284 Size 12 ServiceTime 45717 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37315 Size 48 ServiceTime 319 QueueTime 209 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37318 Size 32 ServiceTime 27894 QueueTime 33 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37308 Size 128 ServiceTime 12692 QueueTime 144 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37309 Size 128 ServiceTime 6015 QueueTime 3447 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37332 Size 34 ServiceTime 10384 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37326 Size 16 ServiceTime 14393 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37345 Size 64 ServiceTime 11195 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37386 Size 64 ServiceTime 1371 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37352 Size 68 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37351 Size 16 ServiceTime 36828 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 16950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37290 Size 16 ServiceTime 46863 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 39060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37424 Size 64 ServiceTime 3659 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37504 Size 128 ServiceTime 64251 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37508 Size 1 ServiceTime 2150 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37476 Size 1 ServiceTime 29868 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37505 Size 1 ServiceTime 61890 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37470 Size 1 ServiceTime 59103 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 11970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37509 Size 1 ServiceTime 3750 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37527 Size 1 ServiceTime 44181 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37523 Size 10 ServiceTime 57645 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37518 Size 10 ServiceTime 50687 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 6990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37521 Size 11 ServiceTime 49097 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 6840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37544 Size 25 ServiceTime 19780 QueueTime 600 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37526 Size 16 ServiceTime 58299 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 9150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37533 Size 32 ServiceTime 28098 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37565 Size 16 ServiceTime 4148 QueueTime 1053 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37525 Size 16 ServiceTime 37104 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 13380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37545 Size 16 ServiceTime 58855 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37549 Size 16 ServiceTime 59790 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 17730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37522 Size 10 ServiceTime 57645 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 28380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37635 Size 65 ServiceTime 16276 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37489 Size 34 ServiceTime 64864 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 43800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37513 Size 4 ServiceTime 50537 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 38130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37548 Size 16 ServiceTime 59480 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 30180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37735 Size 8 ServiceTime 5846 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37620 Size 1 ServiceTime 44022 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 16290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37771 Size 16 ServiceTime 41947 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 25440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37868 Size 1 ServiceTime 3982 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37809 Size 32 ServiceTime 31590 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 10770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37892 Size 34 ServiceTime 64860 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37970 Size 8 ServiceTime 3708 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37904 Size 8 ServiceTime 37253 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 6960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37769 Size 16 ServiceTime 49323 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 43320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37983 Size 64 ServiceTime 15567 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 12150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38072 Size 16 ServiceTime 60602 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38067 Size 16 ServiceTime 7812 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38069 Size 16 ServiceTime 58278 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 12540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38081 Size 8 ServiceTime 40311 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 10620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38118 Size 64 ServiceTime 11081 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38112 Size 8 ServiceTime 3086 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37967 Size 1 ServiceTime 51012 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 35100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37813 Size 1 ServiceTime 55659 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 47400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 37993 Size 1 ServiceTime 50283 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 31170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38068 Size 16 ServiceTime 39430 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 23730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38071 Size 16 ServiceTime 57314 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 22620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38101 Size 16 ServiceTime 40942 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 13320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38108 Size 32 ServiceTime 14445 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38113 Size 8 ServiceTime 4782 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 4050 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 38120 Size 32 ServiceTime 6477 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38109 Size 8 ServiceTime 23446 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38138 Size 16 ServiceTime 58983 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38128 Size 1 ServiceTime 44892 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 32730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38139 Size 16 ServiceTime 59201 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 15480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38142 Size 2 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38105 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 43530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38127 Size 2 ServiceTime 62851 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 34440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38043 Size 1 ServiceTime 62543 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 62250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38144 Size 1 ServiceTime 51469 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38152 Size 128 ServiceTime 266 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38148 Size 64 ServiceTime 35187 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38165 Size 128 ServiceTime 34878 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38159 Size 32 ServiceTime 64614 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 13950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38163 Size 16 ServiceTime 61032 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 11820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38212 Size 128 ServiceTime 64225 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38230 Size 16 ServiceTime 43862 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38231 Size 128 ServiceTime 64864 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38213 Size 32 ServiceTime 42086 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 15780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38245 Size 16 ServiceTime 47527 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38296 Size 128 ServiceTime 65012 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38308 Size 1 ServiceTime 50872 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 11550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38325 Size 128 ServiceTime 64928 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38372 Size 10 ServiceTime 412 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38422 Size 16 ServiceTime 4418 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38418 Size 32 ServiceTime 42126 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38394 Size 4 ServiceTime 30763 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 26940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38489 Size 16 ServiceTime 61875 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38431 Size 64 ServiceTime 17719 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 16110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38420 Size 32 ServiceTime 42392 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 36090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38536 Size 4 ServiceTime 55663 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 19350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38461 Size 306 ServiceTime 23656 QueueTime 39686 ExecutionTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38543 Size 32 ServiceTime 6977 QueueTime 30705 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38565 Size 306 ServiceTime 12737 QueueTime 33074 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38602 Size 32 ServiceTime 57370 QueueTime 12190 ExecutionTime 9210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38593 Size 306 ServiceTime 10090 QueueTime 25475 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38630 Size 16 ServiceTime 58674 QueueTime 2466 ExecutionTime 12450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38594 Size 2 ServiceTime 54018 QueueTime 1602 ExecutionTime 46050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38675 Size 8 ServiceTime 36291 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38709 Size 65 ServiceTime 29092 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38609 Size 68 ServiceTime 64888 QueueTime 16373 ExecutionTime 35040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38771 Size 32 ServiceTime 6635 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38783 Size 8 ServiceTime 2706 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38805 Size 32 ServiceTime 10320 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38803 Size 16 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38867 Size 8 ServiceTime 5646 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38836 Size 2 ServiceTime 53460 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 12600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38802 Size 16 ServiceTime 64854 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 43680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39013 Size 8 ServiceTime 360 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39051 Size 64 ServiceTime 536 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 38895 Size 16 ServiceTime 61270 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 31800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39074 Size 32 ServiceTime 64882 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39082 Size 128 ServiceTime 10875 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39106 Size 4 ServiceTime 56493 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39089 Size 4 ServiceTime 40463 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 16080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39173 Size 32 ServiceTime 26378 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39076 Size 128 ServiceTime 64888 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 21540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39176 Size 1 ServiceTime 19088 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 16350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39146 Size 4 ServiceTime 36192 QueueTime 636 ExecutionTime 21570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39262 Size 51 ServiceTime 5110 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39160 Size 4 ServiceTime 64995 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 22710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39282 Size 16 ServiceTime 7265 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39168 Size 10 ServiceTime 52033 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 23700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39384 Size 16 ServiceTime 4324 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39208 Size 1 ServiceTime 55213 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 53220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39224 Size 2 ServiceTime 54008 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 51330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39553 Size 128 ServiceTime 10089 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6090 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 39561 Size 32 ServiceTime 42279 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39692 Size 4 ServiceTime 3022 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39697 Size 51 ServiceTime 6271 QueueTime 885 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39681 Size 1 ServiceTime 42218 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 11760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39698 Size 64 ServiceTime 13789 QueueTime 2735 ExecutionTime 5460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39724 Size 64 ServiceTime 13615 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39659 Size 16 ServiceTime 57148 QueueTime 41 ExecutionTime 31710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39690 Size 8 ServiceTime 35272 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 22440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39749 Size 10 ServiceTime 8869 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 7080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39624 Size 1 ServiceTime 55192 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 54570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39761 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 14910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39792 Size 128 ServiceTime 10084 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39720 Size 2 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 46050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39818 Size 64 ServiceTime 16198 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39842 Size 16 ServiceTime 61924 QueueTime 2186 ExecutionTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39791 Size 4 ServiceTime 57887 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 36810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39888 Size 16 ServiceTime 56206 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39805 Size 32 ServiceTime 35899 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 27870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39926 Size 51 ServiceTime 5350 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39936 Size 51 ServiceTime 10857 QueueTime 206 ExecutionTime 7680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39978 Size 10 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 18090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 39992 Size 16 ServiceTime 31189 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40015 Size 64 ServiceTime 12102 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40025 Size 51 ServiceTime 5629 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40016 Size 64 ServiceTime 43601 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 28320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40042 Size 51 ServiceTime 5025 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40043 Size 51 ServiceTime 5073 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40019 Size 32 ServiceTime 33368 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 22650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40057 Size 51 ServiceTime 6310 QueueTime 4225 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40063 Size 50 ServiceTime 28853 QueueTime 4089 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40049 Size 4 ServiceTime 56047 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 11490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40110 Size 1 ServiceTime 52798 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40047 Size 4 ServiceTime 56175 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 36030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40131 Size 1 ServiceTime 36299 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 13650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40138 Size 306 ServiceTime 34455 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 13830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40156 Size 4 ServiceTime 27675 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 13380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40167 Size 1 ServiceTime 26776 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 21060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40168 Size 1 ServiceTime 26478 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 23610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40139 Size 1 ServiceTime 61824 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 35310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40159 Size 18 ServiceTime 64876 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 32070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40238 Size 51 ServiceTime 8524 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40218 Size 16 ServiceTime 58214 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 28980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40251 Size 254 ServiceTime 37715 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40255 Size 4 ServiceTime 39487 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40319 Size 11 ServiceTime 50456 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 10710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40343 Size 1 ServiceTime 11130 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 9540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40385 Size 51 ServiceTime 8532 QueueTime 3760 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40387 Size 51 ServiceTime 9231 QueueTime 6810 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40402 Size 64 ServiceTime 13798 QueueTime 9300 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40390 Size 51 ServiceTime 7104 QueueTime 8583 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40462 Size 64 ServiceTime 19567 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40526 Size 8 ServiceTime 3587 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40687 Size 51 ServiceTime 5068 QueueTime 257 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40679 Size 33 ServiceTime 7474 QueueTime 1344 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40644 Size 1 ServiceTime 49327 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40655 Size 256 ServiceTime 18135 QueueTime 3991 ExecutionTime 7320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40755 Size 51 ServiceTime 5028 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40717 Size 65 ServiceTime 7290 QueueTime 400 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40772 Size 64 ServiceTime 784 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40716 Size 20 ServiceTime 12638 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40774 Size 16 ServiceTime 48348 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 34650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40786 Size 1 ServiceTime 47918 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 33030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40919 Size 128 ServiceTime 63961 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 21270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40955 Size 2 ServiceTime 16342 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40928 Size 1 ServiceTime 61903 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 41160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40954 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 23940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40934 Size 1 ServiceTime 44056 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 36630 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 40941 Size 1 ServiceTime 45995 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 33000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 40937 Size 1 ServiceTime 65095 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 34410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41071 Size 30 ServiceTime 11197 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41063 Size 32 ServiceTime 36424 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41089 Size 32 ServiceTime 31563 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41062 Size 16 ServiceTime 30422 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 15900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41087 Size 32 ServiceTime 35314 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 11760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41088 Size 32 ServiceTime 61740 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 11760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41054 Size 16 ServiceTime 59925 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 16560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41084 Size 32 ServiceTime 41979 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 19230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41090 Size 16 ServiceTime 48409 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 22680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41249 Size 16 ServiceTime 57700 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 29040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41278 Size 128 ServiceTime 63981 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41291 Size 1 ServiceTime 29120 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41356 Size 216 ServiceTime 1737 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41248 Size 16 ServiceTime 57828 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 48870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41455 Size 16 ServiceTime 48003 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41539 Size 34 ServiceTime 64859 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41399 Size 11 ServiceTime 40724 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 23970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41459 Size 32 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 19860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41477 Size 16 ServiceTime 30202 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 17400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41300 Size 1 ServiceTime 51273 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 35070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41560 Size 1 ServiceTime 42197 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41561 Size 1 ServiceTime 28208 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41536 Size 1 ServiceTime 30942 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41556 Size 1 ServiceTime 41595 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41534 Size 1 ServiceTime 34407 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 8100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41259 Size 4 ServiceTime 58662 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 54510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41564 Size 1 ServiceTime 41347 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41580 Size 32 ServiceTime 31608 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41563 Size 1 ServiceTime 42511 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 40500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41612 Size 16 ServiceTime 57568 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 10080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41613 Size 32 ServiceTime 48954 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41611 Size 16 ServiceTime 57562 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 24180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41614 Size 128 ServiceTime 61459 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41965 Size 1 ServiceTime 2514 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41615 Size 32 ServiceTime 60717 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 22260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41969 Size 16 ServiceTime 43247 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 41959 Size 4 ServiceTime 6337 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42063 Size 128 ServiceTime 63878 QueueTime 619 ExecutionTime 13620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42105 Size 1 ServiceTime 25080 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 24810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42242 Size 32 ServiceTime 34097 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42239 Size 128 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 6046 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42283 Size 33 ServiceTime 43879 QueueTime 18092 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42315 Size 16 ServiceTime 49690 QueueTime 4424 ExecutionTime 11040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42292 Size 128 ServiceTime 65016 QueueTime 25101 ExecutionTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42172 Size 32 ServiceTime 64895 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 60330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42230 Size 1 ServiceTime 57638 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 53280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42385 Size 65 ServiceTime 18877 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42328 Size 37 ServiceTime 65001 QueueTime 13594 ExecutionTime 35670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42460 Size 16 ServiceTime 58319 QueueTime 399 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42378 Size 32 ServiceTime 39642 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 36300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42439 Size 16 ServiceTime 62731 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 28920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42446 Size 16 ServiceTime 58449 QueueTime 2608 ExecutionTime 30870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42450 Size 1 ServiceTime 42040 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 33810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42483 Size 1 ServiceTime 60317 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 22080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42684 Size 32 ServiceTime 38802 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 26070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42745 Size 16 ServiceTime 59945 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 23880 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 41.455658 Avg Service Time: 35194.167969 
 
Simulation 40: Month 07 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42883 Size 12 ServiceTime 55844 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 36480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42909 Size 32 ServiceTime 38452 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 28260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42959 Size 34 ServiceTime 55642 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 30480 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 43005 Size 32 ServiceTime 36042 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 16890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 42986 Size 32 ServiceTime 39643 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 27930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43043 Size 30 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 17280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43288 Size 30 ServiceTime 41076 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43454 Size 65 ServiceTime 33629 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43456 Size 65 ServiceTime 39625 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 11670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43522 Size 64 ServiceTime 54080 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43734 Size 16 ServiceTime 12557 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43747 Size 64 ServiceTime 52902 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43741 Size 33 ServiceTime 36977 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43757 Size 32 ServiceTime 49235 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 23760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43746 Size 32 ServiceTime 59705 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 52530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43789 Size 64 ServiceTime 52946 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43804 Size 60 ServiceTime 134 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43806 Size 80 ServiceTime 281 QueueTime 81 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43798 Size 32 ServiceTime 13845 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 6840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43819 Size 1 ServiceTime 31983 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 43972 Size 32 ServiceTime 4570 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44062 Size 32 ServiceTime 6875 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44064 Size 32 ServiceTime 7217 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44065 Size 32 ServiceTime 7353 QueueTime 49 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44121 Size 16 ServiceTime 1532 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44164 Size 1 ServiceTime 2503 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44240 Size 32 ServiceTime 6798 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44239 Size 32 ServiceTime 7050 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44247 Size 1 ServiceTime 2339 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44246 Size 32 ServiceTime 6837 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44248 Size 10 ServiceTime 36037 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 6360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44357 Size 25 ServiceTime 54046 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44415 Size 32 ServiceTime 7233 QueueTime 430 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44419 Size 14 ServiceTime 918 QueueTime 990 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44411 Size 32 ServiceTime 7145 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44383 Size 33 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44416 Size 32 ServiceTime 7396 QueueTime 638 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44437 Size 32 ServiceTime 3822 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44440 Size 25 ServiceTime 2800 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44412 Size 32 ServiceTime 6943 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44453 Size 16 ServiceTime 57646 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44365 Size 1 ServiceTime 28450 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 20520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44494 Size 32 ServiceTime 7250 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44497 Size 32 ServiceTime 6905 QueueTime 184 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44454 Size 16 ServiceTime 57164 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 14190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44500 Size 32 ServiceTime 6922 QueueTime 1020 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44489 Size 14 ServiceTime 26412 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44406 Size 10 ServiceTime 38680 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 25440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44499 Size 32 ServiceTime 6853 QueueTime 751 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44496 Size 32 ServiceTime 6838 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 6750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44503 Size 32 ServiceTime 13847 QueueTime 6115 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44498 Size 32 ServiceTime 13848 QueueTime 453 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44487 Size 14 ServiceTime 27624 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 17160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44508 Size 64 ServiceTime 53236 QueueTime 5480 ExecutionTime 10260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44455 Size 16 ServiceTime 59229 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 46740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44577 Size 32 ServiceTime 13848 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44590 Size 20 ServiceTime 18039 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 10200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44586 Size 16 ServiceTime 58029 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 13380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44611 Size 48 ServiceTime 50592 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 26700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44647 Size 20 ServiceTime 36041 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44540 Size 32 ServiceTime 59360 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 59190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44618 Size 32 ServiceTime 49736 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 29580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44743 Size 32 ServiceTime 6681 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44746 Size 32 ServiceTime 3701 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44744 Size 32 ServiceTime 6854 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44762 Size 16 ServiceTime 35220 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 5820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44826 Size 32 ServiceTime 6072 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44829 Size 32 ServiceTime 7418 QueueTime 1131 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44827 Size 32 ServiceTime 4801 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44791 Size 64 ServiceTime 24771 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 10830 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 44843 Size 1 ServiceTime 21473 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44886 Size 16 ServiceTime 2213 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44902 Size 33 ServiceTime 10651 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44904 Size 5 ServiceTime 11469 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44915 Size 1 ServiceTime 2404 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44920 Size 33 ServiceTime 21794 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 14190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 44966 Size 32 ServiceTime 49484 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45024 Size 32 ServiceTime 13684 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45097 Size 64 ServiceTime 22704 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45116 Size 32 ServiceTime 6982 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45117 Size 32 ServiceTime 7206 QueueTime 417 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45101 Size 51 ServiceTime 4974 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45115 Size 32 ServiceTime 7538 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45119 Size 32 ServiceTime 6885 QueueTime 2694 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45113 Size 32 ServiceTime 7816 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 6000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45086 Size 34 ServiceTime 64864 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 15990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45129 Size 33 ServiceTime 19115 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45128 Size 64 ServiceTime 64861 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45141 Size 32 ServiceTime 19370 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 5760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45143 Size 9 ServiceTime 50616 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 12660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45157 Size 16 ServiceTime 61127 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45149 Size 16 ServiceTime 57451 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 33510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45201 Size 32 ServiceTime 25783 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45227 Size 32 ServiceTime 6888 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45241 Size 64 ServiceTime 23827 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45242 Size 4 ServiceTime 884 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45238 Size 4 ServiceTime 9131 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45232 Size 32 ServiceTime 17773 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45271 Size 16 ServiceTime 3104 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45215 Size 32 ServiceTime 49506 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 33420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45228 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 26700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45255 Size 10 ServiceTime 37822 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 31680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45272 Size 16 ServiceTime 58329 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 25800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45297 Size 32 ServiceTime 22010 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 6960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45309 Size 1 ServiceTime 53609 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45295 Size 32 ServiceTime 31618 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45333 Size 16 ServiceTime 2382 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45325 Size 16 ServiceTime 2344 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45296 Size 32 ServiceTime 34159 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 24570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45294 Size 32 ServiceTime 35416 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 27390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45324 Size 48 ServiceTime 50106 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45335 Size 32 ServiceTime 6955 QueueTime 3883 ExecutionTime 4800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45322 Size 256 ServiceTime 34000 QueueTime 9224 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45312 Size 1 ServiceTime 53003 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 24720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45338 Size 64 ServiceTime 21562 QueueTime 4869 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45281 Size 32 ServiceTime 58889 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 52050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45369 Size 32 ServiceTime 22000 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45372 Size 20 ServiceTime 6639 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45283 Size 34 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 56670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45337 Size 32 ServiceTime 49418 QueueTime 2931 ExecutionTime 21000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45364 Size 32 ServiceTime 34254 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45365 Size 32 ServiceTime 31678 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45376 Size 16 ServiceTime 2526 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45377 Size 16 ServiceTime 2400 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45378 Size 16 ServiceTime 2631 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45381 Size 16 ServiceTime 2324 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45384 Size 32 ServiceTime 10439 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45394 Size 1 ServiceTime 52813 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45397 Size 34 ServiceTime 22802 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45392 Size 1 ServiceTime 53202 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45437 Size 25 ServiceTime 26972 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45430 Size 16 ServiceTime 58889 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45405 Size 64 ServiceTime 23427 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 12480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45439 Size 32 ServiceTime 11756 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45482 Size 64 ServiceTime 7117 QueueTime 1309 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45466 Size 16 ServiceTime 61232 QueueTime 2171 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45494 Size 64 ServiceTime 872 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 480 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 45431 Size 16 ServiceTime 59049 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 26820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45519 Size 8 ServiceTime 32214 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45528 Size 64 ServiceTime 25920 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45552 Size 64 ServiceTime 21570 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45613 Size 256 ServiceTime 31836 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45614 Size 4 ServiceTime 58584 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 13830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45631 Size 32 ServiceTime 31654 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45642 Size 32 ServiceTime 49983 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 9930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45694 Size 32 ServiceTime 4785 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45618 Size 1 ServiceTime 53534 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 27930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45689 Size 64 ServiceTime 25916 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45620 Size 1 ServiceTime 53475 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 29670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45621 Size 1 ServiceTime 53280 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 30510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45740 Size 32 ServiceTime 9262 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45748 Size 1 ServiceTime 35769 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45732 Size 9 ServiceTime 53987 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 33480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45802 Size 16 ServiceTime 20872 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45795 Size 128 ServiceTime 15878 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45792 Size 32 ServiceTime 59295 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 6660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45800 Size 61 ServiceTime 54662 QueueTime 748 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45819 Size 32 ServiceTime 8904 QueueTime 1363 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45788 Size 1 ServiceTime 52579 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 13020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45821 Size 32 ServiceTime 8957 QueueTime 4329 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45794 Size 32 ServiceTime 14718 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 14670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45822 Size 32 ServiceTime 9191 QueueTime 6032 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45799 Size 25 ServiceTime 54047 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 16740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45820 Size 32 ServiceTime 9146 QueueTime 4331 ExecutionTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45843 Size 16 ServiceTime 58258 QueueTime 1266 ExecutionTime 24660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45874 Size 33 ServiceTime 8158 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45879 Size 65 ServiceTime 11176 QueueTime 4990 ExecutionTime 6750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45880 Size 129 ServiceTime 3975 QueueTime 11589 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45884 Size 129 ServiceTime 3962 QueueTime 15065 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45887 Size 65 ServiceTime 7583 QueueTime 16981 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45888 Size 129 ServiceTime 3968 QueueTime 17940 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45933 Size 32 ServiceTime 3176 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45929 Size 64 ServiceTime 64316 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45966 Size 32 ServiceTime 34446 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45918 Size 32 ServiceTime 58545 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 16290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45971 Size 32 ServiceTime 1965 QueueTime 2051 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45970 Size 32 ServiceTime 9220 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45973 Size 32 ServiceTime 10557 QueueTime 3037 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45925 Size 32 ServiceTime 22195 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 13200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45969 Size 32 ServiceTime 9144 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45978 Size 1 ServiceTime 62858 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 12300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45983 Size 9 ServiceTime 52373 QueueTime 2688 ExecutionTime 13680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45990 Size 11 ServiceTime 40431 QueueTime 651 ExecutionTime 12360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45980 Size 61 ServiceTime 51589 QueueTime 3885 ExecutionTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 45975 Size 1 ServiceTime 63499 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 21210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46001 Size 256 ServiceTime 23611 QueueTime 7636 ExecutionTime 6510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46034 Size 32 ServiceTime 36040 QueueTime 6690 ExecutionTime 17340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46093 Size 25 ServiceTime 54046 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46114 Size 129 ServiceTime 3883 QueueTime 11660 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46113 Size 65 ServiceTime 10968 QueueTime 8031 ExecutionTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46112 Size 33 ServiceTime 21683 QueueTime 4072 ExecutionTime 13770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46121 Size 33 ServiceTime 3957 QueueTime 16483 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46122 Size 65 ServiceTime 3095 QueueTime 17442 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46125 Size 64 ServiceTime 14857 QueueTime 886 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46120 Size 129 ServiceTime 2003 QueueTime 16604 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46097 Size 1 ServiceTime 46404 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 24240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46115 Size 33 ServiceTime 7558 QueueTime 11569 ExecutionTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46035 Size 32 ServiceTime 51152 QueueTime 6636 ExecutionTime 49470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46153 Size 64 ServiceTime 24094 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46162 Size 32 ServiceTime 34037 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46246 Size 33 ServiceTime 5632 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46206 Size 11 ServiceTime 39756 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 23340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46184 Size 61 ServiceTime 36847 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 29370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46276 Size 65 ServiceTime 7043 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 2820 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 46189 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 27960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46271 Size 34 ServiceTime 36846 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 9120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46292 Size 32 ServiceTime 15426 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46314 Size 32 ServiceTime 8887 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46316 Size 32 ServiceTime 8652 QueueTime 621 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46371 Size 1 ServiceTime 63365 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46319 Size 1 ServiceTime 39270 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 37770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46439 Size 10 ServiceTime 1916 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46487 Size 32 ServiceTime 13850 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46489 Size 32 ServiceTime 8581 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46496 Size 16 ServiceTime 57898 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46482 Size 32 ServiceTime 59551 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 24330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46562 Size 32 ServiceTime 34064 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46556 Size 61 ServiceTime 52461 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46567 Size 32 ServiceTime 56724 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 23640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46623 Size 20 ServiceTime 15928 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46624 Size 32 ServiceTime 59315 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46607 Size 64 ServiceTime 14895 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 13260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46679 Size 1 ServiceTime 49873 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46698 Size 16 ServiceTime 1654 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46630 Size 68 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 479 ExecutionTime 13020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46680 Size 32 ServiceTime 19705 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 9390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46722 Size 128 ServiceTime 5442 QueueTime 2323 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46650 Size 16 ServiceTime 32593 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 15690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46745 Size 1 ServiceTime 8663 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46757 Size 32 ServiceTime 8709 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46834 Size 128 ServiceTime 167 QueueTime 1037 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46809 Size 20 ServiceTime 16080 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 12120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46708 Size 1 ServiceTime 35921 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 33330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46810 Size 20 ServiceTime 15873 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 14700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46835 Size 128 ServiceTime 63571 QueueTime 1215 ExecutionTime 14400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46847 Size 32 ServiceTime 56867 QueueTime 5038 ExecutionTime 11790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46845 Size 32 ServiceTime 32997 QueueTime 1638 ExecutionTime 15690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46864 Size 64 ServiceTime 60031 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 11130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46885 Size 4 ServiceTime 27535 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46906 Size 25 ServiceTime 106 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46890 Size 64 ServiceTime 20872 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 16200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46912 Size 32 ServiceTime 26676 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 15540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46922 Size 4 ServiceTime 55016 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 18510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46920 Size 4 ServiceTime 55018 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 32370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46868 Size 16 ServiceTime 54192 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 52920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 46921 Size 10 ServiceTime 52589 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 49260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47032 Size 18 ServiceTime 5793 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47033 Size 8 ServiceTime 21246 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47026 Size 16 ServiceTime 58501 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 28770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47078 Size 32 ServiceTime 21663 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47085 Size 128 ServiceTime 63729 QueueTime 2560 ExecutionTime 7860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47122 Size 32 ServiceTime 10089 QueueTime 16487 ExecutionTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47121 Size 32 ServiceTime 8685 QueueTime 16489 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47086 Size 128 ServiceTime 63571 QueueTime 10414 ExecutionTime 
15930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47151 Size 64 ServiceTime 12148 QueueTime 15444 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47129 Size 65 ServiceTime 10975 QueueTime 17384 ExecutionTime 8070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47182 Size 65 ServiceTime 61401 QueueTime 7756 ExecutionTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47190 Size 16 ServiceTime 62406 QueueTime 5797 ExecutionTime 7890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47196 Size 16 ServiceTime 61328 QueueTime 6666 ExecutionTime 11790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47130 Size 25 ServiceTime 54190 QueueTime 18001 ExecutionTime 20190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47252 Size 128 ServiceTime 21813 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47230 Size 32 ServiceTime 30767 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 27630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47258 Size 64 ServiceTime 34040 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47191 Size 16 ServiceTime 62646 QueueTime 6113 ExecutionTime 38010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47306 Size 32 ServiceTime 56752 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47279 Size 16 ServiceTime 56603 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 29010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47289 Size 16 ServiceTime 36738 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 28530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47311 Size 64 ServiceTime 22980 QueueTime 15368 ExecutionTime 14400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47305 Size 32 ServiceTime 39356 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 36420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47330 Size 32 ServiceTime 13879 QueueTime 29147 ExecutionTime 5310 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 47337 Size 32 ServiceTime 29210 QueueTime 28202 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47450 Size 4 ServiceTime 57629 QueueTime 2808 ExecutionTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47383 Size 32 ServiceTime 32673 QueueTime 24303 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47364 Size 32 ServiceTime 11111 QueueTime 22211 ExecutionTime 10500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47355 Size 16 ServiceTime 57671 QueueTime 24167 ExecutionTime 13080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47365 Size 32 ServiceTime 30759 QueueTime 26612 ExecutionTime 13680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47360 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 43680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47354 Size 16 ServiceTime 57673 QueueTime 24227 ExecutionTime 27120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47380 Size 16 ServiceTime 59318 QueueTime 22745 ExecutionTime 21810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47381 Size 16 ServiceTime 58967 QueueTime 24016 ExecutionTime 20490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47481 Size 16 ServiceTime 56160 QueueTime 12255 ExecutionTime 13470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47486 Size 16 ServiceTime 12866 QueueTime 14095 ExecutionTime 11190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47411 Size 256 ServiceTime 6257 QueueTime 35355 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 47413 Size 8 ServiceTime 14357 QueueTime 19935 ExecutionTime 14340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49491 Size 1 ServiceTime 64200 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 48594 Size 64 ServiceTime 30463 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 26850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49519 Size 32 ServiceTime 59476 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49345 Size 2 ServiceTime 57111 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 28260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 48365 Size 16 ServiceTime 58788 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 47220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49462 Size 64 ServiceTime 40456 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 26910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49581 Size 10 ServiceTime 6373 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49512 Size 64 ServiceTime 23643 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 23040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49538 Size 16 ServiceTime 58504 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 15420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49593 Size 1 ServiceTime 47941 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 11670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49654 Size 32 ServiceTime 3713 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49656 Size 64 ServiceTime 36057 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49657 Size 32 ServiceTime 22214 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49642 Size 17 ServiceTime 28881 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49550 Size 4 ServiceTime 33884 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 25470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49659 Size 32 ServiceTime 32700 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49660 Size 32 ServiceTime 56710 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49655 Size 32 ServiceTime 32254 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49588 Size 1 ServiceTime 48049 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 17460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49603 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 15720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49645 Size 8 ServiceTime 4515 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49646 Size 8 ServiceTime 4494 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49340 Size 2 ServiceTime 57620 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 52740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49643 Size 16 ServiceTime 7328 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49476 Size 1 ServiceTime 51406 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 42510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49448 Size 1 ServiceTime 57864 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 48510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49652 Size 8 ServiceTime 4487 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49542 Size 4 ServiceTime 55883 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 27540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49649 Size 8 ServiceTime 4489 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49650 Size 8 ServiceTime 4495 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49341 Size 2 ServiceTime 56457 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 53220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49344 Size 2 ServiceTime 56842 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 53190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49586 Size 1 ServiceTime 48367 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 18060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49589 Size 1 ServiceTime 48023 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 18030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49661 Size 64 ServiceTime 224 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49495 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 40230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49653 Size 8 ServiceTime 4482 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49647 Size 8 ServiceTime 4505 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49474 Size 1 ServiceTime 60869 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 43500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49584 Size 1 ServiceTime 48806 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 18660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49601 Size 1 ServiceTime 64834 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 16860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49543 Size 4 ServiceTime 55840 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 28080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49505 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 39900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49561 Size 1 ServiceTime 43670 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 30030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49670 Size 8 ServiceTime 4491 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49662 Size 64 ServiceTime 29424 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 24660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49731 Size 4 ServiceTime 57891 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49664 Size 16 ServiceTime 57954 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 49740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49677 Size 16 ServiceTime 57897 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 30180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49722 Size 4 ServiceTime 57953 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49760 Size 32 ServiceTime 6674 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49734 Size 4 ServiceTime 56076 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 13590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49739 Size 64 ServiceTime 29541 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13740 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 49725 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 27390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49788 Size 60 ServiceTime 12653 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49774 Size 4 ServiceTime 55922 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 12030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49804 Size 64 ServiceTime 37662 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49816 Size 32 ServiceTime 32381 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49803 Size 32 ServiceTime 30212 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 19530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49818 Size 25 ServiceTime 39299 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 9780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49829 Size 4 ServiceTime 26515 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49819 Size 61 ServiceTime 52645 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49813 Size 1 ServiceTime 42782 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 25290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49836 Size 32 ServiceTime 39139 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49820 Size 17 ServiceTime 51962 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 22380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49817 Size 32 ServiceTime 34423 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 23610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49864 Size 16 ServiceTime 21672 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49872 Size 60 ServiceTime 1202 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49867 Size 64 ServiceTime 29178 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49869 Size 30 ServiceTime 30832 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49837 Size 32 ServiceTime 20605 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 17190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49857 Size 8 ServiceTime 15014 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49847 Size 30 ServiceTime 13962 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 13170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49855 Size 1 ServiceTime 12670 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 7740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49870 Size 30 ServiceTime 29192 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49842 Size 1 ServiceTime 38093 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 17340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49823 Size 4 ServiceTime 40798 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 28290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49812 Size 1 ServiceTime 46850 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 32700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49825 Size 4 ServiceTime 40763 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 28080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49865 Size 4 ServiceTime 3253 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49866 Size 4 ServiceTime 3334 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49863 Size 1 ServiceTime 10841 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49824 Size 4 ServiceTime 40790 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 28440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49830 Size 1 ServiceTime 28036 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 27720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49845 Size 1 ServiceTime 37509 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 15810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49828 Size 4 ServiceTime 38223 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 28110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49853 Size 1 ServiceTime 33904 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 12270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49827 Size 2 ServiceTime 40849 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 28350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49822 Size 4 ServiceTime 40801 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 29160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49903 Size 16 ServiceTime 57925 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 13860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49904 Size 16 ServiceTime 56679 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 10740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49935 Size 13 ServiceTime 50009 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 5850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49980 Size 8 ServiceTime 64997 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49938 Size 17 ServiceTime 34313 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 10470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49993 Size 4 ServiceTime 57735 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49942 Size 64 ServiceTime 23537 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 19710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49902 Size 16 ServiceTime 58105 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 49080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49905 Size 16 ServiceTime 57705 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 34320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49936 Size 13 ServiceTime 48845 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 21150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49937 Size 4 ServiceTime 60102 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 21120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49951 Size 4 ServiceTime 57730 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 16860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 49979 Size 1 ServiceTime 55923 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50003 Size 16 ServiceTime 6089 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50004 Size 128 ServiceTime 540 QueueTime 5042 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50011 Size 4 ServiceTime 8980 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50023 Size 32 ServiceTime 39585 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50012 Size 8 ServiceTime 9961 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50002 Size 1 ServiceTime 12522 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 7380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50051 Size 128 ServiceTime 64875 QueueTime 4181 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50044 Size 30 ServiceTime 39033 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 11610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50054 Size 60 ServiceTime 8923 QueueTime 9109 ExecutionTime 6000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50170 Size 32 ServiceTime 8625 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 4260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50173 Size 32 ServiceTime 8716 QueueTime 4274 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50176 Size 32 ServiceTime 9057 QueueTime 8587 ExecutionTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50244 Size 1 ServiceTime 39500 QueueTime 223 ExecutionTime 37980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50269 Size 4 ServiceTime 32279 QueueTime 21968 ExecutionTime 12120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50221 Size 64 ServiceTime 34173 QueueTime 61992 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50202 Size 256 ServiceTime 8346 QueueTime 70716 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50311 Size 16 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 33189 ExecutionTime 24000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50337 Size 64 ServiceTime 34720 QueueTime 41209 ExecutionTime 10500 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 50382 Size 61 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 28710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50426 Size 128 ServiceTime 63658 QueueTime 24899 ExecutionTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50414 Size 1 ServiceTime 43248 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 37590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50427 Size 128 ServiceTime 23418 QueueTime 29456 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50509 Size 9 ServiceTime 4292 QueueTime 25250 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50370 Size 4 ServiceTime 57346 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 53730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50377 Size 4 ServiceTime 58194 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 53550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50532 Size 1 ServiceTime 15517 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50488 Size 64 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 46021 ExecutionTime 23850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50556 Size 1 ServiceTime 59393 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50497 Size 128 ServiceTime 63959 QueueTime 72656 ExecutionTime 
18390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50554 Size 32 ServiceTime 23056 QueueTime 34699 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50626 Size 4 ServiceTime 58342 QueueTime 14729 ExecutionTime 11490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50662 Size 9 ServiceTime 3342 QueueTime 33812 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50690 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 2725 ExecutionTime 31260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50553 Size 32 ServiceTime 46697 QueueTime 35048 ExecutionTime 27570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50709 Size 17 ServiceTime 27621 QueueTime 36418 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50684 Size 4 ServiceTime 53684 QueueTime 27838 ExecutionTime 24060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50643 Size 4 ServiceTime 54202 QueueTime 25351 ExecutionTime 35880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50762 Size 8 ServiceTime 8591 QueueTime 17007 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50776 Size 1 ServiceTime 27631 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50831 Size 1 ServiceTime 9742 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50805 Size 1 ServiceTime 33498 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 23070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50826 Size 16 ServiceTime 2454 QueueTime 26441 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50767 Size 128 ServiceTime 20224 QueueTime 60686 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50815 Size 64 ServiceTime 6013 QueueTime 34567 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50829 Size 61 ServiceTime 64855 QueueTime 36171 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50903 Size 30 ServiceTime 23264 QueueTime 7164 ExecutionTime 10080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50904 Size 30 ServiceTime 28854 QueueTime 7161 ExecutionTime 14010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50910 Size 128 ServiceTime 20710 QueueTime 6602 ExecutionTime 16920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50918 Size 128 ServiceTime 63900 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 12720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50920 Size 32 ServiceTime 30809 QueueTime 6566 ExecutionTime 14460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50948 Size 128 ServiceTime 21398 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50944 Size 68 ServiceTime 64857 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50950 Size 16 ServiceTime 57769 QueueTime 2077 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50954 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 962 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50964 Size 4 ServiceTime 57725 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50967 Size 17 ServiceTime 22379 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50939 Size 32 ServiceTime 21773 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50951 Size 32 ServiceTime 59100 QueueTime 1738 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50916 Size 16 ServiceTime 57612 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 31740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50917 Size 16 ServiceTime 56739 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 36300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50966 Size 4 ServiceTime 57718 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 12990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50933 Size 32 ServiceTime 23066 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 18720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50974 Size 4 ServiceTime 53606 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 36660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 50958 Size 4 ServiceTime 57454 QueueTime 348 ExecutionTime 44940 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 32.537777 Avg Service Time: 32098.757812 
 
Simulation 41: Month 08 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 447 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51024 Size 16 ServiceTime 2382 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51008 Size 128 ServiceTime 20380 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 10980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51015 Size 16 ServiceTime 2386 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51085 Size 32 ServiceTime 34562 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51079 Size 16 ServiceTime 51650 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 21270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51082 Size 128 ServiceTime 21681 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 15060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51140 Size 128 ServiceTime 44527 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51112 Size 30 ServiceTime 28855 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 24360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51187 Size 1 ServiceTime 19154 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51186 Size 128 ServiceTime 21668 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 10200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51152 Size 4 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 28710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51188 Size 8 ServiceTime 36169 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 14100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51132 Size 64 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 42300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51224 Size 4 ServiceTime 57927 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 15150 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 51318 Size 68 ServiceTime 20182 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51327 Size 64 ServiceTime 18728 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51280 Size 64 ServiceTime 21216 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 20940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51364 Size 60 ServiceTime 12661 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51375 Size 330 ServiceTime 1619 QueueTime 4821 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51382 Size 256 ServiceTime 472 QueueTime 4942 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51396 Size 128 ServiceTime 21669 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51310 Size 10 ServiceTime 63044 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 33810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51398 Size 32 ServiceTime 60690 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51401 Size 8 ServiceTime 45054 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51507 Size 16 ServiceTime 4328 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51553 Size 1 ServiceTime 51510 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51573 Size 1 ServiceTime 53504 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 9660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51661 Size 10 ServiceTime 45015 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 6840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51659 Size 20 ServiceTime 15422 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51656 Size 32 ServiceTime 56809 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 40230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51698 Size 32 ServiceTime 30761 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51712 Size 128 ServiceTime 64866 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51724 Size 32 ServiceTime 3644 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51746 Size 68 ServiceTime 64860 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51699 Size 32 ServiceTime 32506 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 21510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51809 Size 64 ServiceTime 19464 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51814 Size 16 ServiceTime 951 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51825 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51761 Size 1 ServiceTime 17299 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 15000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51839 Size 8 ServiceTime 954 QueueTime 1158 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51796 Size 32 ServiceTime 30005 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 10860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51811 Size 1 ServiceTime 7444 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51810 Size 10 ServiceTime 7550 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51803 Size 16 ServiceTime 15487 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51833 Size 306 ServiceTime 1011 QueueTime 15171 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51891 Size 17 ServiceTime 30243 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51755 Size 64 ServiceTime 60394 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 49530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51915 Size 32 ServiceTime 56277 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 15660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51978 Size 1 ServiceTime 35571 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52006 Size 256 ServiceTime 473 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52017 Size 256 ServiceTime 475 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52018 Size 1 ServiceTime 56480 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51987 Size 32 ServiceTime 32551 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 51928 Size 3 ServiceTime 39858 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 31590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52022 Size 4 ServiceTime 33811 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 12810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52054 Size 32 ServiceTime 49770 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52007 Size 16 ServiceTime 59452 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 33960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52015 Size 16 ServiceTime 53249 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 30270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52053 Size 32 ServiceTime 56784 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52207 Size 30 ServiceTime 20156 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 8610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52213 Size 5 ServiceTime 13000 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52226 Size 64 ServiceTime 59669 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52230 Size 32 ServiceTime 23099 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52203 Size 128 ServiceTime 64881 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 23970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52238 Size 128 ServiceTime 46884 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52235 Size 16 ServiceTime 57707 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 11550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52232 Size 16 ServiceTime 51352 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 29730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52264 Size 120 ServiceTime 14528 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52255 Size 32 ServiceTime 32502 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 20730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52294 Size 64 ServiceTime 13512 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 13500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52295 Size 32 ServiceTime 17825 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52308 Size 16 ServiceTime 16740 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 6150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52263 Size 4 ServiceTime 61446 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 48780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52280 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 44160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52350 Size 16 ServiceTime 7836 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52303 Size 1 ServiceTime 47937 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 37230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52380 Size 128 ServiceTime 675 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52409 Size 64 ServiceTime 22403 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52438 Size 32 ServiceTime 61246 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52515 Size 16 ServiceTime 42705 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52508 Size 16 ServiceTime 22995 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 11760 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 52552 Size 32 ServiceTime 6054 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52564 Size 9 ServiceTime 4490 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52584 Size 1 ServiceTime 27417 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52548 Size 64 ServiceTime 34751 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 12510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52605 Size 256 ServiceTime 494 QueueTime 4366 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52418 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 48900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52480 Size 68 ServiceTime 64863 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 46290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52670 Size 4 ServiceTime 41860 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 12450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52738 Size 32 ServiceTime 29872 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52737 Size 120 ServiceTime 14492 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52734 Size 128 ServiceTime 45708 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52779 Size 16 ServiceTime 10980 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52796 Size 300 ServiceTime 11898 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52770 Size 1 ServiceTime 57939 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52798 Size 9 ServiceTime 2993 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52816 Size 32 ServiceTime 25245 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 17760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53114 Size 64 ServiceTime 15795 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52990 Size 1 ServiceTime 30412 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 25350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53085 Size 16 ServiceTime 28853 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 18630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53199 Size 127 ServiceTime 972 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53159 Size 5 ServiceTime 13453 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53223 Size 48 ServiceTime 247 QueueTime 357 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 52932 Size 16 ServiceTime 57716 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 56370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53254 Size 64 ServiceTime 10999 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53244 Size 64 ServiceTime 56099 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 10440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53285 Size 128 ServiceTime 22949 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53286 Size 32 ServiceTime 58772 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53252 Size 32 ServiceTime 22481 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 12750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53307 Size 16 ServiceTime 56315 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53371 Size 64 ServiceTime 2738 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53374 Size 8 ServiceTime 6575 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53253 Size 32 ServiceTime 28563 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 23820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53409 Size 1 ServiceTime 4293 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53249 Size 32 ServiceTime 43867 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 27330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53392 Size 64 ServiceTime 13606 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53449 Size 64 ServiceTime 14584 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53363 Size 32 ServiceTime 21907 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 16530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53280 Size 1 ServiceTime 35631 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 28980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53356 Size 16 ServiceTime 54590 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 25080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53330 Size 16 ServiceTime 59671 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 29820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53503 Size 32 ServiceTime 9904 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53505 Size 16 ServiceTime 12679 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53492 Size 4 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53248 Size 16 ServiceTime 50275 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 48750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53329 Size 16 ServiceTime 61793 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 36870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53357 Size 8 ServiceTime 60164 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 34140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53468 Size 1 ServiceTime 45953 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 17850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53501 Size 32 ServiceTime 22225 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53502 Size 32 ServiceTime 9914 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53513 Size 16 ServiceTime 1592 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53514 Size 32 ServiceTime 13853 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53558 Size 3 ServiceTime 33494 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53571 Size 1 ServiceTime 56736 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53563 Size 18 ServiceTime 54030 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 15510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53569 Size 3 ServiceTime 36042 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53553 Size 2 ServiceTime 64784 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 18420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53504 Size 1 ServiceTime 52001 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 39570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53388 Size 4 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 62160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53574 Size 300 ServiceTime 1410 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53489 Size 2 ServiceTime 64876 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 47490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53575 Size 4 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53578 Size 4 ServiceTime 64064 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53390 Size 4 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 62520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53567 Size 1 ServiceTime 40094 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53596 Size 6 ServiceTime 7239 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 6570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53629 Size 32 ServiceTime 32003 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53649 Size 1 ServiceTime 15667 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3930 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 53590 Size 4 ServiceTime 28841 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 22320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53647 Size 120 ServiceTime 21688 QueueTime 772 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53662 Size 64 ServiceTime 8889 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53617 Size 16 ServiceTime 31209 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 26880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53671 Size 4 ServiceTime 36687 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 8190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53848 Size 1 ServiceTime 33053 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54005 Size 64 ServiceTime 27092 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54007 Size 32 ServiceTime 49684 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54003 Size 32 ServiceTime 22420 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53967 Size 64 ServiceTime 34252 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 30720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53990 Size 1 ServiceTime 52622 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 14910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54037 Size 4 ServiceTime 63755 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54058 Size 15 ServiceTime 18813 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54064 Size 1 ServiceTime 12442 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 53997 Size 32 ServiceTime 56883 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 46650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54151 Size 16 ServiceTime 12658 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 7800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54081 Size 1 ServiceTime 39148 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 34350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54092 Size 1 ServiceTime 37877 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 35160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54145 Size 120 ServiceTime 25302 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 18060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54180 Size 18 ServiceTime 54064 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54182 Size 64 ServiceTime 41828 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54181 Size 18 ServiceTime 54115 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54176 Size 64 ServiceTime 30312 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 13770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54187 Size 32 ServiceTime 56942 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54178 Size 64 ServiceTime 38656 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 17370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54210 Size 128 ServiceTime 64597 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54191 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 15150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54239 Size 120 ServiceTime 29517 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54297 Size 1 ServiceTime 40655 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54375 Size 16 ServiceTime 12599 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54326 Size 32 ServiceTime 22443 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 13080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54331 Size 9 ServiceTime 15607 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 12000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54348 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 40200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54569 Size 32 ServiceTime 57477 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54499 Size 18 ServiceTime 54372 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 23250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54356 Size 1 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 62010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54703 Size 1 ServiceTime 8544 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 5670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54647 Size 1 ServiceTime 58466 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 24330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54641 Size 15 ServiceTime 37070 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 25410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54626 Size 16 ServiceTime 43832 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 32220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54825 Size 4 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54811 Size 32 ServiceTime 31997 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54812 Size 1 ServiceTime 20003 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 6660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54810 Size 32 ServiceTime 23671 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 11610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54860 Size 16 ServiceTime 63320 QueueTime 102 ExecutionTime 13350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54902 Size 16 ServiceTime 12758 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54954 Size 1 ServiceTime 15530 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54971 Size 16 ServiceTime 12718 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54946 Size 32 ServiceTime 12578 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 9810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54831 Size 4 ServiceTime 55967 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 35310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 54990 Size 306 ServiceTime 18066 QueueTime 2151 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55026 Size 1 ServiceTime 17946 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55028 Size 32 ServiceTime 14548 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 12900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55029 Size 32 ServiceTime 15144 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 11100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55038 Size 16 ServiceTime 45817 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55067 Size 32 ServiceTime 12199 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55102 Size 30 ServiceTime 11359 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55103 Size 30 ServiceTime 12714 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55109 Size 30 ServiceTime 10628 QueueTime 66 ExecutionTime 10530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55059 Size 32 ServiceTime 22718 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 20730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55126 Size 256 ServiceTime 22684 QueueTime 16592 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55134 Size 32 ServiceTime 32850 QueueTime 8855 ExecutionTime 12000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55191 Size 32 ServiceTime 18175 QueueTime 5271 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55210 Size 1 ServiceTime 33951 QueueTime 1761 ExecutionTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55080 Size 18 ServiceTime 42802 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 34440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55199 Size 32 ServiceTime 22446 QueueTime 13451 ExecutionTime 9990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55197 Size 128 ServiceTime 29789 QueueTime 7890 ExecutionTime 17160 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 55212 Size 64 ServiceTime 10157 QueueTime 17410 ExecutionTime 5130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55225 Size 64 ServiceTime 33110 QueueTime 16320 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55287 Size 32 ServiceTime 12859 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55285 Size 32 ServiceTime 13216 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55280 Size 16 ServiceTime 45307 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 11520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55289 Size 32 ServiceTime 13910 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 8550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55339 Size 32 ServiceTime 14481 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 11490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55334 Size 32 ServiceTime 23482 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 14640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55338 Size 32 ServiceTime 21842 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 17490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55373 Size 64 ServiceTime 64216 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55336 Size 32 ServiceTime 32038 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 23730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55413 Size 256 ServiceTime 32168 QueueTime 2229 ExecutionTime 5940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55510 Size 20 ServiceTime 16223 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 7860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55479 Size 64 ServiceTime 30619 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 22770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55564 Size 32 ServiceTime 13722 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55573 Size 32 ServiceTime 12998 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 10890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55572 Size 32 ServiceTime 13306 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55359 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 56010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55681 Size 16 ServiceTime 19845 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55685 Size 10 ServiceTime 14594 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55713 Size 18 ServiceTime 53946 QueueTime 8250 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55779 Size 1 ServiceTime 5715 QueueTime 5075 ExecutionTime 5700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55750 Size 32 ServiceTime 14138 QueueTime 13272 ExecutionTime 6840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55758 Size 32 ServiceTime 13144 QueueTime 22499 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55869 Size 30 ServiceTime 19373 QueueTime 6727 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55870 Size 30 ServiceTime 12989 QueueTime 6725 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55757 Size 32 ServiceTime 13315 QueueTime 20101 ExecutionTime 12600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55873 Size 32 ServiceTime 7380 QueueTime 8047 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55885 Size 32 ServiceTime 23466 QueueTime 9169 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55794 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 3211 ExecutionTime 32010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55714 Size 18 ServiceTime 54504 QueueTime 8214 ExecutionTime 46890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55884 Size 128 ServiceTime 13912 QueueTime 3765 ExecutionTime 13020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55886 Size 32 ServiceTime 31970 QueueTime 11462 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55865 Size 64 ServiceTime 31016 QueueTime 8321 ExecutionTime 21060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55917 Size 32 ServiceTime 10523 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55914 Size 64 ServiceTime 33867 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 25500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55916 Size 16 ServiceTime 47887 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 15750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56004 Size 32 ServiceTime 13052 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55982 Size 64 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56002 Size 32 ServiceTime 13526 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 55983 Size 32 ServiceTime 14176 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56008 Size 32 ServiceTime 15391 QueueTime 1418 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56043 Size 32 ServiceTime 9866 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56009 Size 32 ServiceTime 14600 QueueTime 3937 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56048 Size 32 ServiceTime 34655 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56012 Size 32 ServiceTime 13275 QueueTime 4922 ExecutionTime 12510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56049 Size 32 ServiceTime 29240 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 10590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56055 Size 16 ServiceTime 46839 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 35340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56071 Size 16 ServiceTime 43148 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 14460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56155 Size 32 ServiceTime 13180 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56181 Size 1 ServiceTime 19551 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56167 Size 1 ServiceTime 19391 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56168 Size 1 ServiceTime 19418 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56209 Size 32 ServiceTime 6936 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56164 Size 32 ServiceTime 14089 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 9420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56070 Size 32 ServiceTime 58734 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 28080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56227 Size 10 ServiceTime 26760 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56281 Size 1 ServiceTime 19837 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 11220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56248 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 26610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56251 Size 32 ServiceTime 23444 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 21210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56275 Size 16 ServiceTime 41950 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 16410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56358 Size 15 ServiceTime 19524 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 10110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56401 Size 32 ServiceTime 57684 QueueTime 4774 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56425 Size 32 ServiceTime 34775 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56335 Size 32 ServiceTime 35449 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 22470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56459 Size 32 ServiceTime 13066 QueueTime 51 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56454 Size 32 ServiceTime 12883 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 6420 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 56374 Size 1 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 23880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56475 Size 16 ServiceTime 7261 QueueTime 3344 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56453 Size 32 ServiceTime 13676 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56388 Size 32 ServiceTime 31877 QueueTime 6195 ExecutionTime 15930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56480 Size 8 ServiceTime 2890 QueueTime 5507 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56460 Size 32 ServiceTime 12942 QueueTime 1413 ExecutionTime 12210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56465 Size 32 ServiceTime 13389 QueueTime 12447 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56476 Size 8 ServiceTime 64843 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 15780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56399 Size 1 ServiceTime 31443 QueueTime 4491 ExecutionTime 27660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56463 Size 32 ServiceTime 12510 QueueTime 8072 ExecutionTime 12120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56464 Size 32 ServiceTime 12599 QueueTime 8129 ExecutionTime 12330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56525 Size 32 ServiceTime 14044 QueueTime 8995 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56468 Size 32 ServiceTime 16466 QueueTime 13518 ExecutionTime 11940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56544 Size 32 ServiceTime 30958 QueueTime 3585 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56579 Size 1 ServiceTime 27143 QueueTime 2724 ExecutionTime 3360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56513 Size 1 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 467 ExecutionTime 16770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56467 Size 32 ServiceTime 16262 QueueTime 12681 ExecutionTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56481 Size 32 ServiceTime 24704 QueueTime 15101 ExecutionTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56519 Size 4 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 6377 ExecutionTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56585 Size 16 ServiceTime 34460 QueueTime 244 ExecutionTime 2040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56389 Size 1 ServiceTime 42579 QueueTime 1114 ExecutionTime 38370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56433 Size 1 ServiceTime 44875 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 30930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56539 Size 16 ServiceTime 7265 QueueTime 5384 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56556 Size 1 ServiceTime 26404 QueueTime 1280 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56384 Size 4 ServiceTime 56002 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 40560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56514 Size 10 ServiceTime 26502 QueueTime 10474 ExecutionTime 6570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56582 Size 15 ServiceTime 33777 QueueTime 578 ExecutionTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56415 Size 9 ServiceTime 58443 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 32790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56469 Size 32 ServiceTime 12666 QueueTime 13576 ExecutionTime 12180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56466 Size 32 ServiceTime 17072 QueueTime 12654 ExecutionTime 13290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56589 Size 2 ServiceTime 4124 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56472 Size 1 ServiceTime 34744 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 25530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56520 Size 4 ServiceTime 21643 QueueTime 8186 ExecutionTime 7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56560 Size 1 ServiceTime 26458 QueueTime 2236 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56535 Size 16 ServiceTime 44310 QueueTime 7119 ExecutionTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56545 Size 1 ServiceTime 26166 QueueTime 337 ExecutionTime 6600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56365 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 43530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56521 Size 10 ServiceTime 17451 QueueTime 9128 ExecutionTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56391 Size 1 ServiceTime 61441 QueueTime 1089 ExecutionTime 39030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56567 Size 1 ServiceTime 26669 QueueTime 2408 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56417 Size 1 ServiceTime 60749 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 32670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56554 Size 1 ServiceTime 25958 QueueTime 1252 ExecutionTime 5700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56558 Size 1 ServiceTime 26344 QueueTime 1278 ExecutionTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56571 Size 1 ServiceTime 26783 QueueTime 2403 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56435 Size 1 ServiceTime 36018 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 31590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56483 Size 4 ServiceTime 58813 QueueTime 1458 ExecutionTime 22800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56517 Size 5 ServiceTime 57245 QueueTime 217 ExecutionTime 16710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56564 Size 1 ServiceTime 26557 QueueTime 2231 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56424 Size 1 ServiceTime 33669 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 32550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56430 Size 1 ServiceTime 44885 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 32460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56561 Size 1 ServiceTime 26452 QueueTime 2235 ExecutionTime 5430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56573 Size 1 ServiceTime 26979 QueueTime 2401 ExecutionTime 5250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56531 Size 8 ServiceTime 36174 QueueTime 7254 ExecutionTime 7560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56570 Size 1 ServiceTime 26883 QueueTime 2404 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56574 Size 1 ServiceTime 26965 QueueTime 2400 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56576 Size 1 ServiceTime 27175 QueueTime 2727 ExecutionTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56606 Size 10 ServiceTime 36047 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56626 Size 18 ServiceTime 54042 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56625 Size 18 ServiceTime 54053 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 23250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56635 Size 32 ServiceTime 35194 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 19800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56700 Size 8 ServiceTime 36170 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 7080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56666 Size 10 ServiceTime 23219 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 15030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56783 Size 30 ServiceTime 8697 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56899 Size 16 ServiceTime 30114 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56840 Size 8 ServiceTime 14410 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56631 Size 8 ServiceTime 64532 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 44400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56736 Size 15 ServiceTime 33530 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 22470 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 56782 Size 256 ServiceTime 46793 QueueTime 23990 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56954 Size 16 ServiceTime 45031 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 26010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57024 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57141 Size 32 ServiceTime 35476 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57257 Size 33 ServiceTime 9383 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57140 Size 32 ServiceTime 34862 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57033 Size 8 ServiceTime 40158 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 14550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57587 Size 16 ServiceTime 49811 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57591 Size 1 ServiceTime 59110 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57632 Size 100 ServiceTime 281 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57610 Size 1 ServiceTime 26592 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 12180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 56981 Size 4 ServiceTime 61333 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 55530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57016 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 41220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57667 Size 32 ServiceTime 12852 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57358 Size 1 ServiceTime 35328 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 26310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57631 Size 25 ServiceTime 20348 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 13470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57684 Size 50 ServiceTime 29635 QueueTime 1317 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57202 Size 32 ServiceTime 56730 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 33990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57671 Size 32 ServiceTime 13058 QueueTime 41 ExecutionTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57585 Size 15 ServiceTime 34342 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 26250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57639 Size 64 ServiceTime 28362 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 12030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57668 Size 32 ServiceTime 13148 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57670 Size 32 ServiceTime 12881 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57673 Size 32 ServiceTime 13638 QueueTime 97 ExecutionTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57669 Size 32 ServiceTime 13155 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57650 Size 8 ServiceTime 28248 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 10260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57603 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 24720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57646 Size 1 ServiceTime 63162 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 11460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57660 Size 1 ServiceTime 14777 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 9720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57582 Size 1 ServiceTime 57247 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 28050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57367 Size 8 ServiceTime 61635 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 31800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57633 Size 16 ServiceTime 23512 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 14880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57649 Size 1 ServiceTime 51767 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 11130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57583 Size 1 ServiceTime 51587 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 28740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57645 Size 1 ServiceTime 62322 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 12420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57019 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 48600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57366 Size 4 ServiceTime 42859 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 32400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57477 Size 8 ServiceTime 39543 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 30900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57602 Size 1 ServiceTime 47860 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 25860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57362 Size 4 ServiceTime 32683 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 32670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57643 Size 1 ServiceTime 62189 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 12720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57611 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 25980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57590 Size 1 ServiceTime 61085 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 26220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57693 Size 1 ServiceTime 54375 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 23370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57719 Size 128 ServiceTime 564 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57717 Size 128 ServiceTime 43591 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57746 Size 32 ServiceTime 43570 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57762 Size 1 ServiceTime 15778 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57735 Size 32 ServiceTime 28219 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 20820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57734 Size 32 ServiceTime 21224 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 20940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57777 Size 1 ServiceTime 14646 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57855 Size 8 ServiceTime 1920 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57795 Size 1 ServiceTime 25335 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57869 Size 64 ServiceTime 3658 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57888 Size 16 ServiceTime 1024 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57918 Size 33 ServiceTime 8923 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57962 Size 64 ServiceTime 29390 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 57913 Size 16 ServiceTime 58897 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 26040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58093 Size 32 ServiceTime 13486 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58094 Size 32 ServiceTime 13257 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58097 Size 32 ServiceTime 13260 QueueTime 574 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58095 Size 32 ServiceTime 13230 QueueTime 428 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58170 Size 10 ServiceTime 7029 QueueTime 2506 ExecutionTime 5100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58226 Size 64 ServiceTime 64857 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 22860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58267 Size 64 ServiceTime 30041 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 15930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58275 Size 50 ServiceTime 17571 QueueTime 1411 ExecutionTime 15660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58128 Size 4 ServiceTime 61337 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 56070 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 58392 Size 20 ServiceTime 13998 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58419 Size 64 ServiceTime 14523 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58517 Size 256 ServiceTime 64912 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58522 Size 25 ServiceTime 28908 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58545 Size 64 ServiceTime 29751 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58572 Size 128 ServiceTime 24674 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58615 Size 28 ServiceTime 41967 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 17370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58738 Size 32 ServiceTime 21590 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58777 Size 4 ServiceTime 27885 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58845 Size 18 ServiceTime 53890 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 7380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58908 Size 1 ServiceTime 42219 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 10470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58880 Size 32 ServiceTime 34858 QueueTime 4068 ExecutionTime 16680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58884 Size 32 ServiceTime 35483 QueueTime 20664 ExecutionTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58831 Size 1 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 45990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58893 Size 32 ServiceTime 13066 QueueTime 52177 ExecutionTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58948 Size 16 ServiceTime 53821 QueueTime 16021 ExecutionTime 36090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58907 Size 128 ServiceTime 39541 QueueTime 89925 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59082 Size 8 ServiceTime 366 QueueTime 15369 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59103 Size 1 ServiceTime 54367 QueueTime 13261 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59077 Size 1 ServiceTime 58782 QueueTime 12429 ExecutionTime 6030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58905 Size 31 ServiceTime 48780 QueueTime 85664 ExecutionTime 12750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58929 Size 32 ServiceTime 60419 QueueTime 83190 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59032 Size 64 ServiceTime 33802 QueueTime 50303 ExecutionTime 6510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59061 Size 5 ServiceTime 9837 QueueTime 17261 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59059 Size 8 ServiceTime 30041 QueueTime 20986 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59158 Size 36 ServiceTime 49396 QueueTime 12964 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59155 Size 31 ServiceTime 47433 QueueTime 13099 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59335 Size 8 ServiceTime 96 QueueTime 5582 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 58947 Size 50 ServiceTime 45750 QueueTime 81334 ExecutionTime 19440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59448 Size 31 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 10820 ExecutionTime 12450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59111 Size 1 ServiceTime 45078 QueueTime 12637 ExecutionTime 44340 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 34.299778 Avg Service Time: 32143.250000 
 
Simulation 42: Month 09 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 502 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59576 Size 16 ServiceTime 947 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59593 Size 32 ServiceTime 29940 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 16140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59595 Size 64 ServiceTime 30603 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 14610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59519 Size 16 ServiceTime 42680 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 24720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59618 Size 32 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59694 Size 32 ServiceTime 75 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59701 Size 306 ServiceTime 196 QueueTime 104 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59718 Size 16 ServiceTime 5542 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59730 Size 33 ServiceTime 6502 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59698 Size 1 ServiceTime 3572 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59711 Size 1 ServiceTime 45116 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59755 Size 16 ServiceTime 46800 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59821 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 6960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59699 Size 1 ServiceTime 59105 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 38430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59717 Size 1 ServiceTime 52718 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 37830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59890 Size 10 ServiceTime 381 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59894 Size 32 ServiceTime 63502 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59906 Size 306 ServiceTime 65082 QueueTime 35 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59907 Size 306 ServiceTime 22455 QueueTime 393 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59916 Size 33 ServiceTime 8779 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59903 Size 1 ServiceTime 58183 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59925 Size 16 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59937 Size 1 ServiceTime 4191 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59934 Size 32 ServiceTime 9437 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59951 Size 8 ServiceTime 105 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59952 Size 15 ServiceTime 942 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59905 Size 1 ServiceTime 57405 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59931 Size 31 ServiceTime 44938 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59914 Size 32 ServiceTime 59055 QueueTime 301 ExecutionTime 11790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59946 Size 8 ServiceTime 47560 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 3810 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 59939 Size 1 ServiceTime 25373 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 7230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59930 Size 36 ServiceTime 10623 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 10590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59919 Size 64 ServiceTime 31926 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 13320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60061 Size 17 ServiceTime 197 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 59984 Size 1 ServiceTime 61208 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 25020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60069 Size 1 ServiceTime 22102 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60075 Size 10 ServiceTime 48767 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60107 Size 32 ServiceTime 16971 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 11910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60175 Size 31 ServiceTime 46107 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60210 Size 128 ServiceTime 64868 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60211 Size 68 ServiceTime 64859 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60283 Size 36 ServiceTime 1551 QueueTime 228 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60279 Size 28 ServiceTime 10845 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 10230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60251 Size 64 ServiceTime 36260 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 29880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60312 Size 64 ServiceTime 7536 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60260 Size 31 ServiceTime 55328 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 27060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60294 Size 8 ServiceTime 68868 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 15750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60464 Size 32 ServiceTime 13249 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60467 Size 128 ServiceTime 32309 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60482 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 10290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60481 Size 1 ServiceTime 61717 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 19680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60541 Size 16 ServiceTime 76 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60468 Size 1 ServiceTime 35554 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 23790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60470 Size 1 ServiceTime 34843 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 22530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60449 Size 36 ServiceTime 52673 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 42690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60473 Size 1 ServiceTime 35798 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 32520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60576 Size 38 ServiceTime 158 QueueTime 164 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60602 Size 200 ServiceTime 315 QueueTime 243 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60578 Size 32 ServiceTime 30986 QueueTime 1178 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60629 Size 36 ServiceTime 1528 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60652 Size 36 ServiceTime 1484 QueueTime 1532 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60650 Size 24 ServiceTime 1449 QueueTime 1508 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60642 Size 65 ServiceTime 6641 QueueTime 143 ExecutionTime 5820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60693 Size 12 ServiceTime 1542 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60606 Size 64 ServiceTime 27068 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60738 Size 32 ServiceTime 6434 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60711 Size 16 ServiceTime 70034 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60628 Size 1 ServiceTime 18133 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 13500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60714 Size 1 ServiceTime 43734 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60689 Size 1 ServiceTime 40209 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60690 Size 1 ServiceTime 39477 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60748 Size 16 ServiceTime 15704 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60779 Size 8 ServiceTime 3641 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60765 Size 1 ServiceTime 17921 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60544 Size 32 ServiceTime 53928 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 38010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60547 Size 1 ServiceTime 45213 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 37740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60750 Size 16 ServiceTime 51209 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 21300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60807 Size 5 ServiceTime 1251 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60810 Size 64 ServiceTime 8031 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60813 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60818 Size 16 ServiceTime 17570 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60820 Size 16 ServiceTime 2420 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60692 Size 8 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 59160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60867 Size 64 ServiceTime 19652 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60920 Size 33 ServiceTime 5006 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60949 Size 4 ServiceTime 52527 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 11100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60824 Size 16 ServiceTime 42874 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 39300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61047 Size 160 ServiceTime 1874 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61054 Size 128 ServiceTime 9087 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61082 Size 40 ServiceTime 1656 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 60829 Size 32 ServiceTime 64851 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 61170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61086 Size 5 ServiceTime 62466 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61074 Size 64 ServiceTime 31713 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61092 Size 80 ServiceTime 9323 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61096 Size 128 ServiceTime 35494 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61100 Size 16 ServiceTime 7206 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61170 Size 64 ServiceTime 29592 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4320 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 61189 Size 33 ServiceTime 46459 QueueTime 2084 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61164 Size 1 ServiceTime 25806 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 11640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61196 Size 5 ServiceTime 2210 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61149 Size 64 ServiceTime 29811 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 14790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61154 Size 1 ServiceTime 13400 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 13050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61186 Size 31 ServiceTime 44410 QueueTime 2202 ExecutionTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61167 Size 4 ServiceTime 28100 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 15210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61215 Size 30 ServiceTime 273 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61218 Size 16 ServiceTime 12600 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61219 Size 19 ServiceTime 1237 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61220 Size 21 ServiceTime 1142 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61244 Size 32 ServiceTime 35565 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 4800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61248 Size 32 ServiceTime 30970 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61288 Size 16 ServiceTime 2020 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61247 Size 128 ServiceTime 25158 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61290 Size 64 ServiceTime 19656 QueueTime 291 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61291 Size 64 ServiceTime 18921 QueueTime 2804 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61293 Size 64 ServiceTime 19028 QueueTime 5044 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61231 Size 18 ServiceTime 54146 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 20520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61250 Size 32 ServiceTime 24497 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 14160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61297 Size 32 ServiceTime 29005 QueueTime 5255 ExecutionTime 3810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61326 Size 16 ServiceTime 7903 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61349 Size 16 ServiceTime 1424 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61325 Size 32 ServiceTime 6665 QueueTime 1701 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61352 Size 33 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61358 Size 18 ServiceTime 1857 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61374 Size 24 ServiceTime 1555 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61391 Size 40 ServiceTime 1436 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61353 Size 33 ServiceTime 45652 QueueTime 1570 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61383 Size 32 ServiceTime 6377 QueueTime 4046 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61361 Size 8 ServiceTime 35258 QueueTime 1916 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61403 Size 13 ServiceTime 1553 QueueTime 166 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61426 Size 21 ServiceTime 1334 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61438 Size 16 ServiceTime 62062 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61453 Size 16 ServiceTime 12643 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61442 Size 16 ServiceTime 27527 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 24660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61456 Size 81 ServiceTime 5895 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61463 Size 64 ServiceTime 28988 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 17040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61480 Size 33 ServiceTime 27200 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 22860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61483 Size 1 ServiceTime 55525 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 47820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61652 Size 30 ServiceTime 1201 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61656 Size 38 ServiceTime 1275 QueueTime 30 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61662 Size 1 ServiceTime 21596 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61663 Size 1 ServiceTime 21636 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61665 Size 21 ServiceTime 1107 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61752 Size 16 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61740 Size 16 ServiceTime 12731 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61700 Size 32 ServiceTime 14018 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61739 Size 16 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 307 ExecutionTime 8490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61768 Size 8 ServiceTime 4090 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61782 Size 16 ServiceTime 1464 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61787 Size 36 ServiceTime 34492 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61788 Size 31 ServiceTime 45122 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 10350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61790 Size 64 ServiceTime 30757 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 10380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61805 Size 25 ServiceTime 9315 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61797 Size 16 ServiceTime 27755 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 7680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61624 Size 32 ServiceTime 64788 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 47580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61686 Size 10 ServiceTime 42334 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 34110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61750 Size 16 ServiceTime 40200 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 24000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61770 Size 8 ServiceTime 34024 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 19980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61794 Size 1 ServiceTime 52618 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 10770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61811 Size 14 ServiceTime 1413 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61816 Size 64 ServiceTime 29892 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 25050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61751 Size 1 ServiceTime 56272 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 52590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61819 Size 32 ServiceTime 49162 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 31830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61841 Size 32 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 11790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61795 Size 1 ServiceTime 52361 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 45360 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 61844 Size 81 ServiceTime 7127 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61793 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 45570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61842 Size 8 ServiceTime 20047 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61812 Size 1 ServiceTime 55439 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 36180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61791 Size 1 ServiceTime 57042 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 46230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61882 Size 16 ServiceTime 10374 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61897 Size 33 ServiceTime 15841 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61910 Size 18 ServiceTime 54102 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61893 Size 30 ServiceTime 31075 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61918 Size 32 ServiceTime 24445 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61920 Size 32 ServiceTime 35548 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 10650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61923 Size 128 ServiceTime 32108 QueueTime 5661 ExecutionTime 6120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61924 Size 32 ServiceTime 32376 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 12900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61922 Size 32 ServiceTime 30949 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 16260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61885 Size 16 ServiceTime 54904 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 28440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61952 Size 25 ServiceTime 10847 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61953 Size 151 ServiceTime 7300 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61992 Size 64 ServiceTime 241 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 61996 Size 128 ServiceTime 203 QueueTime 215 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62048 Size 37 ServiceTime 1379 QueueTime 94 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62116 Size 31 ServiceTime 25923 QueueTime 298 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62126 Size 29 ServiceTime 1382 QueueTime 1008 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62033 Size 32 ServiceTime 25133 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 13590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62164 Size 16 ServiceTime 58901 QueueTime 4326 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62163 Size 16 ServiceTime 58491 QueueTime 4062 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62158 Size 9 ServiceTime 13982 QueueTime 224 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62165 Size 81 ServiceTime 6235 QueueTime 5863 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62162 Size 16 ServiceTime 59393 QueueTime 4066 ExecutionTime 7110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62054 Size 1 ServiceTime 42242 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 24930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62150 Size 16 ServiceTime 48763 QueueTime 3687 ExecutionTime 9720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62055 Size 1 ServiceTime 42070 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 26670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62245 Size 64 ServiceTime 18602 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62246 Size 64 ServiceTime 20050 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 9030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62273 Size 1 ServiceTime 48074 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 12900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62315 Size 64 ServiceTime 19135 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62291 Size 1 ServiceTime 59054 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 10950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62313 Size 64 ServiceTime 18961 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 9090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62290 Size 32 ServiceTime 34795 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 15630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62314 Size 64 ServiceTime 18846 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 13320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62341 Size 1 ServiceTime 24465 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 10080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62408 Size 8 ServiceTime 3453 QueueTime 265 ExecutionTime 3150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62405 Size 38 ServiceTime 524 QueueTime 5362 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62461 Size 14 ServiceTime 476 QueueTime 1331 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62388 Size 256 ServiceTime 32547 QueueTime 23710 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62389 Size 256 ServiceTime 26014 QueueTime 25740 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62424 Size 31 ServiceTime 45822 QueueTime 9575 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62490 Size 32 ServiceTime 4632 QueueTime 5280 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62425 Size 61 ServiceTime 56346 QueueTime 14845 ExecutionTime 17460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62566 Size 64 ServiceTime 29801 QueueTime 3359 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62497 Size 64 ServiceTime 18769 QueueTime 8694 ExecutionTime 18720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62557 Size 64 ServiceTime 30424 QueueTime 2637 ExecutionTime 13380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62576 Size 128 ServiceTime 35032 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62565 Size 16 ServiceTime 54857 QueueTime 3795 ExecutionTime 29670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62587 Size 8 ServiceTime 64855 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62594 Size 21 ServiceTime 342 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62603 Size 128 ServiceTime 3665 QueueTime 133 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62591 Size 8 ServiceTime 40179 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 13380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62600 Size 30 ServiceTime 31077 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 12510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62586 Size 8 ServiceTime 64857 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 18090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62588 Size 8 ServiceTime 59298 QueueTime 124 ExecutionTime 20400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62668 Size 36 ServiceTime 15980 QueueTime 37459 ExecutionTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62671 Size 32 ServiceTime 5295 QueueTime 41284 ExecutionTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62674 Size 33 ServiceTime 28770 QueueTime 41236 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62669 Size 31 ServiceTime 45752 QueueTime 37631 ExecutionTime 9660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62677 Size 32 ServiceTime 5034 QueueTime 39866 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62725 Size 32 ServiceTime 5027 QueueTime 15630 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62726 Size 32 ServiceTime 4572 QueueTime 16228 ExecutionTime 60 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 62611 Size 336 ServiceTime 267 QueueTime 56856 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62738 Size 21 ServiceTime 1625 QueueTime 15829 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62649 Size 1 ServiceTime 63630 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 59190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62640 Size 128 ServiceTime 22990 QueueTime 59615 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62650 Size 306 ServiceTime 52040 QueueTime 62129 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62780 Size 20 ServiceTime 721 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62779 Size 32 ServiceTime 24575 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62911 Size 32 ServiceTime 1812 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62924 Size 32 ServiceTime 4470 QueueTime 149 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62997 Size 1 ServiceTime 38837 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62754 Size 18 ServiceTime 54036 QueueTime 8788 ExecutionTime 47310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62971 Size 16 ServiceTime 18537 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 13800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62984 Size 64 ServiceTime 19680 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 12180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63030 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62983 Size 64 ServiceTime 19255 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 12270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63034 Size 1 ServiceTime 12556 QueueTime 1035 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63001 Size 1 ServiceTime 12273 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 8940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63039 Size 9 ServiceTime 7395 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63006 Size 20 ServiceTime 13567 QueueTime 1207 ExecutionTime 9960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63048 Size 16 ServiceTime 15972 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63085 Size 32 ServiceTime 34829 QueueTime 559 ExecutionTime 6690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63137 Size 10 ServiceTime 9609 QueueTime 810 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 62951 Size 61 ServiceTime 55787 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 46920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63164 Size 32 ServiceTime 12367 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 8520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63163 Size 32 ServiceTime 13903 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 13770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63167 Size 16 ServiceTime 13550 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63141 Size 30 ServiceTime 31097 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 28470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63176 Size 32 ServiceTime 24441 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63031 Size 1 ServiceTime 64840 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 55560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63189 Size 8 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 4710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63220 Size 64 ServiceTime 31796 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63231 Size 32 ServiceTime 4531 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63226 Size 32 ServiceTime 4848 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63238 Size 31 ServiceTime 44737 QueueTime 638 ExecutionTime 18660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63411 Size 16 ServiceTime 5569 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63377 Size 1 ServiceTime 17657 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 9810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63484 Size 24 ServiceTime 2570 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63496 Size 16 ServiceTime 5784 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63419 Size 16 ServiceTime 62774 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 30660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63517 Size 20 ServiceTime 13633 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 7380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63558 Size 40 ServiceTime 828 QueueTime 158 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63567 Size 20 ServiceTime 1037 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63666 Size 32 ServiceTime 4827 QueueTime 1384 ExecutionTime 1440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63653 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63576 Size 32 ServiceTime 32434 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 21180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63670 Size 32 ServiceTime 4571 QueueTime 1647 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63707 Size 36 ServiceTime 44125 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63580 Size 32 ServiceTime 30279 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 28410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63628 Size 8 ServiceTime 48146 QueueTime 129 ExecutionTime 26610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63734 Size 64 ServiceTime 20591 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63742 Size 16 ServiceTime 12690 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63714 Size 32 ServiceTime 49278 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 33090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63757 Size 64 ServiceTime 32759 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63749 Size 16 ServiceTime 25738 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 17820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63779 Size 32 ServiceTime 4588 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63781 Size 32 ServiceTime 4810 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63814 Size 4 ServiceTime 15963 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63838 Size 16 ServiceTime 62462 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 20970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63849 Size 16 ServiceTime 55121 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 43230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63917 Size 1 ServiceTime 16074 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63913 Size 33 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63867 Size 16 ServiceTime 55122 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 28920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63922 Size 128 ServiceTime 54384 QueueTime 8700 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63942 Size 64 ServiceTime 19170 QueueTime 1469 ExecutionTime 10530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63914 Size 1 ServiceTime 35813 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 25710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63944 Size 64 ServiceTime 18826 QueueTime 2737 ExecutionTime 12240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63954 Size 1 ServiceTime 36813 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 11460 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 63941 Size 16 ServiceTime 55051 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 31410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 63988 Size 64 ServiceTime 29670 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 16860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64010 Size 1 ServiceTime 3141 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64145 Size 33 ServiceTime 25251 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64105 Size 31 ServiceTime 46113 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 10950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64116 Size 9 ServiceTime 22088 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 10650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64168 Size 64 ServiceTime 13087 QueueTime 2161 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64166 Size 33 ServiceTime 21648 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 6510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64061 Size 64 ServiceTime 30586 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 25170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64151 Size 32 ServiceTime 24550 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 13470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64200 Size 21 ServiceTime 9533 QueueTime 3671 ExecutionTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64210 Size 32 ServiceTime 64613 QueueTime 7676 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64171 Size 9 ServiceTime 29306 QueueTime 1939 ExecutionTime 13290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64212 Size 64 ServiceTime 43038 QueueTime 11090 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64219 Size 32 ServiceTime 34682 QueueTime 8351 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64187 Size 8 ServiceTime 49610 QueueTime 3032 ExecutionTime 16140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64106 Size 36 ServiceTime 35371 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 34260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64240 Size 32 ServiceTime 49847 QueueTime 1553 ExecutionTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64304 Size 32 ServiceTime 1806 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64211 Size 64 ServiceTime 40348 QueueTime 8451 ExecutionTime 26190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64252 Size 1 ServiceTime 34447 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 21390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64391 Size 16 ServiceTime 57727 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64348 Size 64 ServiceTime 54054 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 13860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64337 Size 1 ServiceTime 38950 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 16380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64442 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64471 Size 31 ServiceTime 7248 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64475 Size 32 ServiceTime 5087 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 3210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64474 Size 32 ServiceTime 4533 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 4110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64500 Size 32 ServiceTime 34662 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64498 Size 128 ServiceTime 32093 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 10170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64503 Size 32 ServiceTime 25244 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 15540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64529 Size 8 ServiceTime 18683 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 15000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64445 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 43920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64458 Size 9 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 42240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64561 Size 37 ServiceTime 8887 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64562 Size 38 ServiceTime 7661 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64563 Size 40 ServiceTime 10388 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 7380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64521 Size 64 ServiceTime 54054 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 26100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64560 Size 36 ServiceTime 11989 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64634 Size 36 ServiceTime 11635 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64655 Size 32 ServiceTime 779 QueueTime 1535 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64613 Size 11 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 18030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64657 Size 25 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 325 ExecutionTime 13860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64683 Size 33 ServiceTime 21155 QueueTime 3949 ExecutionTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64581 Size 64 ServiceTime 36199 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 32250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64690 Size 1 ServiceTime 29241 QueueTime 1068 ExecutionTime 10320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64661 Size 33 ServiceTime 21484 QueueTime 1262 ExecutionTime 16140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64759 Size 4 ServiceTime 14441 QueueTime 211 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64791 Size 16 ServiceTime 70 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64753 Size 31 ServiceTime 45466 QueueTime 1518 ExecutionTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64724 Size 16 ServiceTime 34449 QueueTime 802 ExecutionTime 17250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64779 Size 16 ServiceTime 33455 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64735 Size 11 ServiceTime 21644 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 16620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64806 Size 4 ServiceTime 21647 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64644 Size 31 ServiceTime 45165 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 36480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64729 Size 1 ServiceTime 32773 QueueTime 141 ExecutionTime 17640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64756 Size 32 ServiceTime 14478 QueueTime 1066 ExecutionTime 11010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64754 Size 11 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 1379 ExecutionTime 11070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64792 Size 29 ServiceTime 9765 QueueTime 4758 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64800 Size 20 ServiceTime 1553 QueueTime 1199 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64739 Size 11 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 15000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64785 Size 256 ServiceTime 150 QueueTime 7646 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64646 Size 33 ServiceTime 64849 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 36630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64780 Size 16 ServiceTime 24864 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64801 Size 24 ServiceTime 614 QueueTime 1313 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64771 Size 1 ServiceTime 17277 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 10440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64805 Size 64 ServiceTime 420 QueueTime 947 ExecutionTime 120 
 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64809 Size 16 ServiceTime 12974 QueueTime 353 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64774 Size 1 ServiceTime 17266 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 10560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64793 Size 16 ServiceTime 24643 QueueTime 4144 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64642 Size 4 ServiceTime 62903 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 37140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64700 Size 10 ServiceTime 42223 QueueTime 2511 ExecutionTime 23100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64799 Size 18 ServiceTime 1916 QueueTime 1204 ExecutionTime 540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64727 Size 1 ServiceTime 61691 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 18660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64740 Size 4 ServiceTime 19219 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 15060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64675 Size 1 ServiceTime 62382 QueueTime 178 ExecutionTime 33840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64733 Size 4 ServiceTime 61587 QueueTime 536 ExecutionTime 17700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64762 Size 1 ServiceTime 17144 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64730 Size 11 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 267 ExecutionTime 18660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64626 Size 4 ServiceTime 44076 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 41100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64673 Size 1 ServiceTime 62133 QueueTime 47 ExecutionTime 34350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64807 Size 4 ServiceTime 17520 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64767 Size 1 ServiceTime 17228 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 11700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64575 Size 1 ServiceTime 63628 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 56490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64691 Size 1 ServiceTime 59122 QueueTime 977 ExecutionTime 28740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64819 Size 32 ServiceTime 4608 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64829 Size 14 ServiceTime 10525 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64835 Size 30 ServiceTime 8495 QueueTime 938 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64836 Size 32 ServiceTime 10832 QueueTime 966 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64832 Size 24 ServiceTime 10852 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 10140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64748 Size 1 ServiceTime 59864 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 40920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64862 Size 32 ServiceTime 23520 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64879 Size 64 ServiceTime 307 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64882 Size 1 ServiceTime 1716 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64892 Size 1 ServiceTime 3128 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64911 Size 1 ServiceTime 54688 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64860 Size 16 ServiceTime 37854 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 22140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64931 Size 32 ServiceTime 4414 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64907 Size 16 ServiceTime 20790 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 11370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64843 Size 9 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 757 ExecutionTime 56670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64926 Size 31 ServiceTime 39893 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 14040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64972 Size 20 ServiceTime 15355 QueueTime 8932 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64974 Size 20 ServiceTime 15981 QueueTime 10000 ExecutionTime 2340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64955 Size 128 ServiceTime 25578 QueueTime 4869 ExecutionTime 18030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64984 Size 16 ServiceTime 33449 QueueTime 9868 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64954 Size 32 ServiceTime 24734 QueueTime 1685 ExecutionTime 21390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64956 Size 128 ServiceTime 25111 QueueTime 22803 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64980 Size 65 ServiceTime 595 QueueTime 14502 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64958 Size 32 ServiceTime 34532 QueueTime 11522 ExecutionTime 16920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65012 Size 1 ServiceTime 13185 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 64957 Size 32 ServiceTime 36043 QueueTime 5705 ExecutionTime 28860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65016 Size 1 ServiceTime 62048 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 36630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65033 Size 1 ServiceTime 40443 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 30270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65051 Size 37 ServiceTime 8790 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65057 Size 20 ServiceTime 16193 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65014 Size 1 ServiceTime 62854 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 59790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65044 Size 32 ServiceTime 23391 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 19980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65080 Size 16 ServiceTime 39647 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 12120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65096 Size 65 ServiceTime 25256 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 6780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65114 Size 32 ServiceTime 30204 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 7170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65079 Size 16 ServiceTime 33755 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 22650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65097 Size 65 ServiceTime 18061 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 15570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65144 Size 300 ServiceTime 579 QueueTime 1601 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65068 Size 1 ServiceTime 37960 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 26070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65062 Size 1 ServiceTime 47179 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 29910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65158 Size 64 ServiceTime 43261 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65102 Size 32 ServiceTime 23416 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 17610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65161 Size 32 ServiceTime 4625 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65116 Size 1 ServiceTime 37224 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 12570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65155 Size 30 ServiceTime 16930 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 4860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65153 Size 11 ServiceTime 20965 QueueTime 285 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65164 Size 32 ServiceTime 4768 QueueTime 177 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65159 Size 32 ServiceTime 4545 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65167 Size 32 ServiceTime 4538 QueueTime 1042 ExecutionTime 120 
 241 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65138 Size 32 ServiceTime 32358 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 8730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65166 Size 32 ServiceTime 4563 QueueTime 743 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65168 Size 32 ServiceTime 4699 QueueTime 1070 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65154 Size 11 ServiceTime 21342 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65160 Size 32 ServiceTime 4616 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65120 Size 11 ServiceTime 21645 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 12540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65152 Size 9 ServiceTime 18043 QueueTime 533 ExecutionTime 5250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65106 Size 7 ServiceTime 21742 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 17430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65063 Size 1 ServiceTime 47731 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 32520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65165 Size 32 ServiceTime 4492 QueueTime 175 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65162 Size 32 ServiceTime 4642 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65131 Size 1 ServiceTime 42089 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 10680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65169 Size 64 ServiceTime 7266 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65092 Size 10 ServiceTime 41945 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 24060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65137 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 10230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65064 Size 1 ServiceTime 47582 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 33390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65112 Size 1 ServiceTime 29290 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 16620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65069 Size 1 ServiceTime 37028 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 33240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65072 Size 1 ServiceTime 38483 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 33210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65133 Size 1 ServiceTime 45397 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 11100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65147 Size 1 ServiceTime 9206 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 7740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65132 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 11310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65046 Size 1 ServiceTime 41328 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 37890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65178 Size 61 ServiceTime 14048 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 7290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65176 Size 36 ServiceTime 32494 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 27000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65275 Size 61 ServiceTime 59930 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65290 Size 16 ServiceTime 2193 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65296 Size 29 ServiceTime 12389 QueueTime 51 ExecutionTime 3870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65257 Size 64 ServiceTime 36905 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 15420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65274 Size 31 ServiceTime 13817 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 13560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65313 Size 64 ServiceTime 4173 QueueTime 532 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65245 Size 1 ServiceTime 61749 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 17070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65253 Size 4 ServiceTime 16458 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 15840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65298 Size 32 ServiceTime 14454 QueueTime 1609 ExecutionTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65180 Size 4 ServiceTime 64855 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 64440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65252 Size 1 ServiceTime 42309 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 16080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65251 Size 1 ServiceTime 47830 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 35640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65373 Size 1 ServiceTime 35842 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65372 Size 128 ServiceTime 32188 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 7770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65394 Size 64 ServiceTime 34920 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 18180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65434 Size 32 ServiceTime 28845 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65468 Size 1 ServiceTime 35384 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65486 Size 1 ServiceTime 17998 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65493 Size 1 ServiceTime 43667 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 9180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65500 Size 1 ServiceTime 13817 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 9570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65497 Size 8 ServiceTime 43855 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65583 Size 65 ServiceTime 15163 QueueTime 8578 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65611 Size 16 ServiceTime 27771 QueueTime 12305 ExecutionTime 9900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65523 Size 1 ServiceTime 49843 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 37560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65425 Size 1 ServiceTime 61274 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 53580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65634 Size 24 ServiceTime 10471 QueueTime 24760 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65578 Size 1 ServiceTime 62339 QueueTime 297 ExecutionTime 37620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65626 Size 1 ServiceTime 36037 QueueTime 219 ExecutionTime 30870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65663 Size 32 ServiceTime 14133 QueueTime 24876 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65637 Size 64 ServiceTime 30800 QueueTime 29856 ExecutionTime 5310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65667 Size 40 ServiceTime 14453 QueueTime 28862 ExecutionTime 5820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65721 Size 64 ServiceTime 313 QueueTime 6421 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65679 Size 32 ServiceTime 17013 QueueTime 26512 ExecutionTime 12930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65717 Size 32 ServiceTime 12419 QueueTime 16512 ExecutionTime 11700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65753 Size 32 ServiceTime 34541 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65750 Size 32 ServiceTime 22718 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65764 Size 32 ServiceTime 171 QueueTime 212 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65736 Size 20 ServiceTime 9126 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 8190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65726 Size 16 ServiceTime 34412 QueueTime 383 ExecutionTime 20790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65767 Size 256 ServiceTime 64906 QueueTime 34284 ExecutionTime 2430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65859 Size 37 ServiceTime 2209 QueueTime 17286 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65867 Size 200 ServiceTime 331 QueueTime 12175 ExecutionTime 330 
 242 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65872 Size 51 ServiceTime 26267 QueueTime 8353 ExecutionTime 3780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65874 Size 61 ServiceTime 53893 QueueTime 8192 ExecutionTime 8280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65781 Size 4 ServiceTime 58141 QueueTime 245 ExecutionTime 51600 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 33.836655 Avg Service Time: 27823.089844 
 
Simulation 43: Month 10 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 367 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65879 Size 49 ServiceTime 10236 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 9000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65941 Size 4 ServiceTime 21128 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65951 Size 32 ServiceTime 22272 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65954 Size 32 ServiceTime 14860 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65953 Size 32 ServiceTime 22098 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 6630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65979 Size 29 ServiceTime 12407 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65972 Size 16 ServiceTime 9346 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65978 Size 28 ServiceTime 9514 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65982 Size 36 ServiceTime 12733 QueueTime 2426 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65950 Size 32 ServiceTime 22287 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 13980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66012 Size 1 ServiceTime 642 QueueTime 70 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65981 Size 32 ServiceTime 13945 QueueTime 1557 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65962 Size 32 ServiceTime 23975 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 15270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65983 Size 38 ServiceTime 11653 QueueTime 5543 ExecutionTime 5550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65990 Size 64 ServiceTime 31678 QueueTime 9210 ExecutionTime 300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65988 Size 32 ServiceTime 9396 QueueTime 9430 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65963 Size 32 ServiceTime 24783 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 18750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65956 Size 32 ServiceTime 24938 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 19410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65986 Size 37 ServiceTime 12642 QueueTime 9352 ExecutionTime 5580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65991 Size 8 ServiceTime 15270 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 12720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65960 Size 32 ServiceTime 24928 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 20880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 65995 Size 20 ServiceTime 19396 QueueTime 1281 ExecutionTime 10200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66033 Size 64 ServiceTime 29214 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 24540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66121 Size 16 ServiceTime 27754 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66139 Size 32 ServiceTime 1357 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66181 Size 16 ServiceTime 60035 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66186 Size 1 ServiceTime 56549 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66187 Size 1 ServiceTime 54867 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 2700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66192 Size 1 ServiceTime 59093 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66179 Size 296 ServiceTime 64999 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66198 Size 20 ServiceTime 14480 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66201 Size 32 ServiceTime 5556 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66191 Size 1 ServiceTime 59182 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66206 Size 300 ServiceTime 34237 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66227 Size 128 ServiceTime 18077 QueueTime 245 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66193 Size 20 ServiceTime 26445 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 20520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66261 Size 1 ServiceTime 45506 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66304 Size 26 ServiceTime 53553 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66233 Size 1 ServiceTime 35136 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 30120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66357 Size 64 ServiceTime 34122 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66333 Size 128 ServiceTime 32105 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 14880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66461 Size 32 ServiceTime 24799 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66464 Size 32 ServiceTime 25069 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66463 Size 32 ServiceTime 24102 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66475 Size 18 ServiceTime 236 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66456 Size 32 ServiceTime 24033 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 6270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66489 Size 32 ServiceTime 13929 QueueTime 1071 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66466 Size 24 ServiceTime 25098 QueueTime 794 ExecutionTime 6900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66458 Size 32 ServiceTime 24626 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 10080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66467 Size 32 ServiceTime 30225 QueueTime 2306 ExecutionTime 7140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66538 Size 16 ServiceTime 144 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66488 Size 32 ServiceTime 13437 QueueTime 199 ExecutionTime 8010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66515 Size 10 ServiceTime 7212 QueueTime 1380 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66564 Size 16 ServiceTime 1391 QueueTime 496 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66590 Size 1 ServiceTime 41343 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66459 Size 32 ServiceTime 25116 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 24900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66565 Size 32 ServiceTime 14462 QueueTime 125 ExecutionTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66588 Size 1 ServiceTime 29014 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 9390 
 243 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66592 Size 1 ServiceTime 25467 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 9600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66618 Size 51 ServiceTime 7478 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66619 Size 51 ServiceTime 7821 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 6630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66617 Size 16 ServiceTime 26279 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 26130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66624 Size 64 ServiceTime 34143 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 33390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66664 Size 64 ServiceTime 28377 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66695 Size 5 ServiceTime 5950 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66645 Size 18 ServiceTime 54205 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 47040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66770 Size 1 ServiceTime 10826 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66761 Size 128 ServiceTime 25101 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 12840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66793 Size 32 ServiceTime 34538 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66791 Size 32 ServiceTime 22693 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66698 Size 1 ServiceTime 36180 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 30240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66792 Size 16 ServiceTime 10087 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 7470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66874 Size 64 ServiceTime 36626 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 5850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66897 Size 32 ServiceTime 3309 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66908 Size 128 ServiceTime 35632 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67054 Size 38 ServiceTime 1845 QueueTime 193 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67012 Size 128 ServiceTime 18098 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 6180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67059 Size 32 ServiceTime 33945 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67058 Size 64 ServiceTime 27921 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67066 Size 18 ServiceTime 212 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67069 Size 128 ServiceTime 33018 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 66974 Size 18 ServiceTime 54119 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 46500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67121 Size 1 ServiceTime 8114 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 2610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67099 Size 16 ServiceTime 59941 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 21390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67181 Size 8 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 5400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67177 Size 128 ServiceTime 18092 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 11010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67179 Size 64 ServiceTime 64858 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 22950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67190 Size 64 ServiceTime 35210 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 20850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67274 Size 300 ServiceTime 14775 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67316 Size 16 ServiceTime 26892 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67312 Size 16 ServiceTime 26574 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 10560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67327 Size 128 ServiceTime 55301 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67313 Size 16 ServiceTime 26559 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 13200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67328 Size 32 ServiceTime 35762 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 15240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67351 Size 32 ServiceTime 32251 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67348 Size 128 ServiceTime 33420 QueueTime 186 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67355 Size 1 ServiceTime 31987 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67347 Size 128 ServiceTime 35277 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67388 Size 32 ServiceTime 47294 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67381 Size 32 ServiceTime 46994 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67383 Size 32 ServiceTime 46716 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67386 Size 32 ServiceTime 46559 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67344 Size 64 ServiceTime 35510 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 11160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67384 Size 32 ServiceTime 46416 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 3120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67385 Size 4 ServiceTime 13221 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67387 Size 32 ServiceTime 47401 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67389 Size 4 ServiceTime 54539 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67394 Size 4 ServiceTime 16374 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67361 Size 14 ServiceTime 10846 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67432 Size 16 ServiceTime 26900 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67449 Size 64 ServiceTime 3654 QueueTime 42 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67393 Size 8 ServiceTime 16402 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 12720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67446 Size 33 ServiceTime 64853 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 6390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67382 Size 32 ServiceTime 46821 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 22560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67483 Size 32 ServiceTime 2085 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67497 Size 1 ServiceTime 55986 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67447 Size 25 ServiceTime 64847 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 16320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67496 Size 1 ServiceTime 18514 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 5040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67444 Size 51 ServiceTime 27632 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 17940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67450 Size 32 ServiceTime 50304 QueueTime 191 ExecutionTime 16830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67501 Size 64 ServiceTime 54768 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67554 Size 8 ServiceTime 16087 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 8430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67379 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 48810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67475 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 31410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67477 Size 16 ServiceTime 59248 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 30870 
 244 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67579 Size 16 ServiceTime 6470 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 2520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67552 Size 4 ServiceTime 16083 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 15210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67677 Size 32 ServiceTime 4661 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67682 Size 32 ServiceTime 4809 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 4050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67590 Size 18 ServiceTime 53254 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 26700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67765 Size 20 ServiceTime 9667 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67780 Size 64 ServiceTime 37657 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67712 Size 32 ServiceTime 32533 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 31080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67796 Size 16 ServiceTime 26844 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 13740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67795 Size 128 ServiceTime 32285 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 17310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67797 Size 16 ServiceTime 26016 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 17880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67693 Size 16 ServiceTime 58826 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 52140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67849 Size 32 ServiceTime 3495 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67873 Size 32 ServiceTime 50767 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 5070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67883 Size 32 ServiceTime 33103 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67861 Size 11 ServiceTime 19495 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 11220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67887 Size 32 ServiceTime 33375 QueueTime 1735 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67884 Size 32 ServiceTime 33360 QueueTime 44 ExecutionTime 15270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67917 Size 11 ServiceTime 17982 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 6060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67928 Size 296 ServiceTime 64944 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67927 Size 1 ServiceTime 29847 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67930 Size 1 ServiceTime 28999 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67932 Size 1 ServiceTime 39327 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 13200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67931 Size 1 ServiceTime 40982 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 36090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67956 Size 8 ServiceTime 60193 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 33210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 67965 Size 20 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 28200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68004 Size 32 ServiceTime 64673 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 12750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68003 Size 32 ServiceTime 47886 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 26700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68108 Size 4 ServiceTime 53545 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68074 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 49860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68073 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 55980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68142 Size 1 ServiceTime 13296 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68140 Size 11 ServiceTime 21537 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 13470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68141 Size 11 ServiceTime 21648 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 12150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68082 Size 1 ServiceTime 59435 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 53100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68075 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 59190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68100 Size 1 ServiceTime 49433 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 40500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68083 Size 1 ServiceTime 59526 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 53670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68163 Size 1 ServiceTime 18322 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 5250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68172 Size 1 ServiceTime 59388 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 8850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68249 Size 18 ServiceTime 40742 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 5490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68274 Size 128 ServiceTime 33261 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 2670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68276 Size 64 ServiceTime 33204 QueueTime 197 ExecutionTime 5910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68320 Size 20 ServiceTime 25800 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68305 Size 32 ServiceTime 14122 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 11370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68322 Size 20 ServiceTime 24144 QueueTime 5799 ExecutionTime 6300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68318 Size 5 ServiceTime 29682 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 16260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68313 Size 320 ServiceTime 64950 QueueTime 18833 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68399 Size 32 ServiceTime 23967 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68298 Size 1 ServiceTime 64835 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 27060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68299 Size 4 ServiceTime 63224 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 27510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68397 Size 1 ServiceTime 20113 QueueTime 602 ExecutionTime 13110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68406 Size 64 ServiceTime 50009 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 20970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68475 Size 32 ServiceTime 12405 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68484 Size 128 ServiceTime 25278 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68487 Size 10 ServiceTime 18251 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 7050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68488 Size 5 ServiceTime 20412 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68511 Size 64 ServiceTime 32949 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 15720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68603 Size 1 ServiceTime 26892 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68575 Size 32 ServiceTime 8750 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68639 Size 128 ServiceTime 32286 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68642 Size 20 ServiceTime 26124 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68638 Size 32 ServiceTime 24100 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 19170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68644 Size 32 ServiceTime 14050 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 10050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68672 Size 16 ServiceTime 34289 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68636 Size 32 ServiceTime 49986 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 24060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68671 Size 320 ServiceTime 19124 QueueTime 7407 ExecutionTime 60 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 68676 Size 4 ServiceTime 53534 QueueTime 4829 ExecutionTime 1290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68690 Size 1 ServiceTime 64242 QueueTime 2453 ExecutionTime 13110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68705 Size 1 ServiceTime 62386 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 16440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68771 Size 61 ServiceTime 57471 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 11430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68822 Size 1 ServiceTime 26527 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68736 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 27870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68716 Size 1 ServiceTime 58778 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 35640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68763 Size 6 ServiceTime 32983 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 28170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68874 Size 16 ServiceTime 12966 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68904 Size 32 ServiceTime 50341 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 12900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68852 Size 32 ServiceTime 34048 QueueTime 613 ExecutionTime 27450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68915 Size 1 ServiceTime 10776 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 10470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68772 Size 33 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 45630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68903 Size 4 ServiceTime 63121 QueueTime 227 ExecutionTime 15690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68773 Size 25 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 45930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68940 Size 8 ServiceTime 2771 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68938 Size 64 ServiceTime 33341 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68936 Size 128 ServiceTime 33120 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68939 Size 64 ServiceTime 33168 QueueTime 289 ExecutionTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68921 Size 32 ServiceTime 24252 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 21390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68947 Size 32 ServiceTime 47508 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 5340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68973 Size 64 ServiceTime 31601 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68979 Size 64 ServiceTime 30668 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 12420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68978 Size 64 ServiceTime 57455 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 12750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69001 Size 20 ServiceTime 25866 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68969 Size 64 ServiceTime 36596 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 28830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69002 Size 4 ServiceTime 6587 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68992 Size 320 ServiceTime 64948 QueueTime 7949 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68949 Size 32 ServiceTime 64706 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 43140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 68983 Size 16 ServiceTime 61223 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 23220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69057 Size 65 ServiceTime 8695 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 6720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69062 Size 16 ServiceTime 20974 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 11460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69076 Size 32 ServiceTime 24432 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69063 Size 32 ServiceTime 34101 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 20430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69109 Size 128 ServiceTime 36985 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69113 Size 65 ServiceTime 26072 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 7350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69126 Size 128 ServiceTime 10044 QueueTime 3731 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69156 Size 16 ServiceTime 12613 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 5250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69198 Size 320 ServiceTime 65005 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69199 Size 64 ServiceTime 5767 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 1320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69213 Size 1 ServiceTime 61366 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69230 Size 128 ServiceTime 25286 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69200 Size 64 ServiceTime 34746 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 28890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69211 Size 128 ServiceTime 32126 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 25620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69250 Size 64 ServiceTime 8194 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69254 Size 32 ServiceTime 47740 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 10770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69282 Size 32 ServiceTime 64269 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 13590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69312 Size 10 ServiceTime 6335 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69297 Size 32 ServiceTime 51175 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 15390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69319 Size 1 ServiceTime 23022 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69333 Size 4 ServiceTime 4526 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69334 Size 32 ServiceTime 4185 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69276 Size 16 ServiceTime 58341 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 57870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69357 Size 26 ServiceTime 54429 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 1740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69365 Size 128 ServiceTime 64874 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 25380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69439 Size 16 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69444 Size 64 ServiceTime 33233 QueueTime 254 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69445 Size 18 ServiceTime 54217 QueueTime 1063 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69441 Size 128 ServiceTime 39790 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 12390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69448 Size 64 ServiceTime 31677 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 5010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69465 Size 64 ServiceTime 4337 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69464 Size 8 ServiceTime 31137 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 8940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69489 Size 1 ServiceTime 12133 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69514 Size 16 ServiceTime 6996 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69537 Size 16 ServiceTime 8795 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 5370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69556 Size 32 ServiceTime 4608 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69531 Size 33 ServiceTime 22272 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 10680 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 69636 Size 32 ServiceTime 24100 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69598 Size 4 ServiceTime 26407 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 17310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69644 Size 32 ServiceTime 13763 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69692 Size 11 ServiceTime 18111 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 3900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69693 Size 1 ServiceTime 12961 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 6510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69694 Size 2 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 5970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69919 Size 32 ServiceTime 6015 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69902 Size 32 ServiceTime 13899 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 12060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69846 Size 16 ServiceTime 42587 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 28500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69923 Size 300 ServiceTime 65055 QueueTime 22285 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69932 Size 128 ServiceTime 3114 QueueTime 20381 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70052 Size 128 ServiceTime 11419 QueueTime 9069 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69936 Size 64 ServiceTime 37393 QueueTime 19505 ExecutionTime 4500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 69701 Size 32 ServiceTime 50160 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 44070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70201 Size 128 ServiceTime 8418 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 7320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70180 Size 4 ServiceTime 50444 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 25650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70250 Size 114 ServiceTime 33794 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 3480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70302 Size 8 ServiceTime 31971 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 27660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70367 Size 16 ServiceTime 58568 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70373 Size 1 ServiceTime 11444 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70315 Size 1 ServiceTime 64386 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 42210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70334 Size 1 ServiceTime 64312 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 34200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70307 Size 1 ServiceTime 64146 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 42930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70359 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 23400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70309 Size 1 ServiceTime 64210 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 43440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70340 Size 1 ServiceTime 59226 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 34770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70376 Size 128 ServiceTime 56058 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 900 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70375 Size 128 ServiceTime 32087 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 13590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70412 Size 32 ServiceTime 64175 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70429 Size 33 ServiceTime 20454 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70396 Size 1 ServiceTime 40590 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 14490 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70445 Size 10 ServiceTime 18186 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70479 Size 16 ServiceTime 5249 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70484 Size 64 ServiceTime 239 QueueTime 5177 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70391 Size 8 ServiceTime 64842 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 39630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70453 Size 20 ServiceTime 44301 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 15690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70466 Size 306 ServiceTime 32662 QueueTime 15695 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70495 Size 32 ServiceTime 2218 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70496 Size 16 ServiceTime 12671 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70393 Size 8 ServiceTime 64844 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 49470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70494 Size 128 ServiceTime 9501 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 5790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70493 Size 64 ServiceTime 28950 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 10170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70553 Size 8 ServiceTime 38349 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70535 Size 10 ServiceTime 17528 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 17160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70537 Size 25 ServiceTime 54286 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 29820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70596 Size 1 ServiceTime 43336 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70545 Size 8 ServiceTime 50380 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 32160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70606 Size 32 ServiceTime 33889 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70605 Size 2 ServiceTime 13602 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70546 Size 8 ServiceTime 50441 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 32430 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70594 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70610 Size 32 ServiceTime 28064 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70555 Size 4 ServiceTime 64866 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 27960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70552 Size 8 ServiceTime 38100 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 29970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70593 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 5580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70588 Size 4 ServiceTime 10210 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70559 Size 1 ServiceTime 40208 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 29640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70655 Size 32 ServiceTime 1775 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70671 Size 32 ServiceTime 6018 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70669 Size 32 ServiceTime 5976 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70692 Size 32 ServiceTime 6020 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70687 Size 32 ServiceTime 5989 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70690 Size 32 ServiceTime 6210 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70693 Size 32 ServiceTime 6014 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70685 Size 32 ServiceTime 6073 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70689 Size 32 ServiceTime 6104 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70691 Size 32 ServiceTime 6051 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4650 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 70694 Size 32 ServiceTime 6204 QueueTime 1226 ExecutionTime 3420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70696 Size 30 ServiceTime 21662 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70706 Size 10 ServiceTime 17898 QueueTime 71 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70708 Size 1 ServiceTime 36820 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70686 Size 32 ServiceTime 6010 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70700 Size 10 ServiceTime 234 QueueTime 2268 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70705 Size 10 ServiceTime 180 QueueTime 261 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70702 Size 1 ServiceTime 19477 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70743 Size 16 ServiceTime 5654 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70752 Size 4 ServiceTime 7242 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 2760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70792 Size 128 ServiceTime 32164 QueueTime 4505 ExecutionTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70822 Size 9 ServiceTime 14445 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 11820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70857 Size 255 ServiceTime 8169 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 6780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70859 Size 200 ServiceTime 7039 QueueTime 6754 ExecutionTime 2850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70904 Size 1 ServiceTime 38601 QueueTime 44 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70897 Size 32 ServiceTime 13960 QueueTime 5817 ExecutionTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 70924 Size 61 ServiceTime 64863 QueueTime 3452 ExecutionTime 5160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71125 Size 16 ServiceTime 59639 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 22710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71288 Size 32 ServiceTime 33946 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71434 Size 16 ServiceTime 40471 QueueTime 1925 ExecutionTime 36300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71634 Size 1 ServiceTime 46340 QueueTime 1134 ExecutionTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71587 Size 33 ServiceTime 22038 QueueTime 40643 ExecutionTime 18090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71648 Size 32 ServiceTime 6963 QueueTime 48339 ExecutionTime 3030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71790 Size 11 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 7624 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71781 Size 16 ServiceTime 37 QueueTime 25339 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71817 Size 31 ServiceTime 63416 QueueTime 13159 ExecutionTime 57690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71487 Size 65 ServiceTime 43278 QueueTime 144127 ExecutionTime 
29790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71934 Size 48 ServiceTime 1852 QueueTime 40903 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71978 Size 32 ServiceTime 4961 QueueTime 26078 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72089 Size 9 ServiceTime 82 QueueTime 8663 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72002 Size 32 ServiceTime 64202 QueueTime 34959 ExecutionTime 52320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71493 Size 65 ServiceTime 18361 QueueTime 253782 ExecutionTime 
14910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 72106 Size 51 ServiceTime 56894 QueueTime 84904 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71963 Size 64 ServiceTime 20571 QueueTime 112502 ExecutionTime 8700 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71065 Size 288 ServiceTime 1086 QueueTime 378036 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71066 Size 288 ServiceTime 64930 QueueTime 378086 ExecutionTime 
7920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71194 Size 96 ServiceTime 257 QueueTime 342706 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71139 Size 128 ServiceTime 64940 QueueTime 354244 ExecutionTime 
5280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71560 Size 128 ServiceTime 32101 QueueTime 283714 ExecutionTime 
7620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71962 Size 128 ServiceTime 33241 QueueTime 170963 ExecutionTime 
30090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 71988 Size 288 ServiceTime 64943 QueueTime 195860 ExecutionTime 
10710 
 PrintAvgStats:: AvgSize: 43.983650 Avg Service Time: 31333.605469 
 
Simulation 44: Month 11 on non-modified scheduler, System Size = 538 nodes 
Number of jobs FAILED due to Node Failure: 352 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73112 Size 128 ServiceTime 61576 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73141 Size 51 ServiceTime 32600 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73217 Size 61 ServiceTime 62499 QueueTime 387 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73206 Size 1 ServiceTime 33554 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 4020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73209 Size 1 ServiceTime 17335 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73186 Size 65 ServiceTime 26729 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73208 Size 33 ServiceTime 46411 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73223 Size 16 ServiceTime 17279 QueueTime 1906 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73231 Size 32 ServiceTime 6007 QueueTime 5909 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73219 Size 33 ServiceTime 64083 QueueTime 2412 ExecutionTime 8790 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73234 Size 32 ServiceTime 5985 QueueTime 8904 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73277 Size 1 ServiceTime 34746 QueueTime 114 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73188 Size 32 ServiceTime 56797 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 15990 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 73138 Size 16 ServiceTime 58972 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 30690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73139 Size 16 ServiceTime 61849 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 30750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73227 Size 33 ServiceTime 43284 QueueTime 1902 ExecutionTime 9990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73218 Size 49 ServiceTime 48553 QueueTime 2152 ExecutionTime 11370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73235 Size 32 ServiceTime 6282 QueueTime 9352 ExecutionTime 2370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73257 Size 33 ServiceTime 444 QueueTime 5770 ExecutionTime 180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73285 Size 32 ServiceTime 13962 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73301 Size 8 ServiceTime 2832 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73284 Size 16 ServiceTime 13745 QueueTime 1173 ExecutionTime 9060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73300 Size 8 ServiceTime 16557 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73199 Size 2 ServiceTime 64848 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 50190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73399 Size 2 ServiceTime 70 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 30 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73443 Size 132 ServiceTime 21732 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73446 Size 1 ServiceTime 8448 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 2910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73408 Size 16 ServiceTime 26563 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 11730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73384 Size 128 ServiceTime 33179 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 20400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73480 Size 25 ServiceTime 506 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73481 Size 16 ServiceTime 7908 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73503 Size 32 ServiceTime 51125 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 38340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73609 Size 4 ServiceTime 4603 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 2550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73608 Size 128 ServiceTime 58504 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 9420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73622 Size 20 ServiceTime 16924 QueueTime 2172 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73671 Size 64 ServiceTime 19932 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 13080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73694 Size 128 ServiceTime 32086 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 31860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73708 Size 14 ServiceTime 57765 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 25680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73768 Size 128 ServiceTime 239 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73771 Size 1 ServiceTime 2195 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73795 Size 49 ServiceTime 48287 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73804 Size 64 ServiceTime 29925 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 3960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73822 Size 1 ServiceTime 19012 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 6750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73834 Size 16 ServiceTime 17278 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73838 Size 16 ServiceTime 13840 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73846 Size 1 ServiceTime 30653 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 1830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73752 Size 16 ServiceTime 48934 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 36870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73780 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 63690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73889 Size 1 ServiceTime 10463 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73894 Size 32 ServiceTime 64195 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73885 Size 32 ServiceTime 56842 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 15930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73914 Size 16 ServiceTime 42241 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 2220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73899 Size 32 ServiceTime 10564 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 8670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73929 Size 65 ServiceTime 26433 QueueTime 840 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73928 Size 16 ServiceTime 40452 QueueTime 88 ExecutionTime 5730 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73917 Size 16 ServiceTime 57646 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 7020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73956 Size 15 ServiceTime 17671 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73958 Size 15 ServiceTime 21637 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 6000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73909 Size 13 ServiceTime 61035 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 21150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73984 Size 36 ServiceTime 2005 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73986 Size 25 ServiceTime 64846 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73918 Size 16 ServiceTime 57646 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 21600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73994 Size 32 ServiceTime 13879 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73912 Size 16 ServiceTime 43590 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 32250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73992 Size 11 ServiceTime 21646 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 6960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 73960 Size 16 ServiceTime 47529 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 40650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74029 Size 16 ServiceTime 27577 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74065 Size 32 ServiceTime 11364 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74066 Size 32 ServiceTime 10504 QueueTime 128 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74085 Size 32 ServiceTime 13991 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74063 Size 32 ServiceTime 11402 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 8880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74105 Size 8 ServiceTime 3041 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74125 Size 9 ServiceTime 10984 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74103 Size 32 ServiceTime 51207 QueueTime 5552 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74086 Size 31 ServiceTime 30428 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 12510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74144 Size 16 ServiceTime 17229 QueueTime 577 ExecutionTime 4830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74087 Size 33 ServiceTime 28321 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 16380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74183 Size 128 ServiceTime 1104 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74201 Size 32 ServiceTime 6815 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74182 Size 1 ServiceTime 22998 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 7050 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 74210 Size 128 ServiceTime 32115 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74291 Size 33 ServiceTime 19711 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74317 Size 33 ServiceTime 47174 QueueTime 766 ExecutionTime 1410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74303 Size 64 ServiceTime 32954 QueueTime 52 ExecutionTime 6870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74281 Size 32 ServiceTime 50289 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 13260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74332 Size 128 ServiceTime 64883 QueueTime 1515 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74315 Size 51 ServiceTime 54474 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 7950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74261 Size 1 ServiceTime 27270 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 22290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74301 Size 128 ServiceTime 39782 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 30660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74355 Size 64 ServiceTime 19263 QueueTime 10167 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74354 Size 64 ServiceTime 4877 QueueTime 10091 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74353 Size 64 ServiceTime 4588 QueueTime 10098 ExecutionTime 1770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74351 Size 32 ServiceTime 64252 QueueTime 11915 ExecutionTime 9420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74376 Size 32 ServiceTime 11192 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74375 Size 32 ServiceTime 11693 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 10650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74381 Size 1 ServiceTime 21200 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 12570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74391 Size 49 ServiceTime 48143 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 18870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74439 Size 32 ServiceTime 47485 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74440 Size 8 ServiceTime 9551 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74427 Size 33 ServiceTime 47016 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74438 Size 128 ServiceTime 61624 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74428 Size 33 ServiceTime 45734 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 6090 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74459 Size 8 ServiceTime 77 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74464 Size 21 ServiceTime 575 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74437 Size 128 ServiceTime 58452 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 13710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74462 Size 5 ServiceTime 20240 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 9600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74469 Size 1 ServiceTime 41432 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8160 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74499 Size 20 ServiceTime 12794 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 10950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74530 Size 32 ServiceTime 10920 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 2460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74522 Size 32 ServiceTime 10712 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74538 Size 8 ServiceTime 5010 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74521 Size 32 ServiceTime 10811 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 7590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74529 Size 32 ServiceTime 10399 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 8250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74536 Size 128 ServiceTime 32146 QueueTime 6023 ExecutionTime 600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74541 Size 128 ServiceTime 25287 QueueTime 5363 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74553 Size 16 ServiceTime 64732 QueueTime 4608 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74562 Size 32 ServiceTime 10849 QueueTime 338 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74550 Size 16 ServiceTime 64731 QueueTime 3371 ExecutionTime 3930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74551 Size 16 ServiceTime 64731 QueueTime 3300 ExecutionTime 11310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74476 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 50550 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74600 Size 15 ServiceTime 19395 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 3390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74609 Size 32 ServiceTime 5565 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74604 Size 32 ServiceTime 56730 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 3060 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74565 Size 32 ServiceTime 51105 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 27180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74610 Size 64 ServiceTime 6535 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 3690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74666 Size 26 ServiceTime 57679 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 3660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74658 Size 6 ServiceTime 14273 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 8130 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74640 Size 24 ServiceTime 52163 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 12870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74724 Size 4 ServiceTime 32443 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74725 Size 32 ServiceTime 13993 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74637 Size 32 ServiceTime 64850 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 19470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74693 Size 16 ServiceTime 47773 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 11340 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74729 Size 20 ServiceTime 12385 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74776 Size 128 ServiceTime 25300 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74906 Size 8 ServiceTime 6756 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1050 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74886 Size 128 ServiceTime 64877 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 10710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74867 Size 1 ServiceTime 61378 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 22620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74871 Size 1 ServiceTime 60502 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 22830 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74911 Size 32 ServiceTime 64165 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 4290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74915 Size 16 ServiceTime 47853 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 5640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 74931 Size 64 ServiceTime 695 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75048 Size 128 ServiceTime 58471 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75090 Size 128 ServiceTime 48593 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 9480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75098 Size 13 ServiceTime 21642 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 8910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75106 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 9510 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75109 Size 18 ServiceTime 54022 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 8460 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75113 Size 1 ServiceTime 27348 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8130 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 75121 Size 50 ServiceTime 4639 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4470 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75152 Size 32 ServiceTime 1790 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75140 Size 128 ServiceTime 47712 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 7500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75110 Size 18 ServiceTime 54115 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 37080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75156 Size 53 ServiceTime 40227 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 29670 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75105 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 44220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75139 Size 1 ServiceTime 38062 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 31500 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75111 Size 3 ServiceTime 50642 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 43200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75112 Size 3 ServiceTime 50766 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 43140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75107 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 44520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75167 Size 1 ServiceTime 52701 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 27030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75102 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 44910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75205 Size 4 ServiceTime 17313 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 6450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75232 Size 128 ServiceTime 25291 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 2310 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75210 Size 4 ServiceTime 17228 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 12630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75275 Size 32 ServiceTime 13969 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 8640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75271 Size 24 ServiceTime 46248 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 17610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75342 Size 64 ServiceTime 8656 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75335 Size 51 ServiceTime 29748 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 4620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75343 Size 64 ServiceTime 8522 QueueTime 397 ExecutionTime 4440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75319 Size 32 ServiceTime 56869 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 13080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75291 Size 128 ServiceTime 32092 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 21930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75258 Size 32 ServiceTime 49076 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 37200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75357 Size 31 ServiceTime 63238 QueueTime 973 ExecutionTime 10290 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75304 Size 32 ServiceTime 64246 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 31350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75373 Size 33 ServiceTime 64845 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 13200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75364 Size 32 ServiceTime 48869 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 26850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75414 Size 64 ServiceTime 4635 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75413 Size 64 ServiceTime 4619 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75416 Size 64 ServiceTime 4522 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 3180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75417 Size 64 ServiceTime 4520 QueueTime 276 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75421 Size 64 ServiceTime 4759 QueueTime 3962 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75420 Size 64 ServiceTime 4619 QueueTime 3963 ExecutionTime 2940 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75457 Size 32 ServiceTime 1307 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75578 Size 16 ServiceTime 47889 QueueTime 694 ExecutionTime 4350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75548 Size 33 ServiceTime 46362 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 8970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75594 Size 8 ServiceTime 20739 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 1380 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75545 Size 33 ServiceTime 45476 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 22200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75591 Size 128 ServiceTime 58548 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 15180 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75600 Size 81 ServiceTime 6086 QueueTime 5675 ExecutionTime 5610 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75604 Size 300 ServiceTime 65042 QueueTime 30061 ExecutionTime 4950 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75643 Size 128 ServiceTime 64869 QueueTime 20683 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75642 Size 128 ServiceTime 64885 QueueTime 20689 ExecutionTime 4680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75609 Size 32 ServiceTime 50331 QueueTime 5921 ExecutionTime 36030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75705 Size 128 ServiceTime 61520 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 15420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75765 Size 16 ServiceTime 4115 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75746 Size 128 ServiceTime 21667 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 11580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75771 Size 64 ServiceTime 4479 QueueTime 3221 ExecutionTime 1920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75793 Size 128 ServiceTime 32102 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 6210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75762 Size 32 ServiceTime 47413 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 26040 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75800 Size 64 ServiceTime 4584 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 1020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75798 Size 64 ServiceTime 4439 QueueTime 12 ExecutionTime 1890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75803 Size 64 ServiceTime 4685 QueueTime 1005 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75817 Size 128 ServiceTime 16778 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 1350 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75822 Size 8 ServiceTime 1245 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75831 Size 192 ServiceTime 598 QueueTime 992 ExecutionTime 570 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75781 Size 16 ServiceTime 47622 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 36810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75832 Size 32 ServiceTime 56888 QueueTime 340 ExecutionTime 3540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75863 Size 64 ServiceTime 3848 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75837 Size 32 ServiceTime 64216 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 33810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75870 Size 32 ServiceTime 13880 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 12450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75973 Size 128 ServiceTime 19295 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 5190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75987 Size 8 ServiceTime 30498 QueueTime 1290 ExecutionTime 5520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75974 Size 128 ServiceTime 9229 QueueTime 5193 ExecutionTime 3600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75975 Size 128 ServiceTime 15236 QueueTime 8770 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75874 Size 128 ServiceTime 64867 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 29910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75985 Size 21 ServiceTime 686 QueueTime 8370 ExecutionTime 420 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 75997 Size 10 ServiceTime 3275 QueueTime 4540 ExecutionTime 2070 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75998 Size 128 ServiceTime 43626 QueueTime 1688 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76006 Size 4 ServiceTime 17064 QueueTime 267 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76014 Size 300 ServiceTime 24218 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 2880 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75967 Size 9 ServiceTime 37338 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 27000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76032 Size 32 ServiceTime 13860 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 75993 Size 1 ServiceTime 28836 QueueTime 63 ExecutionTime 28590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76082 Size 64 ServiceTime 189 QueueTime 74 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76191 Size 50 ServiceTime 11249 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 6600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76207 Size 16 ServiceTime 47522 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 9690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76128 Size 1 ServiceTime 35987 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 34890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76131 Size 1 ServiceTime 36553 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 34860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76235 Size 32 ServiceTime 13773 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 1980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76277 Size 5 ServiceTime 3653 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 1110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76295 Size 32 ServiceTime 13395 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 9870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76310 Size 64 ServiceTime 4397 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76244 Size 128 ServiceTime 58638 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 30120 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76304 Size 1 ServiceTime 33410 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 18540 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76312 Size 16 ServiceTime 47383 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 13020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76297 Size 1 ServiceTime 36939 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 30990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76320 Size 20 ServiceTime 45069 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 26220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76342 Size 128 ServiceTime 61638 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 4080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76338 Size 32 ServiceTime 50215 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 24420 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76483 Size 5 ServiceTime 4818 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 2640 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76494 Size 16 ServiceTime 47604 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76550 Size 5 ServiceTime 4538 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76514 Size 32 ServiceTime 58958 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 34260 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76577 Size 32 ServiceTime 21664 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 19320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76593 Size 18 ServiceTime 46513 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 4980 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76621 Size 128 ServiceTime 45284 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 4770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76623 Size 4 ServiceTime 14440 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 9600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76701 Size 1 ServiceTime 20951 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76632 Size 16 ServiceTime 13703 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 9300 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76692 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76669 Size 1 ServiceTime 38854 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 12690 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76758 Size 81 ServiceTime 2666 QueueTime 1555 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76590 Size 32 ServiceTime 64234 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 54870 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76760 Size 20 ServiceTime 6607 QueueTime 1101 ExecutionTime 4530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76688 Size 1 ServiceTime 64836 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 17010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76772 Size 128 ServiceTime 2773 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76771 Size 20 ServiceTime 36704 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76773 Size 128 ServiceTime 2766 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 1710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76765 Size 16 ServiceTime 17200 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 16590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76752 Size 8 ServiceTime 54161 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 32220 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76857 Size 64 ServiceTime 4362 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 4320 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76853 Size 8 ServiceTime 7250 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 4650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76867 Size 11 ServiceTime 13769 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 2820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76864 Size 7 ServiceTime 8162 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7650 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76943 Size 5 ServiceTime 4169 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 1680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 76987 Size 32 ServiceTime 53775 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 2970 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77052 Size 32 ServiceTime 7822 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 2010 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77056 Size 32 ServiceTime 19519 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 3450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77072 Size 180 ServiceTime 1744 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 1230 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77040 Size 50 ServiceTime 20724 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 12810 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77048 Size 16 ServiceTime 48023 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 21990 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77118 Size 64 ServiceTime 4116 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77054 Size 25 ServiceTime 61402 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 32280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77116 Size 1 ServiceTime 43241 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 7890 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77124 Size 18 ServiceTime 51491 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 13020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77083 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 49530 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77123 Size 18 ServiceTime 52735 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 15240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77134 Size 5 ServiceTime 5789 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1620 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77135 Size 5 ServiceTime 6046 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 4170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77143 Size 128 ServiceTime 61632 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77150 Size 32 ServiceTime 4142 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 1560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77149 Size 128 ServiceTime 45409 QueueTime 96 ExecutionTime 6960 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77144 Size 64 ServiceTime 20816 QueueTime 21 ExecutionTime 11040 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 77148 Size 128 ServiceTime 34159 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 8760 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77167 Size 62 ServiceTime 54305 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 4920 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77200 Size 128 ServiceTime 3673 QueueTime 5 ExecutionTime 210 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77202 Size 306 ServiceTime 773 QueueTime 6 ExecutionTime 90 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77205 Size 16 ServiceTime 40271 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77180 Size 4 ServiceTime 43240 QueueTime 23 ExecutionTime 13200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77188 Size 16 ServiceTime 12970 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 12780 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77191 Size 16 ServiceTime 30365 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 11910 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77204 Size 65 ServiceTime 52669 QueueTime 31 ExecutionTime 7440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77206 Size 24 ServiceTime 42305 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 6930 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77223 Size 16 ServiceTime 13877 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 3270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77224 Size 24 ServiceTime 43420 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77218 Size 1 ServiceTime 48902 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 3840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77182 Size 16 ServiceTime 25460 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 16170 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77214 Size 1 ServiceTime 45772 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 11400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77266 Size 4 ServiceTime 64856 QueueTime 20 ExecutionTime 11280 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77343 Size 16 ServiceTime 5180 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 2100 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77363 Size 1 ServiceTime 41570 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77378 Size 24 ServiceTime 43307 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 360 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77417 Size 1 ServiceTime 30752 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77389 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 4 ExecutionTime 9330 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77394 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 9630 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77400 Size 1 ServiceTime 64837 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 9600 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77402 Size 4 ServiceTime 43243 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 9450 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77404 Size 1 ServiceTime 40110 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 9390 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77409 Size 1 ServiceTime 30346 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 8520 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77321 Size 16 ServiceTime 47581 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 46740 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77372 Size 24 ServiceTime 43031 QueueTime 19 ExecutionTime 12030 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77439 Size 32 ServiceTime 19791 QueueTime 11 ExecutionTime 150 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77373 Size 1 ServiceTime 33202 QueueTime 3 ExecutionTime 12000 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77408 Size 9 ServiceTime 36185 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77440 Size 42 ServiceTime 2891 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 60 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77304 Size 1 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 49560 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77298 Size 1 ServiceTime 64841 QueueTime 9 ExecutionTime 49680 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77415 Size 1 ServiceTime 15445 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 8580 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77317 Size 1 ServiceTime 50967 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 47250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77299 Size 1 ServiceTime 64838 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 49770 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77379 Size 1 ServiceTime 35323 QueueTime 17 ExecutionTime 11250 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77369 Size 1 ServiceTime 31572 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 13110 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77393 Size 1 ServiceTime 64839 QueueTime 1 ExecutionTime 10710 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77405 Size 1 ServiceTime 36600 QueueTime 29 ExecutionTime 10440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77448 Size 14 ServiceTime 43350 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 12480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77518 Size 64 ServiceTime 10075 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 7410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77639 Size 1 ServiceTime 33069 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77540 Size 1 ServiceTime 21421 QueueTime 22 ExecutionTime 20370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77531 Size 16 ServiceTime 47670 QueueTime 15 ExecutionTime 31590 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77709 Size 64 ServiceTime 5048 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 840 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77722 Size 128 ServiceTime 58457 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 7200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77730 Size 64 ServiceTime 33081 QueueTime 28 ExecutionTime 1140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77729 Size 64 ServiceTime 39787 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 1200 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77718 Size 18 ServiceTime 51254 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 8820 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77723 Size 32 ServiceTime 64437 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 9270 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77720 Size 18 ServiceTime 52581 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 13440 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77747 Size 31 ServiceTime 63027 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3720 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77779 Size 12 ServiceTime 17354 QueueTime 13 ExecutionTime 3240 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77760 Size 1 ServiceTime 29323 QueueTime 10 ExecutionTime 11850 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77820 Size 128 ServiceTime 61512 QueueTime 2 ExecutionTime 11370 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77826 Size 64 ServiceTime 2475 QueueTime 8913 ExecutionTime 2400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77824 Size 65 ServiceTime 28858 QueueTime 3177 ExecutionTime 15750 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77836 Size 1 ServiceTime 21761 QueueTime 26 ExecutionTime 13080 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77838 Size 32 ServiceTime 13950 QueueTime 7 ExecutionTime 9660 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77839 Size 33 ServiceTime 25255 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 4140 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77840 Size 33 ServiceTime 13981 QueueTime 18 ExecutionTime 8400 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77848 Size 32 ServiceTime 2887 QueueTime 0 ExecutionTime 2190 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77853 Size 1 ServiceTime 50434 QueueTime 25 ExecutionTime 1800 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77847 Size 16 ServiceTime 21194 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 19020 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77859 Size 32 ServiceTime 699 QueueTime 24 ExecutionTime 60 
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 PrintFailStats:: Job 77856 Size 1 ServiceTime 42864 QueueTime 14 ExecutionTime 1860 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77895 Size 9 ServiceTime 18042 QueueTime 8 ExecutionTime 10410 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77874 Size 1 ServiceTime 34835 QueueTime 16 ExecutionTime 30480 
 PrintFailStats:: Job 77897 Size 12 ServiceTime 61678 QueueTime 27 ExecutionTime 48390 
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